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Generalization is a fundamental mathematical practice across all disciplines and content areas
(Amit & Klass, 2005; Lannin, 2005; Pierce, 1902; Vygotsky, 1986; Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema &
Moore, 2017). While a considerable amount of research has been conducted on students'
generalizing activity in algebraic contexts (Amit & Klass 2005; Becker & Rivera, 2006;
Carpenter & Franke, 2001; Cooper & Warren, 2008), recently more attention has been paid to
understanding the ways that undergraduate students generalize (Dorko, 2016; Dorko &
Lockwood, 2016; Dorko & Weber, 2014; Kabael, 2011; Jones & Dorko, 2015; Fisher 2007;
Lockwood, 2011, Lockwood & Reed, 2016). There remains much to be investigated about ways
in which postsecondary students generalize within formal mathematics.
In addition, the topic of real analysis is foundational to undergraduate and graduate
mathematics programs. There is relatively little known in the field about student understanding
in real analysis (aside from students' constructions of formal limits). An important step toward
helping students be successful in mathematics programs is to better understand student reasoning
about challenging and abstract concepts in real analysis.

This dissertation explores the ways in which undergraduate students generalize their
understanding of core concepts in real analysis. By exploring student generalization in real
analysis, I am able to investigate how students generalize mathematics that has already been
formalized. In this dissertation, I seek to answer the following research questions: 1) What do
students attend to as they generalize formal mathematical knowledge? and 2) In what ways do
students' understandings of real analysis on !

influence their understandings or real analysis in

more abstract settings?
To gather data, I conducted two 15-hour teaching experiments with undergraduate
mathematics students that had completed the introductory sequence in real analysis. One
teaching experiment was with a pair of students, and the other was with a single student. Over
the course of these teaching experiments, each student group engaged in a reinvention of the
formal definition of a metric space, generalizing from their knowledge of distance measurement,
sequential convergence, and other topological properties of ! . By conducting these reinventions,
I both learned about the ways in which the students generalized their knowledge and about the
ways that they fundamentally understood the guiding structure of the metric spaces they
explored.
Analysis revealed theoretical constructs that can be applied to further research and
teaching. These constructs describe the nuances of the students' formal mathematical
generalizations, as well as the structures they attend to when engaging with the concepts in real
analysis. In particular, findings revealed two new ways that students can generalize, those of
mapping and pattern matching. The findings also allowed for a characterization a natural way for
students to reason about real vector spaces in relation to its building blocks, called component-

wise reasoning. Findings such as these can inform future research on the ways students
generalize formal mathematics, as well as on the ways that they understand concepts in real
analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of real analysis is an area of study important to research mathematicians and
mathematics students alike. For the researcher, real analysis has applications in many other fields,
such as probability and statistics, applied mathematics and economics. For the student, real
analysis can be one of the major barriers to success in a mathematics program. Along with
abstract algebra, the vast majority of mathematics majors must take real analysis in some form as
part of a core curriculum. Further, real analysis holds implications for mathematics graduate
students as well. Success in real analysis at the undergraduate level can have implications for a
students’ acceptance into graduate school, and then can have further implications for their success
in a graduate program. Further, many graduate programs include real analysis as part of the
qualifying exam process to determine whether students can pursue doctoral degrees in
mathematics.
While real analysis education has such implications for mathematics students, we know very
little of its teaching and learning, particularly in advanced settings of real analysis. Further, real
analysis is anecdotally difficult for both undergraduate and graduate students. A major goal of
this dissertation is to explore the ways that undergraduate students reason about real anlaysis in
advanced settings. By exploring student thinking and learning in this area, I hope to make
progress towards positively impacting students’ learning experiences in the real analysis
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classroom. A possible contribution to the difficulty of real analysis at the graduate level is the
potentially substantial cognitive leap from the undergraduate setting of the real line (R) to the
more abstract graduate settings of function spaces (i.e., the Lp spaces) and general metric spaces
(sets S with a metric [distance]

defined on S). Whereas the real analysis students learn at the

undergraduate level involves the familiar setting of R (and also familiar concepts such as limits,
derivatives and integration) more advanced real analysis explores the abstract spaces mentioned
above, as well as other more involved topological concepts (such as openness, completeness, and
compactness). In this dissertation, I specifically target how students transition their knowledge
from the familiarity of the real line to more abstract settings.
A primary mathematical activity involved in this transition is that of generalization.
Generalization has been recognized as an important mathematical activity by both researchers
(i.e., Vygotsky, 1986) and educators alike. Generalization naturally occurs in real analysis, as the
metric spaces students explore involve real space Rn and sequence spaces, which are clear
generalizations of R. Moreover, all metric spaces obey the similar topological structure dictated
by the metric function. For instance, sequential convergence has identical structure across all
metric spaces. Thus, a sequence of real numbers converges in the same way that a sequence of
functions converges when distance is measured through the metric d(f, g) =

(f

g)2 . It is

this similar and recurring structure across metric spaces that allows for sophisticated
generalization of structure from R to other metric spaces.
In this study, I specifically leverage the mathematical activity of generalization to facilitate
student learning of metric spaces and related topics in real analysis. Not only does this allow me
to investigate how students learn complicated structure within real analysis, but I also investigate
the ways that students generalize formal mathematics 1 . While generalization has been
thoroughly investigated in algebraic contexts, we still know little about the ways that students
generalize in more advanced mathematical contexts, much less how student generalize
mathematical knowledge that is formal in nature.
1

I take formal mathematics to mean mathematics within an explicit axiomatic system.
terminology in greater detail in Subsection 3.1.1

I will discuss this
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To address these issues, I will answer the following research questions:
1. What do students attend to as they generalize formal mathematical knowledge?
2. In what ways do students’ understandings of real analysis on R influence their
understandings of real analysis in more abstract settings?

4

Chapter 2
Literature Review
According to the two main foci of this dissertation, undergraduate student reasoning in real
analysis and undergraduate student generalization, I have reviewed two bodies of literature
according to my research goals. I will first present an overview of the literature on student
generalization, which thus far has primarily been studied in algebraic contexts and has recently
been investigated in more advanced domains. I will then present the current body of literature
focused on a real analysis setting. The review will reveal a dearth of research on student
understanding of advanced topics in real analysis, with the majority of studies investigating other
topics in the context of analysis.

2.1

Generalization

The mathematical activity of generalization has been well documented within mathematics
education literature. This attention is well deserved, as generalization has been deemed an
integral component of mathematical thinking (e.g., Amit & Klass, 2005; Lannin, 2005; Pierce,
1902; Vygotsky, 1986). Such attention suggests that student generalization in various
mathematical areas warrants investigation.
In this review, I first discuss various perspectives on generalization, and then give an overview
of recent undergraduate generalization studies. The review of perspectives on generalization
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demonstrates multiple ways generalization has been characterized in the literature. I will be
framing student generalization according to the R-F-E framework 1 (Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema &
Moore, 2017). The overview of undergraduate studies will situate my own work in undergraduate
generalization, and I will later discuss how my project will add to these works.

2.1.1 Perspectives on generalization
In this section I present a review of various ways that generalization has been characterized and
investigated across mathematical contexts in the literature. I will first review generalization
perspectives at the K-12 level, then moving on to perspectives that more broadly can apply to the
undergraduate level. As my research goals pertain to undergraduate generalizing activity, I will
primarily focus on those frameworks and perspectives that allow investigations at the
undergraduate level, and summarize work focused on K-12. In this section, I will also discuss
Hazzan’s (1999) characterizations of abstraction. Though often used to characterize students
reducing the level of abstraction rather than explicitly generalizing, Hazzan’s framework does
have implications for certain perspectives on generalizing applied at an advanced mathematical
level. Finally, I will conclude this section with a discussion of Ellis’ (2007) taxonomy for
generalizing, which is the inspiration behind the R-F-E framework that I apply in my study.
2.1.1.1

Generalizing in algebraic contexts: an example and summary

Until recently (with a couple of exceptions), generalization studies have predominantly been
conducted among young students in the context of patterns and algebraic reasoning, whereas
undergraduate students’ generalization has received less attention. Studies have emphasized the
role that generalization plays in fundamental topics ranging from algebraic reasoning (Amit &
Klass 2005; Becker & Rivera, 2006; Carpenter & Franke, 2001; Cooper & Warren, 2008) to
functional thinking (Ellis 2011; Lee & Wheeler 1987; Rico 1996; Rivera & Becker 2007), as well
as problem solving (Sriraman 2003).
1

A generalization framework developed to characterize generalization across multiple levels of mathematics and
various mathematical disciplines
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In this section, I will first discuss Radford’s (2003) characterization of generalization
(specifically in an algebraic context) as a representative of the kinds of generalizations researchers
focus on at the algebraic level. I will then summarize the collection of researchers who, like
Radford, primarily investigated generalization in this algebraic context. A thorough review of this
K-12 generalization literature is ultimately outside of the scope of this dissertation, and I thus
highlight Radford’s work as an example of the kinds of studies enacted. I devote the majority of
this review to a comprehensive examination of such studies at the undergraduate level, as my
research is situated at the undergraduate level.
While attempting to explore the “indexical meaning of the students’ first algebraic symbols”
(Radford, 2003, p. 38), Radford drew from Vygotsky in using semiotic means of objectification
to identify the distinct nuances2 of students’ generalizing. By “semiotic means of objectification,”
Radford meant “objects, tools, linguistic devices, and signs that individuals intentionally use in
social meaning-making processes to achieve a stable form of awareness, to make apparent their
intentions, and to carry out their actions to attain the goal of their activities” (p. 4). Thus,
considering the social setting of group-oriented activity within a classroom, Radford
longitudinally evaluated students from Grade 8 to Grade 10 to explore the nature of their
generalizing algebraic patterns before and during the use of algebraic symbols.
This exploration led to a characterization of three kinds of generalizing that occur in this
algebraic context: factual, contextual, and symbolic generalizations. Distinguishing the categories
depends on the nature of the mathematics being generalized in relation to the activity prompting
the generalization. For instance, Radford called his first type of generalization factual
generalization, which “applies to objects at the same concrete level” (p. 47). Radford described
that factual generalizations occur when, for instance on a numerical level, specific activity can be
predicted to potentially be carried out on similar objects in the future. The specific context
Radford was describing was that of number patterns. In a similar manner, Radford also
characterized contextual generalizations and symbolic generalizations. Contextual
2

By nuance I mean subtleties in the sense of making fine distinctions.
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generalizations (p. 54) occur when
the students succeeded in objectifying an operational scheme that acts on abstract —
although contextually situated — objects and specifies temporally situated
mathematical operations on them, thus ensuring the attainment of a new level of
generality.
The key distinction is that contextual generalizations involve abstracted schemes that convey a
new level of operating, but they are not symbolically represented and are instead communicated
through language and gesture, referencing objects that exist specifically within the social setting
of mathematical activity. Symbolic generalizations, then, involve generalizations that make use of
symbols as representations of what was being generalized.
Note that Radford’s nuanced distinctions characterize generalizations that specifically occur
in pattern-based algebraic contexts and involve the progression of student activity from
pre-symbolic to symbolic. His use of semiotics is warranted in this case, as he was primarily
focused on symbolization and the students’ meaning-making through social goal-oriented activity.
He then built off of this work (Radford 2006, 2008) to differentiate algebraic generalization from
naı̈ve induction and arithmetic generalization. Whereas a generalization involves “noticing a
commonality in some given particular terms” and “generalizing the noticed commonality to all
terms of the sequence,” a generalization is algebraic if that which is generalized manifests into a
“schema, i.e., a rule providing one with an expression” of the sequence terms (Radford, 2006, p.
15, emphasis in original). He thus classified a naı̈ve induction as involving trial and error, and an
arithmetic generalization as a generalization without the expression of the sequence terms.
In this way, Radford characterized the specific generalizing activity of identifying patterns
within an algebraic context. Similarly, Rivera and Becker (2007, 2008) characterized generalizing
within the context of patterning and linear functions. Rivera and Becker (2007) first distinguished
between abduction, in the sense of “generating a viable inference from an incomplete knowledge
base” (p. 143), and induction as means of making inferences that lead to generalizations.
Drawing on this, they then characterized two types of generalizations that produced linear
functions through the use of iterating geometric shapes, constructive and deconstructive
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generalizations. Generalizations were deemed constructive if they adhered to the standard
y = mx + b format (p. 70) and were deemed deconstructive if they were of a form generated from
iterative shapes having overlapping sides, forcing a subtraction element into the generalization
because of the overlap (p. 70). These distinctions and characterizations demonstrate the kinds of
nuanced questions asked about generalizations at the algebraic level.
While some of the research conducted at this level can be applied to higher level mathematics,
the majority of such studies primarily focus on such generalizations that occur in an algebraic
context. These studies include investigations of students generalizing patterns (Amit & Neria,
2008; Becker & Rivera, 2006; Cooper & Warren, 2008; Moss, Beatty, McNab & Eisenband,
2006; Mulligan & Mitchelmoore, 2009; Radford, 2006; Rivera, 2010; Rivera & Becker, 2008;
Stacey, 1989; Steele, 2008), as well as studies of linear (Carraher, Martinez & Schliemann, 2008;
Ellis, 2007; Radford, 2008; Rivera & Becker, 2008; Stacey, 1989) and quadratic functions (Amit
& Neria, 2008; Ellis, 2011; Lee & Wheeler, 1987; Rico, 1996; Rivera & Becker, 2007). While
these studies provide a strong foundation of research on generalization as it occurs early on with
algebra students, the question still remains of how generalization occurs in more advanced
settings.
Each of these contexts, while informing the ways students generalize, are ultimately limited in
scope to mathematics related to the specific algebraic operations examined. For instance,
Radford’s work characterizes generalizations that occur on the concrete level and during the
transition to mathematical symbolism. This work, while applicable in some instances to other
facets of mathematical activity, is limited to questions involving generalizing to symbolic
mathematical structures. An exception to this phenomenon is Ellis’ (2007) work, which will be
examined later on in this review. Ellis’ generalization taxonomy, while developed at the K-12
level, characterizes the generalizing actions that students take specifically from an actor-oriented
perspective. I intentionally delay my discussion of Ellis’ work for two reasons: a) I intentionally
highlight her actor-oriented generalizing taxonomy as distinct from other the other frameworks in
this review and b) Ellis’ work is the foundation of the theoretical perspective I adopt in this study
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(the more recent R-F-E framework (Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema & Moore, 2017)).
In the next section I explore the literature on generalization as it occurs with older students
and in more advanced contexts as those that would occur at the undergraduate level.

2.1.2 Perspectives on generalization at the undergraduate level
The abundance of generalization studies at the primary and secondary levels is accompanied by a
growing body of literature on generalization at the undergraduate level, and I expect my study to
contribute to this latter body of literature. In particular, the literature thus far at the undergraduate
level covers a multitude of topics including calculus (e.g., Dorko, 2016; Dorko & Lockwood,
2016; Dorko & Weber, 2014; Kabael, 2011; Jones & Dorko, 2015; Fisher 2007) and
combinatorics (e.g., Lockwood, 2011, Lockwood & Reed, 2016), and there have been multiple
theoretical works that propose the importance of generalization in advanced student thinking.
In this section, I first discuss perspectives on and frameworks for generalization that have
emerged in the literature and apply more broadly to undergraduate mathematics. These
perspectives were either developed at the undergraduate level, or have been explicitly used in an
undergraduate generalization study. As in the previous section, I will focus my review on the
generalization perspectives, and I will discuss actual empirical undergraduate generalization
studies later on in this chapter.
2.1.2.1

The onto-semiotic approach and generalizing processes

Much like Radford before them, Font and Contreras (2008) draw from didactics and consider an
onto-semiotic (Godino, Batanero & Roa, 2005) viewpoint of mathematics. Their research was set
in a context of trying to describe a system of semiotic functions 3 involved in how calculus
students might understand the general definition of a derivative. Their theoretical goals involved
describing how students move between particular mathematical objects and general classifications
of those objects through mathematical activity.
3

A semiotic function is a relationship between an expression (sign/symbol of a mathematical object) and its content
(the meaning of the sign) expressed as a correspondence or rule (Godino & Batanero, 2003).
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To this end, Font and Contreras outlined three different types of generalizing processes to
enact on extensive and intensive objects. The extensive/intensive distinction refers to classes of
objects and their particulars. Specifically, an “extensive object is used as a particular case (a
specific example, i.e., the function y = 2x + 1)” (Font & Contreras, 2008, p. 38). An intensive
object, then, is “a more general class (i.e., the family of functions y = mx + n)” (p. 38). Font and
Contreras consider three “processes of generalization (or abstraction) that permit intensives” (p.
38). The first type is constructive abstraction, which
apart from the reflection on the system of actions and their symbolization, finds
invariant relations and describes them symbolically . . . it constructs intensives from
the reflection on the action (p. 38).
This process thus yields intensives through examining activity carried out on extensives and
symbolically representing the result of reflection. The next generalizing process is called
eliminative, and occurs through “eliminating or separating aspects or specific notes” (p. 38) of an
extensive to arrive at an intensive. Finally, the additive generalizing process obtains intensives
through “the coming together of different elements in one set” (p. 39). In this way, additive and
eliminative processes are inversely related, as the additive considers an extensive as a part of a
whole (intensive) (p. 39).
Using this theory, Font and Contreras then analyzed the onto-semiotic nuances of the semiotic
functions involved in calculus students’ interpreting the definition of a derivative 4 as given in a
textbook. The definition, while stated generally, involves constant transition between extensives
and intensives, such as from the class y = f (x) to a specific function y = f (x) (intensive to
extensive) and a specific pair (a, f (a)) with a class of pairs (a, f (a)) (extensive to intensive) (p.
41). The authors thus gave a model of the series of such semiotic functions involved in
understanding the general definition of a derivative. This theoretical model is important, as it
outlines the nuances of understanding a general definition either in a class or a textbook. Indeed,
4

Definition: We consider now, given a function y = f (x), another new function that associates at each point of
the domain of f its derivative f (a) when this exists. The function is the derivative function of y = f (x) and is
f (x + h) f (x)
represented with f (x) or y . f (x) = lim
h 0
h
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this kind of study contributes to the literature on generalization, as it outlines generalizing actions
involved in processes that more advanced mathematics students enact on a regular basis. My
study will expand on such work by giving an analysis of similar generalizing actions taken while
enacting a proof scheme, though not from a semiotic perspective.
2.1.2.2

Cognitive approaches to generalization

In this section I consider perspectives on generalization that are more cognitively oriented than
the previous semiotic perspectives.
Harel and Tall (1991) proposed a framework for generalization that distinguishes between
generalization types based on how knowledge is transformed during generalization. Specifically,
they say that an expansion generalization “occurs when the subject expands the applicability
range of an existing schema without reconstructing it” ( p. 38). The emphasis here is that no
alteration of the learner’s schema is necessary when utilizing it in a generalized mathematical
context, but rather the schema 5 becomes enriched. This type of generalization contrasts with two
other types of generalizations that Harel and Tall characterize, reconstructive and disjunctive
generalizations. Reconstructive generalization occurs when altering of the original schema is in
fact necessary for an expansion of applicability (ibid.). The result of this generalization is still in
fact an expanded schema based in contextual relationships, however the expansion was preceded
by adjustment of the schema to accommodate the expansion. Finally, disjunctive generalization
occurs when a new schema is constructed to deal with the generalized mathematics, and the
schema is disjoint from the cases from which the mathematics was generalized (ibid.). They
highlight that there is seemingly no connection between the generalized mathematics and the
applications of generality experienced previously by the learner. This framework was later altered
by Jones and Dorko (2015), discussed below, who use the phrase ‘disjunctive understanding’
since the learner is not actually generalizing and enriching a schema, but is rather creating a new
one.
5

I interpret their use of schema to generally mean a collection of cognitive constructions.
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Harel and Tall (1991) characterize abstraction in terms of reconstructive generalization,
“when the subject focuses attention on specific properties of a given object and then considers
these properties in isolation from the original” (p. 39). This activity is reconstructive, as the
isolation of properties to be abstracted constitutes reorganization of the original schema.
These distinctions describe the variety of ways in which to measure the transformation of
schemas by examining the mathematics that the students perform. The authors express that the
ideal situation for learning is when students are presented with scenarios that require expansive
and potentially reconstructive generalizations. Note that in this perspective, a student’s
generalization is measured by specific schema transformations that take place. Thus, for this
particular framework, the way in which the researcher measures schema transformation dictates
how they interpret the nuances of the students’ generalizing. Note also that characterizing
generalization more broadly in terms of cognitive transformation allows this framework to be
applied at various mathematical levels. In fact, Harel and Tall used linear and abstract algebra as
contexts to discuss their framework.
Harel (2001) also investigated generalizing from patterns through the principle of
mathematical induction. Here he made the distinction between process pattern generalizations
and result pattern generalizations. A result pattern generalization is made when a student is
attuned to the regularity of a result (without necessarily attending to the process that yielded the
result) (p. 11). For example, a student might generalize the sequence 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . to be the
sequence 2n , paying attention to the numbers at each step and the form of the numbers as
increasing powers of 2. Similarly, a student might generate the logarithmic property
log(a1 · a2 . . . an ) = log a1 + log a2 + . . . + log an by observing the two different expressions on
each side of an equality yielding the same numerical result (p. 11).
Harel (2011) contrasts result pattern generalizations with process pattern generalizations, in
which the student focuses on the regularity not just with the results but within an observed
process that might have generated those results (p. 11). Here, a student observing the same
sequence 2n above may notice that the sequence entries are doubling each time, and express the
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repeated multiplication as exponentiation yielding the generalization. Similarly, a student
observing the logarithmic pattern might go through the constructive process of using the
logarithmic rule log(a1 a2 ) = log a1 + log a2 and iteratively use it one step at a time on
increasingly large products. Observance of this iterative process and generalizing to the nth case
would result in a process-pattern generalization (p. 12). In his 2001 study, Harel used process
pattern generalization as an integral cognitive component of an alternate method for teaching the
principle of mathematical induction.

2.1.3 Analyses of the generalization frameworks
Each generalization framework discussed above are useful for characterizing different aspects of
undergraduate generalization. While useful in their own rights, I find that the R-F-E framework
(to be discussed below in Chapter 3) ultimately adheres most to the perspectives on thinking and
learning that I adopt (those of constructivism and an actor-oriented perspective), and also allows
for a more nuanced analysis of student generalizing than the above frameworks provide. In my
analysis of student generalization, I seek to attend to both what activities students are engaging in
when generalizing and the cognitive mechanisms behind their generalizing. While the above
perspectives allow for partial or related analyses, ultimately the R-F-E framework allows me to
attend to both of my analytical concerns in detail. For instance, Font and Contreras’ use semiotic
functions to describe the necessary movement between extensive and intensive mathematical
objects when interpreting formal definitions. While student interpretation and use of formal
mathematical statements is a component of my study, I am more interested in the students’
understandings of the mathematical objects and processes that result from use of formal
statements. This calls for analysis of their cognitive schemes and abstracted operations rather than
identification of their mediation between the signs they are writing and interpreting in
mathematical activity. Further, rather than an onto-semiotic approach I will be drawing from
Piaget’s radical constructivism (further explored in Chapter 3) to make inferences of the
operations that comprise the students’ understandings of mathematics. This distinction between a
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didactic approach to mathematical activity and a radical constructivist perspective on
understanding results in my adoption of a generalization perspective rooted more in student
cognition.
Harel and Tall’s (1991) generalization framework and Harel’s (2001) pattern generalization
framework both provide useful ways to distinguish students’ generalizations, however they
ultimately allow for less nuanced discussions of the cognitive mechanisms behind generalization
than the R-F-E framework (Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema & Moore, 2017) that I am adopting for my
study. Harel and Tall’s (1991) distinctions between expansive, reconstructive, and disjunctive
generalizations allow for meaningful differentiations to be made between students’
generalizations. Moreover, their perspective allows for the adoption of an actor-oriented
perspective (to be discussed later), as the different characterizations depend on the type of
cognitive reconstruction the student enacts when generalizing.
While Harel and Tall’s distinctions qualitatively differentiate students’ generalizations, they
do not allow for the nuances I seek in my analysis. First, their distinctions do not attend to what
actions the students are taking while they are generalizing. Second, I seek to not only identify
when students make accommodations to their cognitive schemes while generalizing, but to
examine, in greater detail, which schemes the students are generalizing from and the ways in
which the students transform their understandings rather than whether or not their understandings
were transformed. Further, I seek to examine the cognitive mechanisms behind their
accommodations while generalizing.
Similarly, Harel’s (2001) process/result pattern generalization distinguishes between students’
generalizations, but it ultimately does not allow me to extract greater nuance from the student
activity. Identifying whether students are attending to the results of a pattern they are generalizing
or attending to the process being carried out in the same pattern is useful, and it does allow for
cognitive distinction between the types of abstractions that are enacted in such generalizations.
However, much like Harel and Tall’s framework, distinguishing students’ pattern generalizations
does not provide enough nuances in the way of examining student activity and cognitive
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abstraction in the same way that the R-F-E framework does. Moreover, as the scope of my study
involves student understanding of mathematical structure beyond examining patterns, there are
naturally mathematical structures that the students will generalize that do not adhere to the
structure of a pattern.
Moving forward, I will discuss Hazzan’s treatment of abstraction (another related perspective
on undergraduate generalization) and how it relates to student generalizing activity.

2.1.4 Hazzan and reducing abstraction
In this section, I discuss Hazzan’s (1999) multiple perspectives on abstraction, which she used to
characterize the ways in which students cope with new and general mathematics. Situated in the
context of abstract algebra, Hazzan’s perspectives allow for discussions of how we measure what
is abstract for a student and how such a student might deal with progressively more complex
mathematics. Specifically, Hazzan was concerned with the ways in which abstract algebra
students reduce the level of abstraction of the mathematics they worked with. Her constructs6
demonstrate the ways in which we might characterize what is more or less general for students in
formal mathematical settings. I will discuss the three interpretations of abstraction presented by
Hazzan and summarize some examples she provides that demonstrate students reducing
abstraction given each interpretation.
Hazzan’s first interpretation of abstraction draws from Wilensky (1991) and considers
abstraction as “the quality of the relationships between the object of thought and the thinking
person” (Hazzan, 1999, p. 76). This perspective considers the perspective of the individual
engaged in learning, and notes that different individuals would consider a particular mathematical
concept to be more or less abstract given depending on the level of experience each has with the
concept. Hazzan as much said this when describing that “for each concept and for each person we
may serve a different level of abstraction which reflects previous experiential connection between
6

Throughout I use construct in this way to mean a theoretical construct: a specific model or term that has
explanatory power for interpreting observed phenomena.
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the two” (p. 76). Considering group operations as an example of this, Hazzan made the case that
when proving properties of general groups, some abstract algebra students rely on properties of
numbers (i.e., group operations on sets of numbers) to form their arguments in the general setting
(p. 77-78). Students engaging in such activity would consider general groups more abstract than
groups of numbers, as they would be most familiar with groups of numbers at the stage of their
mathematical career when they would take abstract algebra, and so they reduced the level of
abstraction from a general group to a more familiar group of numbers.
Hazzan’s second interpretation of abstraction stemmed from the process-object duality (Beth
& Piaget, 1966; Dubinsky; 1991; Sfard, 1991, 1992; Thompson, 1985) of concepts. This duality
describes that an individual might consider a particular mathematical concept as either a process
to be carried out, such as a function y = f (x) being understood through carrying out its
calculation, or as a static object, such as understanding a function y = f (x) as a specific mapping
on a collection of values. Connecting this to abstract algebra, Hazzan analyzed a students’
explanation of a particular proof using first-person language, suggesting that this use of first
person language reflected a process conception of the formal activity they were engaging in. For
instance, Hazzan took utterances like “I want to check if I can find for each” and “I want to find
an inverse so that if I multiply” (p. 80) to suggest that the personalization of formal activity
reflected a process conception of the enacted proof scheme.
Finally, Hazzan considered measuring abstraction “as the degree of complexity of the concept
of thought” (p. 82). This is perhaps the simplest characterization of abstraction, as abstraction in
this case is measured from the perspective of the researcher identifying the mathematical
complexity of the structures with which students are engaging. This characterization does not
consider the cognitive activity of the individual when identifying what is more or less abstract.
Her example of a student reducing abstraction in this way was of a student who conflated the class
of even-order groups with a specific even-order group Z6 (p. 83) while proving a result about the
class of even-order groups.
While Hazzan’s uses of abstraction do not exactly involve students generalizing (because she
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primarily characterized when students reduced a level of abstraction), her work still relates to
undergraduate generalization as her framework allows for the identification of what concepts
might be considered more or less abstract for students. By providing such language, we can
analyze what students attend to when exploring concepts that involve different levels of
abstraction. Her framework was further applied to analyze abstract algebra students’ handling of
abstraction (such as with the construction of a group operation table (Hazzan, 2001)) but then also
students’ reducing of abstraction in computer science settings (Hazzan, 2002, 2003), school
mathematics (Hazzan & Zazkis, 2005; Armoni, Ezer & Hazzan, 2006), graph theory (Hazzan &
Hadar, 2005), quadratic functions (Eraslan, 2008) and differential equations (Raychaudhuri,
2013).
Much like the three generalization frameworks examined in the previous section, Hazzan’s
levels of abstraction framework does not provide the level of nuance I desire when analyzing
student generalization. In particular, while Hazzan’s framework does attend to the ways in which
students cope with increasingly abstract mathematics, the students in Hazzan’s studies were not in
the same teaching situation as my study entails. Hazzan’s students were presented with
mathematical problems stated at a level of abstraction that they were not quite accustomed to at
the time of the problem solving (hence their reduction of abstraction to cope with the problem).
My study involves students’ constructions7 of mathematical objects in increasing levels of
abstraction, thus my students “increased” the level of abstraction with which they were working
rather than reducing it. Moreover, Hazzan’s framework again identifies ways in which students
move between the levels of abstraction, but not the cognitive mechanisms behind such movement,
mostly focusing on reduction of abstraction as a “coping” mechanism. I will later comment on
Hazzan’s framework based on new insights that my data provides.
The final generalization section below explores Ellis’ (2007) taxonomy for generalizing
actions, from which the R-F-E framework (the theoretical framework I use) was built.
7

In the sense of cognitive constructions.
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2.2 Generalization from an actor-oriented perspective
In this section, I discuss a perspective on generalization that intentionally frames generalization
from an actor-oriented perspective. Developed first by Ellis (2007), this particular lens of
generalization was first proposed as a means of studying generalization from an actor-oriented
perspective 8 (Lobato, 2003) in an algebraic context. While first developed at an algebraic level,
Ellis’ taxonomy can be (and has been, i.e., Reed & Lockwood, in press) more generally applied at
the undergraduate level, and it is the inspiration behind the R-F-E framework.
Describing the limitations of studying generalization by relying on an observer’s perspective,
Ellis (2007) described that
Because work on generalization predetermines what type of knowledge counts as
general, it may fail to capture instances in which students may perceive a common
element across cases, extend an idea to incorporate a larger range of phenomena, or
produce a general description of a phenomenon, regardless of its correctness (p. 223).
Ellis’ work thus contributed to the generalization literature by introducing a taxonomy of
actions students take which she considered “generalizing actions” from the perspective of the
student. Characterizing a primary distinction between the kinds of activities students engage in
while generalizing, Ellis separated the terms generalizing and generalization by clarifying that
inferred mental acts are characterized as generalizing actions in part to distinguish
them from the verbal or written expressions that comprise students’ reflection
generalizations (p. 234).
Thus, the activity students engage in while generalizing is called generalizing activity, and
statements of generality made by the students are called reflection generalizations. This
distinction allows for the investigation of student generalizing activity as potentially separate
from the production of actual reflection generalizations.
Ellis’ taxonomy then further differentiates generalizing actions into three broad categories of
activity as shown in Figure 2.1. Each of the three categories have further subcategories, but
8

The actor-oriented approach to research will be further discussed below in Chapter 3
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broadly classify the kinds of generalizing actions students take. The first type of generalizing
students engage in is that of relating. Ellis says, “Relating occurs when a student creates a
relation or makes a connection between two (or more) situations, problems, ideas, or objects” (p.
235). This type of generalizing action encompasses activity that may not directly involve the
abstraction of mathematical objects or the creation of variable formulas. We see that activity may
be considered generalizing if it involves the recognition of mathematical relationships that may
exist within the mathematical activity of the student.

Figure 2.1: Ellis’ (2007) generalizing taxonomy
The next category of student activity is called searching. This is the active investigation of the
persistence of mathematical properties across cases. Ellis describes searching as the performing
of “the same repeated action in an attempt to determine if an element of similarity will emerge”
(p. 238). The distinction here is that the student repeats the activity with the intent of discovery.
For instance, a combinatorics student might count the total number of possible passwords with
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varying lengths to see if a pattern emerges. Ellis further explains, “[T]he student’s goal is
therefore to locate this element of sameness. He or she may not know if any relation of similarity
exists, or what it might be, but by searching the student anticipates that he or she may find one”
(p. 239).
The final category of student generalizing activity is termed extending. This is what
mathematicians might most closely associate with the act of generalization, as it produces
mathematical generalizations. Here the student “not only notices a pattern or relationship of
similarity, but then expands that pattern or relationship into a more general structure” (p. 241).
This extension can be done in multiple ways that exert generality on the mathematics involved.
One such way is removing particulars. This is the statement that a rule or relationship persists
beyond the situation under consideration. An example of this may be the addition of a variable
into a relationship that replaces a particular case, or the assertion that a property holds no matter
the case. Another type of extension is called operating, where the form of the generalization may
be changed but the structure remains. Ellis used the example of a student who “formed a 1 : 7 unit
by coordinating the differences between x and y values in the table, operated on the 1 : 7 unit by
halving 1 and halving 7, then adding .5 and 3.5 to get 8.5 and 64.5” (p. 244).
This framework is useful for investigating student generalization of mathematical ideas and
observing their specific activity when generalizing. While Ellis’ (2007) framework was primarily
developed by observing middle school students’ generalizing activity in algebraic contexts, it laid
the foundation for studies of student generalizing from an actor-oriented perspective. The general
categories of relating, searching, and extending do describe qualitatively different ways that
generalizing broadly occurs, and the activities that students engage in while generalizing. Recent
research has built from this framework to more intentionally categorize generalization across
various levels and disciplines of mathematics. Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema and Moore (2017; Ellis,
et. al., 2018, manuscript submitted for publication) have constructed a new framework from Ellis’
(2007) taxonomy that characterizes generalization as it manifests across mathematical levels (the
R-F-E framework). I describe this new framework below in Chapter 3, and will utilize it as a
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primary perspective throughout data analysis. In this way, Ellis’ (2007) taxonomy built a
foundation from which we now study generalization across various mathematical levels.

2.2.1

Empirical generalization studies

In recent years (with some exception, such as Harel and Tall’s (1991) work), more researchers
have taken an interest in students’ generalization at the undergraduate level. This section explores
empirical work that has been done to investigate students’ generalizing activity at the
undergraduate level. I choose to focus on undergraduate generalization in this review, as my study
is situated within the context of undergraduate generalization. Here, I provide a comprehensive
list of the studies of undergraduate students’ generalization. Given the identification of
generalization as an important mathematical practice at all levels, more work is needed
investigating student generalization in advanced mathematics. My study contributes to this
literature by investigating student generalization of formal mathematics.
A popular topic for investigation has been students’ generalizing activity as they develop
multivariable calculus ideas from single-variable calculus (Dorko, 2016, 2017, 2018, in
preparation(a), in preparation(b); Dorko & Lockwood, 2016, Jones & Dorko 2015; Dorko &
Weber, 2014; Kerrigan, Glover, Weber, & Dorko, 2015). This is a natural context to investigate
generalization, as there is structure that connects multi-variable calculus to its origins on the real
line. Other studies have also investigated generalization in combinatorics (e.g., Lockwood, 2011;
Lockwood & Reed, 2016), and I have discussed some generalization in real analysis based on
pilot data (Reed, 2017). These studies are relevant to the literature, as they leverage the
frameworks on generalization discussed previously to provide new theoretical constructs that
describe student generalization in undergraduate contexts.
Jones and Dorko (2015), for instance, used Harel and Tall’s (1991) framework to investigate
the generalization of multivariable integrals from single variable integrals. Their study considered
the different ways in which the multivariable integral is understood as a generalization of notions
that students had for single-variable integrals. They contended that Harel and Tall’s disjunctive
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generalization should not be considered a generalization, as “the original conception is not really
related to the newly created conception, and there is no actual generalization that occurs” (p.
156). Using previously identified classifications of how students understand single variable
integrals, Jones and Dorko identified the ways that students understood multivariable integrals as
generalizations of their single variable understandings.
Their work further classified the ways in which various single-variable understandings were
generalized into multi-variable contexts. While many of their identified generalizations occurred
through reconstructive generalizations, they identified understandings that occurred through
expansive generalization, such as a student who identified a triple integral as an “abstract space.”
This student had previously generalized perimeter and area to boundary and volume, and so this
new construct of an abstract space was a continuation of the student’s earlier generalization now
into three dimensions (p. 161). Jones and Dorko concluded that the students’ understandings of
multiple integrals strongly depended on their understandings of single-variable integrals, but that
generalizing to multiple integrals from a single variable was non-trivial (p. 167).
Such a generalization study is important, as it demonstrates the ways in which generalization
frameworks can be applied to contexts in undergraduate mathematics in which generalization
might naturally occur. Indeed, a primary focus of the generalization studies in an algebraic
context was the transition from concrete mathematics (i.e., numbers, patterns, etc.) to symbolic
mathematics. As undergraduate mathematics primarily occurs at the symbolic level, it is
important to consider where generalization rooted in symbolic mathematics might occur naturally
in the curriculum. There are many mathematical contexts that naturally elicit generalization (i.e.,
single to n-dimensional space, number operations to groups, rings and fields, metric space
topology to point-set topology, etc.), and this study demonstrated the utility of considering
generalization when moving from one to many variables.
Fisher (2007) also used Harel and Tall’s framework to study students’ generalization of
multivariable limits for his dissertation. He observed and categorized each student’s generalizing
activity in terms of Harel and Tall’s framework and saw instances of each generalization type.
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This is another example of the utility of studying generalization during the transition from one to
many variables.
These studies in calculus together demonstrate the kinds of nuanced cognitive approaches we
can take when exploring student generalization at increasingly advanced levels.
Other work examining student generalization at the undergraduate level has been conducted
by Lockwood and Reed (2016), who compared the work of two students generalizing in
combinatorics. While the students produced what appeared to be similar generalizations,
examination of their mathematical activity suggested that the two students possessed two quite
different meanings (in the sense of Thompson, Carlson, Byerley & Hatfield, 2014) of the
generalizations. Lockwood and Reed examined in detail the students’ initial activities with the
combinatorial objects, and used the differences in initial understandings to characterize the
students’ generalizing. Further, Lockwood and Reed drew from Harel’s (2001)
process/result-pattern generalization distinction to reveal the nature of the students’ generalizing.
These works demonstrate the utility of attending to cognitive schemes from which students draw
when generalizing. My study builds off of such work by using students’ abstractions of cognitive
operations pertaining to formal mathematics as a primary component in the analysis of their
generalizing.
Note not only the utility of these studies, but also the dearth of understanding we have of
undergraduate generalization, specifically at the formal mathematical level. Generalization is an
integral activity of learning in formal mathematics, and so the current literature demonstrates the
need for understanding the ways that students generalize formal mathematics. My study
contributes to this by not only investigating ways that students generalize in real analysis, but also
identifying theoretical constructs that characterize student generalization of formal mathematics
that may be applied more broadly to other formal mathematical settings.
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2.2.2 Generalization as a component of a learning framework
Other studies have considered generalization as a construct that has been utilized in broader
investigations of abstract learning. Dubinsky (1991), in his development of the Action-ProcessObject-Schema (APOS) theory, situated generalization as a step along the progression of
mathematical knowledge from action to schema. He terms generalization the “simplest form of
reflective abstraction” (ibid., p. 104) and describes the mechanics of generalization purely in
terms of the generalized mathematical results. This approach has roots in constructivism
(discussed in Chapter 3), but Dubinsky never examined the actual mechanism for student
generalization beyond broad reference to Piaget’s genetic epistemology. Rather than downplaying
the role of generalization in cognitive activity, the R-F-E framework highlights the synergy that
can occur between reflective abstraction and generalization. Dubinsky (1991) does, however,
reference the potential of examining student generalization of formal mathematics (topological
vector spaces, modern algebra, etc.) via application of reflective abstraction. This highlights the
potential utility of adopting Piaget’s constructs to formal mathematics.
Other frameworks such as Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) (Freudenthal, 1991) have
similarly situated generalization as a construct within the learning process as an explanatory
mechanism for the stages of learning. Many studies that utilize the RME framework have been
concerned with the transition of mathematical knowledge along different stages of abstraction,
with particular attention given to the informal-formal transition (Freudenthal, 1991). More
recently, Simon used a characterization of conceptual learning as abstraction (2016) to describe
the way in which reflective abstraction can be implemented into task design. These kinds of
studies do not focus on generalization as a particular, explicit focus, but they serve as important
reminders of the ways in which generalization is incorporated into much of the mathematical
thinking and activity in which students engage.
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2.2.3 Summary of expected contributions
Given the above review of the literature on generalization, I discuss how my study contributes to
our understanding of undergraduate student generalization. While studies have investigated
undergraduate generalization in different contexts (i.e., calculus, combinatorics, and linear
algebra in the case of Harel and Tall (1991)), we have yet to explore how students generalize
mathematics from understandings of already formalized concepts (such as the formal definition of
a limit, completeness, openness, etc.). Further, generalization is an integral component of
mathematical activity at this level, and warrants investigation.
In the specific setting of this study, the students explored real analysis concepts in increasingly
abstract spaces (first R, then Rn , then sequences and functions). It is clear from this progression
that generalization can occur in the context of real analysis. This provides a context in which I
can thoroughly investigate generalization at an advanced mathematical level. Generalization is
not unique to real analysis however, and indeed it permeates all mathematical fields. By
investigating student generalization of formal mathematics, we gain insight into the nature of
student generalizing across all such disciplines that are rooted in formal mathematical structure.
Further, my study explores generalization as it occurs in the context of formal proof. While
calculus and combinatorics can involve complicated mathematical structure from which to
generalize, these topics are informal in nature, and thus students do not engage in proof. Proof,
however, is an integral activity that students engage in at the advanced level of mathematics. My
study adds to the literature of student generalization by incorporating formal proof into the
activities from which students draw operations to abstract. This contributes new understandings
of how our more advanced students are generalizing mathematical structure while engaging in the
activity of proof.
Finally, my study contributes an explicit focus on the role of Piagetian constructs during
generalization. While Piaget’s reflective abstraction is an underlying theory of certain frameworks
such as APOS (Dubinsky, 1991) or Hazzan’s levels of abstraction (1999), his constructs have yet
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to explicitly be incorporated into the analysis of student generalizing. The possible utility of
implementing abstraction in formal mathematical settings has been eluded to (i.e., Dubinsky,
1991), but it has not yet been explicitly investigated in real analysis. As I further discuss in
Chapter 3, Piaget’s notion of abstraction synergizes well with the R-F-E (Ellis, Lockwood,
Tillema & Moore, 2017) framework for generalizing, and allows for detailed analyses of the
cognitive mechanisms behind students’ generalizing. This contributes an investigation of
generalization from a very nuanced perspective and yields multiple useful constructs
characterizing student generalization at an advanced level.
The next section explores the literature on real analysis education and demonstrates a need for
more research exploring the ways students understand advanced concepts in real analysis.

2.3 Real analysis education
Real analysis is a fundamentally important area of mathematics. Many mathematical domains
such as probability, statistics, and applied mathematics depend on methods developed in real
analysis. Moreover, students encounter real analysis at various stages in their mathematical
careers, and many graduate schools offer real analysis as a topic on their qualifying exams.
Despite its importance, there is a dearth of research on how students understand advanced
concepts in real analysis. Thus, my work offers much needed research on how students
understand key real analysis concepts by exploring how students understand the concept of metric
spaces.
Real analysis has been the context of a number of mathematics education studies, but there is
relatively little known about how students understand real-analysis topics outside of an
introductory context. Much of the literature involving real analysis has primarily used the topic as
the setting for investigating other phenomena in mathematics education, such as proof (e.g.,
Alcock & Weber, 2005; Lew, Fukawa-Connelly, Mejı́a-Ramos & Weber, 2016; Weber, 2009).
While there has been a number of studies about student understanding of the concept of limit
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(e.g., Gass, 1992; Cornu, 1991; Cottrill et al., 1996; Swinyard & Larsen, 2012; Tall, 1992; Tall &
Vinner, 1981; Williams, 1991; Adiredja, 2013; Swinyard, 2011; Roh, 2008), in my search of the
literature I found that other areas of real analysis have generally not been explicitly studied. I
discuss the two exceptions (Wasserman & Weber, 2018; Bergé, date) below . First, I will discuss
studies that have involved students working with real analysis concepts but that ultimately
investigate questions that are tangential to student reasoning about real analysis topics. Then, I
will discuss studies that specifically investigate student understanding of formal and informal
notions of convergence, and I finally will discuss a study that directly looked at the teaching and
learning of real analysis itself.

2.3.1

Studies using real analysis as a context

Real analysis is not only a complicated mathematical field, but it is also often one of the first
times many students fully engage in the activity of formal proof. In particular, students need
simultaneously to learn the practice of proof-writing while also learning to rigorously characterize
familiar mathematical processes such as limits, continuity, derivatives, and integrals. Because of
the richness of mathematical activity in a real analysis context, researchers are able to ask many
nuanced questions within a real analysis context. In this section, I explore research in the context
of real analysis whose primary foci are not necessarily student understanding about real analysis
concepts specifically.
2.3.1.1

Real analysis and proof

Real analysis is often used as a context for studying how students learn proof (e.g., Alcock &
Weber, 2005; Lew et al., 2016; Weber, 2009). As real analysis is one of the first proof-based
courses students encounter, it is a natural context for the examination of proof techniques. One
such investigation (Weber, 2009) presents a case study of a student who relied on what Weber
calls “syntactic reasoning” to successfully develop conceptions of advanced mathematics.
Weber (2009) focused on the student’s development of truth assertions, uses of
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counterexamples, and the role that examples played in the student’s concept development. Weber
and Alcock (2004) developed the framework of semantic and syntactic proofs. They define
syntactic proofs as being written “. . .solely by manipulating correctly stated definitions and other
relevant facts in a logically permissible way” (p. 210). They characterize this in terms of sole
symbolic manipulation and definition usage. This contrasts semantic proofs, where “. . . the
prover uses instantiation(s) of the mathematical object(s) to which the statement applies to
suggest and guide the formal inferences that he or she draws” (p. 210).
The student in Weber’s (2009) study, Isaac, had a successful background in advanced
mathematics. Weber found that Isaac was able to take a formal definition and apply it flexibly to
an advanced mathematical context to solve problems beyond symbolic manipulation. Weber also
found that Isaac would try to generate counterexamples using methods such as attempting to
prove the false conjecture, and his example generation was of a class of examples rather than a
singular one. This paper provides an example of a useful framework with which to characterize
student proof strategies and mental action in a real analysis context.
There are other papers that focused on proof that do not offer insights about students’
reasoning about real analysis topics, but they do provide evidence that real analysis is a rich
setting for research on a more advanced student population. For example, in a series of interviews
with thirteen high-performing students, Alcock and Weber (2005) investigated how students
evaluated the validity of a given proof in a real analysis context. Their findings indicated that
there was a surprising lack of ability in some students to recognize faults of a proof. They
hypothesized that warrants might not be a frequent explicit topic of discussion in an analysis
course as not to confuse the students who are developing their skills at proof and analysis.
Here, following Toulmin (1969), Weber and Alcock (2005) use the term warrant to mean
general rules or principles that allow movement between claims in a proof. In a related study,
Troudt, Gulden, and Oehrtman (2015) turned to expert mathematicians to study argumentation
techniques. They investigated the basis for warrants generated by experts, and found that
geometric understanding developed intuition, which motivated the formalization of the
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mathematicians’ arguments. Both of these papers utilized real analysis as a rich context to
investigate proof building and checking within mathematical activity.
2.3.1.2

Formal definitions in the context of real analysis

Related to studies of proof in a real analysis context, Edwards and Ward (2004, 2008) discussed
the ways in which students understood formal mathematical definitions in the contexts of real
analysis and abstract algebra. Drawing from Edwards’ (1997) dissertation, Edwards and Ward
discuss surprising ways that undergraduate students in their studies (mis)use formal definitions.
The authors drew from Tall and Vinner’s (1981) distinction between a students’ concept image
and concept definition to frame theoretically what students cognitively draw from when analyzing
and using mathematical definitions.
For instance, the authors found that “many students do not categorize mathematical
definitions the way mathematicians do” (2004, p. 415, emphasis in original). For example, a
student in Edwards’ dissertation study believed “that mathematical definitions are more like
extracted definitions [which they later clarify to mean everyday language] than like stipulated
definitions” (p. 416). The authors note that the student believed that the definition did not involve
imposing certain properties on a mathematical object, but rather that it was a statement to be
verified against other similar mathematicians’ definitions for accuracy (in the same way that a
lexicographer would assess a word’s usage before adding it to the dictionary, p. 416).
In a case involving real analysis concepts, Edwards and Ward discussed how the same student
as above could properly “state and explain the definition of infinite decimal” (p. 417) and yet
argued that 0.999 . . . was not equal to 1, not using her stated definition and instead drawing from
her concept image. This case was an example of another “surprise,” namely that students “do not
use definitions the way mathematicians do, even when the students can correctly state and explain
the definitions” (p. 416, emphasis in original).
Through exploring examples such as these, Edwards and Ward conjectured that students need
to have experience specifically using definitions in a mathematics course, but also engaging in the
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activity of defining as well (2004, 2008). Edwards and Ward’s studies, and those studies
discussed above, demonstrate that real analysis provides an area of study rich with advanced
mathematical activity that researchers can explore.
2.3.1.3

Socio-cultural studies

There is also work in the context of real analysis that pertains less to student activity and
cognition, and more to the socio-cultural context of an advanced mathematics classroom and the
effects of the class environment on student emotions. Two studies, Pinto (2015) and Weber
(2004), focused on the practices of real-analysis instructors and the beliefs that motivated their
instruction. Both studies were conducted in the context of real analysis, which speaks to the
interest of the education community in analysis-related classroom studies.
Pinto (2015) interviewed and observed a teaching assistant (TA) for an analysis course and
explored the basic motivations for the structure of the TA’s recitations. He found that there was a
generic lesson image and the TA adapted his course curriculum to match that image. Weber
(2004) performed a case study of a DTP (definition-theorem-proof) lecture style that not only
described the style of a single professor, but offered insight into the motivation behind the
teaching style and described the resultant student learning. Despite this author’s search he could
not find an existing theoretical framework describing the DTP traditional style of mathematical
instruction. Weber (2004) found that in this particular case, the TA’s instructional style was based
on a coherent belief structure that existed from his teaching experience and content knowledge.
While not directly tied to student cognition, Weber’s and Pinto’s work relate the analytical context
to current research in studies on advanced mathematics courses more broadly.
Finally, Weber (2008) investigated the role of affect on a student of real analysis. In doing so,
he contributed to a need for research on the emotional connection of student learning in advanced
mathematics. Weber used Goldin’s (2000) theory of affect as “a representation system that posits
deep connections between individuals’ cognitive emotional states” (Weber, 2008, p. 73). Weber
specifically focused on the affective stages of frustration, anxiety/despair, and encouragement and
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pleasure. Weber recruited six students enrolled in an undergraduate real analysis course and
conducted weekly interviews, asking open ended questions about their experiences in the class up
to that point, followed by mathematical tasks. The tasks instructed them to think aloud while
constructing proofs. This particular paper reports on a single pre-service teacher who initially
responded with frustration and anxiety, resulting in a lack of engagement almost out of a dread of
constructing proofs. The student then, through minor successes in proofs on convergence of
limits, instead adopted an optimistic attitude towards the proofs and progressed to the point of
enjoyment and pleasure pertaining to her proof writing. This contributes more to the literature on
affect than it does to student thinking in analysis; however, the analytical context speaks to the
centrality of analysis courses to the student mathematics experience.

2.3.2

Studies on limits

There is a large body of literature focused on student understanding pertaining to limits and
continuity. Limits are relevant to the topic of real analysis because they are the basis of the
mathematics underlying calculus and its related fields, and they are also the first major
mathematical process studied at a rigorous level in an advanced calculus setting (in the form of
sequences). This makes it a widespread topic in mathematics that is relevant to students’
understanding of a variety of mathematical topics. While most of the following studies are
primarily focused on students’ understandings of formal limits in introductory settings (often in
an advanced calculus setting), such work lays the foundation for student understanding of more
advanced mathematical processes.
Studies such as Cory and Garofalo (2011) and Dawkins (2012) were devoted to developing
protocols and tools for analyzing student understanding of limits. In these papers the authors
invoked metaphors and visualization tools to foster useful conceptions of limits within the
students’ concept image and concept definition, a terminology from a framework given by Tall
and Vinner (1981). Similarly, Roh (2011, 2016) joined Lee and Dawkins in developing
interventions specifically designed to elicit understanding of the logical structure in formal limit
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definitions. For instance, Roh developed the “Mayan Activity” (2011) as a means of
communicating the formal structure of a limit through narrative, and the “ -strip activity” to
leverage geometric visualization of the convergence process. Such interventions focus on eliciting
a productive understanding of the structure within the formal limit definition. Finally, Adiredja
(2015) attended to the temporal ordering of the quantifiers and in formal limits by attending to
the distinction between the terms “error” and “error bound.”
Other studies are devoted to examining the process by which students learn and build the
formal definition of a limit. Swinyard (2011), for example, conducted a teaching experiment
wherein two students reinvented the formal definition of the limit. This study contributed useful
constructs for analyzing the ways in which students understood the limit process, such as the
distinction between an x-first and y-first perspective (Swinyard & Larsen, 2012) that attends to
whether students assign control of the limit to the domain of the function or the error bound in
range values.
Swinyard’s study was then expanded on by Oehrtman, Swinyard and Martin (2014), who
conducted a similar experiment in which students reinvented the formal definition for convergence
of real number sequences. This study refined Swinyard and Larsen’s (2012) constructs by
expanding the x/y-first perspective to distinguishing between a domain/range-first perspective, in
which students imbue control of convergence either to the domain of convergence (i.e., either the
variable x or the index n) or the error in the range values (f (x)

f (y) or |xn

x|).

Continuing with other studies, Raish, Oehrtman, Martin, Fisher and Swinyard (2013)
explored the cognitive challenges faced by students during reinvention of the formal limit
definition, and found links between two conceptions of the limiting process, suggesting that
student interplay between the two conceptions was key to successful student reasoning. Strand
(2015) expanded on a decomposition of the understandings of the formal definition of a limit in
hopes of providing information on the transition between informal conceptions of limit and
formal conceptions of limit.
In an effort to characterize productive and unproductive ways students were understanding
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limits, Oehrtman (2003) uncovered metaphors students attributed to limits. In this paper, he
distinguished between strong and weak metaphors that students adopt based on the notions of the
emphasis of a metaphor. Oehrtman then characterized the multiple emergent metaphors and
elaborated their mathematical affordances or drawbacks for student thinking. This was useful in
identifying metaphors such as diminishing error approximation, which is quite similar to the
actual formulation of the formal definition of limit.
I have extended work on student thinking about limits by examining student understanding of
advanced limiting processes. Drawing from pilot data for this dissertation, I examined the
persistence of quantification confusion in formal limit definitions from a real vector context to a
functional convergence context (Reed, 2017). I found that Kyle, an advanced calculus student,
had an understanding of formal sequential convergence that reversed the implicit relationship
between two quantifiers ( and N ) essential to convergence. This reversal then affected his
understanding of how function sequences converged, and he imposed reversed relationships on
other quantifiers involved in such convergence as well. This study demonstrates a way in which
research on how students understand limiting processes may be extended to a more advanced
analysis setting. Moreover, this demonstrates that the current literature on students’
understandings of topics in real analysis is limited in scope.

2.3.3 Real analysis and instruction
Finally, some studies also consider issues of teaching and learning related to real analysis.
Bridging student understanding with pedagogy, Wasserman and Weber (2018) explored the
teaching of real analysis to preservice teachers. Their study described ways that advanced
mathematics instruction can positively impact the teaching practices of future secondary teachers.
Wasserman and Weber proposed motivating formal mathematics by asking pedagogical questions
such as those that students might ask in a classroom. In this way, “mathematical ideas invoked in
the process of proving” (p. 15) formal mathematical conjectures serve as relevant mathematical
activity to the preservice teachers’ pedagogical practice. As an example of this practice, the
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authors used the topic of rounding in an algebra class to motivate a formal treatment of limit
theorems (p. 16).
The pedagogical situation they set up was in the context of an algebra class, a student solving
the equation sin(59 ) = x/4 5 might be tempted to first round the quantities before multiplying.
The proposed pedagogical solution to explain the issue with rounding at that stage came from the
proof of the product theorem of limits 9 . Specifically, an estimate within the proof was leveraged
to discover that “in the product of estimated values, the error grows by no more than a factor of
(|a| + |b|)” (p. 17). A teacher applying this estimate would be able to generate an example in
which the error resulting from rounding before approximating would result a significant error in
the final solution of such a linear equation. The authors note that in this particular teaching
situation, the teacher would be able to generate a response using mathematics that the student
could understand, but the teacher could draw on their advanced mathematical understanding of
real analysis to generate the response. While still in the context of introductory real analysis, this
study explores the nuances of how pre-service teachers might use knowledge generated through
proof in a real analysis setting.
In a similar vein, Bergé (2008) applied an anthropologic theory of didactics (ATD)
(Chevallard 1997) framework to discuss the evolution of mathematical organizations related to
the completeness of the real line. ATD models the practices of institutions (in this case a
mathematics course is considered an institution). Specifically, ATD categorizes mathematical
activity imposed by the course into tasks, techniques, technologies, and theories. Bergé analyzed
four institutions, specifically the four distinct courses covering introductory and advanced
calculus during a student’s career in mathematics at Cégep de Rimouski. By analyzing the
concept of completeness as it was portrayed in the four courses, he was able to discern a feasible
time to productively introduce such a concept to students. This study serves as an important step
in real analysis education research beyond the well-studied domain of student limit conceptions
and into student thinking into more advanced specific topics.
9
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2.3.4 Summary of expected contributions
While the previously described two studies begin to explore student cognition in a real analysis
setting, there is still much to investigate about the ways in which students reason in real analysis.
Given that real analysis is a core area of mathematics that the majority of mathematics majors will
be exposed to, it is vitally important that we discover the ways that students are reasoning in real
analysis. My study identifies productive ways that students reason about the metric structure
within real analysis, which can be leveraged in future research to facilitate methods for fostering
productive understandings for real analysis students.
My study contributes to this literature by explicitly exploring the ways students learn and
understand fundamental topics in real analysis. Specifically, the students in my study constructed
the concept of a metric space, as well as the related phenomena of sequential convergence in
metric spaces, completeness, and openness. This broadens the scope of research in real analysis
education beyond just student understanding of formal limits and into important concepts that
have yet to be explored. In this way, I expand the foundation of how we understand student
thinking and learning in real analysis.
Moreover, my study specifically targets how students reason about advanced real analysis
topics that, more often than not, would be taught at the graduate level. In this way, I also
contribute new knowledge to the literature by examining how students learn graduate level
mathematics from a foundation they would have built in an undergraduate setting. An intentional
byproduct of my pairing generalization and real analysis is that I specifically investigate what
knowledge from their undergraduate courses students bring to bear when learning new real
analysis topics that they would traditionally explore in graduate settings. This addresses the
preparedness of our undergraduate students for the more advanced mathematics they would
encounter later in their careers.
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2.4 Synthesis of my contributions to the literature
The above sections demonstrate that my study contributes to the literature on both student
generalization and student thinking and learning in real analysis. Studies of generalization have
yet to explore the cognitive nuances of generalization at the level of formal mathematics,
specifically how students generalize knowledge that is already formal in nature 10 . This is an
important line of inquiry, as generalization frequently occurs in advanced mathematical fields,
thus affecting students of all formal mathematical disciplines (i.e., real analysis, abstract algebra,
topology, etc.). By examining the cognitive mechanisms behind generalization at this level, I
identify both productive and unproductive ways students generalize formal mathematics.
Further, studies thus far have yet to explore generalization while attending to the cognitive
nuances provided by Piaget’s radical constructivist perspective (1971, 1980, 2001). By adopting
this perspective, I am able to examine the students’ generalizing as well as the cognitive
mechanisms that support their generalizing. This explicit focus on adopting Piaget’s constructs to
generalization extends previous generalizing studies by not only distinguishing students’
generalizations, but also justifying the distinctions through detailed explanatory mechanisms.
Further, my study contributes some much needed knowledge in the literature on student
understanding in real analysis. While convergence is an integral aspect of the students’ activity,
this study expands the scope of the real analysis concepts to include metric spaces and related
phenomena within metric spaces. As metric spaces are a fundamental structure within real
analysis, this study provides an initial exploration of much needed questions of how students
understand fundamental concepts in the field of real analysis. Further, my study will also involve
student construction of certain

p

(finite-dimensional and sequence spaces) and Lp spaces. These

are important spaces that students engage in when learning graduate-level real analysis. As the
literature has not explored how students reason in real analysis settings beyond R, my study also
contributes to the literature on student reasoning in real analysis by investigating how students
10

see Subsection 3.1.3.
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reason in these more abstract spaces.
Finally, the theoretical constructs generated by my study inform the ways that students reason
when learning and generalizing formal mathematics. While other studies have explored how
students interpret and use formal mathematical definitions, this study extends such research by
using formal mathematics as the foundation from which students extend their reasoning and
generalize.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Perspectives
In this chapter I give an overview of the guiding theoretical assumptions and theories that inform
my study. Situating studies within a guiding theory allows researchers systematically to answer
specific questions within intentional constraints for the purpose of meaningfully interpreting
phenomena they observe and extracting implications from their data. Moreover, the guiding
theory applied to a study dictates the “lens” through which phenomena are viewed and
interpreted, allowing for meaningful analysis. I adopt a radical constructivist approach to thinking
and learning, specifically following the tradition of Jean Piaget. In the sections that follow, I first
outline the guiding theoretical principles of radical constructivism, and then I discuss the finer
details of the framework through which I interpret my data and conduct analysis.
The chapter is organized into the following sections: 1) I provide a general discussion of
constructivism and some of the specific theoretical constructs that apply to my analysis, 2) I offer
a discussion of my theoretical perspective on the activity of generalization from an actor-oriented
perspective including: a) an explanation of the R-F-E framework and b) the ways that the
framework interacts with Piaget’s notion of abstraction. Finally, 3) I discuss mathematics and
mathematical thinking relevant to student activity, and also the method of mathematically
analyzing student activity through the process of a conceptual analysis.
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3.1 Constructivism
Popularized by Jean Piaget (e.g., 1971, 1980, 2001), radical constructivism1 provides a theory for
how knowledge is constructed within the mind through processing the experiential world. Piaget
modeled his theory of learning from his time as a biologist (Glasersfeld, 1995), which informed
his genetic epistemology through studying child development. Piaget’s biological background
influenced his more unique experimental approach to epistemology (ibid.). The particular
perspective that I adopt is called radical constructivism. As discussed below, radical
constructivism provides unique theoretical constructs that account for individual knowing and
learning.
Radical constructivism posits that knowledge is entirely constructed within the mind, and thus
the interpretation of reality is entirely unique to each individual. This theory is termed “radical”
because of the theory’s perspective on existential reality, namely that radical constructivists
replace “truth” claims “with the notion of ‘viability’ within the subject’s experiential world
(Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 22). In particular, radical constructivists do not consider claims pertaining
to an exterior reality as entirely useful, as we have access to reality only through our sensorimotor
experience. While this is seemingly at odds with philosophies of mathematics that can take a
Platonic perspective, Piaget’s theory of knowing is a powerful construct for pragmatic use in
research on thinking and learning. Indeed, “it would be misguided to ask whether radical
constructivism is true or false, for it is intended, not as a metaphysical conjecture, but as a
conceptual tool whose value can be gauged only by using it” (Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 22).
Radical constructivism provides an explanation for the ways in which knowledge is
constructed and organized through activity. The mechanism for knowing and learning may be
described by the ways in which an experience is observed and organized by the learner.
Specifically, learning occurs through goal-oriented activity and the processes of assimilation,
1

Note that there are other constructivist theories such as social constructivism. Throughout this paper I will often
use the term singular term “constructivism” to mean radical constructivism, and make explicit when I am referring to
other constructivist theories.
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scheme construction, accommodation and abstraction, which I define below. Piaget describes an
explicit connection between knowledge and activity, in that, “[a]ll knowledge is tied to action, and
knowing an object or an event is to use it by assimilating it to an action scheme” (Piaget, 1967, p.
14-15). Thus, to Piaget, a learner’s goal-oriented activity is the foundational element for all
learning. This is especially useful when examining student knowledge of mathematics (Steffe &
Thompson, 2000; Simon, Saldanha, McClintock, Akar, Watanabe & Zembat, 2010). Specifically,
examination of students’ goal-oriented activities can offer insight into their thinking and learning,
as the accommodations students make to their assimilated action schemes characterize their
progression of knowledge. Below, in addition to defining these constructs, I will additionally
exemplify them by discussing a hypothetical calculus student.

3.1.1 Assimilation and schemes
Under the assumption that knowledge is constructed, our interpretations of reality are always
formed in terms of past constructions. Specifically, each experiential event is interpreted in
relation to our constructions of previous and perceptually related experiential events. The
mechanism for this processing is termed assimilation. As Glasersfeld (1995) explains,
“assimilation comes about when a cognizing organism fits an experience into a conceptual
structure it already has” (p. 62). Assimilation is how the mind processes experiential reality in
such a way that it adheres to past constructs. This imposes a transformation of reality as brought
on by the thinker rather than reality transforming the knowledge of the thinker (ibid.). This
distinction in the context of research on student learning emphasizes the mathematical structures
that students create and subsequently assimilate rather than adherence to mathematics as
understood in the greater mathematical community. This shift is evident in work such as that by
Steffe and Thompson (2000), who follow Piaget (1980) in viewing mathematics as “a product of
functioning human intelligence [rather than] . . . as a product of impersonal, universal, and
ahistorical reason” (p. 269). Indeed, a primary concern of cognitive research from this perspective
is what mathematics students are constructing for themselves.
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Piaget’s notion of a scheme (1971) provides a structure to which we can attribute students’
cognitive constructions, and therein the ways in which they understand mathematics (Thompson,
et. al., 2014). It is important to note that Piaget flexibly used the term scheme, thus “[allowing]
him to speak of mental organizations that supported flexible thinking and reasoning without
having to specify the contents of those organizations” (Thompson, et. al., 2014, p. 10).
Glasersfeld (1995) used the term action scheme to refer to a tripartite mental construct associated
with goal-oriented activity. An action scheme entails: “1) recognition of a particular situation, 2)
activity associated with the situation, and 3) the expectation that the activity produces a certain
previously experienced result” (p. 65). An action scheme (and also more generally a scheme) is
necessarily a generalization of a past set of actions which if implemented again will achieve the
desired goal. This highlights the role that actions play in the construction of knowledge, as they
comprise the building blocks of a thinker’s cognitive constructions. Indeed, Glasersfeld directly
refers to Piaget’s assertion that “. . . all knowledge is tied to action, and knowing an object or an
event is to use it by assimilating it to an action scheme . . . (Piaget, 1967a, pp.14-15)”
(Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 56, citing Piaget, 1967).
I consider an action scheme to capture the inherent relationship between action and
knowledge, however its description above does not quite capture the nuances of schemes as they
are applicable to cognition within advanced mathematics. I follow Thompson et. al. (2014) in
more broadly considering schemes as “organizations of mental activity that express themselves in
behavior, from which we, as observers, discern meanings and ways of thinking” (p. 10).
Thompson and colleagues came to this broad characterization after referencing different ways
that the term scheme was manifested in Piaget’s works. I highlight that this characterization of a
scheme emphasizes that they are expressed through behavior, as is highlighted in Glasersfeld’s
notion of an action scheme. I thus consider Glasersfeld’s notion of an action scheme to describe
the way in which a scheme is implemented through activity, and I will refer to a scheme as an
organization of activity within a mental structure as characterized by Thompson et. al. (2014). A
scheme is thus an organization of actions that have been internalized by an individual that
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manifests through activity. This applies to cognitive research as we can employ schemes as mental
structures that we infer an organism possesses to account for their activity in a specific context.
Recall Piaget’s assertion that knowing something amounts to its assimilation to a scheme
(Piaget, 1967). Thompson et. al. (2014) extend this theory to mathematical understanding by
defining understanding of a concept as assimilation to a scheme. The study of schemes has been
at the forefront of the adaptations of constructivism to mathematics education (Thompson et. al.,
2014; Steffe, 1991a; Steffe, 1991b; Steffe, 2002). In keeping with the “radical” focus on student
constructions, Steffe (2002) notes that the construct of the scheme does not exist in some setting
of reality within the mind, but notes that, “operations used in past activity are used to assemble a
recognition template which is used in creating an experiential situation that may have been
experienced before” (p. 268).
Assimilation of schemes can also have a generalizing effect. Glasersfeld highlights that
assimilation
has a generalizing effect in that it enables the agent to engage in a goal-directed action,
even if, from the observer’s point of view, the triggering situation is not quite the same
as on previous occasions. (Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 66).
In this way, assimilation is itself generalizing in the sense that necessarily novel situations are
perceived in some way as similar to a previous experience. This is more directly tied to
generalization through the explicit reference to a generalizing assimilation2 (Piaget, 1970), when
“a primary feature of the re-activation of a scheme is the abstraction of similarity among the
current and prior situations” (Tillema & Gatza, 2017, p. 260). While assimilation itself is
generalizing to some degree, it can be useful to distinguish when assimilation itself relates to
generalizing activity. Further details of the term “generalizing activity” will be discussed in
Section 3.2.
As an example of understanding as assimilation to a scheme, consider a hypothetical calculus
student. Suppose this student has been finding limits of polynomials and other continuous
2

Moving forward, I will italicize theoretical constructs the first time they appear in a section (specifically on the
level of subsection), and then not italicize any instances of the term for the rest of the section.
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functions via algebraic manipulations and evaluation of functions at the particular limit point, but
she has yet to encounter more complicated limits. Through repeated activity, the student has
constructed a scheme of operations pertaining to finding limits of such functions through
algebraic manipulations of symbols. When the student is tasked to find the limit of a continuous
function, she assimilates that activity to her scheme for finding limits.
Suppose that the student is then asked to find the limit of an oscillating function as its
independent variable approaches infinity. The student may recognize the limit notation and
possibly even the function in question, and so the student assimilates an organization of
operations she can perform in the form of her scheme of finding the limit of functions and of the
particular function. Her current understanding of limits entails the scheme to which she
assimilates, and so the mathematics of limits from her perspective is limited to the actions in their
scheme. As she begins to evaluate this function and attempt algebraic manipulations to find the
limit, multiple questions may arise from her activity in this novel context such as “What does
evaluation at infinity mean?” or“What is the limit of an oscillating function?” Through her
activity with these new questions, the student experiences a new phenomenon called perturbation.
This has the potential to transform her understanding of limits in these contexts by reorganizing
the cognitive structure she just assimilated, based on the processes of equilibration, perturbation,
and accommodation described below.
3.1.1.1

Formal mathematics

In light of this characterization of understanding and knowledge, I take a moment to discuss my
use of the term formal, as it pertains to the nature of the knowledge that the students in my study
abstracted. I consider mathematics to be formal if it is defined and constructed through logical
deductions from base axioms. For instance, the field of real analysis relies on the set of real
numbers, R, satisfying the field axioms3 . I thus consider informal mathematics to be mathematics
wherein the progression of mathematical structure occurs without accompanied proofs that justify
3

In fact, the topological properties of the real line can be constructed from the assumptions that R is a well-ordered
field adhering to the least upper-bound property.
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the statements from an axiomatic foundation.
In keeping with a constructivist perspective, I consider the distinction between formal and
informal mathematics as it is manifests in the mind of the student. In particular, I consider that
most elementary textbooks and courses (e.g. algebra, trigonometry, calculus, etc.) to not require a
formal understanding of the mathematical content. While most textbooks of such courses do
include formal definitions and at times reference base axioms and include proof-based
justifications for certain statements such as theorems, students are often not required to
understand the mathematics from the formal perspective (in the sense described above). While the
mathematical content of those courses (in the sense of the mathematics constructed by the larger
community of mathematicians) is formally constructed, the students are not responsible for
understanding (in the sense of assimilating to a scheme) the mathematics from the same formal
perspectives that mathematicians are.
This is not the case in proof-based mathematics courses. In particular, the essence of
proof-based courses is to justify conjectures, propositions and theorems that comprise the
foundation of the course’s field (e.g. real analysis, abstract algebra, topology, etc.) from base
axioms. By considering proof itself a goal-oriented cognitive activity, I can now define formal
mathematical knowledge to be knowledge that is constructed specifically through goal-oriented
activity associated with making statements about axiomatic systems (e.g. making conjectures,
verifying proofs, etc.). From this perspective, the goals of my research to characterize
generalization of formal mathematics becomes more clear. In particular, given the setting of
previous generalization studies as examined in Chapter 2, it is unlikely that much of the
mathematics generalized by students in those studies were formal in nature. A major goal of this
dissertation study is to characterize the ways that students understand and generalize mathematics
that has been formally constructed (from their perspective).
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3.1.2 Equilibration, perturbation and accommodation
While the constructs of assimilation and scheme describe how a thinker organizes her knowledge
and imbues structure on her experienced world, the constructs of equilibration, perturbation, and
accommodation describe the way that knowledge is restructured, and the way that learning
occurs. The biological term equilibrium is used to describe a state of balance between some
collection of forces or other phenomena. Drawing from his biological perspective, Piaget used the
term cognitive equilibrium to refer to the coherence between a thinker’s cognitive structures and
her experiences from reality, and disequilibrium to signify when incoherency exists (Piaget,
1980). He then coined the term equilibration to refer to the process of achieving cognitive
equilibrium if incompatibility between the thinker’s cognitive structures and an experience is
perceived (Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 67).
Glasersfeld (1995) also describes equilibration as the “elimination of perturbations” (p. 67).
A perturbation is the result of a thinker experiencing incoherency between her cognitive structure
and her experiential reality. Glasersfeld describes the experiencing of a perturbation as when a
thinker assimilates an experience to a scheme, but is then surprised by the outcome of the action
taken as a result of the assimilation (p. 65). The learner then experiences disequilibrium as a
result of the perturbation. The reorganization of the mind to remove perturbations and establish
equilibrium is the accommodation process through which learning occurs. As summarized by
Glasersfeld (1995), “cognitive change and learning in a specific direction take place when a
scheme, instead of producing the expected result, leads to perturbation, and perturbation, in turn,
to an accommodation that maintains or re-establishes equilibrium” (p. 68).
Accommodation, then, is the process by which the thinker “re-establishes equilibrium”
(Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 68) through a reorganization of her cognitive structure in response to the
experienced perturbation. Glasersfeld described two likely scenarios of accommodation in
response to a perturbation: 1) the thinker reviews the sensorimotor information experienced,
evaluating information that was disregarded in assimilation for relevant characteristics that might
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alter the scheme or recognition pattern that initially triggered the scheme (p. 65) or 2) information
may be added to the scheme as a result of surprise. “In both cases there would be an act of
learning and we would speak of an ‘accommodation’” (p. 66). While these are not the only ways
accommodation occurs (in fact there are many mechanisms through which accommodation
occurs, including abstraction which is described below), these highlight that accommodation
involves a restructuring of a thinker’s cognitive organization, resulting in a change that aims to
achieve equilibration.
Thus, the mechanisms of cognitive reorganization through accommodation account for the
learning of new concepts. Consider again our calculus student. She becomes perturbed when she
cannot simply evaluate the function at infinity as there is no defined value of the function at
infinity. Through guided activity she may explore the meaning of a limit to encompass the
behavior of the function as the domain values grow, a restructuring of the limit scheme beyond
simple function evaluation. And again, exploration of the oscillating behavior of the function may
result in her acknowledgement that not all limits approach a singular value. In such a case we
would say that her scheme has been expanded to account for the perturbations, and we would say
that the student has learned about the nature of the limiting process.
In light of these mechanisms for learning, I point out that for a constructivist, learning may be
studied through the observation of activity. It is worth noting that activity specific to mathematics
is mental activity observed through symbolic communication. Piaget used the term operation to
refer to a mental action (Glasersfeld, 1995). This distinction will become more important in the
section on abstraction below, as operations constitute the material from which students generalize.
Through observing the social activity of written mathematical expression, the researcher may
build models of students’ mathematical constructions. These models act as causal explanation for
the observed phenomena of student learning. To summarize, radical constructivism serves as a
general lens of the mechanisms behind student thinking and mathematical activity. I will now
discuss aspects of the theory that are specific to the mechanisms of generalization.
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3.1.3 Abstraction
The notion of abstraction is a theoretical construct (c.f., Piaget, 2001; Glasersfeld, 1995) that is
central to the characterization of mathematical thinking and generalization. While Piaget’s work
focused mostly on the development of children’s knowledge and understanding (Glasersfeld,
1995; Dubinsky, 1991), abstraction also has the potential to reveal understanding about more
complicated mathematical constructs for more advanced students (Dubinsky, 1991). In fact,
abstraction has been utilized as a construct in multiple theoretical frameworks describing
mathematical understanding at various levels (e.g., Dubinsky; Harel & Tall, 1991; Simon, et. al,
2010; Steffe & Thompson, 2000; Thompson, 1982). For the purposes of this dissertation, I use
Piaget’s abstraction as a complimentary theoretical framework to the generalization framework of
Relating-Forming-Extending (R-F-E) (Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema & Moore, 2017).
Abstraction is a specific mechanism through which accommodation occurs (Glasersfeld
1995). As noted above, accommodation involves reorganization of one’s mental constructs to
account for disequilibria, which arise as the result of perturbation. Reflection upon operations
results in reflective abstraction (Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 104). This broad “reflective” classification
of abstraction refers specifically to abstraction of operations involved in cognitive activity.
Radical Constructivism (Glasersfeld, 1995) details the mechanisms of abstraction, and
specifically the differences between types of abstraction that can occur (see particularly pages
103-105). The distinctions between these abstractions are particularly useful constructs for
investigating students’ generalization. Operative (cognitive) abstraction occurs through what
Piaget (2001, 1980) broadly calls reflective abstraction. Drawing from Glasersfeld (1995) as well
as Piaget (1980) and Campbell’s interpretation and translation of Piaget’s (2001) Studies in
Reflecting Abstraction, I describe below how I characterize reflective abstraction and its role in
describing students’ generalizing activity. The broad phenomena of reflective abstraction can be
further classified into three categories: reflecting, reflected, and pseudo-empirical (Glasersfeld,
1995).
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Reflective abstraction, characterized primarily by the two inseparable features,
réfléchissement and réflexion, occurs when an “. . . activity or mental operation (not a static
combination of sensory elements) developed on one level is abstracted from that level of
operating and applied to a higher one” (Piaget, 1975, p.41; as cited in Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 104).
This process is characterized by two stages, The first is réfléchissement “. . .in the sense of the
projection of something borrowed from a preceding level onto a higher one” (p. 104).
Réfléchissement is translated to projection, much like light projecting off of a shiny reflective
surface, signifying the projecting of operations to higher levels of thought (Piaget, 2001). The
second stage is réflexion, or reflection, “in the sense of a (more or less conscious) cognitive
reconstruction or reorganisation of what has been transferred” (Piaget, 1975, p.41; as cited in
Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 104). Through reflection, the operations are reorganized to be applied to
new cognitive structures at the new level of operation. Reorganization is necessary, as operations
have been borrowed from specific schemes to construct schemes on this new level.
The distinction between levels of thought is signified by the generality of the reorganized
scheme. Through abstraction,
the scheme itself becomes more general in nature either because the assimilatory
structure is broadened to include new experiential situations or because the change in
activity of a scheme allows a student to solve a broader range of problems (Tillema &
Gatza, 2017, p. 260).
Note that this process can be applied at any level of complexity, so there potentially is no end
to the abstraction process. Indeed, Piaget viewed the history of mathematics as an example of the
unceasing nature of reflective abstractions: “[n]ew degrees of projection are unceasingly
constructed, allowing new reflections, as is demonstrated by the entire history of mathematics . . .”
(Piaget, 2001, p. 305). Given the nature of the advanced mathematics with which students in my
study engaged, I assume that many of the schemes they generalized from had been constructed
through numerous previous abstractions. Thus, we become interested in projections from some
N

1 level of thought to the N th, and reflections that then occur at the N th level. Further,

qualitatively differentiating the abstractions of students’ constructions as they generalize can
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provide complimentary nuance to their generalizing activity. For this purpose, below I describe
two new classifications of abstraction, reflected abstraction and pseudo-empirical abstraction, that
add nuances to the process described above, which is called reflecting abstraction. Both
pseudo-empirical and reflected abstractions rely on the inseparable rélféchissement and réflexion
processes found in reflecting abstraction, however their occurrences accompany relevant
distinctions between what is projected and the ways in which reflection occurs.
Reflected abstraction expands on the processes involved in reflecting abstraction and adds to
the process some awareness of what is being abstracted. Reflected abstraction involves conscious
reorganization of a thinker’s own operations and thoughts. This is described as thinking through
retroactive thematization (Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 105), where Piaget took thematization to mean
“to know [something] consciously and in an easily verbalized form” (Piaget, 2001, p.31). The
distinction to be made here is that thinking via reflecting abstraction is “a constructive process”
(Piaget, 2001, p. 31) whereas reflected abstraction involves reflection on the actual reflective
process through awareness of what is being reflected (Glasersfeld 1995). Piaget described this as
“a reflection on the reflection” (Piaget, 2001, p. 31). Indeed, acting on one’s own operations
involves awareness of what structures have been constructed in the past through reflecting
abstraction. Campbell, in his preface to Piaget’s (2001) work on reflecting abstraction,
commented that
Piaget test[ed] for reflected abstraction by asking children to make an explicit
comparison between two related tasks that they had successfully solved, each of which
already requiring reflecting abstraction (p. 5).
This emphasizes that reflected abstraction occurs through explicit reflection on operations
previously enacted and organized. Symbolization (i.e., expression through verbal or written
methods) can be an indicator of reflected abstraction, as symbolic representation of an operation
(or collection of operations) entails thematization of the operation. This is particularly true in the
case of generalization, as “to make a formal statement of generalization entails becoming to some
extent consciously aware of how one is operating” (Tillema & Hackenberg, 2017, p. 260).
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Pseudo-empirical abstraction is a third form of reflective abstraction that is qualitatively
different from the other two kinds of abstraction. The term pseudo-empirical directly borrows
language from the non-operative type of abstraction, empirical abstraction. Empirical abstraction
occurs through generating re-presentations of sensory-motor material. Empirical abstraction
allows for categorization of similar objects (classifying multiple objects as “apples” though no
two apples are the same) as well as mental re-presentation of motor activity. Abstraction is
pseudo-empirical when it relies on sensory-motor material but the abstraction itself is of the
thinker’s operations performed on the objects (Glasersfeld, 1995). Piaget specifically described
that, “[The s]ubjects, by leaning constantly on their perceivable results, can carry out certain
constructions which, later on, become purely deductive” (Piaget, 1977, p. 6, emphasis added).
Thus, an abstraction is pseudo-empirical in nature if the abstraction is of activity that relies on the
presence of sensory-motor material. In other words, “[w]e can refer to ‘pseudoempirical
abstractions,’ since there is a reading of the objects involved, but reading which is concerned with
the properties due to the action of the subject himself” (Piaget, 1980, p. 92). Dubinsky (1991)
gives an example of pseudo-empirical abstraction in a student who comes to understand a 1-1
correspondence between two sets by way of visually aligning the elements. “ Knowledge of this
situation may be considered empirical because it has to do with the objects, but it is their
configuration in space and relationships to which this leads that are of concern and these are due
to the actions of the subject” (Dubinsky, 1991, p. 97). This knowledge is empirically tied to the
mathematical objects and yet is operative in the attention to the alignment structure in physical
space. Dubinsky’s example is particularly illuminating as it demonstrates abstraction manifesting
in perhaps a more advanced and formal mathematical setting that is closer in scope to the
mathematics students will engage with in real analysis.
3.1.3.1

Some comments on the forms of abstraction

A central motivation for the use of abstraction in this dissertation is the potential it provides for
more nuanced discussions of students’ generalizations. Below, after discussing the framework I
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use for generalizing, I will provide a sample analysis from pilot data of a student generalizing to
illustrate how generalizing and abstraction can complement each other. I conclude this section on
abstraction with some comments on the progression of mathematical knowledge via abstraction,
and the roles that the different forms of abstraction can play in advanced mathematical thinking.
Abstraction is closely tied to the progression of mathematical knowledge, as Glasersfeld
(1991), Dubinsky (1991), and Piaget (1980) consider mathematical constructs to be abstractions
of early mathematical activity that are coordinated as learning develops and continues. This may
make abstraction seem somewhat trivial, as all of mathematics could thus be categorized through
reflective abstraction (Piaget, 1985). While this may be the case, the fact that reflective
abstraction occurs at all levels of learning does not detract from its explanatory power, nor the
nuance its different forms provide. Moreover, abstraction involves an unending hierarchy of
levels of thought (Piaget, 1905, 2001; Glasersfeld, 1991; Dubinsky, 1991). The applicability of
abstraction is in attention to its form during a moment of generalization. This calls for further
discussion of the relationships between the forms, and even the ways in which projection and
reflection occur at higher levels of generalization.
Recall that the process of projection “takes a cognitive structure from level N

1 to level N ,”

and reflection is “the reorganization that takes place at level N ” (Campbell in his foreword to
Piaget, 2001, p. 6). Indeed, given the advanced nature of the students in my study, it is important
to assume their understanding of phenomena in real analysis may result from many past
abstractions. Further, reflection is at the fore of abstractions as they occur at higher and higher
levels of thought (Piaget, 2001, p. 304), however operations thematized through symbolic
representation present new cognitive material from which students can abstract. These operations
may become interiorized to later be accessed as observables (for example, the operations in
calculating an absolute value may be thematized by the symbols |x|, and the specific operations
need not be recalled each time the symbol is used or recalled). Thus, though reflection is more
prevalent during higher abstractions, projections still occur to higher levels. This constitutes a
construction of knowledge through what Piaget (2001) imagined as:
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a spiraling process: Every projection of contents (observables) presupposes the
intervention of a form (reflection) and the contents thereby transferred to a new level
require the construction of new forms that are due to reflection (p. 305, parenthesis in
the original).
It is true that at the level of engaging with mathematics formally (i.e., through proof),
thematization often occurs as formal mathematical activity includes the expressing of
mathematical relationships and objects for various purposes. Indeed, symbolization is often
required when making a conjecture, constructing a definition, or engaging in proof. While the
presence of symbolization indicates that reflected abstraction has occurred, thematization may not
necessarily be the driving mechanism for certain generalizations. The use of mathematical
symbols ensures the presence of observables on which students may rely, even at the formal level.
Further, students carrying out a generalization may abstract their understandings unaware of their
action on previous constructions until it becomes necessary to write out a statement of their
activity or a symbolic representation of the processes abstracted. Thus, moments of generalization
may be complemented with any of the three types of abstraction to be followed by summative
statements of activity, thus constituting reflected abstraction in the actual stating of their activity.
This is especially relevant in the case of teaching experiment methodology (discussed below in
Chapter 4), as students are continually prompted to explain their thinking as they engage with the
task. Thus, while evidence of student generalization is in the form of their explanations of their
activity from which we can assume awareness of their activity, the actual driving abstractions may
or may not have occurred through conscious reflection. Indeed, Piaget noted that while reflected
abstraction takes on an increasing role in higher levels of abstraction, we can never rule out the
possibility of the coexistence between pseudo-empirical and reflected abstractions (and thus the
existence of reflecting abstraction) (Piaget, 2001, p. 307).
This dissertation uses the three forms of abstraction (pseudo-empirical, reflecting, and
reflected) to provide complimentary nuance to identifications of student generalizing activity. I
use abstraction to characterize specific episodes of generalization relevant to analysis of a
student’s understanding of a particular mathematical phenomenon. From this I provide theoretical
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accounts for students’ generalizing activity. In particular, reflective abstraction provides
theoretical grounding for the generalizing activity we observe in our students. In the next section I
unpack a framework for analyzing students’ generalizing that complements this theory of
abstraction. I then demonstrate how the two align in the context of real analysis by presenting an
example from pilot data.

3.2 Generalization
In the following section, I detail the way that I am characterizing generalization, and then I
describe the ways that generalization and abstraction interact.

3.2.1 Actor-oriented perspective
In this project, I adopt an actor-oriented (AO for actor-oriented) perspective, which was first
proposed by Lobato (2003) in studying transfer. Lobato (2003) made a case that transfer studies
would benefit from adopting a perspective that measured the types of information being
transferred by the students in the study from their perspective rather than the expert perspective.
The actor-oriented perspective privileges and analyzes knowledge that is constructed by students.
This stance can be viewed in contrast with traditional observer-oriented perspectives that
pre-determine a normative measurement of knowledge acquisition and measures whether or not
the knowledge demonstrated by the students meets this requirement. This AO perspective
synergizes well with design research (Lobato, 2003) and also the aims of constructivist teaching
experiment methodology (Steffe & Thompson, 2000), further described in Section 4.1. Indeed, a
constructivist perspective favors an “ontogenetic justification of mathematics” (Steffe &
Thompson, 2000, p. 269), in the sense that mathematics is viewed in relation to its construction
within the individual. This is in line with Lobato’s attention to favoring personal construction
during analysis. Moreover, the AO perspective has also been applied to generalization research
such as Ellis (2007a), who adopted a broader perspective on generalization than past researchers
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to be consistent with AO, and then categorized actions students take while generalizing. Ellis’
connecting of AO and generalization is described in Section 2.2, and is the basis for the
generalization framework I adopt in my study (described below).

3.2.2 The Relating, Forming and Extending (R-F-E) framework
Ellis’ (2007a) taxonomy (described in Section 2.2 offered an initial framework from which to
characterize student generalizing activity from an actor-oriented perspective. Building off of this
taxonomy, the Relating, Forming and Exending (R-F-E) Framework distinguishes generalizing
activity as it occurs across mathematical contexts and educational levels, thus extending Ellis’
taxonomy to characterize generalizing throughout mathematical activity. The framework was
developed by examining a large number of students (over 90 students) ranging from middle
school to undergraduate students, which, in theory, potentially makes it more applicable to a
variety of age ranges and settings than Ellis’ original taxonomy. The utility of this framework is
that it allows for a more nuanced analysis of the activities that students might engage in as they
relate to students’ cognitive constructions. In particular, this framework was developed to be
compatible with Piaget’s notion of abstraction, which characterizes the cognitive mechanisms of
students’ generalizations.
Further, the types of activities highlighted by the framework are complementary to cognitive
considerations. Indeed, the R-F-E framework draws from both cognitive and sociocultural
perspectives to define generalizing as “an activity in which learners in specific sociocultural and
instructional contexts engage in at least one of the following three actions: (a) identifying
commonality across cases (Dreyfus, 1991), (b) extending one’s reasoning beyond the range in
which it originated (Radford, 2006), and/or (c) deriving broader results from particular cases
(Kaput, 1999)” (Ellis, et. al., 2017, p. 680). Indeed, they consider generalization to be both the
progression and abstraction of constructs drawn from present cognitive material as well as an
activity within a specific sociocultural setting that is influenced by the thinker’s available milieu.
Moreover, they took an actor-oriented perspective because they valued the students’ perspectives
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to judge when generalizing is occurring and the significance of the abstractions occurring. In
particular, the researcher builds models of student generalization to analyze their generalizing
activity from the perspective of the students rather than making judgments from their own
mathematical perspectives.
The R-F-E framework takes generalizing to be the above activities that students engage in,
while generalization means the results of those activities (Ellis, et. al, 2017). As not all
generalizing results in explicit statements or objects, it is important to distinguish the
mathematical products of generalizing from the activities taken that produce such products.
The first major distinction of the R-F-E framework makes note of the contexts from which
students are drawing when generalizing. In particular, students might draw from multiple contexts
when creating relationships between mathematical situations and objects. This occurs through
inter-contextual generalizing, wherein “students [establish] relations of similarity across problems
or contexts” (Ellis, et. al., 2017, p. 680). Students might also generalize relevant activities within
one task or context. We call such generalizing within one task intra-contextual generalizing,
when “students [form] and [extend] similarities and regularities within one task” (p. 680). Again,
this distinction is determined by evidence of whether the students consider their activity to be
within one task or across contexts. Indeed, all judgments of the students generalizing are made
from the model of the students’ mathematics rather than from the mathematics of the researcher.
Relating is the first major form of generalizing in which students engage. Relating is the
primary form of inter-contextual generalizing, and involves the creation of meaningful
relationships between mathematical objects. Table 3.1 presents the different types of
inter-contextual relating in which students might engage. Note that while there are descriptions of
generalizing categories given in the tables by Ellis et. al. (2017), I will expand on some categories
that are relevant for my analysis of student activity.
Note that these activities involve establishing relationships between and across different (from
the students’ perspectives) perceived mathematical situations. Note also that the nature of the
relationships created between situations is that of similarity. Cognitively, these activities can often
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Relating
Form of Generalizing
Relating
Situations:
Forming a
relation of
similarity across
contexts,
problems, or
situations.

Example(s)

Connecting
Back:
Formation
of
a
connection between a
current and previous
problem or situation

HS, Advanced Algebra: All the sides are the
same length. The formula is generally the same
[as the prior problem], you’re just adding one
more side for the 4-dimensional one.
HS, Advanced Algebra: Like if this [points to a
rectangular figure] were, like a pool, then [the
area is] like how much water you would put in.
That’s kind of like the problems they give us
when we have to solve for perimeter and area.

Analogy
Invention:
Creating
a
new
situation or problem to
be similar to the current
one.

MS, Algebra: The more seconds he has, he’ll
slow down. And the less second she has, he’ll
speed up faster. Int: Okay, and how come?
Student: You know how, if you had less time to
go into the grocery store to get the food on the
grocery lit, you would go faster if you had like 1
second to do it in? You would, like, be in and out
real quick. Same thing here.

Relating Ideas or Strategies (Transfer):
Influence of a prior context or task is evident
in student’s current operating.

HS, Advanced Algebra: So in this case it’d be
P plus, let’s do V for valence because that’s
one word I know for outer ring. Int: Cool, is
that from chemistry? Student: Yep. Like the
valence electrons . . . how much that equals plus
the previous one, would equal your new answer.

Recursive Embedding:
Embedding a
previous situation into a new one as a key
component of the new task.

Und., Combinatorics: Okay, we’re definitely
using 1, so we’re limiting ourselves to only 2
possible states for the entire password, A and
B, which means it’s basically no different than
waht we did in one of the earlier examples. So
that I’ll probably just figure, okay, 2 to the 3rd
equals 8.

Table 3.1: Forms of Relating (Ellis, et al., 2017)
occur through assimilation, as they involve identifying ways in which accessible experiential
materials conform to some similar structure, or ways in which a single present experiential object
obeys similar structure to a previously experienced mathematical object. Thus, the students may
act on some assimilated similarity between experiential realities by creating a relationship
between the two situations or objects. This then (at least temporarily) links the mathematical
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objects into the same cognitive construct (or scheme) associated with the property of similarity.
Developed in a combinatorial context, I highlight recursive embedding (Lockwood & Reed,
2016, Ellis, et al., 2017; Ellis, et. al., mnuscript submitted for publication). Recursive Embedding
involves “Embedding a previous situation into a new one as a key component of the new task”
(Ellis, et al., 2017; Ellis, et. al., 2018, manuscript submitted for publication). While Ellis, et al.
(2017) initially characterized recursive embedding as a form of extending, I feel the construct
aligns with that generalizing which occurs through relating as the previously enacted activity
becomes an integral component of present mathematical activity. Thus, while recursive
embedding facilitates extending, the primary connections made are with previous operating in a
past context. Moreover, the activity that embedding draws from constitutes its own mental
construct and thus its own mathematical context from which students draw. Indeed, enacting
specific activity as an integral component of a students’ current operating involves the recognition
of similarity between the activity once enacted and activity relevant to the prior context.
As an example of recursive embedding, Lockwood and Reed (2016) presented the example of
an undergraduate students’ counting activity. The student, Tyler, was counting various passwords
with particular constraints. His initial activity consisted of counting passwords of length 3, 4, and
5 consisting of the letters A and B. Specifically, Tyler was asked to count the total number of such
passwords and then also create a table that was organized according to the number of As in the
password. Through this activity, Tyler engaged in the listing of such passwords with set amounts
of A, and developed a scheme for the activity of listing passwords with two available entries.
Then later, when listing similar length passwords consisting of the letters A and B and the number
1, Tyler realized that his previous listing activity could be directly applied to this new case.
In particular, Tyler was counting such passwords with a set amount of the number 1 in them,
and realized that he could enact a two-step counting scheme that incorporated his previous listing.
Tyler first counted the passwords with 1 in specific positions irrespective of the letters in the
password, and then counted such outcomes accounting for variation in the letter. Specifically,
Tyler counted passwords consisting of the entries 1 and X, where X represented either A or B,
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such as 11XX. The embedding occurred when Tyler conjectured that counting 1s and Xs
involved the same activity as counting As and Bs (in particular there was only one way to count
passwords of a certain length with two entries). He thus used his previous results from counting
As and Bs to inform his current activity of counting 1s and Xs, and then continued with a new
scheme to finish his counting prompt. Thus, Tyler’s enactment of his counting scheme for
passwords with two entries is an example of recursive embedding in a combinatorial setting. I
will draw on this notion of recursive embedding in my own work with analysis students.
Forming is the first of the intra-contextual generalizing categories. Forming involves student
attention to regularity within the context of a particular mathematical task. In particular, while
forming, students “[search] for and [identify] similar elements, patterns, and relationships” within
a single task (Ellis, et al., 2017, p. 680). Whereas relating involves reflections of similarity across
mathematical contexts, forming involves the perceiving of regularity across one’s own activity
within a perceptually similar context or task. Indeed, while relationships between mathematical
objects are perceived through relating, forming establishes relationships between objects through
reflection on current mathematical activity. Table 3.3 gives the kinds of activities that Ellis, et al.
(2017) observed as forming.
The sub-categories of associating objects (operative, figurative, and activity) provide useful
ways of distinguishing between qualitatively different kinds of students’ generalizing. In
particular, attention to the nature of the regularity students perceive allows for inferences about
what students might abstract in subsequent work. For instance, operative attention and figurative
attention can convey very different types of understanding of mathematical objects that are being
compared. As an example, let us consider again a hypothetical calculus student who is computing
limits of various functions. A figurative relationship between situations might entail regularity as
simple as the presence of limit and function notation across the problems she is working on, or
perhaps attention to the specific functions of evaluation, such as the computing of limits across
polynomials. This would be figurative because she might be attending to the form or the notation
— some physical feature she can discernibly observe. Operative regularity might instead involve
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Forming
Form of Generalizing
Associating
Operative: Associating
Objects:
objects by isolating
Forming a
a similar property,
relation of
function, or structure.
similarity
between two or
more present
Figurative:
mathematical
Associating
objects
objects.
by isolating similarity
in form.
Activity:
Relating
objects or ideas based
on identifying one’s
activity as similar.

Example(s)
Und, Trigonometry: [Comparing x = sin(y)
with y = sin(x) graphs].
They’re both
representing the same thing . . . with equal
changes of angle measures my vertical distance
is increasing at a decreasing rate [tracing graph]
. . . here it’s doing the exact same thing.
MS, Algebra: In this one [a task with two similar
triangles], it’s just growing everywhere. This one
[a task with a rectangle that grows in length but
not height] is only growing this way [gestures
along the length].
MS, Algebra: I think it would be 2 more than the
6. Int: two more than the 6? Okay, how come?
Student: Because, like, same as this one [points
to the prior problem] you’re just adding it.

Search for similarity or regularity: Searching
to find a stable pattern, regularity, or element
of similarity across cases, numbers, or
figures.

HS, Advanced Algebra: I don’t think it goes up
by the same amount each time. Does it? That
goes up by 3, and that goes up by 5, and that
goes up by 7. Three, 5, 7. Yeah, it goes up by
. . . okay.

Isolate Constancy:
Focusing on and
isolating a constant feature across varying
features without reaching the final stage
of fully identifying a regularity, pattern, or
relationship across those cases.

HS, Advanced Algebra: This is like the one
thing that you started off with [circles the
original rectangle]. It’s like the only constant
really. And so, each time it changes a little bit so
it’s really one of these is being added each time
and so that’s not really taking it into account,
the 15 that was already there.

Table 3.2: Forming (Ellis, et al., 2017) part 1
attention to a recurring structural property of the limits computed, such as the dominance of the
highest order term as limits are taken at higher values.
These distinctions have implications for students’ attention to regularity in formal
mathematics. One such distinction might specifically occur when students attend to formal
statements, proofs, and definitions. For instance, consider an advanced calculus student attending
to regularity amidst enacted proofs of sequential convergence. Note that a typical proof that a
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Identify a
regularity:
Identification of a
recularity or
pattern across
cases, numbers,
or figures.

Extracted: Extracting
regularity
across
multiple cases.

Anticipated:
Describing a predicted
stable feature that the
student anticipates will
hold for future cases.

MS, Combinatorics: For every addition problem
that we do, like 6 plus 6 equals 12, it is always
one more added to that time.
HS, Advanced Algebra: You’re adding the same
amount each time, so it’s growing by the same
amount each time, which is 8
MS, Algebra: You could do, you could do 1.5
times growth and that would get you, times the
growth in the length and then that would give you
the growth in the area.

Table 3.3: Forming (Ellis, et al., 2017) part 2
real-number sequence xn converges to some real number x involves the setting of some arbitrary
error bound , followed by the finding of a single index N such that the approximation
|xn

x| < holds at index values n

N . A figurative association might entail her noticing that

each proof beings with the symbols “ and >0.” Indeed, figurative attention in formal
mathematics would favor attention to the logical symbols in various formal statements, proofs and
definitions. In contrast, associations of activity might entail attention to the consistency of the
calculations performed in the proofs such as “ We always calculate the specific number an

a

and then bound it by epsilon.” Finally, operative relating of objects might involve attention more
structural regularity, such as the use of distance measurement in the approximation |an

a| < .

This distinction between figurative, operative, and activity in terms of ways of associating
objects is a feature of the R-F-E framework on which I base much of my analysis. I will leverage
these distinctions in analyzing my data and presenting my results.
Not mentioned in the original (2017) paper is a sub-category of forming called establishing a
way of operating. Establishing a way of operating entails: Establishing a new way of operating
that has the potential to be repeated (Ellis et. al.; Ellis, et. al., manuscript submitted for
publication). This category in particular has an inherent relationship to the activity of extending
(described below), as the repeating of established activity manifests through continuing. Thus,
establishing a way of operating allows the identification of moments where repeatable activity was
first conceived. This way of operating is closely related to the construction of a scheme, as the
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repeatability of specific operations is inherent to the attribution of a students’ activity to a scheme.
The relationships observed through forming and the relationships created through relating
then constitute cognitive material to be extended. Extending involves the application of
established patterns and regularities to new cases (Ellis, et al., 2017, p. 680). Once relationships
and regularities are created, their application to future situations or expansion to novel contexts
constitutes an extending of the cognitive constructs. Thus both relating and forming can provide
cognitive source material for the activity of extending.
Extending
Form of Generalizing

Example(s)

Continuing: Continuing an existing pattern
or regularity to a new case, instance,
situation, or scenario beyond the one in which
the generalization was developed.

Und., Combinatorics: So here, we’ve got 8
passwords, because there’s 2, there’s A and B,
so there’s two different digits or letters. And
then - and then there’s three different characters
in each password, so you get 2 to the 3, 2 to
the 3rd power is 8, and so if we’re going to do
4-character passwords you have to do 2 to the
4th, which would be 16

Operating:
Operating on an
identified pattern,
regularity, or
relationship in
order to extend it
to a new case,
instance,
situation, or
scenario beyond
the one in which
the
generalization
was developed.

Minor accommodation:
Making a minor change
to a regularity in order
to extend it to a new
case

HS, Advanced Algebra:
[After having
established a pattern of adding 8 square
units for every additional rectangle]: And then
plus 8, or I could just do plus, um, 8 times 5,
right? And so that would be 40.
MS, Algebra: I know that since these [lengths]
go up by 2, and this [area] goes up by 4, halfway
between there from 5 to 6 it [the length] goes up
by 1, so then from 8 to 10 it would go up by 2
because half of 4 is 2.

Major accommodation:
Making a significant
change to the structure
of a regularity in order
to project it to a far case
or make sense of a new
relationship.

Und, Combinatorics: [After solving cases with 2
and 3 combinations by counting up 4 and then 8
combinations]: So now I believe if you gave me
something where if there was 20 combinations
i could solve how many combinations there are
without having to write them all out: 22 0 and
whateber that equals.

Table 3.4: Extending (Ellis, et al., 2017) part 1
Notice that extending can occur through various changes made to the construct or relationship
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Transforming: Extending a generalization by
changing the generalization to be extended;
in contrast to operating, the generalization
itself changes in the act of transforming.

MS, Algebra: [Working with her original
generalization, y = 1.5x] They give you the
new area by having a total of, the total length.
So you could use that, this table and equation
[y = 1.5x] only if you initially added 4 to
the growth in length, but if you wanted to see
just the growth in area then you would have to
minus 6 so that you could see how much that it the difference was, between the old area [writes
y = 1.5x 6]

Removing particulars: Extending a specific
relationship, pattern, or regularity by
removing particular details to express the
relationship more generally.

MS, Algebra: I was thinking, like, trying to put
it in an equation I guess, so it kind of makes
sense . . . Well it could be, area equals 2 plus
total length [writes A = 2 + T ].

Table 3.5: Extending (Ellis, et al., 2017) part 2
being extended. For instance, continuing involves repeated application of a mathematical
construct into a novel context. In formal mathematics, continuing can include application of
formal activity to a novel context, such as the application of a proof scheme across specific
prompts. This involves no change to the constructs being extended. Operating and transforming
however, involve alterations either to the form of the constructs extended or even to the
generalizations themselves (recall generalization refers to the results of generalizing activity). For
instance, operating preserves the inherent structure of the construct or regularity but utilizes
alterations to form or representation to allow for application in a novel context. Transforming,
however involves alterations to the structure of the construct being extended.
An advanced case of minor accommodation from combinatorics can be drawn again from
Lockwood and Reed’s (2016) case of Tyler of the general outcome structure 11xx. Tyler’s work
initially consisted of listing passwords of variable lengths composed of the letters A and B.
Through listing, Tyler abstracted the activity of organizing passwords of A’s and B’s to the
activity of listing two general objects. The minor accommodation in particular was the use of X
in his passwords, as the X represented either an A or a B. He was able to build off of the
two-character passwords to introduce variability in one of the characters, thus accommodating the
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new case of three-character passwords. Note that his activity also constituted recursive embedding
as previously mentioned. The application of recursive embedding can be thought of as attention to
the activity of listing two objects whereas the minor accommodation involves altering the form of
the outcome to allow for extension to a more complicated counting process. Indeed, arrangements
of 1 and X obey the same structure arrangements of A and B, but Tyler’s new arrangements of 1,
A, and B involved a two-stage process of arranging 1s and Xs and then As and Bs within the Xs.

3.2.3 Interactions between generalizing and abstraction
Ellis et. al.’s (2017) framework for generalization synergizes with Piaget’s abstraction (described
above in Section 3.1.3) when characterizing the cognitive expansion of students’ constructs as
they engage in these generalizing activities. Note that Piaget asserted “all new knowledge
presupposes an abstraction” (Piaget, 1980, p. 90). Thus, it is quite appropriate to include
discussions of abstraction amidst students’ generalizing. Indeed, the types of abstraction become
important as they make distinct the qualities of the students’ activities and understandings that are
most relevant to their generalizing. To illustrate the ways in which these constructs interact at the
level of real analysis, I now present an analysis of a students’ generalizing from pilot data (Reed,
2017). This example and the proceeding discussion demonstrate the nuances that can be explored
through the union of the R-F-E framework with Piaget’s abstraction.
Jake (a pseudonym) was a mathematics major who had taken the [blinded course number]
sequence (real analysis applied to the real line). Note that Jake is not one of the students who
continued on in the full study, but we can gain insight into the ways that the generalizing and
abstraction constructs interact by analyzing his work. At the time of the interview he was taking a
topics course on real analysis applied to finite-dimensional space. Thus, the understandings from
which he was drawing from included real analysis in space, rather than just on the real line as is
the case for the students in my main study. From analyzing Jake’s activity, we gain insight into
how the above theoretical constructs can be applied to analyze students’ analytical (my use of
analytical means pertaining to real analysis) and generalizing activity. I asked him to describe for
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me what came to mind when he thought about norms, and he generated the Euclidean norm and
the maximum norm (standard norms in finite-dimensional real space). He professed to have seen
these norms in class, the Euclidean norm in his finite-dimensional analysis course and the
maximum norm in a numerical analysis course. Note that a norm · is a measurement of the size
n

of a vector v. In n-dimensional space, the Euclidean norm has the form v
maximum norm takes the form v

2

=

vi2 , and the

= max{|vi |}, both of which he wrote on the board.
i

During a discussion of how he might generate a norm on infinite-dimensional space, Jake first
drew Figure 3.1 to describe his intuition. Jake characterized an infinite-dimensional vector as a
vector in which the number of components increases without bound.
Jake: Isn’t that equivalent to like infinite dimensional space? As the n-size approaches
infinity? . . . So I guess I would write that — I guess for an infinite dimensional vector
you just have the limit as n approaches infinity of Rn , and then v being in that set,
which is [writes out lim {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, shown below in Figure 3.1] limit as n
n
approaches infinity like that? For an infinite dimensional vector? . . . you’re just
increasing the size of the vector it doesn’t matter what the components are.
Interviewer: So the limit is just your way of saying —
Jake: We’re just expanding it. And I guess it doesn’t make too much sense because that
limit doesn’t really exist, but — just kind of how I think about it.
Jake’s construction of an infinite vector constitutes a major accommodation of his construct
for a general finite-dimensional vector. Indeed, attending to the increasing size of the vector
suggests that he was extending his construct of an arbitrary but finite vector through use of a
familiar mathematical process known to represent the culmination of an infinite process, i.e., the
limit. He thus expressed that the limit notation represented carrying out the components to
infinity rather than computing some limit of a sequence. Indeed, this use of a limit constitutes
transfer (in the sense of the R-F-E framework), as the limit notation was used to signify the
process of a constructing vector with increasing number of components.
Further, this construction constitutes a reflected abstraction, as this infinite constructive
process was thematized through the use of the limit notation. Indeed, Jake’s construction entails
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the operation of taking an n-dimensional vector and increasing its “size” by increasing the
number of components of the vector. This operation was then projected to account for an infinite
process, and reflected to entail the construction of an actual vector through an infinite process of
increasing the component size. This suggests that he had engaged in reflective abstraction, as the
operation of assigning components of a vector to account for the dimension of the space had been
projected to occur without bound and had been reorganized at this new level of activity according
to the convention of increasing limits. His use of limit notation further suggests that his
abstraction was due to a thematization of the operations to increase the number of components.
As he suggested above, the limit notation merely conveyed an infinite expansive process rather
than having a value in the conventional sense of limits. Thus, his application of the notation
conveys awareness of his operations during the abstraction process. He then assimilated the limit
notation to symbolize the accommodation of his projected operations, specifically that limit now
increase without bound. This first example of a constructive generalization serves to illustrate the
pairing of his generalizing activity with the form of abstraction.
Then, prompted to characterize a norm on these infinite dimensional vectors, he drew the
curve in Figure 3.1 and said the following:
Jake: If we’re able to construct some relation. . . just like some function that would do
something like that [drawing the bell curve]. I suppose you wouldn’t know, I guess
what value it attains at infinity but if you’re taking the max norm you know this is
gonna be the maximum value [circles the top of the curve] so you can still take the
max norm. You want to construct some relationship just so you can see if you can
figure out some way to characterize that.
This generalizing activity can be characterized through relating, specifically relating
situations, and then extending, specifically major accommodation. Jake’s image of a continuous
bell curve suggests that he is considering there to be some analogous behavioral relationship
between vectors of infinite dimension and continuous functions. Moreover, his drawing of the bell
curve (that he had likely seen before in class) represented the qualities he desired in infinite
vectors that would achieve some maximum. Specifically, that vectors have a maximum
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Figure 3.1: Jake’s proposed norm on an infinite vector
component and diminish (i.e., go to 0) at infinity.
Jake’s comments suggest that his implementation of the bell curve was to use the behavior of
continuous functions to gain insight into infinite vectors. He was thus establishing some relation
of similarity between continuous functions and vectors to be leveraged in the creation of a new
norm. This activity (and later comments he made) suggest Jake was considering infinite
dimensional vectors as restrictions of continuous functions to discrete domains. Indeed, Jake later
drew Figure 3.2 to demonstrate this relationship. The curved line on the bottom of Figure 3.2
represents a continuous function, and the dots above represent the values of a vector’s
components as if they were discrete height values enumerated in some sequence. Jake presented
Figure 3.2 as a graphical representation of the similar behavior between a function and the
components of a vector evaluated in sequence. Thus, Jake’s relating activity involved assimilating
the evaluation of values of an infinite vector to a graphical scheme of relative heights, which
could be interpreted much like evaluations of a continuous function.

Figure 3.2: Jake’s representation of vectors and functions
Further giving evidence to this assumed relationship between vectors and functions, Jake also
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suggested treating the vector components as evaluations of some function for the purpose of
evaluating the limit at infinity, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Jake’s representation of components as function evaluations
Thus, Jake assimilated the behavior of components in an infinite vector to a construct
analogous to functions. For Jake, attending to the behavior of the vector components amounted to
tracking the behavior of some analogous function.
Further, his activity to characterize a norm on these vectors was a generalization of the
maximum norm in finite-dimensional space. Note that his representation of the finite-dimensional
maximum norm was v

= max{vi }, where v
i

Rn . His comments about the bell curve

suggest that he was considering ways in which he could find an upper bound on the components
of vectors that behaved much like bounded continuous functions. This novel bounding activity in
infinite dimensional space constituted continuing of his bounding scheme present in the
maximum norm on Rn . Indeed, his understanding of the maximum norm in finite dimensions
gave him an established scheme from which to draw operations. The formalization of this novel
bounding activity is given below in Figure 3.4.
Through some negotiation of terminology such as maximums versus infimums, Jake was able
to accurately generate the supremum norm on bounded sequences, and later generate the
supremum norm on continuous functions as well. Through discussion it was clear that both
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Figure 3.4: Jake’s

norm

generalizations were based upon his initial intuition to consider bounded vectors and express their
norm through the upper bound. This refinement constitutes a major accommodation, as the
structure of the construct was preserved, but an alteration to the specific implementation of the
bounding function was needed to accommodate the now infinite components. Again, the “major”
classification notes that the progression from arbitrarily finite to infinite constitutes a larger scope
than progressing from finite dimensions to other finite dimensions. Further, his generalizing
activity was characterized through reflecting on the activity of bounding a collection of
mathematical objects, be they a discrete collection of components or a continuum of functional
images. Jake’s activity can be characterized through projection of the bounding operation to act
on a more general class of mathematical objects (specifically vectors of unbounded size) which
was then reorganized to eventually accommodate the operations borrowed from finite dimensions.
The projection of this operation likely occurred as he drew the bell curve and specifically
referenced its largest value. Reorganization then occurred at this level to adapt the maximum
function so that a precise bound could occur on an infinite set.
His generalizing activity can thus be characterized as occurring through reflected abstraction,
as both the elements of reflection on activity and projection to a higher level of thought are
present. Further, Jake’s explicit attention to the finding of the maximum value (as in his circling
of the top of the bell curve) suggests that he was specifically operating on finding a maximum
value in this new context and reflecting on how this operation might be carried out in this new
setting. This explicit attention is key, as one can imagine a student at this advanced level
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abstracting operations without consciously attending to a process being generalized. For instance,
a student might perhaps instead assimilate a scheme of changing maximums to supremums when
the set in question is infinite. The presence of a maximum on this norm now considered in an
infinite dimension might then trigger a pseudo-empirical abstraction, which would facilitate an
operation scheme on the symbols of “max” and “sup” in this novel context, rather than an explicit
reflection on the operations of generating upper bounds on a now infinite-dimensional space. I
claim that Jake’s mental operations of controlling the component behavior and assessing an upper
bound were the source of his generalizations.
These are both important characterizations of his generalizing activity, as the specific
generalizing activity he engages in is underpinned by sophisticated cognitive activity and content
understanding. It is important to make such distinctions, as this advanced level of mathematics
gives students a myriad of experiential, physical, and operative material from which to generalize
and abstract.

3.3 Mathematical discussion
In this section I outline some of the key mathematical ideas that will be relevant for the rest of the
dissertation. I begin by describing the process of conceptual analysis, through which I constructed
cognitive interpretations of mathematical phenomena important to the study. The mathematical
topics cover the metric function and distance measurement, followed by the topological concepts
of sequential convergence, openness, Cauchy sequences, and also the details of the specific spaces
the students explored in the study.
In this section, I provide more than just a survey of the mathematics relevant to student
activity, but also a perspective on the relevant operations to be carried out when understanding the
content from a particular perspective. Indeed, distance measurement is a primary mechanism for
the topological processes explored by the students. This section details first the nuances of
distance measurement within metric spaces, and then distance measurement as it allows for other
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phenomena in metric spaces (i.e., sequential convergence, completeness, openness).

3.3.1 Conceptual analysis
The method of engaging in conceptual analysis is at the heart of developing models for
understanding mathematical ideas. This method has its roots in radical constructivism
(Glasersfeld, 1995), and has since been implemented in multiple explorations of student
understanding (Thompson, 2008; Steffe, 1993; Tzur, 1999; Confrey & Smith, 1994, 1995).
Thompson (2008) quoted Steffe (1996) in noting that “conceptual analysis (the conjoining of a
theory of mathematical understanding and radical constructivism as an epistemology) emphasizes
the positive aspect of radical constructivism — that knowledge persists because it has proved
viable in the experience of the knower. Knowledge persists because it works.” (Thompson, 2008;
p. 44)
Engaging in conceptual analysis entails hypothesizing mental operations that allow a learner
to see a situation in a particular way (Steffe, 1996; Thompson, 2008; Glasersfeld, 1995). In other
words, a conceptual analysis is something a researcher does to try to think about how a student
would come to understand/know a particular concept in a particular way. A conceptual analysis
may have multiple uses for the cognitive researcher, but fundamentally it is a method of devising
explanatory constructs. By carrying out operations conceived in a conceptual analysis, a student
may not only come to understand a particular mathematical concept, but also the understanding
can coincide with outcomes of the specific operations hypothesized during conceptual analysis.
Thompson (2008) used the ways in which a blind person may conceive of a triangle as an
example result of conceptual analysis. The sequence of operations for understanding the concept
of triangle is as follows: 1) Imagine you are in a particular location facing some direction. 2)
Walk straight for some distance. 3) Stop, turn some amount. 4) Walk some other distance. 5)
Stop, turn to face your starting position. 6) Walk straight to it. Your path is a triangle (Glasersfeld
& Czerny, 1979)” (Thompson, 2008, p. 43). Note that by carrying out this sequence of
operations, the learner has constructed a triangle, and further that rotations by angles has been a
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key part of their activity (Thompson, 2008). Indeed, this method of triangle construction does not
simply result in a mathematical object, but a mathematical object having particular structural
properties highlighted through the carrying out of the constructive operations.
The above proposed operations do not lay out the only operations that result in
conceptualizing a triangle, but they promote particular ways of thinking about the specific
geometric shapes. This demonstrates that conceptual analyses yield constructive processes
highlighting a particular way of understanding mathematical objects or concepts. These
operations highlight a goal of conceptual analysis, namely creating hypothetical models of
desirable mathematical constructions.
Conceptual analyses have multiple uses in research. Thompson (2008) gave these uses as:
1) in building models of what students actually know at some specific time and what
they comprehend in specific situations, 2) describing ways of knowing that might be
propitious for students’ mathematical learning, 3) describing ways of knowing that
might be deleterious to students’ understanding of important ideas and in describing
ways of knowing that might be problematic in specific situations, and 4) analyzing the
coherence, or fit, of various ways of understanding a body of ideas. Each use is
described in terms of its meaning, and meaning can then be inspected in regard to
mutual compatibility and mutual support (Thompson, 2008, p. 45).
In this dissertation study I have employed conceptual analysis in two ways. The first use of
conceptual analysis was in the building of a hypothetical model for operationalizing the general
definition of a metric. This process coincides with Thompsons’ second use of conceptual
analysis, namely “describing ways of knowing that might be propitious for students’
mathematical learning.” (p. 45). In particular, my conceptual analysis of the metric function
views distance measurement as propitious to metric spaces, and describes the ways in which
operationalizing distance measurement influences the understanding of a metric function. Much
like operationalizing the circle or the triangle, this model details the ways in which students might
come to understand the properties of a metric function. I will give this model below in Section
3.3.2, as it pertains to my theoretical perspective of the mathematical metric function. To
construct this model, I engaged in conceptual analysis based on pilot data and interviews with
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mathematicians. This conceptual analysis served to inform task design for the main teaching
experiments that constitute my study.
Thompson’s first use of conceptual analysis is in the building of models of student
understanding during retrospective analysis of the teaching episodes. Indeed, as described below
in Section 4.1, a primary goal of the analysis is to build models of the students’ mathematics.
These models are explanatory constructs of the observed phenomena within the teaching
experiment. As Steffe and Thompson (2000) explain, “through the use of the core concepts of our
research program [i.e., assimilation, accommodation, abstraction, etc.], we make concrete claims
about the mental functioning of students, and these claims draw their operational character from
the framework itself” (p. 294). This allows researchers to analyze the students’ understandings of
the material from their perspective and gain insight into the ways in which their knowledge was
constructed. Indeed, the methodological approach to construction of these models is through
conceptual analysis. These models constructed via conceptual analysis offer insights in to the
ways of operating that hopefully are isomorphic4 to those which the students employed as they
learn and engage with the content of the teaching experiment.

3.3.2 Metric spaces and a conceptual analysis of the metric function
I begin this section by detailing the operationalization of a metric function that resulted from
conceptual analysis. This model highlights the components of the metric definition and proposes
relevant operations that highlight their structure. The metric function is in essence an operation
satisfying certain structural criteria, and so a hypothetical model of understanding a metric
function operationalizes its four properties and gives means of understanding the involved
structural qualities. This analysis aligns with examples given in Thompson (2008) and satisfies
his second use of conceptual analysis in research.
Understanding the structure of the metric function entails formalizing the activity of distance
4

In the sense of having an identical structure that differs up to some labeling system, in this case the cognitive lens
of the student versus the researcher
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measurement as it is performed on various mathematical objects. This activity requires an
understanding of properties of distance but also the significance of the measurement process as
well. A function
1.

:X

X

on a set X is a metric function if it satisfies the following properties:
[0,

).

2. (x, y) = (y, x) x, y

X

3. (x, y) = 0 iff x = y x, y
4. (x, y)

X

(x, z) + (z, y) x, y, z

X

Thus, a metric space is a pairing (X, ) of a set X with a metric . The topological properties
of a metric space can all be described in terms of distance measurement between objects in the
space. This makes the metric function an integral structure within the metric space. The relevant
topological phenomena of sequential convergence, completeness and openness will be discussed
below. Preceding these discussions is a proposed way of understanding the metric function in
terms of distance measurement that resulted from conceptual analysis.
Distance as the result of a measurement process is a fundamental aspect of understanding the
metric function. As measurement is an integral quality of distance, I consider a quantitative
understanding of distance to be productive. Distance is a quantity (Thompson, 1988, 1993) in the
sense that it is a measurable quality of a mathematical object. Specifically, distance represents the
quality of closeness. As distance is the result of measurement, it is the salient qualities of the
measurement process and the quality of closeness that define distance. Thus, it is productive to
think of the metric function as a measurement process that results the quality of closeness.
A quantitative understanding of distance motivates the first three properties of a metric. In
particular, the result of a measurement process should be somehow quantified. Indeed, the activity
of distance measurement produces a value that represents by how much two objects differ. Thus,
as a function that represents the measurement of the distance quality, the metric should yield a
real number. Moreover, the question of by “how much” two objects differ suggests that distance is
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a measure of magnitude. Thus, nonnegative values suffice as results of the measurement process,
and negative values would give redundant information. This understanding the metric function as
an enactment of a measurement process that gives a numerical representation of two objects’
difference results in the first property of a metric. Namely that a metric is a function of two
objects that produces a nonnegative real number.
Note that this initial presentation of distance is closely related to the construction of distance
in normed linear spaces. Indeed, a norm · defined on a vector space V is the measure of the size
of individual vectors. Given a vector space V with a defined norm, a metric

can be induced by

defining the distance between vectors v and w by first constructing a vector representation of the
difference between v and w in the form of the vector v
difference vector. This results in the metric (v, w) = v

w and then measuring the size of the
w . The important step in this

constructive process is the ability to represent the difference v

w in vector form, as norms

measure only the size of singular vectors.
The need for the distinction between metric spaces and normed linear spaces is that not all
metrics can be induced by a norm. Indeed, given a set X, the metric (x, y) = 0 if x = y and
(x, y) = 1 if x = y satisfies the properties of a metric function but is not induced by a norm.
Moreover, this metric can be defined on any set including sets that are not vector spaces. Thus
metrics can occur in the absence of normed linear spaces. Further, the norm and the metric
measure two different quantities. Indeed, a norm measures the size of a single object and further
requires the presence of a linear structure. Distance measurement through a norm can be thought
of through the notion of quantitative difference (Thompson, 1993), which is a “quantity
constituted by an added comparison between two quantities” (p. 166). This distinction
emphasizes the importance of understanding metrics as measurements of a quality that two
objects share, as it is not always possible to quantify difference in terms of a single mathematical
object as is the case in vector spaces. Further, the emphasis on measurement a shared quality
promotes the representation of a metric as a function with two separate objects as inputs.
Understanding distance as a measure of two objects’ difference also motivates the second and
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third properties of a metric function. First note that an object does not differ from itself. A
numerical measure of distance should then register no difference with a 0 measurement.
Contrastingly, to objects that are not the same necessarily have some nontrivial difference
between them. Thus, the measuring the distance between two nonsimilar objects reveals a strictly
positive value. These two statements comprise the second property of a metric. Further, a
quantitative understanding of distance reveals that distance is a shared quality of two fixed
mathematical objects that is only revealed through measurement. Thus, the measurement is
merely the means in which the quality (of closeness) is given meaning through numerical
representation. This is significant, as the quality of distance between two fixed objects remains
fixed, meaning that multiple measurements only reveal the representational value of the fixed
quality. As the quality of distance is shared between the two objects, all measurements of this
quality must reveal the same value. This reveals the third property of the metric function, namely
that the metric function is symmetric.
This presentation of a quantitative understanding of distance suggests that measurement is at
the fore of mathematical activity that reveals the structure of a metric. Indeed, carrying out
measurements of distance can potentially reveal whether or not a specific calculation yields a
quantity that aligns with a distance quantity. Thus, engaging in measurements of distance across
mathematical contexts can facilitate reflection on the greater structure of a metric. Note that the
preceding aspects of distance measurement reflect all but the final property of the metric function.
Indeed, these first three properties of distance reflect the natural activity of measuring distance
between two objects.
The remaining property of the metric function is that of the triangle inequality. The triangle
inequality provides a way in which we might compare distance measurements to each other.
Without the triangle inequality, there is no means of comparing multiple distance measurements
between objects. While the comparative nature of distance measurements is reflected in the
triangle inequality, the necessity of comparison emerges more naturally through formal
mathematical activity (specifically proof). In particular, the activities of measuring distance and
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evaluating two different measurements involve separate operations, and the latter is performed
once measurement has already occurred. Moreover, understanding the triangle inequality involves
three measurements of distance ( (x, y), (x, z)and (z, y)).
Should there exist distance measurements that co-occur between three objects, then one
distance quantity can be estimated in terms of the other quantities. Coming to understand this
utility of the triangle inequality necessitates a scenario in which exactly two of the three quantities
are known. Though the other properties of a metric might emerge through operations requiring
the measurement of distance between mathematical objects, the triangle inequality most naturally
occurs through its use of discerning an unknown measurement in terms of known measurements.
I suggest that this necessity emerge through the use of proof. In particular, there exist many
proofs that require the use of the triangle inequality for completion. Thus, formal mathematical
activity can be leveraged in this way to communicate the need to compare measures of distance to
one another. I further extrapolate on the specific proof I implemented for the teaching experiment
in Chapter 4.
Now that the metric function and its natural connection to distance measurement have been
discussed, I describe the mathematical nuances of phenomena in metric spaces that rely on the
metric function and emerge in the teaching experiment.
3.3.2.1

Sequential convergence

Sequential convergence marks one of the first mathematical phenomena with which students
engage in real analysis courses. Moreover, convergence relies on distance measurement as an
integral component of its structure. Convergence is a generalizable concept that obeys the same
structure in various metric spaces and arises in a number of different contexts throughout analysis.
Convergence of real number sequences and other seemingly more complex objects, such as
uniformly convergent function sequences, behave the same because of the metric structure
associated with each space. Consider the formal definition for convergence of real numbers: A
sequence {xn } of real numbers converges to a real number x if

>0, N

N such that n

N,
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we have |xn

x| < . Note that this definition outlines a series of approximations to be iteratively

carried out as preset error bounds diminish (when I mention a quantity diminishing I mean that it
goes to 0). Indeed, the logical structure of this definition conveys the importance that an error
bound is established first, and it is then verified whether or not past a certain index the sequence
eventually approximates the proposed point of convergence within the set error.
The mathematical structure of such convergence stems from the definition of convergence
within any general metric space: A sequence {xn } in a metric space (X, ) with a metric
converges if

>0, N

N such that n

N , we have (xn , x)< . Such is the case for real

vectors sequences Rn , sequences of functions as well as of more general objects. Indeed, the only
alteration to make in each metric space is the notion of distance used to carry out the subsequent
approximations. On the real line, distance is measured using the absolute value function. While in
the real plane many equivalent metrics may be applied, perhaps the most natural is the metric
given by the Euclidean distance.
The natural connection between sequential convergence and distance measurement provides
an opportunity to motivate consistent measurements of distance through the construction of
convergent sequences in various spaces. Indeed, sequences provide a familiar and consistent
mathematical phenomenon with which students can experiment and requires the use of distance
measurement.
3.3.2.2

Completeness and the Cauchy property

Similar to convergent sequences, the characterization of Cauchy sequences is uniform throughout
metric spaces: A sequence {xn } in the metric space (X, ) with metric
N

N such that n, m

is Cauchy if

>0,

N , we have (xn , xm )< . Students may be familiar with Cauchy

sequences of real numbers, wherein the absolute value metric is utilized to approximate sequence
elements with each other.
Cauchy sequences serve an important purpose within metric spaces. Notice that the primary
distinction between a Cauchy sequence and a convergent sequence is that the approximations
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carried out by the metrics are on slightly different objects. A convergent sequence is verified
through approximations of the sequence values xn with a candidate for the set element x that the
sequence converges to. This requires some informal method of generating the value to which the
sequence converges. On the other hand, a Cauchy sequence requires only approximations of
sequence values with other sequence values. In fact, the requirement of a Cauchy sequence is that
sequence terms eventually become close. This requires only information about the sequence itself
rather than the added information of the candidate for convergence.
Thus, Cauchy sequences may be applied in situations where a convergent candidate is not
easily found. This motivates the concept of completeness. A complete space is one in which
Cauchy sequences converge within the space. Specifically, a space is complete if for each Cauchy
sequence {xn }, x

X such that xn

x. Complete spaces can thus leverage the relaxed

restrictions on Cauchy sequences to instead characterize convergent sequences. This implication
can also be turned on its head. Given a space X, if there exists a Cauchy sequence xn that does
not converge to any x

X, we can claim that X is not a complete space. Such nuances of the

completeness of a space do not typically emerge until functions or sequence spaces are
introduced, however completeness can provide a means of qualitatively differentiating certain
metric spaces.
3.3.2.3

Openness in metric spaces

Metric spaces are naturally topological spaces, meaning that the space is constructed from base
sets called open sets. The study of point-set topology explores the properties of spaces with
specific collections of open sets called topologies. Metric spaces are a subset of topological
spaces where the topology (the collection of open sets) is generated by specific open sets called
open balls. Thus, the open balls of a metric space in a sense determine the topological properties
of the space. This makes understanding open balls important for the topological properties of
metric spaces. Given a metric
Br (x) = {y

on a set X, an open ball of radius r centered at x is the set

X, such that (x, y) < r}. In other words, an open ball is the “circle” of radius r
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centered at the point x. On the real line, open balls manifest as open intervals (x

r, x + r).

In finite dimensional Euclidean space, the open balls are the traditional geometric constructs
of circles and spheres.
boundary is given by

1

in finite dimensions generates open balls given by “diamonds,” as the
|xk

yk | = r. This can be visualized in 2 dimensions easily if we take

the center to be the origin. The open ball then reduces to all points (x1 , x2 ) such that
|x1 | + |x2 | = r. The first quadrant reveals the line x1 + x2 = r. Similarly, the second quadrant
gives the line

x1 + x2 = r, the third quadrant

x1

x2 = r and the fourth x1

x2 = r,

resulting in a diamond around the origin.
Balls in

are represented by squares. These can be visualized around the origin by

considering that max{|x1 | , |x2 |} = r if only when one variable equals r and the other is at most
r. This generates a square around the origin with side lengths equal to 2r. 2-dimensional
representations of each of these open balls with radius 1 are given in Figure 7.13.

Figure 3.5: Open unit balls in

2, 1

and

Seeing that open balls generate the topologies of these spaces amounts to the concept of a
topological basis. Essentially, a topological basis determines the rest of the open sets in the
topology because any open set in the space can be represented through unions of basis elements.
Metric topologies have the property that the collection of open balls forms a basis of the topology,
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which leads to the definition of openness in metric spaces. A set S in a metric space is open if
around each element x in S there exists an open ball B of some radius r such that the ball Br (x)
is entirely contained in S. An important characteristic of basis elements is that they themselves
are open sets. Thus, an important result in metric topologies is that the open ball is itself an open
set. This is a classic result in real analysis, and its proof is instructional in that it demonstrates the
use of the triangle inequality property for metrics.
This proof was implemented in the teaching experiment to motivate the triangle inequality
property for different metrics, eventually motivating the triangle inequality property for the
definition of a general metric.
The proof is as follows: Let Br (y) be the open ball of radius r centered at the point y in a
metric space X with metric d. To show that Br (y) is an open set, we must show that for each x in
Br (y), there exists a radius r such that Br (x) is entirely contained in Br (y). Let r = r

d(x, y).

Then for each element z in Br (x),
d(z, y)

d(z, x) + d(x, y)<r + d(x, y) = r

d(x, y) + d(x, y) = r. Since d(z, y)<r, we have

that z is an element of Br (y). Thus, since each element of Br (x) is also an element of Br (y), we
have that the ball Br (x) is entirely contained in Br (y). This proves that Br (y) is open, since for
an arbitrary element x in Br (y), we have produced a radius r such that the ball Br (x) is entirely
contained in Br (y).
Note that the triangle inequality was instrumental in the above proof in establishing that each
element of the ball Br (x) was also in the ball Br (y), as without that estimate there was no clear
way to relate the two open balls.
3.3.2.4

Finite-dimensional metric spaces

This subsection and those that follow give details of the specific metric spaces the students in my
teaching experiments explored.
In finite dimensions, the students explored the
n

spaces derive from the norm v

p

=(

p

spaces. All normed linear spaces, the

p

|vi |p )1/p , where n is the dimension of the space and
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, which induce the metrics d(v, w) v

p<

w p . When p =

, v

p

= sup{vi }. All of
k

these norms reduce to the absolute value metric on R, as (|x|p )1/p produces |x|. On Rn , the most
familiar space is
and

.

p

2,

otherwise known as Euclidean space. The students will explore only

is complete for all p on Rn . This is because

2

is complete, and all norms on

finite-dimensional space are equivalent. This means given norms ·
R such that a x

a, b

A

x

B

b x

A

for all x

1, 2

A

and ·

B

on a set X,

X. This equivalence implies many

things, such as the spaces have the same convergent sequences, open sets, and general topological
properties.
3.3.2.5

Sequence and function spaces

Sequence spaces

p

are sets of p-summable sequences. This means that xn is a sequence in

{|xk |p } forms a convergent series. The norm on this space is given by ·

p

=(

p

if

|xk |p )1/p , the

same norm defined on finite-dimensional space. In this way, we may consider the sequence
spaces

p

to be generalizations of the finite-dimensional

p

spaces, as the sequence spaces may be

thought of as countably-infinite version of their finite-dimensional counterparts. As the
dimensions of the spaces are infinite, we can no longer assume equivalence of the norms on these
spaces as we did in the finite-dimensional case. This places greater emphasis on the norms chosen
when dealing with infinite-dimensional space.
Function spaces also comprise important examples of metric spaces. Indeed, the Lp spaces are
some of the most important spaces in real analysis. Lp for 1

p<

is the space of p-integrable

functions, or functions f for which the integral of |f |p is finite. These spaces have norm
f

p

=(

|f |p )1/p Traditionally, these sets are comprised of measurable functions (in the

Lebesgues sense), and thus the integral is the Lebesgue integral. In the case of the teaching
experiment, the students have had no exposure to measure theory, and so we will explore the
subspace of Lp (C([a, b])) comprised of p-summable continuous functions defined on an interval
[a, b]. L

is slightly different, being the space of all essentially bounded functions (meaning the

function is bounded off of a measure 0 set) with norm f

= essup |f (x)|, where essup is the
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essential supremum. For continuous functions, boundedness is equivalent to boundedness off of a
measure 0 set, so L

restricted to continuous functions reduces to the set of all bounded

continuous functions with norm f

= sup |f (x)|. This distinction is important, as
[a,b]

L (C([a, b])) (often just called the space C([a, b])) is complete, whereas Lp (C([a, b])) for finite p
are not complete spaces. This distinction provided a major distinction for the students in the
experiment.

3.3.3 Summary of theoretical perspectives
By taking on a radical constructivist perspective, I am able to address my research questions by
attending to the cognitive mechanisms that the students in my study enact as they learn and
generalize within the context of real analysis. By drawing from Piaget’s (1971, 1980, 2000)
constructs of assimilation, equilibration, and abstraction, I can make detailed inferences about the
students’ thinking and learning through examining their goal-oriented mathematical activity. I
pair this focus on the nuances of cognition with an attention to the kinds of activities that students
engage in as they generalize. Specifically, I use the Relating-Forming-Extending framework
(Ellis, et. al., 2017) to characterize the ways that students generalize their mathematical
knowledge by identifying and extending relationships between the mathematical contexts and
activities in which they engage. This pairing of these theories allows me to make detailed claims
about what the students understand within the context of real analysis, and the ways in which they
leverage their extant schemes to create new understandings through generalization.
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Chapter 4
Methods
In this chapter I discuss the driving methodological approach to the design of my study, data
collection and analysis. Broadly, this study reports on two teaching experiments (Steffe &
Thompson, 2000) in which students reinvented (Freudenthal, 1991) the general definition of a
metric function. I will first discuss the ways in which a general teaching experiment is carried out,
as well as the methodological assumptions and benefits of a teaching experiment. Following this,
I will describe in detail the design, implementation, and analysis I conducted for my teaching
experiments.

4.1 Teaching experiment methodology
A teaching experiment is a methodological tool used to investigate a student’s (or multiple
students’) understanding as it is influenced by mathematical activity. Steffe and Thompson (2000)
say that a “primary purpose for using teaching experiment methodology is for researchers to
experience, firsthand, students’ mathematical learning and reasoning” (p. 267). In keeping with a
constructivist perspective, teaching experiments allow researchers to witness student engagement
in mathematical activity so that researchers can infer information about students’ thinking and
learning through accommodation of their assimilated schemes in controlled mathematical
environments. I will first describe the elements of a teaching experiment and how it is conducted,
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and then I will describe the ways in which teaching experiments follow a constructivist
perspective and contribute to scientific investigation.
A teaching experiment occurs through multiple teaching episodes (Steffe, 1983), wherein
students, over time, construct knowledge of a mathematical concept. These episodes serve as the
settings in which the researcher can observe (and later review) student engagement in
mathematical inquiry. From this process, the researchers can formulate hypotheses about the
progression of the students’ thinking and learning, especially about the particular concept.
According to Steffe and Thompson, particular teaching episodes include:
a teaching agent, one or more students, a witness of the teaching episodes, and a
method of recording what transpires during the episode. These records, if available,
can be used in preparing subsequent episodes as well as in conducting a retrospective
conceptual analysis of the teaching experiment (2000, p. 273).
The teaching within a teaching episode is conducted by what Steffe and Thompson (2000)
call a “teacher-researcher,” emphasizing that research is conducted specifically in conjunction
with the activity of teaching. Further, teaching within the experiment takes place through
interaction with students (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 277). As the primary goal is to explore
student thinking, interactions with the students facilitate student engagement with specific
mathematics so that the researcher can observe students’ assimilation and accommodation of
relevant schemes. In particular, within teaching episodes, the students are presented with tasks
that engage them with the particular mathematics being investigated. The goal of this structure is
so that the teacher-researcher can observe and record the students’ activity in response to the
presented tasks. Steffe and Thompson (2000) note that these teaching interactions are often
reactionary, with the teacher-researcher taking on the perspective of the student and responding to
their activity in such a way to promote activity that facilitates learning unique to the students’ way
of operating (p. 278). Further, in teaching, the researcher also pursues evidence of the ways in
which the students understand and reason about the mathematics with which they engage. As
Steffe and Thompson describe:
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Researchers’ abilities to engage in analytical action frequently follows an insight into
the mental operations that make students’ language and actions possible. The
teacher-researcher formulates an image of the students’ mental operations and an
itinerary of what they might learn and how they might learn it (2000, page 280).
The specific learning activities in which the students engage should serve not only to facilitate
an account of the students’ mathematics as it is constructed over time, but also to investigate and
test specific research hypotheses.
Retrospective analysis of the teaching episodes provides the teacher-researcher with
opportunities to interpret specific episodes of student activity for the purpose of making
inferences about the students’ mathematics throughout the experiment. A primary mechanism for
this analysis is the process of model building (Steffe & Thompson, 2000), which occurs through
Thompson’s (2008) first use of the conceptual analysis 1 process. In particular, review of the
teaching records allows the teacher-researcher to re-experience moments of student learning as
witnessed during the teaching episodes, and also to witness necessarily novel interactions that
occurred unbeknownst in the moments of the teaching episodes (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p.
292).
Conceptual analysis also allows for models of student thinking to be built. These models
serve as scientific accounts of the phenomena observed within the teaching episodes (Steffe &
Thompson, 2000, p. 293). In particular, the teacher-researcher utilizes relevant theoretical
constructs (such as those of assimilation, accommodation or the R-F-E framework) to generate
specific second-hand explanations of student activity. As we cannot access the mathematical
reality of the students in the experiment, the models built of their activity are at best isomorphic to
the students’ cognitive constructs (p. 293). It is these isomorphic models that constitute the
account of the students’ mathematical constructions throughout the experiment, then to be used in
both research and teaching.
1

Note that the conceptual analyses carried out in this manner are the same as described in Section 3.3.1.
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4.1.1 Tenets of constructivist teaching experiments
Steffe and Thompson (2000) describe the goal of teaching experiments in the following way: “. . .
the interest is in understanding the students’ assimilating schemes and how these schemes might
change as a result of their mathematical activity” (p. 288). This statement naturally aligns with
the view that understanding is assimilating to a scheme (Thompson et. al., 2014) and learning is
accommodation of such schemes. Thus, teaching experiments offer the opportunity for
researchers to generate and test hypotheses related to student thinking.
The scientific investigations conducted via teaching experiments are dynamic, much like
learning itself. While specific hypotheses may exist at the onset of a teaching experiment, there is
room for them to change or be removed altogether as the experiment proceeds. As the goal is to
build models of student thinking based on instances of accommodation, hypotheses are
“formulated about what the students might learn mathematically beyond their current ways and
means of operating” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 291). Considering that in the radical
constructivist perspective the nature of learning consists of modification of schemes, it is
important that tasks in a teaching experiment are novel to the learners, and that attention is paid to
student activity in these tasks (ibid). Analysis between teaching episodes (which they call
ongoing analysis) ensures the continuation of this novelty, and it also contributes to the alteration
of local hypotheses as the experiment progresses. Simon et. al. (2010) describe this as a
“bootstrapping from initial hypotheses on how to promote learning of particular concepts” (p. 86).
The ongoing analysis also allows for progressive model building of the students’ activity, a
main goal of the research. The purpose of these models is to provide theoretical and concrete
constructs that account for the students’ observed mathematical activity (Steffe & Thompson,
2000). As this follows the views of constructivism, we have no access to the mathematical
realities of the students and so these models “establish viable ways and means of thinking that fit
within the experiential constraints that [were] established when interacting with the students in
teaching episodes” (p. 293). In this way, specific theoretical constructs can act as explanatory
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mechanisms accounting for observed phenomena.
One important aspect of teaching experiments to discuss is the extent to which they are
generalizable. While teaching experiments can occur within a classroom setting, Steffe and
Thompson (2000) maintain that a teaching experiment can include as small of a population size as
a single student. In such cases, an apparent claim one could make is that teaching experiments are
not generalizable because realistic teaching scenarios do not include this small student population
and amount of time spent on particular concepts. However, that is not how we measure the
generalizability of teaching experiment methodology. Instead, the generalizability of teaching
experiments is in the applications of the resulting explanatory frameworks to further research and
teaching (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 300). Indeed, the data gathered is not meant to constitute
a representative sample of how the greater student population thinks and learns. Rather, the
models that are developed highlight relevant aspects of a learning environment that facilitates a
particular way of thinking. The models of student learning generated in this context can then be
applied in future learning environments with elements similar to the experiment.
I specifically chose to use teaching experiments to answer my research questions because of
the nuances afforded from examining the progression of student learning in detail and over the
course of many hours. This, of course, does not allow me to make any statistical claims pertaining
to the ways we can expect undergraduate students to understand certain topics in real analysis, or
ways we can expect them to generalize in certain situations. What I lose in the ability to make
general claims, I more than make up for in the form of detailed theoretical constructs supported
by a plethora of student activity that can then be further applied in research and teaching
situations. The level of nuance I am afforded by implemented teaching experiments far exceeds
what I would gain from other more generalizable (in the statistical sense) research instruments
such as surveys or short task-based interviews with a larger participant sample.
Moreover, this study reports on 10 hours of detailed mathematical activity from two student
groups. By working with these students for this length of time, I was able to examine the
cognitive mechanisms of student learning through multiple levels of abstraction. In particular, the
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students in this study began with understandings of phenomena on the real line (R) and end with
an understanding of the general structure of a metric space, having explored Rn , sequence spaces
and function spaces along the way. This amount of content and depth together would not be
possible had I instead chosen to use other methods of research such as shorter hour-long
task-based interviews.
Finally, teaching experiments allowed me the most flexibility in the application of my
theoretical alignment. Making accurate and supported inferences of the cognitive mechanisms
behind student understanding requires the observing of goal-oriented mathematical activity. Thus,
by employing teaching experiments over the course of 10 hours with the same students, I had the
freedom to facilitate and observe complex student mathematical activity and give the students
enough time to make careful accommodations of their extant schemes.

4.2 Description of the teaching experiments
This section details the particulars of the two teaching experiments on which I am reporting in
this dissertation study. Below, I will describe the relevant steps I took to select the participants,
design and implement the progression of the sessions and tasks towards the end goal of the
experiment, and then analyze the video records.

4.2.1 Participant selection
I conducted two teaching experiments (TE) with a total of three students (one paired TE and one
individual TE). I recruited students from the second term of an introductory real analysis sequence
to participate in a selection interview. As the design of the study was to facilitate generalization
through activity in novel contexts, the first criteria of the selection process pertained to their
coursework. For spaces beyond the real line to truly be novel, it was essential that the participants
had not taken any courses in real analysis or metric topology beyond the two-term introductory
sequence. Any students who received instruction from more advanced courses were excluded
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from the study. Volunteers who had taken only the necessary coursework then scheduled an
hour-long selection interview for which they were paid $15 (there were four such students who
participated in the selection interviews), The tasks in the selection interview are given below as
part of the task design, as some initial generalization occurred during the selection interview.
From these selection interviews, I chose the final three students after the selection interview
process. Criteria for full involvement in the study included the students’ willingness to describe
their thinking, engage with difficult material, reason formally and meaningfully generalize.
Three students, Laura, Christina, and Jerry (pseudonyms), best met these criteria. While
Laura was formally unfamiliar with analytical concepts outside of the real line (as in she had not
received explicit instruction on such topics), it was revealed that her instructor had briefly
mentioned more abstract spaces towards the end of instruction such integration spaces. This was
revealed through a conversation with her instructor who mentioned she had made passing
comments about integration spaces such as L2 . Because Jerry and Christina had seemingly not
been exposed to such material (being from different instructors), I paired them together in one
teaching experiment while I decide to interview Laura in a separate teaching experiment by
herself. The teaching experiments each consisted initially of eight 90-minute sessions and the
students were each compensated $20 an hour. Christina then opted out of the study after eight
sessions because of scheduling, and so Jerry and Laura each completed two more 90-minute
sessions individually. In this dissertation study I only examine the tasks of the first eight sessions.

4.2.2 Elements of the teaching episodes
Recall that a teaching experiment consists of several teaching episodes, each containing an
element of teaching, one or more students, a witness, and records of the episode to be reviewed
later (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). The two teaching experiments I conducted occurred
concurrently over eight 90-minute sessions. Jerry and Christina participated in the first
experiment together, and then Laura participated in the second experiment by herself.
Each session occurred in a mathematics classroom, with the students working on (and
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discussing together in the case of Jerry and Christina) the tasks of each session and on a chalk
board and in front of a video camera. Because of scheduling restrictions, in the majority of the
sessions I acted as both the teacher-researcher and the witness. By this, I mean that (when acting
as both teacher-researcher and witness) my teaching interactions with the students were from
behind the video camera. I would verbally give them new tasks and reactionary prompts as the
episodes progressed. Occasionally, for instance when presenting an example function, I would
move to the board to draw out an example before returning to the camera. The video records
mostly captured a wide angle so that student writing, discussions, and gesturing could all
simultaneously be captured. This also lent itself well to my taking on of both the
teacher-researcher and witness roles, as the camera required minimal operation to capture the
desired components of the learning episode. Thus, I could primarily operate as a
teacher-researcher in the moments of experimentation. What was lost at the lack of a witness was
an observer outside of the teaching interactions, however the impact on the teaching episodes and
subsequent analysis was negligible. When the schedule permitted, Dr. Elise Lockwood would act
as the observer while I acted solely as the teacher-researcher.

4.2.3 Single-student versus paired teaching experiments
Here, I note that a difference between the two experimental groups was their relative sizes. In
particular, the first teaching experiment was comprised of two students, Jerry and Christina, while
the other teaching experiment comprised of a single student, Laura. The choice to conduct both a
single and paired teaching experiment was primarily a result of the selection interview process.
Specifically, Jerry, Christina, and Laura were the only three participants in the selection process
that satisfied the criteria outlined above in Subsection 4.2.1. Wanting to interview all three
students, Laura’s potential prior knowledge influenced my breakdown of the two student groups,
again described above. The difference in their sizes does contribute some differences between the
interactions available to the two student groups, however I find these differences ultimately
negligible in regard to the compatibility of the findings from two groups.
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A major distinction to make between the two groups is the presence of the extra social milieu
available to Jerry and Christina not available to Laura. In particular, Jerry and Christina interacted
with each other while engaging in the mathematical activity presented to them. This allowed them
to utilize each other when conjecturing, solving problems, and constructing the new mathematics.
More social theories of constructivism (i.e., theories developed more from Vygotsky rather than
Piaget) would consider the presence of such a milieu a major distinction between the two groups.
By adopting a radical constructivist perspective, however, my research questions (and
subsequently my findings) pertain not to the way in which knowledge is socially constructed, but
rather the transformation of students’ assimilated schemes as a result of mathematical activity.
Two subtleties of the radical constructivist understanding of knowledge is that research claims can
be made only pertaining to individual students’ understandings at any given time, and that such
claims depend on the transformation of their schemes rather than the specifics of the milieu in
which they interact. To this end, Steffe and Thompson (2000) write . . . “Any knowledge claim
that we make concerning students’ mathematical knowledge is based on what students contribute
independently to the situations that they establish” (p. 283). Thus, the specific findings of this
study pertain to models of the students’ individual thinking and learning rather than the means by
which the knowledge was socially constructed.
While the nature of the findings are those of models pertaining to students’ individual
thinking, Steffe and Thompson (2000) do note that in the case of multi-student teaching
experiments, there is a social component to the students’ mathematical activity. This is in the
form of what they call independent mathematical activity, which in a social context is “a
self-regulating and possibly self-sustaining social system” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 290)
where cooperation becomes a component of the actions and reactions that individuals in a group
take while acting mathematically. While this social interaction exists within the context of a
paired teaching experiment, it is the students’ individual scheme modification that is the focus of
a teaching experiment’s findings. Specifically, “our goal is to bring forth the schemes that
students have constructed through spontaneous development and to use them in the formulation
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of the major research hypotheses” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 287), where spontaneous
development is considered to be “the results of children’s interactions in their physical and
sociocultural milieu” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 287, emphasis added). Steffe and Thompson
(2000) continue by stating
To make these results accessible to us in teaching experiments, we focus on what
students contribute independently to our interactions with them. In this way, we are
able to bring the history of students’ spontaneous development into their mathematical
education and to formulate and test hypotheses concerning the contributions of this
history to their mathematical education. (p. 287)
In this way, taking a radical constructivist perspective allows me to make claims about
individual students’ thinking as a result of their own mathematical activity whether or not it
develops in the presence of a self-regulatory cooperative social system or not. Thus, the models of
student thought that make up the results of teaching experiments are treated as models of
individual thought, and are thus comparable despite the social nature of their generation.
While the kinds of findings that are generated from the two student groups are compatible, I
do acknowledge that any comparisons between the two student groups should be read in light of
the experimental differences between the two teaching environments. In particular, Jerry and
Christina had access to each others mathematical experience, while Laura more or less could only
draw from her own previously constructed schemes, and the interventions I enacted as the
teacher-researcher.

4.2.4 Task design
In the teaching experiment I conducted, I guided students from understanding phenomena on the
real line to constructing similar phenomena in more abstract spaces. The goal of both teaching
experiments was to facilitate distance measurement in various metric spaces of increasing
generality. Specifically, I had the students examine and generate distance measurements in
finite-dimensional real space, sequence spaces, and then function spaces. The intention was for
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the students to recognize and develop the general metric structure through examination of the
resulting distances and reflection on the measurement structure present in each setting. An
integral aspect of the design was to leverage generalization of familiar mathematical structures
when moving to more abstract settings, and so the experiment began on the real line (R). From
this familiar context, the students could then draw on more easily accessible mathematical
operations and structures moving forward into the aforementioned spaces.
4.2.4.1

Guided reinvention

The specific goal of the teaching experiments described in this dissertation was to guide real
analysis students to generate the definition of an abstract metric. This goal was inspired by the
guided reinvention heuristic from Realistic Mathematics Education (Freudenthal, 1991), which
allows for student formalization of intuitive mathematical ideas. Specifically, the instructional
sequence in the teaching experiment facilitates student generalization of analytical constructs on
the real line, such as distance and sequential convergence, into more abstract spaces. After
facilitating an initial discussion of the students’ understanding of relevant mathematical
phenomena on the real line, I prompted the students to conjecture how the same phenomena
might be instantiated in more general settings. They then refined their initial constructs through
testing against relevant examples to eventually align with various metrics in topological vector
spaces. These experiential events repeated throughout finite-dimensional spaces, sequence spaces,
and continuous function spaces (described in greater detail below). The students then produced
the general metric definition by reflecting on the relevant structure of their constructed distances
across spaces.
As the mathematics that students encountered was formal in nature, this implementation of
guided reinvention (Freudenthal, 1991) facilitated the refining of already formal mathematics.
This guided reinvention follows past studies (Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010; Larsen, 2009,
Swinyard, 2011), in using the RME heuristic of guided reinvention to facilitate student
development of new concepts and definitions in various mathematical contexts. In this
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dissertation I adapted such ideas for the context of real analysis. Freudenthal’s (1991) construct of
guided reinvention is much in line with tenets of the teaching experiment methodology as the
activity of mathematical organization is the mechanism for learning. He described reinvention as
discovery of the mathematical subject matter by the student but in an organized fashion so as to
guide the student toward the desired concepts (ibid.). The outcome of the reinvention process is
student discovery of the concepts to be learned so that the knowledge is individualized and
personal rather than adopted (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999).
In the teaching experiment described in this dissertation, the guidance is through refinement
of initial constructions of distances towards alignment with the construct of sequential
convergence as well as with the activity of distance measurement. Indeed, an important
component of the guidance is to leverage students’ re-presentations (Glasersfeld, 1995) of
distance measurement (as in physical distance measurement) in the creation of various distances.
This experiment differs from previous instantiations of guided reinvention in that the students’
initial mathematical understandings were inherently formal in nature. Other researchers have used
guided reinvention as a means to transition from informal mathematical knowledge to formal
mathematical knowledge (Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010; Larsen, 2009; Swinyard, 2011), and my
work will diverge slightly as the knowledge from which the students drew was necessarily formal.
Whereas past studies have utilized historical contexts to motivate the transition from informal to
formal mathematics, the direction of the reinvention done by participants in my study relied on a
dynamic conceptual analysis (Glasersfeld, 1995; Thompson, 2008). In particular, the guiding
conceptual analysis (as described above in Section 3.3) promotes formalizing of a metric function
through iterative constructions of distance that leverage operationalizing distance measurement of
various mathematical objects. Rather than making use of scaffolded levels of activity present in
emergent models (Zandieh & Rasmussen, 2010) to motivate construction of formal conceptions, I
invoked generalization as a mathematical activity (Ellis, 2011; Ellis, et. al., 2017) rooted in
Piaget’s abstraction (Glasersfeld, 1995).
Note that the primary goal in this study was to leverage the reinvention heuristic to facilitate
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mathematical activity from which I could gain insight into both their understanding of the
mathematical concepts covered in the reinvention, as well as into their generalizing activity. Thus,
the “success” or “failure” of the metric reinvention is a secondary or perhaps tertiary concern in
regards to the findings and implications of the study. In fact, neither student group generated the
exact definition of a metric function at the end of the study. One student group (Jerry and
Christina) did produce the four properties of a metric function, but also generated an extra
property of distance derived from the context of the study being primarily in normed linear
spaces. Moreover, the second student group (Laura) did not produce all properties of a general
metric function, but again, from her activity I gained valuable insight into the nature of student
generalization in a formal mathematical context.
4.2.4.2

Other guiding heuristics for my study

As described above, my teaching experiments followed the tenets of constructivism in that
teaching served as a mechanism for generating and testing hypotheses related to student
understanding of particular mathematical concepts (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). Thus, the tasks
within each teaching episode promoted active engagement with the particular mathematics being
examined, concepts surrounding metric spaces in this instance. The students’ language and action
dictated the dynamic research hypotheses and the direction of the experiment (ibid.). In particular,
while the experiment followed a specific sequence of tasks (given below), much of the
interventions throughout the TE allowed for the teacher-researcher (myself) to react and adapt
based on what the students actually did in the various sessions/interviews.
The teaching within the teaching experiments involved the fostering of mathematical activity
in such ways to promote students’ construction of the desired mathematical structures and
operations. In line with Steffe and Thompson (2000), I attempted to adopt the view of the learners
when teaching so that the interventions were from the perspective of what the students knew and
not what the teacher-researcher knew. Ultimately I sought to help students progress toward the
goal of the general metric function, but the tasks were designed and implemented with the
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students’ perspective in mind. Thus, the teaching consisted of implementation of specific tasks
that put the student in a situation requiring the assimilation or accommodation of schemes
pertaining to distance measurement and sequential convergence. Interventions included the
suggestion of particular activities to elicit perturbation, prompting for explanation of a particular
observed mathematical phenomena, and the requiring of justification for given answers. Such
teaching actions allowed for the progression of learning while keeping student activity in novel
mathematical contexts at the heart of the learning process rather than explicit instruction (i.e.,
through telling). This is consistent with the view of learning as occurring through accommodation
of schemes (ibid), and thus the goal was to facilitate learning through meaningful activity.
For this dissertation study, task design was informed by a conceptual analysis (Glasersfeld,
1995; Thompson, 2008) on the metric function, as described above in Section 3.3 as Thompson’s
second use of conceptual anlaysis. The conceptual analysis served to help formulate an initial
hypothesized trajectory for the development of a metric space, and a productive way to
understand the metric function. This trajectory was then refined throughout the teaching
experiment as I interacted with the students and observed and analyzed their activity. The
conceptual analysis and task structure were refined in two phases: 1) refinement based on
retrospective analysis of a pilot experiment, and 2) a refinement after interviews with
mathematicians. The conceptual analysis described above in Section 3.3.1 resulted from these
refinements and inspired the design of the final task sequence, given below.
The structure of the task sequence leveraged the familiar phenomenon of sequential
convergence to motivate the need for a well-defined measure of distance across metric spaces. In
particular, sequential convergence is a phenomenon on the real line with which introductory
analysis students should be familiar. Moreover, distance measurement is an activity integral to the
characterization of convergence across metric spaces, as the distance between sequence elements
and the element of convergence determines whether or not a particular sequence converges. Thus,
prompting students to construct models of convergence across metric spaces necessitates the use
of distance measurements between abstract mathematical objects such as sequences and
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functions. Introductory analysis students would also be familiar with modes of convergence for
sequences of continuous functions, specifically uniform and point-wise convergence of functions.
These constructs provide another natural phenomenon from which to generalize into spaces of
functions.
As mentioned in the hypothetical model resulting from conceptual analysis, all properties of
the metric function emerge through reflection on the activity of distance measurement aside from
the triangle inequality. Thus, the metric structure is revealed through generalization of
convergence and distance measurement in each space and then refined formally to manifest in a
general setting. The triangle inequality then emerged through proofs of various
commonly-occurring results across metric spaces. Thus, each property of the metric structure
emerged through relevant mathematical activity. A more detailed examination of the tasks in each
setting are given below.

4.2.5 Selection interview tasks
The selection interviews were used to gauge student understanding of relevant phenomena on the
real line, and also to facilitate initial generalization on which to build in the actual teaching
experiment. In order to facilitate reflection on phenomena on the real line, the experiment began
with examination of distance measurement and sequential convergence on the real line. Table
4.2.5 gives a list of initial tasks designed to explore how the students understood real-number
convergence, real number distance measurement, and distance measurement between
two-dimensional vectors, as well as common interventions designed to further the students’
thinking. Not listed among the interventions were probing questions such as “Explain how you
understand of X,” or “Explain what you mean by X,” where X represents a symbol, statement or
example produced by the student. That is, I typically asked students to explain their work or to
elaborate particular ideas.
Note that the “Potential Follow Up” Column is by no means exhaustive, and many
interventions were reactionary (as is consistent with teaching experiment methodology (Steffe &
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Interview Task

Potential Follow Up

How do you measure the distance between
two real numbers/two vectors?

What does your notation mean?

What does it mean for a sequence of real
numbers to converge?

How are you understanding the parts of your
definition? What is the relationship between
the variables in the definition?

Can you use your definition to show that
{1/n} converges?

How
does
convergence?

your

definition

imply

Can you show the sequence {sn } converges
where s1 = 2 and sn = (2sn 1 )2 ?

How
does
convergence?

your

definition

imply

Can you characterize how a sequence of
two-dimensional vectors converges to a
single vector?

What does your notation mean?
What
motivated you to come up with that
definition?

Table 4.1: Selection Interview Tasks
Thompson, 2000)). The purpose of these tasks was to establish the students’ assimilated schemes
pertaining to sequential convergence and distance measurement on the real line, as well as
distance measurement in R2 . These base activities allowed me to formulate conjectures about
what activities the students abstracted as they generalized.
By design, the students’ only previous classroom instruction pertaining to real analysis
applied to the real line. Thus, as distance measurement and convergence were the primary
targeted structures, their operative understandings of these phenomena became relevant for their
later generalizing. Also, this selection interview provided the students with their first attempts at
generalization of operations relevant to convergence and distance measurement. They were then
given opportunities to build upon this initial generalizing activity in subsequent sessions. Note
also that the final task facilitating generalization was purposefully open ended. The reason for this
was so that the students had the freedom to make conjectures and explore the mathematical
realities based on structure they found relevant. Most refinement of their thinking occurred
through accommodation of perturbations they experienced from follow-up tasks that I gave them.
This highlights the primary form of interaction that I had with the students and the teaching I
enacted. In particular, my primary role in teaching was to facilitate generalization within the
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context of real analysis, and to facilitate reinvention of the metric function through prompting
such activities that resulted in perturbation for the students. In this way, the students’ activity was
original in the sense that any schemes they implemented and accommodations they enacted were
the result of their own activity prompted by my presentation of a goal to orient the activity.
Similarly, the few instructor-driven tasks throughout the experiment were presented vaguely to
allow some exploration of structure. An example of such a task is given in the next section.
Thus, while I did on occasion intervene during the students’ activity, it was primarily in the
form of presenting new activity to be carried out that would yield perturbation, or present a new
task that would generate understanding through activity. There were a select few times that I
presented the students with a definition necessary for their activity. For instance, during the
course of a proof, Jerry and Christina needed to show containment of one set within another and
professed to have forgotten how to prove set containment. As set containment was necessary for
the continuation of the proof, I told them the formal definition of a set A being contained in a set
B, from which they continued on with their original proving activity. Thus, providing them this
particular definition allowed them to carry out activity that was more relevant to the aims of the
study.

4.2.6 Teaching experiment tasks
The following tables outline the general progression of the teaching experiments. The tasks are
organized in terms of the general progression across metric spaces referenced in Section 3.3. In
each section I highlight how the tasks were situated within the broader progression of the teaching
experiment. The specific tasks I provide follow Jerry and Christina’s teaching experiment,
however Laura’s teaching experiment followed the same overall progression and the general tasks
as Jerry and Christina. The two teaching experiments naturally differ, however, as specific
prompts were often given in the specific context of the individual teaching experiments.
The overall progression of the teaching experiment is outlined in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Each
different section within the task breakdown below will highlight which metric spaces are
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specifically examined, and the captions will provide the sessions in which the students covered
the material.

Figure 4.1: Overall progression from R to sequence spaces.

Figure 4.2: Overall progression from sequence spaces to the general metric.

4.2.6.1

Generalizing convergence under the euclidean distance

Figure 4.3:

2

Tasks in TE Session 1

The tasks in the first teaching episode built off of the students’ activity in the selection
interviews. Moving forward, the specific sessions of the teaching experiments will only be
referenced in the captions of the figures highlighting the relevant mathematical content the tasks
cover. Specifically, I present the tasks as they relate to the various spaces and distances that the
students experienced in chronological order, culminating in the production of the general metric.
The following table (Table 4.2) presents the tasks in which the students engaged while
constructing sequential convergence using the Euclidean distance formula (otherwise known as

2
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convergence). In accordance with ongoing analysis described below in Section 4.3.1, the first task
in the following table was a refinement of the initial proposed task sequence that was in response
to student activity in the selection interviews. Specifically, as will be discussed in Chapter 5, the
students constructed an initial definition of vector convergence that required the tracking of
multiple real-number sequences for each component of the vectors converging. Thus, the first task
was designed to facilitate reflection on distance measurement in convergence by requiring that
convergence occur from a single calculation.
Interview Task

Example Follow Up

How might we check the convergence of
a sequence of vectors so that multiple
calculations need not be made?

Can you formally write up what that looks
like? How does this relate to your previous
work? How does distance measurement
relate to your characterization? (If distance
comes up in discussion)

Can you use this to show the sequence
(1/n, 1/n) converges using your new
characterization?

Does this convergence make sense according
to your distance measurement?

Table 4.2: Tasks for

4.2.6.2

Constructing

1

2

convergence

and

Figure 4.4:

1

and

Tasks in TE Sessions 1

The above tasks resulted in the construction of

2

convergence, and discovery of the role that

distance measurement plays in sequential convergence. The tasks then focused more on distance
measurement than sequential convergence so that the metric structure could emerge through the
creation of multiple metrics in R2 (the

1

and then the

metrics).
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Interview Task

Example Follow Up

Now that you’ve used distance as a single
calculation to characterize convergence, can
you think of another measurement that would
similarly imply convergence?

How could convergence occur through such
a calculation?
How does your initial
characterization imply convergence of a
vector sequence and can it be leveraged in
this new setting?

How are you understanding your new
calculation to be a distance measurement?

Can you measure the distance between
these specific vectors using your new
measurement?

How would a sequence of vectors converge
under your new measurement

Can you prove that the sequence (1/n, 1/n)
converges to the 0 vector?

Can you find yet a third measurement that
might result convergence similar to your
preivous measurements?

Can you measure the distance between
these specific vectors using your new
measurement?
How does this distance
measurement imply sequential convergence?

How do you define a circle in R2 ?

Can you draw the unit circle using each of
your distance measurements?

Table 4.3: Tasks for constructing the

1

and

These tasks facilitated the students’ construction of first the

1

metrics
and then the

metrics on

2-dimensional vectors. Note that some of the follow up questions were in response to their initial
constructions of the metrics, which then facilitated refinement to the actual metric functions
through perturbation that resulted from the prompts. The final task was to facilitate reflection on
some inherent differences between the distance measurements rooted in geometric interpretations
of their unit circles.
4.2.6.3

n-dimensional space and openness

Figure 4.5: Openness Tasks in TE Sessions 2 and 3
The next step in the experiment was to facilitate generalization of their distances from 2 to
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n-dimensional space, and then to explore the openness of certain sets in each space. Specifically,
the conceptual analysis given in Section 3.3 revealed the difficulty of motivating the triangle
inequality through singular distance measurements, as the triangle inequality is an estimate of one
distance in terms of two other measurements. For the purpose of having the students engage in
such activity, I prompted them to prove that the open ball is an open set, a classical result that
requires use of the triangle inequality. While other proofs might facilitate use of the triangle
inequality, the specific utilization of distance measurement within this proof, as well as the
absolute necessity of the triangle inequality in the general setting, motivated my use of this
particular setting. Further openness is an important topological property of sets in metric spaces,
and I felt the investigation was warranted.
For the purpose of facilitating generalization from extant schemes, I began by asking the
students to construct such a proof on the real line.
The students’ proofs in each metric space more or less followed the same structure, and so
much of the follow up was the same in each context.
4.2.6.4

Completeness in Rn

Figure 4.6: Cauchy sequences and complete spaces in Sessions 3, 4 and 5
The students’ final activity in real space was to motivate the Cauchy property of sequences
and the concept of completeness. I chose to introduce the concepts here, as I sought to motivate
completeness in a real-number context and then have them generalize the property into
finite-dimensional space. The task that motivated the Cauchy property was a slight adaptation of a
task that Strand (2017) used to motivate formal notions of completeness. In particular, the activity
involves students approximating an irrational root of a polynomial via iteratively invoking the
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Interview Task

Example Follow Up

How would you measure the distance
between n-dimensional vectors?

Why did you write your distances in this
way?

How do you understand the terms “open
interval” and “open set”

Where did you learn about such terms?

What is the definition of an open set?

(The students did not know the definition so I
dictated the definition for them)

Can you prove that the open interval is itself
an open set?

(Follow up in this case comprised of reactions
to their activity)

How would you extend the open interval into
n-dimensional space?

(Reactionary follow-up, also I then dictated
the definition of an open set for them in
n-dimensional space)

Can you prove that the open ball (in
open set?

is an

How did you use your distance measurement
during this proof? How do you know that the
smaller ball is entirely contained in the Bv
(see Chapter 7 for details)? How do you show
that one set is contained in another? (Then
gave the definition of set containment as they
did not recall it)

What do you need to show in order to finish
the proof?

(In response to their use of the triangle
inequality)

Can you now prove that the open ball is
an open set using your ( 2 and then
)
distance?

(Similar follow up as in the proof of

1)

Table 4.4: Proving the open ball is an open set in

1, 2

1

and

Intermediate Value Theorem 2 , resulting in their stating the root as a limit of the sequence of
approximations.
This method is particularly useful for motivating the Cauchy property of sequences and
completeness, because traditional convergence relies on a priori knowledge of the limit value. In
this context, the actual root of the polynomial is unknown, and so the students had to construct a
way of characterizing convergence of a sequence given only the sequence values themselves.
Once the students completed this task, I then asked them to generalize the Cauchy property to real
space.
2

Let I = [a, b] be an interval and f a continuous function on I. Then, if u is a number between f (a) and f (b),
then there is a c (a, b) such that f (c) = u.
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Interview Task

Example Follow Up

Can you find the root of the polynomial
f (x) = x3 x 1 on the interval [1, 2]?

If factoring won’t work, how can you attempt
to find the root?

If you can’t find the root exactly, how
can you express the root in terms of your
approximations?

How can you be sure that
approximations approach the root?

If we need to know the limit of a sequence
to formally express its convergence, then
how can we be sure that the sequence of
approximations converges in this case?

Have you seen this before? How does
distance play a role in the convergence of the
sequence?

(After the students identified the Cauchy
property, a property they had seen in class)
Why do we know a Cauchy sequence
converges?

(This led to my defining of a complete space
as one in which Cauchy sequences converge)

Do we know if Rn is complete?

What does a Cauchy vector sequence look
like?

your

Table 4.5: Motivating the Cauchy property and generalizing completeness to Rn
Cauchy sequences and completeness would become more relevant once the students explored
function spaces, however, I wanted to first introduce the concept in familiar settings before
moving on.
4.2.6.5

Sequence spaces

Figure 4.7: Sequence spaces in Session 5
The next step in the experiment was the construction of sequence spaces and the different
metrics on sequence spaces. This activity was important, as this was the first time that they
encountered an infinite-dimensional vector space, with the added nuance that not all infinite
vector sequences allow finite distance measurements depending on the metrics. Thus, a major

p
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goal of this task was to identify which vectors would allow for finite distance calculations under
the various metrics.
Interview Task

Example Follow Up

If I define the set R to be the set of all real
vectors with infinite components, how might
you measure distance between vectors in this
set?

Why do you want the distance to be finite?
(After they introduce infinite series) Where
have you seen these infinite sums before?

Can you determine properties of vectors such
that a pair of vectors with those properties
would yield a finite distance calculation?
(First in 1 and then 2 and )

(Follow up responses here typically
included examples of vectors to facilitate
perturbation). Why did you use your previous
distances from finite-dimensional space?

Table 4.6: Defining distances on sequence spaces

4.2.6.6

Point-wise and uniform convergence

Figure 4.8: Point-wise and Uniformly Convergent Sequences in Sessions 5 and 6
Following sequence spaces, I then turned their attention towards function spaces. A major
goal of these tasks was to use point-wise and uniform convergence of functions to motivate
convergence of functions under different metrics in much the same way that real number
convergence motivated vector convergence. Thus, the first set of tasks pertained to examining
how the students’ understood point-wise and uniform convergence of functions.
4.2.6.7

Function spaces

After the students described their understandings of uniform and point-wise convergence, the goal
of the tasks turned towards motivating function spaces in much the same way that

1, 2

and

were motivated in vector settings. In particular, in vector spaces the students were tasked with
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Interview Task

Example Follow Up

Can you define what it means for a sequence
of functions to converge point-wise?

(General follow up)

Can you define what it means for a
sequence of continuous functions to converge
uniformly?

How do you distinguish point-wise from
uniform convergence?

Examine the convergence of the function
sequence xn on [0, 1]

Does this function sequence converge
point-wise or uniformly?

Examine the convergence of the function
sequence xn on [0, ] where <1

Why does changing the interval change the
type of convergence?

Do either of these forms of convergence seem
like other forms we’ve seen so far?

What makes them similar?

Table 4.7: Exploring point-wise and uniform convergence of functions

Figure 4.9: Function Spaces in Sessions 6 and 7
characterizing convergence of vectors, and in doing so they developed different measures of
distance between vectors. Similarly, I asked the students to characterize convergence of a function
sequence to motivate distance measurement between functions. In this case, the prompt was
specifically to characterize a form of function convergence that would be equivalent to uniform
convergence. In particular, as discussed in Section 3.3, L

convergence of functions is equivalent

to uniform convergence when restricted to continuous functions defined on a closed interval.
Through this task, the students constructed the L1 , L2 , and L

spaces of continuous functions on

a closed interval.
While engaging in this task, the students also had the opportunity to explore completeness of
their constructed spaces. In particular, a meaningful result of uniform convergence is that the limit
of a uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions is also convergent. Consequently, a
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means of determining whether uniform convergence was equivalent to their constructions was
whether or not the limit of a convergent sequence of functions was continuous. Thus, when
examining whether certain integration spaces are equivalent to uniform convergence, the students
could also explore the completeness of such spaces.
Interview Task

Example Follow Up

Can you produce a measurement of distance
on continuous functions defined on a
closed interval that would preserve uniform
convergence?
(I then explained what
“preserving” meant)

(After they suggested the integral) How does
the integral measure distance?

Describe the convergence of xn on [0, 1] (in
L1 )

Does the value of f at x = 1 matter in this
case?

Describe the convergence of the following
sequence (I then drew a sequence of
piece-wise linear functions that converged
to a discontinuous step function, explicitly
stated in Chapter 6.

Does this distance
convergence?

What does convergence of this sequence (the
piecewise linear sequence above) imply for
the completeness of this space?

Would this sequence uniformly converge?

Can you come up with a different measure of
distance between continuous functions?

Does this distance
convergence?

(Once they construct the L distance) Verify
the convergence of the sequence xn on [0, ]
for <1

How can you prove that a function
converging in this distance also converges
uniformly?

Table 4.8: Function distances

4.2.6.8

The general metric

Figure 4.10: The General Metric in Session 8

preserve

preserve

uniform

uniform
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The final task in the teaching experiment yielded the construction of the general metric
function. To do this, the students compared their previous distance constructions, isolating
relevant structure and reflecting on their previous activity of refining previous metrics to better
reflect “measures of distance.” Many of the specific tasks at this stage were prompts to elicit
reflection on specific activity they had previously enacted. Further, it was here that they
constructed the proof that the open ball was an open set at the general level. This proof was
specifically prompted when the students had identified the properties of the metric function other
than the triangle inequality. The proof was an example of a result that they believed would hold at
the general level, and so constructing the proof revealed to the students that they needed to add
more properties to the metric function, specifically the triangle inequality. This concluded the
teaching experiment, as the students had at that point defined all properties of the metric function.

4.3

Analysis

Data analysis occurred in two phases, ongoing analysis during the experiments themselves and
then retrospective analysis upon completion of the experiments. Below, I will describe both
phases of analysis. I will first detail the ways in which I conducted ongoing analysis and some
ways in which it impacted the process of the teaching experiments. I will then describe my
process of retrospective analysis and provide some examples of data analysis from the actual
software implemented.

4.3.1 Ongoing analysis
In an effort to adapt tasks to best facilitate relevant activity for the specific students in the
experiments, I analyzed the video records between sessions to examine the students’ mathematics
as they were constructed. This analysis included review of each session’s video record,
specifically analyzing their mathematical activity to reveal initial models of their constructed
mathematics. These initial models then served to illuminate new tasks originally not included in
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Interview Task

Example Follow Up

(Noting that earlier, the students had
expressed multiple distances more generally
as a function A) What was your motivation
for using more general notation in describing
your distances?
(After writing a list of their previous
distances) What do you see as similar across
your distances?

What do you see as differences between the
distances?

There were times in the past that you
specifically changed your functions to make
them more like a “distances,” why did you
make those changes?
How would a sequence converge with the
distance A?

Why did you write convergence in this way?

Using your current definition A, can you
prove that the open ball is an open set?

Why might this estimate (the triangle
inequality) be a reasonable property of
dsitances?

(Responding to their activity) I’ve noticed
you have used vectors as examples, is it
reasonable these properties would also extend
to functions?
What role did (physical) distance
measurement play in the construction of
these different functions?
Table 4.9: Metric Construction
the design that might facilitate reflection on meaningful mathematical structures. I thus refined
tasks for the following sessions during this analysis.
An example of such refinement can be seen between the selection interviews and the first
session of both teaching experiments. Chapter 5 will explore the nuances that led to this
refinement, however the refinement itself is relevant as an example of the ongoing analysis
process. Each students’ first formal generalization of sequential convergence from the real line
into the plane (R2 ) followed a somewhat unexpected line of reasoning in that it directly involved
real number convergence applied to the components of vectors in the converging vector sequence.
This mathematical activity diverged from the expected use of Euclidean distance measurement,
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and it thus prompted refinement of the tasks to be implemented in the first teaching experiment
session. While the details of this generalizing activity will be clearer in Chapter 5, the prompt
“How might we check the convergence of a sequence of vectors so that multiple calculations need
not be made?” was a direct result of ongoing analysis and a response to student activity observed
between the selection interviews and the first session.
I also generated and tested hypotheses during this analysis about the students’ learning and
understanding of the real analysis concepts, as well as their generalizing activity and cognitive
abstraction. By reviewing the records of the interviews, I analyzed the results of these hypotheses
and generated new conjectures as the experiment continued (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). Thus,
refinement of task design and refinement of research hypotheses occurred throughout the data
collection process. An example of this hypothesis generation and testing emerges from the results
found in Chapter 8. Specifically, ongoing analysis of Laura’s early episodes revealed that she was
adopting a restrictive view of distance measurement, which allowed me to test her perspective in
later episodes (such as the episode on function spaces). Nuances of her mental constructions will
be examined in Chapter 8.

4.3.2 Retrospective analysis
Analysis of video records allowed me to experience the teaching episodes as an outside observer,
making note of the mathematical activity and communication occurring within the teaching
episodes (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). This review of the activity and discourse allowed me to
adopt “an historical analysis of the students’ mathematics retrospectively and prospectively, and
both of these perspectives provide insight into the students’ actions and interactions that were not
available to the teacher-researcher when the interactions took place” (p. 292). This analysis
involved adoption of the students’ perspectives so that models of the students’ mathematics could
be built. This specifically is the mode through which the students’ mathematical understandings
were analyzed for scientific inquiry. To make records of this analysis, I transcribed the interviews
and uploaded the transcripts and video records to MAXQDA, a qualitative data analysis program.
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I enhanced the transcripts with pictures from the video records, showing relevant student activity
and including some initial comments.
An initial pass at the data revealed relevant episodes of student generalization towards the
production of a metric function. In particular, I identified episodes of generalization upon review
of the video records, with relevant segments highlighted in MAXQDA (as shown below in Figure
4.11).

Figure 4.11: Sample Video Analysis
As I will describe in greater detail below, the coding of the video segments primarily relied on
codes from the R-F-E framework, which are shown in red in Figure 4.11. The green highlighted
segments reveal specific activity pertaining to real analysis enacted by the students, however these
primarily served as markers to revisit in later analysis than to serve as codes in some sort of
thematic analysis. Finally, the yellow boxes at certain timestamps signify manually inserted
comments that I made throughout the data analysis. In this initial examination of the data, I also
looked for moments of perturbation, assimilation of relevant mathematical structure, and
instances of unexpected mathematical activity. These episodes of student activity, as well as
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episodes that directly contributed to their progress towards a metric function were marked by real
analysis “codes” that primarily served as markers and descriptors of the type of activity for later
analysis rather than any kind of frequency tracking.
I then reviewed the transcripts of relevant episodes of student generalization and mathematical
activity, along with the video records, for the purpose of model-building and identification of
generalizing activity. In doing this, I engaged in conceptual analysis to generate models of student
generalization so that relevant abstraction could be identified along with generalizing activity.
The relevant R-F-E codes for these episodes were also refined during this process, so that student
generalizing activity could be identified and serve to complement the models of student
understanding constructed during conceptual analysis.
4.3.2.1

Coding and conceptual analysis

Recall that there are two research foci for this dissertation, investigating both students’
understanding of real analysis concepts and students’ generalization of formal mathematics.
While the retrospective analysis of phenomena relevant to both foci occurred in tandem, I applied
different analytical tools according to the particular phenomenon being examined. As the overall
goal of this research was to build theoretical explanations for the observed phenomena of student
mathematical activity within the teach episodes, I relied heavily on the process of conceptual
analysis (Thompson’s (2008) first type) to build models of student analytical activity (Thompson,
2008; Glasersfeld, 1995; Steffe & Thompson, 2000) and identify instances of abstraction. Also,
as students’ formal generalizing activity was at the fore of the investigation, I drew from the
R-F-E coding framework developed by Ellis, et. al. (2017) to classify the students’ generalizing.
Below I will discuss the ways in which the coding scheme was implemented and conceptual
analysis was enacted.
I coded moments of student generalization using the R-F-E framework. Specifically, as
described in Section 3.2.2, the three categories of Relating, Forming and Extending each have
subcategories of generalizing actions in which students engage. During the initial examination of
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the data in retrospective analysis, I highlighted moments of generalizing and also coded them
according to the three categories of Relating, Forming and Extending (coding subcategories when
applicable). When a particular code was not initially apparent, I still noted the moments of
generalizing for later analysis (this was one way in which new codes emerged that contribute to
the framework).
After initial codes helped me to identify relevant moments of student interaction with the
mathematics, I then analyzed the identified episodes through conceptual analysis. The goals of
these conceptual analyses were the emergence of explanatory models for the students’
mathematical and generalizing activity, but also construction of a greater narrative of subsequent
generalizations and abstractions that contributed to the construction of a metric function. This is
in line with the methodological approach of a teaching experiment, as “teaching experiment
methodology is based on the necessity of providing an ontogenetic justification of mathematics;
that is, a justification based on the history of its generation by the individual” (Steffe &
Thompson, 2000, p. 269). Stated this way, one of the primary goals of this teaching experiment is
to provide an ontogenetic history of the metric function for the students in the experiments.
Employing conceptual analyses on the episodes of generalization made this goal possible, as I
took on the perspectives of the students to create a theory of their thinking and learning that can
explain their mathematical activity I observed in the video records. Thus, I analyzed relevant
episodes through the abductive construction of mental processes isomorphic to those carried out
by the students.
This use of conceptual analysis is in line with Thompson’s (2008) first use of conceptual
analysis. Note that my use of conceptual analysis in the mathematical discussion Section 3.3 was
in line with Thompson’s second use of conceptual analysis: to conjecture potentially productive
ways of understanding certain concepts. The model-building use of conceptual analysis occurs
for the purpose of creating explanatory constructs of observed phenomena (Steffe & Thompson,
2000; Thompson, 2008). This is done by attending to the same questions a researcher asks
themselves when conducting a conceptual analysis as described in Section 3.3.1. In particular,
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when building a model of how a student understands a particular real analysis concept based on
the phenomena of mathematical activity I observe in a teaching episode, I “propose answers to
this question: ‘What mental operations must be carried out to see the presented situation in the
particular way one is seeing it?’” (Thompson, 2008, p. 42, citing Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 78). In this
way, I draw from my own mathematical knowledge to propose the steps that students might take
to perform the operations I observe. This accounts for Steffe and Thompson’s (2000) use of the
term “isomorphic” to describe the possible coherence between the mathematics as enacted by the
students and the models built by the researcher. The isomorphism occurs if the mathematical
actions taken are the same up to “relabeling” according to the mathematical realities of the
students versus the researcher.
During the conceptual analysis of the episodes of student activity, the students’ generalizing
activity was more closely analyzed than in the initial coding of the generalization episodes. If
conceptual analysis revealed that the initial coding was inaccurate, then the code was changed to
reveal the actual generalizing that was enacted. I also identified the types of abstraction that
accompanied the generalizations when applicable, as indeed the abstractions provided
complimentary nuances to the students generalizing activity as discussed in Section 3.2.3. I
conducted this conceptual analysis by reviewing the enhanced transcripts on MAXQDA and
taking notes on student activity within the analysis software. This was then supplemented by
further review of the video records, making special notes of gestures and references the students
were making. I then conjectured and inserted models of student activity into MAXQDA, and
refined generalizing codes applied to the transcripts, as shown in figure 4.12.
Again, the green markings are mathematical activity markers, the red codes come from the
R-F-E framework, and the yellow symbols are memos of notes. Memos with exclamation marks
represented models of thinking constructed through conceptual analysis.
There were episodes of generalization that naturally related to other episodes of
generalization as the students inherently repeated generalizing activity and formed new
constructions from previous structures. Indeed, this is the nature of reflective abstraction and a
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Figure 4.12: Sample Textual Analysis
part of the experimental design. Throughout retrospective analysis, evidence of constructs being
related to each other were marked in MAXQDA for purposes of constructing a narrative of the
general metric construction. For instance, many of Jerry and Christina’s generalizations within
Chapter 6 were specifically influenced by operations involved in distance measurement. Such
episodes of generalization were marked with a “distance” code. Again, such markings are not for
the purpose of frequency analysis, but rather for the building of an ontogenetic narrative of the
metric function. A purpose of these markings was to signify the influence of certain activities in
later stages of the experiment. Indeed, as generalization is naturally an expansive constructive
process, it was necessary to identify such operations that served as cognitive material on which
further generalizations were built.
The final stage of retrospective analysis was a narrative account of the students’ relevant
generalizations throughout the teaching experiment. I constructed a chronological sequence of
vignettes that detailed the moments of generalization that had been previously identified and
analyzed. These vignettes included the transcripts of their mathematical activity, relevant figures
that displayed either their activity or visualizations of my models for their activity, and detailed
analyses of their moments of generalization, abstraction, and the nuances behind their cognitive
activity. Further, these analyses not only described in detail the moments of generalization, but
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also commented on how each moment of generalization contributed to a larger narrative. Each
vignette discussed the relevant theoretical constructs that either emerged or persisted in their
activity, as well as the ways that the generalizations were related to each other, and finally how
their activity throughout the teaching experiment contributed to their eventual defining of the
general metric properties. This narrative account was comprehensive, and provided both detailed
descriptions of their cognitive activity and also a more general synthesis of their generalizing
activity and mathematical understandings.
The result of this analysis process is a collection of explanatory models of student activity,
and a narrative of student generalization towards a metric function. These models play an integral
role in the presentation of the data in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. The models and episodes from the
greater narrative were then thematically organized according to the findings presented in the
results chapters and distilled down to highlight episodes of generalization that either were integral
to the students’ progress towards a metric or demonstrated the emergence of the theoretical
constructs that this study contributes to the literature. The final product of this synthesis process is
the four results chapters given below. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 follow various moments of
generalization by Jerry and Christina, while Chapter 8 highlights moments from Laura’s
generalizing activity that contribute different constructs than those of Jerry and Christina.
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Chapter 5
Results Part 1: Jerry and Christina’s Initial
Generalizing
5.1

Prelude and organization of results

The results of this study are divided into four separate chapters. The first three chapters pertain to
Jerry and Christina’s teaching experiment, and the fourth explores Laura’s work. Each chapter
will explore events relevant to the students’ generalizing activity within the teaching experiments,
according to various themes. Below I provide brief descriptions of each chapter.
The analysis of the data relies heavily on the R-F-E framework, as well as Piaget’s constructs
from his genetic epistemology (i.e., assimilation, accommodation, scheme, abstraction, etc.). I
will emphasize relevant theoretical constructs in italics when they first are used in the analysis,
and I will not italicize further uses of the specific constructs within local analysis sections. I will
also present some mathematical models as complements to the theoretical constructs. These
models include my interpretations of the students’ mathematics, as well as presentations of
mathematics as accepted by the professional community that are relevant to the students’
progression towards a metric. While the mathematical discussion in Section 3.3 provides a
general commentary on relevant mathematical structure, some of the mathematics I will discuss is
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only relevant to specific and local student activity.
Chapter 5 details Jerry and Christina’s first generalizations from their understandings of
mathematics on the real line (R) into real space (the space of real vectors in varying dimensions).
Their generalizing activity in this context provides the new theoretical constructs of
component-wise reasoning and mapping, which are relevant to student understanding of
mathematical structure within real analysis, and also student generalizing within formal
mathematical settings. This chapter also presents an instance of recursive embedding in a real
analysis context, previously introduced in combinatorial contexts. These constructs, and others
presented in this chapter, inform our understanding of student generalization in formal contexts.
Chapter 6 explores Jerry and Christina’s generalizing into the more abstract setting of
function spaces. This activity is important, as it is the first context in which the students did not
have readily available figurative material and vector space structures on which to draw. To
facilitate reflection on known structure in this setting, I leveraged the students’ prior
understanding of point-wise and uniform convergence. Their thinking about these concepts
contributed new schemes from which they could generalize to complement their prior
generalizations. In this chapter, I discuss the students’ generalizing activity into these new and
abstract spaces, as well as the influence that constructs relevant to function spaces had on their
generalizing activity. Chapter 7 highlights episodes of generalizing throughout Jerry and
Christina’s experiment that specifically related to the students’ definitions of distance and
sequential convergence in novel spaces beyond Euclidean space. Their activity in these episodes
demonstrates the ways in which operations related to distance measurement became progressively
abstracted, culminating in formal statements of distance properties at the general level. This
chapter provides information on students’ generalization and understanding of the ways in which
the properties of a general metric emerged through their activity.
Finally, Chapter 8 provides a contrasting narrative to Jerry and Christina’s work in the story of
Laura. While proficiently engaging in much of the same activity as Jerry and Christina, Laura
intentionally avoided abstracting operations from distance measurement when generalizing
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convergence into various metric spaces. What resulted was generalizing according to symbolic
form and logical manipulation, a strategy I refer to as syntactic reasoning (borrowing from Weber,
2009). In this chapter I provide relevant episodes of Laura’s generalizing towards a metric in
which she engaged in syntactic reasoning, and I examine the nature of her generalizing and
abstraction. This chapter provides an alternative narrative that stands in contrast to Jerry and
Christina’s story. In Laura we see an instance in which a student can meaningfully engage in
mathematical activity and construct logical mathematical structures while reasoning primarily
through syntactic manipulations.

5.2

Generalizations to real space

Figure 5.1: Overview of the topics covered in Results Part 1
In this chapter, I highlight Jerry and Christina’s generalizing and analytical activity as they
abstracted the concepts of sequential convergence and distance measurement from the real line
into real space (i.e., spaces of vectors having real-valued components). Their generalizations in
these first episodes of the teaching experiment resulted from engagement in two emergent
theoretical constructs, component-wise reasoning and mapping. Component-wise reasoning
naturally synergizes with generalizing activity, as we will see, but is primarily a way of reasoning
analytically about real space (i.e., the spaces of real vectors with varying dimensions). Mapping is
a new form of generalizing activity that contributes to the R-F-E framework in the form of
activities generated from student engagement in formal mathematics.
A significant finding of this chapter is the emergence of the two constructs of component-wise
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reasoning and mapping through the students’ initial generalizations from R to R2 , and then the
persistence of these constructs as they generalize to higher dimensions of real space. Another
significant finding is the emergence of the

1, 2

and

measures of distance and

characterizations of convergence via generalizations of real number convergence.
In keeping with the goal of this study to analyze nuances of student generalization, I present
detailed analyses of Jerry and Chrisitna’s generalizing of the

p

spaces into sequence spaces.

While some immediate constructs emerge through their generalizing in this chapter, their
generalizing activity will contribute to a synthesis of their generalizing throughout the
experiment, more fully discussed in Chapter 9. In keeping with this goal, I also present analyses
of the cognitive operations behind the students’ understandings of sequential convergence and
then later distance measurement throughout real space. This contributes to the ways in which we
characterize student understanding in advanced mathematics.
I organize this chapter by first examining the students’ initial understanding of sequential
convergence on the real line, which will establish examples of relevant cognitive operations the
students later abstracted while generalizing phenomena to metric spaces. I will then highlight
their generalizations of sequential convergence into 2-dimensional space, from which the
constructs of component-wise reasoning and mapping emerged. I then demonstrate how these two
constructs persisted with an overview of Jerry and Christina’s generalizations of sequential
convergence and distance measurement into real space, culminating in the students establishing
metrics on sequence spaces. This will demonstrate that their generalizations into such spaces
were continuations of the two generalization strategies they developed in a 2-dimensional context,
and it will also demonstrate the ways they engaged in generalization as they increased the
complexity of the real spaces they were examining.
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5.3

Initial understandings

Throughout the teaching experiment, the students’ generalizations were ultimately abstractions of
real-number convergence. I will begin by discussing cognitive operations that, from a
constructivist perspective, comprise the students’ understandings of real number convergence. By
seeking to characterize Jerry and Christina’s understandings of these operations on the real line, I
will be more equipped to identify subsequent abstractions of those operations as the students
generalized convergence from a real number setting to a finite-dimensional setting.

5.3.1 Student’s initial understandings of real number convergence
I first explore the students’ understandings of real number convergence and demonstrate the
specific operations that accompany their formal understandings. I explored these initial
understandings during the students’ individual selection interviews. As part of these interviews, I
asked the students to define the mathematical processes of real-number convergence and distance
measurement, and then I prompted them to explain their definitions.
When prompted to define and describe real number convergence, the students offered both
written definitions and verbal explanations. These descriptions offer evidence of the students’
thinking resulting from assimilation of the real-number convergence concept, thus allowing me to
characterize their understanding (in the sense of Thompson, et. al., 2014). Both students
produced the standard

N formalizations one would expect from standard advanced calculus

textbooks as discussed in Section 3.3. Recall that a sequence of real numbers {xn } converges to a
real number x if

>0, N

N such that n

N , |xn

x| < .

Also recall that real-number convergence is a topic that I expected them to have seen, as their
introductory real analysis course would have begun with real number sequential convergence. We
will see that the students’ formal statements provided an outline of operations to be carried out
when establishing the convergence of specific sequences. Thus, carrying out the operations
specified by the definition (i.e., proving that a particular sequence converges) were cognitive
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activities that undergirded their understanding of sequential convergence and provided a set of
operations that could be abstracted.
I will use Christina’s description of sequential convergence to highlight this cognitive
phenomenon and note that Jerry demonstrated similar underlying cognitive operations through his
activity. This exchange with Christina occurred during her hour-long selection interview.
5.3.1.1

Christina’s understanding of real number convergence

Throughout her description of sequential convergence, Christina explicitly referred to the actions
of choosing an error bound and then finding an index N to satisfy the approximation scheme.
Such actions represent cognitive operations that accompanied her understanding of the formal
mathematics. Figure 5.2 shows her characterization of sequential convergence, where An
represents a real number sequence and A is a real number. Note that the interview took place after
the term she had taken advanced calculus, and so Christina spent a little bit of time initially
reviewing the formal definition of convergence for herself.
After writing her formal definition in Figure 5.2, she described the role of the critical index N
in the convergence process, and said the following:

Figure 5.2: Christina’s definition of sequential convergence

Christina:: Um, so we know that, maybe it’s that that’s the one [the index N ] that we
choose, because there exists - it’s not telling us that it’s for all, or not telling us a
specific one, it’s telling us there’s at least one N in our natural numbers that this
[ n N , |An A| < ] is true for. So we need to probably find our big N such that
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this [ n N , |An A| < ] is always gonna be true, so then we figure out when this
[|An A| < ] is always gonna be true.
Christina referenced the specific activity of finding the critical index that satisfies the
calculations in the definition. I infer from her language that any finding and choosing that
happened would occur in the context of carrying out a proof. Specifically, she would enact those
operations when proving that some sequence converges to a number.
As Piaget’s theory of abstraction relies on the projection and reflection of cognitive operations
borrowed from one level of activity and reorganized on a higher one, it is important to identify
operations that are a part of students’ schemes that may later be abstracted. Recall that an
operation is a cognitive action, in this case carried out on mathematical objects. Generalization
occurs through reflection on initial activity, and examining specific operations in Christina’s
initial activity allows me to characterize abstraction that complements her later generalizing. In
the case of Christina (and also Jerry, who demonstrated similar thinking and activity), two of the
operations that accompanied her formal understanding were those of finding and choosing;
operations specifically linked to the activity of proof. Another clear operation was that of carrying
out the approximation calculation |An

A| < for specified values of n and .

After discussing her definition, I asked Christina to prove that 1/n converges to 0 as a means
of reacquainting her with the proof scheme for convergence. Specifically, my goal was that
through engaging with the proof that 1/n converges to 0, Christina would become more familiar
with the operations she would perform on the variables N and . I also wanted to see if she could
solidify her understanding of the role of the quantifiers in the definition.
Christina concluded that the critical index N would vary with but be fixed given a particular
:
Christina:. . . and that will probably depend on if we choose an epsilon value or
depends on how epsilon will change in this [|An A| < ], and we want our N to
react to that. So then this statement this [|An A| < ] always stays true.
Here, Christina solidified the relationships between the variables in her definition of
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convergence, and she maintained her use of active language, thus reinforcing the stability of her
schemes from which operations would later be abstracted. This episode of Christina’s
mathematical activity with real number sequences further demonstrates a connection between the
formal definition of convergence and carrying out a proof to satisfy its conditions. In these
instances, the students were assimilating the (likely stable) cognitive operations necessary to
verify that a sequence satisfies the definitions of convergence.
Thus, along with her understanding of the definition of real number convergence came the
specific cognitive operations she would carry out while engaging in the activity of proving. I
argue that these cognitive operations later served as source material for future generalizations.
Specifically, Christina and Jerry later engaged in reflective abstraction of such cognitive material.
I highlight the language of finding and choosing as terms to represent actions that accompany
formal knowledge through proof schemes for convergence. I will not refer to the students’
operations in such detail moving forward, but this detailed analysis serves to illustrate the kinds of
cognitive material present in formal mathematical knowledge from which students can generalize.

5.4

Generalizing and component-wise reasoning

I now move on to presenting the students’ generalizations of convergence into 2-dimensional
space. As real-number convergence was the cognitive material from which students generalized,
the operations that accompanied real-number convergence were at the forefront of their
abstractions. Still drawing from the students’ selection interviews, I now discuss the students’
first generalizations which directly leveraged real number convergence in a generalized setting.
After discussing the nuances of real-number convergence, I asked each of the students (in
their respective selection interviews) “How might you characterize a convergent sequence of
vectors?” The students’ first generalization of convergence into the real plane leveraged the
component structure of 2-dimensional vectors, enacting a form of reasoning I call
component-wise reasoning. This initial generalization provided an intuitive foundation for the
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mechanics of convergence under various metrics moving forward (even though the generalization
itself does not exactly align with a metric structure). This component-wise generalization
involved treating each component of a vector separately as generating a sequence of real numbers.
Here, the students engaged in relating, specifically recursive embedding. Below I describe
how this generalizing activity helped the students manage the shift from real numbers to
two-dimensional vectors. I will highlight Jerry’s work in this case as an example of such
generalizing, noting that Christina also engaged in similar generalizing activity in her selection
interview.

5.4.1 Jerry’s vector convergence
Given the prompt above, Jerry directly generalized real number convergence into the
component-structure of vectors. He gave the following description of how a sequence of real
vectors might converge.
Jerry:: Maybe, because we can look at the components, if we could say that . . . if I did
it like this [writes Figure 5.3 on the board]. Maybe if I could show that both this
converges [pointing to the x component] — here let’s do this. [edits Figure 5.3 to
produce Figure 5.4]. If we could show that [xn ] converges to something and that [yn ]
also converges to something, then whatever those two components are, construct a
new vector that is what the sequence converges to.

Figure 5.3: Writing a vector in component-form
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Figure 5.4: Creating two real number sequences
Recall again that, like Christina, Jerry’s understanding of real number convergence involved
the standard

N approximation scheme to be carried out as described in the mathematical

discussion Section 3.3. Here, Jerry represented vectors via their components to make use of real
numbers. Thus, to Jerry, a sequence of vectors represented two real number sequences, which
behaved according to real number convergence. Jerry formalized this generalization by
characterizing convergence of a 2-dimensional vector in the following way:

Figure 5.5: Jerry’s Component-wise convergence
Jerry explicitly made the connection between the sequences of vectors and sequences of real
numbers, even writing out formally that two instances of convergence were simultaneously taking
place. This characterization involved an embedding of the operations carried out in real number
convergence into the vector structure of the plane. Notably, Jerry recognized that he could
characterize a pair of convergent sequences by imposing the conditions of convergence on the
sequences separately. This involved describing what real number each sequence converged to,
and, because each component converged to a real number, together the components would then
represent a final vector. I infer from his attention to wanting to control the sequences separately
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and reorganizing their result to apply in a vector structure suggests that Jerry’s generalization was
rooted in reflecting abstraction. Describing the rationale behind his work, Jerry said the
following:
Jerry:: The idea is, why I started here is we wanna deal with what we know already.
We know how to write the convergence of a sequence of real numbers, and so if we
have any vector in Rn , we can always write it in terms of components like this [5.4].
And so the idea is that a sequence of vectors that are written like this will converge to
some vector v if the sequences of their components also converge. And so the
question was that do these s and N s [found in Figure 5.5] need to be the same? And I
feel like they shouldn’t be because these could be two completely different sequences
[the sequences in the x and y components of Figure 5.4] and it should still be okay.
In this case the “question” that Jerry referenced in the above quotation was a question he
posed about the need for separate variables for each sequence. Again, I contend that
operationalizing control of the two separate sequences to co-coordinate a vector sequence entailed
a reflecting abstraction of the phenomenon of real number sequence convergence. Specifically,
Jerry’s characterization involved two separate error bounds

1

and

2,

and two separate critical

indices N1 and N2 , signifying that there were two individual real number sequences converging.
To enact vector convergence in this manner, Jerry needed to envision these separate real number
sequences converging in tandem and view them as acting as representations of a vector sequence.
Thus, he reorganized the operations that had been projected from his understanding of real
number convergence to apply to two sequences converging together. Coordinating the
convergence of these two sequences as they co-varied entails coordination on a new level of
operating, thus constituting a reflecting abstraction.

5.4.2 Convergence, component-wise reasoning, and recursive embedding
Recall that a result of conceptual analysis (in Section 3.3.1) is the construction of mathematical
models that represent my interpretations of the students’ mathematics. These models are
important as they outline particular operations isomorphic to those carried out by the students to
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represent some nuances of student thinking. Here I define component-wise reasoning and give my
model of convergence under component-wise reasoning, which is based on both Jerry and
Christina’s work. I also present some analysis of the cognitive activity behind its construction.
While this generalization initially involved a sequence of vectors in 2-dimensional space, my
model for this generalization will pertain to k-dimensional space, as future comments made by
the students suggested that they also considered applying component-wise reasoning to this more
general setting involving more than two components. Students engage in component-wise
reasoning by reasoning about k-dimensional mathematical phenomena through isolating relevant
structure in each component separately.
Convergence through component-wise reasoning involves understanding a sequence of
vectors in k-dimensional space as creating k different sequences of real numbers by isolating the
individual components of the vectors. For instance, let {vn } be a sequence of k-dimensional
vectors having the form vn = <vn,1 , vn,2 , . . . , vn,k >, where the j-th component of the nth vector
in the sequence is the real number vn,j . Isolating the j-th component but letting n vary within the
sequence results in the real number sequence {vn,j }. The sequence of first components in the
vector forms the real number sequence {vn , 1}. Convergence of this sequence of k-dimensional
vectors entails convergence of each of the k real number sequences. Thus if each real number
sequence {vn,j } converges to a real number vj for j = 1, . . . , k, then the sequence of vectors will
converge to the vector v = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk }.
I interpret that Jerry’s generalizing activity involved relating the structure of real-number
convergence with the structure of a 2(or n)-dimensional vector. Jerry’s generalization occurred
through isolating the components of the vectors and imposing the same structure between the
component entries of the vectors in the sequence as that of real numbers. To do this, he projected
the structure of real number sequences into the sequences of the component differences vx,n
and vy,n

vy generated by the sequence of difference vectors vn

v. This entailed the

assumption that the components of vectors would maintain the same structure as found in
real-number sequences.

vx
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Jerry’s (and similarly Christina’s and Laura’s) attention to the component-structure of vectors
is an entirely natural way for him to reason about vectors and phenomena involving vectors for
multiple reasons. First, a strength of the component-structure of vectors is that it leverages real
numbers as a means of describing a more complicated object (an n-dimensional vector) through
multiple objects that have a simpler structure. Further, many processes in multivariable calculus
enact similar strategies, such as differentiation of a vector whose components are all functions of
the same variable, partial differentiation, and integration using the Fubini theorem. In fact, many
multivariable operations are performed through isolation of a single variable at a time.
This study gives empirical evidence of student engagement in such reasoning at a formal
level, thus providing component-wise reasoning as a construct that could be used in future
research involving formal (and informal) operations in multiple dimensions. Moreover, we will
see that Jerry, Christina, and Laura all engaged in component-wise reasoning throughout the
experiment. The persistence of this form or reasoning yielded rich understandings for the students
in the study. Throughout this and future chapters, I will discuss the ways in which
component-wise reasoning affected their understanding of the structure within metric spaces.
In terms of Jerry’s generalizing, I infer that he engaged in recursive embedding, as the
construct of real number convergence was embedded into each component of the real plane.
Recall from the theoretical perspectives Chapter 3 that recursive embedding involves “embedding
a previous situation into a new one as a key component of the new task” (Ellis, et. al., 2017, p.
25). In this case, real number convergence was embedded into each component of a real vector to
produce component-wise convergence. Thus, real number convergence was a key component of
vector convergence, as it was the process to be carried out in each component of the vector
sequence converging. To further describe the way sequential convergence was embedded to
produce component-wise convergence, I have provided a visualization of the embedding given in
Figure 5.6. Figure 5.6 models my interpretation of Jerry’s cognitive progression. Beginning with
the sequence of vectors, Jerry first produces two real number sequences by calling upon his
component-wise notation. Then, by tracking the convergence of the two sequences which draws
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on his scheme for sequential convergence on R, Jerry produces a final vector v for the vector
sequence vn to converge to.

Figure 5.6: A visualization of Component-Wise Convergence
In my interpretation of this component-wise perspective, the operations of real number
convergence are necessarily carried out multiple times, once for each component of the vectors
converging. By creating sequences of real numbers, Jerry was able to call upon his understanding
of real number convergence to impose structure on the behavior of each component.
Component-wise reasoning was integral to Jerry’s recursive embedding, as he leveraged the
component structure of 2-dimensional space to embed the structure of real number convergence
into the real plane.
I note that in Jerry’s description of this phenomenon above, Jerry mentioned using vectors in
Rn rather than R2 . This was the first of multiple instances in which Jerry suggested that he was
understanding the extensions of this activity to n-dimensional space rather than just 2-dimensional
space. I will expand on this further when the students actually produced characterizations of
convergence in n-dimensional space later in this chapter. I remark that in her selection interview,
Christina demonstrated reasoning that was similar to the model given in Figure 5.6.
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5.5

2

Convergence and mapping

The next episode of generalization follows the students’ work in their first session together as part
of the paired teaching experiment. We will see the students leverage the Euclidean distance
formula to characterize a new form of convergence. They had each briefly discussed the
Euclidean distance during their selection interviews as a means of measuring distance between
vectors. Wanting to motivate reflection on the role of distance measurement in sequential
convergence, I asked the students to characterize the convergence of vectors in such a way that
only one operation need be performed. This was to contrast the n calculations made from their
component-wise characterization in n-dimensional space.
I suggested this as a way to verify vector convergence more efficiently than in their
component-wise convergence. We will see the students used the Euclidean distance as a
measurement of “closeness” that preserved the convergence structure they had created in
component-wise convergence. The students also used the Euclidean distance as a mapping from
the R2 to R, allowing them to make use of the familiar structure of convergence in R. This
intention to make use of structure they were familiar with demonstrates a new kind of generalizing
activity in which students implement mathematical mappings to leverage prior activity. As with
component-wise reasoning, their mapping activity motivated the development of similar metrics
in more abstract settings later on, as will be discussed in this chapter as well as Chapters 6 and 7.

5.5.1 Convergence under the euclidean distance
In this section I will describe the progression of the students’ construction of convergence under
the Euclidean distance. We will see the students first use the Euclidean distance as a map between
vectors and the real line. Then, we see the students discover that the Euclidean distance could also
be a means of measuring the “closeness” of vectors, resulting in the creation of a convergence
characterization equivalent to

2

convergence. I will also discuss the theoretical implications of

their generalizing activity, which proved fundamental to their progression towards a metric.
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When considering using the Euclidean distance as a single calculation, the students connected
back (in the sense of the R-F-E framework) to their selection interviews and used the Euclidean
norm as a means of measuring the size of a vector (I infer that they did not necessarily understand
it as a norm in the technical sense but rather the specific operation of the Euclidean norm). As the
Euclidean norm measures sizes of vectors, their intention was to propose that if a sequence of
vectors converged to a single vector, then the size of the vectors in the sequence would approach
the size of the vector to which the sequence converges. The students imagined that if they could
characterize the convergence of the sizes of the vectors, then from there they could separately
characterize convergence of the vectors’ orientations. This convergence of both size and
orientation would then serve to characterize convergence of the vector as a whole. Jerry, in
particular, tried implementing the Euclidean norm as a means of creating a “distance” d between
the vectors in the sequence vn and the 0 vector.
Jerry:And if we uh, such that vn is equal to v, how do I do it? That way, yeah. vnx and
vny , then maybe if we take a number d which is just the distance between this vector in
the sequence and the 0 vector, then we would have something like, um, vn2 x plus vn2 y ,
sure right?
Interviewer:Mm-hmm.
Jerry:’Cause in this case w [referencing the Euclidean distance formula (see Figure
5.7)] here would be 0, so now we’ve got a, so this is n, so now we’ve got a sequence
dn . Maybe if this thing converges then our sequence of vectors converges.

Figure 5.7: Measuring the Euclidean magnitude
When Jerry said “w here would be 0,” he was referring to the representation of Euclidean
distance given in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Generating a sequence distance

Figure 5.9: Characterization of distance in R2
Jerry’s intent in the episode described above was to use the Euclidean distance to create a
sequence of real number distances using the information from the sequence of converging
vectors. This creation of a real number sequence in this way was integral to their activity moving
forward. Note that the students engaged in connecting back, wanting to leverage the Euclidean
distance in some manner. After discussing why he was using the zero vector as the “w”, Jerry
realized that he could not only capture the size of the converging vectors, but could capture the
actual distance between the converging vectors vn and a vector v to which they supposedly
converge. Thus Jerry produced the characterization of vector convergence given in Figure 5.10,
where he subtracted the components of the convergent vector from the components of the
sequence vectors. Describing that activity, Jerry said the following:
Jerry:: So if this sequence we know converges, or we want to show that it converges to
some vector v, which is equal to let’s just say vx , vy like that, then maybe what we
need is our dn s to be equal to the square root of [writes out Figure 5.10] . . . and so now
we’ve got a sequence of real numbers, uh dn that we can test the convergence of. So
we want to show then this thing [the sequence of real numbers dn ] converges to some
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number d, and then that would just be one sequence that we can handle hopefully.

Figure 5.10: A sequence of distances converging to d

5.5.2

Mapping

Jerry’s intent in using the Euclidean distance was primarily to create a sequence of real numbers
that related the vectors in the sequence to the convergent vector, and then to use the familiar
structure of the real numbers to say something meaningful about the vector sequence.
Specifically, the use of the distance formula was primarily to generate a sequence of real numbers,
the convergence of which the students could characterize. As Jerry was more comfortable using
the structure of the real line to make claims pertaining to processes in real analysis instead of
working with vectors in the plane, Jerry used the Euclidean distance as a map from R2 to R that
preserved some sort of structure he could leverage. This was particularly useful, as the map
generated information about vectors in the form of real numbers. Jerry strategically used distance
to gain information about a more abstract setting (the real plane) by leveraging the structure of a
known setting (the real line).
I propose that this contributes a new category of generalization in the R-F-E framework
within the context of inter-contextual relating. Specifically, I propose a new subcategory of
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inter-contextual relating called mapping. When engaging in mapping, students create a
mathematical map 1 (or relation) between two or more present contexts or objects as a means of
creating a meaningful relationship. The use of distance to map vectors to real numbers constitutes
a transformation of the vectors with which the students were working into real numbers. This
mapping from vector to real number altered the context of the problem so that students could
leverage the familiar structure of convergence on the real line. In particular, the students did not
yet know the nuances of vector convergence, and so to work in this more general setting they
leveraged a structure-preserving map (i.e., distance) to transform vectors into more familiar real
numbers. Thus, the meaningful relationship created between the vectors and real numbers was
that the real-number distance is a result of a measurement process between the vectors. Thus, the
students engaged in mapping intentionally to make use of the formal structure of the line with
which they were familiar.

5.5.3 Transition from convergence to distance measurement
In this section, I explore the students establishing a relationship between the convergence of
sequences and distance measurement. This relationship marks a change in the focus of the
experiment from sequential convergence to the ways that distance is measured in various metric
spaces. In establishing the relationship between distance measurement and sequential
convergence, the students established a way of operating in vector spaces that would persist as
they continued to generalize into more abstract spaces.
Specifically, in each new space moving forward, the students would attend to the components
of the vectors they were measuring distance between or to which they were characterizing
convergence. Also, when measuring distance, the students would enact a mapping between
whichever space was the subject of distance measurement and the real line. In this way, mapping
and component-wise reasoning continued to be influential to their generalizing into more and
1

Here I want to emphasize that when mapping, students use actual mathematical maps and relations, such as
functions, norms, distances, injections and bijections, etc. rather than some broader use of the terms mapping and
relation.
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more abstract metric spaces. The next sections demonstrate the persistence of these constructs
into increasingly abstract settings in real space.
Further, the next sections provide accounts of the students’ generalizing activity throughout
real space. These episodes of generalization contribute to the exploration of students’
generalizations throughout metric spaces. Moreover, these episodes demonstrate the ways in
which we can analyze the cognitive mechanisms behind students’ generalization of formal
mathematical knowledge.
What these findings provide are instances of students productively constructing more
complicated mathematical objects by specifically leveraging known structures they learned in a
classroom setting. This also further highlights the importance of investigating student
generalization at this level, as Jerry and Christina demonstrate natural generalizing that can occur
when investigating real space. This further suggests that more work is needed characterizing such
generalizations and ways that students can productively generalize in these settings. Moreover,
this highlights the importance of the students’ understandings of real number phenomena, as rich
understandings can provide meaningful cognitive material from which students can generalize.

5.5.4 Diminishing distances
Here we see Christina refine Jerry’s work to relate convergence with distance measurement. She
refined Jerry’s strategy to additionally make use of the fact that the Euclidean formula was not
only a map from R2 to R, but also it constituted a measurement of the distance between vectors.
Thus the map effectively related the use of absolute value in convergence on the real line to the
use of the Euclidean distance on the plane. This realization first came about as Christina related
the distance calculation with the structure of vector convergence in their original component-wise
generalization.
Whereas Jerry suggested that the sequence of distances converge to some arbitrary distance d,
Christina conjectured that the distances should converge to 0. Specifically, Christina discovered
that the calculations (vn,x

vx )2 and (vn,y

vy )2 maintain the structure of the component
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differences |vn,x

vx | and |vn,y

vy | present in their component-wise characterization. Thus, as

the component-differences diminished during component-wise convergence, so would the
Euclidean calculation of distance between vectors. Describing this in terms of “smallness,”
Christina said the following:
Christina:: So we’re talking about — dn is like a sequence of distances essentially . . .
And if we’re trying to say that, um that vn converges to some vector v, then we want
the distance between the two components to go closer and closer to 0, and then when
you square it [vn,x vx and vn,y vy ], it will still be very close to 0 . . . square root it
will still be extremely close to 0. So as these two things [(vn,x vx )2 and (vn,x vx )2 ]
essentially do what’s going on here [references their component-wise characterization,
shown in Figure 5.11 below], and then this [dn ] also will be getting closer and closer
to a specific number that we want to be 0 because if it’s converging it means they’re
getting closer and closer together which means the distance is going to nothing.

Figure 5.11: Referenced Statement of Component-Wise Convergence
Christina realized that in their previous characterization of convergence, each sequence
component converged to the component of the convergent vector. This meant that the component
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differences between the sequence vectors and the convergent vector would each be getting small.
She argued that squaring, adding, and then taking the square root of two small quantities would
indeed keep the resulting quantity small. Even more, these operations would not alter the
progression of the component differences to 0, just as the differences in component-wise
convergence progress towards 0. So if the component differences tend towards 0, then the
distance computation would also tend towards 0.
5.5.4.1

Distances and component-differences

We see that Christina was explicitly connecting convergence of the vectors to a decreasing
distance measurement structure, which is present in real-number convergence. Through her
generalizing activity described above, Christina also made the case that convergence of vectors
involved diminishing distance2 between the vectors in the sequence and the convergent vector,
where in this case distance was measured through the Euclidean distance. This was the first time
in the interview that the connection between diminishing distances and convergence was made
explicit in this vector setting. Here, Christina related the phenomena of diminishing distances in
real-number convergence to diminishing distances between vectors using the Euclidean distance.
In this way, this episode was particularly important because it framed distance measurement as an
integral component of vector convergence, which motivated further generalization as the students
subsequently explored various other distances in more abstract settings.
Moreover, I point out that Christina’s generalizing activity is characterized by operative
association of objects, the objects being the difference calculations vn,x

vx and vn,y

vy made

in the distinct convergence calculations. By identifying that finite calculations preserve the
“smallness” that results from the error approximations in real-number convergence, Christina
found that the individual component differences in the Euclidean distance would still remain
small. This allowed her to create an association of the objects present in the two convergence
characterizations. Further, because the association was tied to regularity in the “smallness” of the
2

When I reference diminishing distance I mean distances going to 0.
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differences, a structural property maintained throughout the convergence process, the association
was operative (in terms of the R-F-E framework). Note that this association of objects occurs
through forming, as Christina saw this new convergence creation as a refinement of her (earlier
created) component-wise convergence, thus constituting activity within a task. In my view, this
does not conflict with the interpretation of her relating (inter-contextually rather than
intra-contextually) diminishing distances, as the relationship was noticed after the forming
activity was enacted.
Christina’s association of objects constituted a reflecting abstraction of the approximation
operations present in real number convergence. Indeed, earlier we saw that Jerry’s
component-wise convergence entailed reflecting abstraction due to the coordination of two
independent real number sequences as they varied in tandem. We can similarly see that
Christina’s diminishing distance generalization was also a reflecting abstraction of the
approximation operations of convergence. In particular, conjecturing that the distance diminished
entailed not only coordinating the diminishing approximations of two real-number sequences, but
also reorganizing the approximative result into further arithmetic operations and coordinating the
result of those operations. Thus, Christina reorganized the already projected approximation
operations to coordinate multiple error approximations through a series of calculations that
maintain the property to remain small and diminish over time.
This episode highlights that the difference calculations present in the characterizations of
real-number convergence were cognitive source material for Christina’s generalizing activity.
Further, this attention to difference calculations became a central component of their generalizing
activity moving forward into more abstract spaces. It highlights the types of cognitive material
present in formal mathematics that can be abstracted.
5.5.4.2

Leveraging familiar structure

Christina’s understanding thus refined Jerry’s mapping strategy to account for distance
measurement. This allowed them to write the characterization of a convergent vector sequence in
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terms of formal quantifiers. With the sequence of distances defined as above by
dn =

(vn,x

vx )2 + (vn,y

vy )2 , Jerry and Christina wrote the following requirements for a

sequence of vectors vn to converge to a vector v:

Figure 5.12: Formal definition of

2

convergence.

Notice that this characterization is equivalent to convergence of a sequence of vectors in
the absolute value criteria in their statement above reduces to the distance calculation in

2,

as

2.

Structurally, however, this characterization is stated in terms of the properties of the real-number
sequence dn . Expanding on this new characterization, Jerry said the following:
Jerry: So we now have this number that we can check for every single vector in our
sequence, and that generates a sequence of real numbers which we already know sort
of the rules of convergence for. And that’s something that we can check. In this case
it’s one calculation versus n calculations. So this would be like, here we already have
to find like one epsilon — uh or I guess N — big N . Sorry we have to find big N ,
whereas here [component-wise convergence] we would have had to find, um, N 1 and
N 2 and so on for as many components as there are. Yeah, and so now we’ve, I guess
we’ve essentially reduced the problem to just the [blinded course number] like
converging sequence.
Note that [blinded course number] is the course number for advanced calculus, where the
students learned real number convergence. Jerry’s statements highlight the intention to reduce the
abstraction (recall Hazzan’s (1999) framework) from vectors in the plane to real numbers
(through mapping), and it also suggests that he recognized the influence of his prior instruction,
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thus engaging in relating with the possibility of transfer (in the sense of the R-F-E framework)
having occurred. I will further discuss the students’ activity in light of Hazzan’s framework in
Chapter 9.
In using distance to generate a sequence of real numbers, the students intended to use real
number convergence on a specific and meaningful real number sequence. Specifically, the
sequence of distances diminishing to zero reflects that the vectors are indeed converging to a
single vector. This leveraging of a specific real number sequence thus provided the students with
structure to characterize vector convergence within a framework that fit within their current way
of operating, namely that of real number convergence.
5.5.4.3

Transforming real number convergence

The above activity further conveys the cognitive material from which the students generalized.
Jerry’s intent was to leverage structures known to them by reducing the setting of the problem to
involve real number convergence. Further, by using the distance function as a mapping between
R2 and R, Jerry preserved some structure from the more abstract vector setting. By attending to
the structure of the mathematical objects they were working with, the students simplified the
constraints of the problem to fit structures with which they were familiar.
This final generalization resulted from transforming their construct of real-number
convergence to extend sequential convergence to a novel context. Indeed, the formal structure of
real number convergence was altered specifically to characterize the convergence of a sequence of
distances to 0. While real number convergence characterizes the approximation of a sequence
{xn } to some real number x, their construction of vector convergence characterizes the
approximation of a distance sequence {dn } to 0. Thus, their previous association of the
mathematical operations in their two characterizations allowed them to extend convergence to the
plane by transforming real number convergence.
I also claim that the students’ generalization was reflectively abstracted from the activity of
measuring distance between real numbers. Euclidean distance was a coordination of the
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“closeness” of the components as determined by the students’ component-wise convergence (as
previously discussed). In component-wise convergence, the students initially considered that the
sequence of vectors would converge if the sequences of the components converged. This entailed
the differences between the sequence components and the components of the convergent vector
eventually becoming “small.” Jerry and Christina then realized that this “smallness” was
preserved in the Euclidean distance calculation. This entailed reorganizing the error
approximations to co-occur but also to occur through the same approximation calculation. It was
the restructuring of the component-approximations to occur through the Euclidean calculation
that constituted the abstraction.
Thus, again I was able to characterize the students’ formal knowledge in terms of certain
operations and then classify their generalizations in terms of abstractions of those operations.
Moreover, we may consider this use of the Euclidean distance an initial abstraction of the use of
distance measurement. Distance measurement will play a much larger role in their generalizing
activity in Chapter 7, and we saw it first manifest itself here as they generalized convergence to
produce the

5.6

1

2

notion of vector convergence.

and

distances on R2 and Rn

Jerry and Christina’s work in Section 5.5 culminated with the construction of vector convergence
under the Euclidean metric. With the connection between distance measurement and sequential
convergence established, I now present the students’ initial productions of other measures of
distance in real space and their subsequent generalizations. Throughout these generalizations, the
students leveraged their previous strategies of component-wise reasoning and mapping to produce
further generalizations.
In this section I will first explore the students’ generalizations of distance and convergence
into finite-dimensional space, specifically their constructions of the
then see them generate metrics on sequence spaces (again

1, 2

and

1

and

metrics. We will

) as generalizations of
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their finite-dimensional distances into infinite-dimensional space.
The next goal of the experiment was for the students to produce and generalize other metrics
in real space. For this purpose, I leveraged their attention to mapping and asked the students if
they could utilize operations other than those of the Euclidean distance to construct a distance
measurement that could allow for sequential convergence of vectors. This facilitated a continuing
of their way of operating to map the sequence members to real numbers and examine the behavior
of the real number sequence. This resulted in their constructions of the

1

and

metrics on R2 ,

and I describe this in more detail below.
When generalizing to these new cases, the students continued their same generalizing actions
they had engaged in with the Euclidean distance. They first turned to summation as a natural
calculation, again searching for a map from the real plane to the real line. This led them to an
initial map, which they labeled L. Figure 5.13 gives their characterization of the real number
sequences Ln , which they conjectured might result in vector convergence.

Figure 5.13: Initial

1

convergence mapping

Noting that their previous use of distance resulted in diminishing components, Jerry said the
following:
Jerry:. . . like okay, maybe anything involving any sort of computation — involving
these elements — would spit out some number that would generate a sequence of,
just a single sequence would do. So if we said like we’ve got our vn s right? And we
define some new thing, let’s call it, let’s pick a new letter — I like L — let’s do L.
Where we have some sort of, I don’t know, rule I guess. Where I was, I was just
thinking like arbitrarily if I did vn,x plus vx plus vn,y plus vy then again we’ve
reduced the problem again to a sequence of real numbers. And we know how to
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talk about the convergence of those but I don’t know what the — like what it needs
to converge to in order to satisfy that the vectors have converged to the new vector
[points to their previous condition that dn
0].
This demonstrates that the students were again continuing the activity of mapping they
exhibited at the end of Section 5.5. They attempted to create a relationship between the vectors of
convergence and the real numbers. Because of their return to this approach, I infer that their
initial activity with the Euclidean distance formula established a way of operating that the
students then continued in this new case.
Jerry’s comments illuminate a moment of perturbation for the students. With

2,

the

relationship between distance measurement and sequential convergence was clear. In this case,
however, with their current L formulation there was no greater meaning to the operation that
would allow for the use of a specific limit value (such as distance going to 0).

5.6.1 Relating component-wise convergence to

1

After the students further struggled to accommodate their perturbation, I prompted them to reflect
again on component-wise reasoning. Recall from the mathematical discussion Section 3.3 that the
1

metric (for R2 ) is given by the formula d1 (v, w) = |v1

under

1

|vn,x

vx | and |vn,y

|vn,x

vx | + |vn,y

w1 | + |v2

w2 |. Vector convergence

is inherently compatible with component-wise convergence. One way to see this is if
vy | diminish (as is the case in component-wise convergence), then the sum
vy | will also diminish, and vice versa. Wanting the students to reflect on

component-wise convergence and possibly extract this relationship, I asked them to review their
previous component-wise characterization of convergence. Specifically, I asked them to explore
how convergence of the component sequences resulted in convergence of the vector sequence.
This reflection led to them connecting back and considering that the Euclidean distance was a
measurement on the difference vector vn

v, thus verbalizing the connection of their mapping

strategy to a measurement process.
Given this new common language to describe the behavior of the vectors, I then prompted the
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students to come up with another measurement that would result in sequential convergence. Jerry
then returned to his idea from before of using addition as a mapping, but he refined this by now
adding together the component differences, given in Figure 5.14. Christina then suggested using
the triangle inequality to achieve the same structure for component measurements as they had in
component-wise convergence.
Jerry:Oh so you could just, hmm, could we I mean could add them together I guess?
Sure yeah, I suppose this [|vn,x vx + vn,y vy |] would also have to go to 0?
Christina:Well so I was just thinking of this like the triangle property, or something
like that, . . .

Figure 5.14: Triangle Inequality to imply

1

convergence

Christina then refined their approach by saying:
Christina:So if we start, and then if we can do a similar process with our epsilons,
[similar to component-wise convergence] like those are our absolute value, but so if
we’re saying this. ’Cause we know this [|vn,x vx |] is less than x , and this
[|vn,y vy |] is less than epsilon, so we’re saying we add these two together and
these should also be less than x + y .
Christina’s observation highlights an explicit connection between component-wise
convergence and

1

convergence, specifically that the summation map produces an equivalent

characterization of the component-wise convergence after an application of the triangle
inequality. The students then wrote out the work in Figure 5.15 to clarify Christina’s Idea.
Working to understand this new distance measurement and how convergence would operate, the
students had the following exchange:
Jerry:. . . so we’re saying this is our new funky thing here [vn,x
would be our new — or less than or equal to — this inside [vn,x

vx + vn,y
vx + vn,y

vy ]? . . .
vy ] is our
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new thing right? . . ., like say this [ x + y ] is equal to big epsilon, and we say our Ln s
is equal to that [|vn,x vx + vn,y vy |], but then Ln is equal to vn,x vx + vn,y vy
then we want to show that this sequence [{Ln }] for every epsilon there exists [a big
N ] in the naturals such that, now we’ve got the absolute value which is right here, of
Ln , so the only question is what does this converge to (writes Ln L)?
Christina:well should, you said it’s a different way of looking at our distance in
one equation so couldn’t it still be 0? . . .
Jerry:yeah we still want the distance to go to 0.
Christina:Yeah ’cause we still want these two little components
Jerry:so no matter what the way that we measure distance we want the distance
to go to 0.

Figure 5.15: Formal statement of their initial

5.6.2

1,

1

convergence

component-wise reasoning and distance

The above quotes demonstrate that the students attended both to the structural relationship
between their summation calculation and the component-wise convergence and the convention
that their new operation is somehow a measure of distance. We will see the latter result in
refinement of their proposed L distance to attend to operations of distance measurement.
This new distance, L, resulted from abstraction of understandings fundamental to their work
so far. Primarily, this episode established an inherent relationship between their understanding of
component-wise convergence and convergence under a distance measurement. Specifically,
whereas the Euclidean distance would preserve the “smallness” attained in component-wise
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convergence, this L distance directly implemented the real-number distance calculations present
in component-wise convergence.
Moreover, Jerry’s statement about distance always diminishing, irrespective of how it is
measured, conveys that their understanding of distance had been abstracted to include
non-standard characterizations. While this

1

distance, which they later refined, generates a

standard metric on Rn , the students had not yet encountered this metric. Thus, the students
abstracted the convention that convergent sequences entail decreasing the distance between the
sequence elements and the element of convergence.
Further, by altering the sum of errors

x

and

y

to become one error bound, the distance

yielded a mapping to the real line just as the Euclidean distance did. While later reflecting on this
process, Jerry said that “. . . this is one dimensional distance in a different way,” relating that the L
calculation performs the same mapping property that they attained with the Euclidean distance.
This constituted a continuing of the strategy to map vectors to numbers, further establishing
mapping as a means of operating from which the students abstracted.
In addition, by making use of the triangle inequality (a strategy that proved instrumental in
their generalizations moving forward), Christina associated the new distance calculation to
component-wise convergence. In this case, because the triangle inequality imposed a structural
condition on the L-distance, Christina associated (operative) the two objects. Moreover, this
generalization was a minor accommodation of component-wise reasoning. In creating
L-convergence, the students altered the constructs present in component-wise convergence so that
the differences could be accounted for simultaneously through summation (that is, with one
epsilon bound instead of two). The foundation of this generalization in component-wise
convergence is evident in Christina’s strategy to estimate the sum to return the separate errors
present in component-wise convergence. Moreover, Jerry abstracted this approximation strategy
to accommodate the structure of the real line when he suggested considering a single error rather
than the two diminishing errors.
Moreover, there is evidence that their wanting Ln to converge to 0 resulted from a reflecting
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abstraction of the way in which sequential convergence relates to distance measurement. Indeed,
Christina’s comments suggest she had reorganized the diminishing of components under finite
operations to this new context as well as that diminishing distances implying vector convergence.
Jerry also reorganized the tracking of diminishing distance calculations in this new setting,
constituting a reflecting abstraction.
To refine their L distance, I then facilitated perturbation by asking them to measure distance
using L between two different vectors that yielded a 0 distance. Their accommodation of this
prompt led to accommodation of their original L distance to become the

1

metric. I will offer

more detailed analysis of this activity in Chapter 7.
Generalizing to

1

was an important task in their activity, as it was the first non-standard

distance measurement with which the students interacted. Further, the students solidified the
intuitive role that component-wise convergence played when generalizing these distances.

5.6.3
To conclude their work in R2 , I prompted the students to produce one final characterization of
distance. Wanting them to construct yet another qualitatively different distance measurement, I
asked the students if they could produce a different way to measure distance between vectors, and
I also asked them to characterize a convergent vector sequence.
After some initial explorations into multiplication, the students appeared to be stuck. I waited
to see if the students could produce any more original ideas before suggesting a specific
operation. Upon hearing that they had no ideas of other operations, I suggested using the
maximum function as a means of comparison. Responding to my suggestion of using the
maximum function, the students wrote on the board b = max{vx
refinement of b to produce the

w x , vy

wy }. Their

metric will be more thoroughly examined in Chapter 7,

however their overall construction of

provides further instances of their generalizing activity

and reliance on component-wise reasoning and mapping. After initial refinement, Jerry suggested
using the absolute value as part of this new distance. Unsure of when to apply the absolute value,
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the students debated whether to take the absolute value on the inside or outside of the maximum
function. Their two written options are presented in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16: The potential ways to implement the absolute value

Jerry:Well previously we had each of them individually, the absolute value over here
[component-wise convergence] —
Christina:That’s why I think they should be on the inside . . . yeah I agree that like
because we started out with absolute values on each one, and we’ve been dealing with
absolute. Like when we combined them we had absolute values on each one [ 1
distance] . . .
Jerry:Which I think before [i.e., component-wise convergence] we were trying to
capture was the individual distance of the components. And then in this case it seems
reasonable that we’d want the absolute values to be on the inside . . . seems reasonable.
Interviewer:Nice. Yeah so you think they should both be on the inside?
Christina:Yeah, ’cause like when we were working with the entire time is like the
components stay absolute valued together.
Appealing to their prior activity of using the absolute value as a measurement on specific
components, the students imposed the same structure on the

distance as they had in the

distances so far. In particular, in terms of the R-F-E framework, the students related the structure
of component-wise convergence in this new setting through connecting back and created a new
measurement through continuing. As component-wise convergence entailed measuring the
distances between the components of the vector sequence and the convergent vector, measuring
the component distances in this case maintained that same structure. Thus, Christina and Jerry
leveraged structure from component-wise convergence into the
component distance measurement present in their prior activity.

distance by imposing the same
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Because of the apparent influence of their prior work in this new setting, I am inferring that
Christina and Jerry engaged in transfer (as described in the R-F-E framework). Further, my
suggestion of the maximum function facilitated their assimilation of constructs related to
evaluating a maximum function, which the students then incorporated into their scheme for
characterizing convergence through distance measurement. The final form of their

distance is

given in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17: Their final

distance

This generalization was constructed primarily through the continuing of their mapping
activity and their use of absolute value. They also engaged in some minor accommodation of their
mapping generalization. This new structure emerged through reflection of operations relevant to
distance measurement (as discussed above) at their current level of operating. As their reflecting
had clearly been performed on the projected operations relevant to distance measurement, I
characterize this generalization as a reflecting abstraction of distance measurement into this novel
context.

5.6.4 Finite-dimensional distances
Thus far, all specific activity and calculations had been made in the real plane, meaning
2-dimensional space. The next natural generalization of these distances was to real space with
n-dimensions. This proved to be a natural extension for Jerry and Christina, as their
2-dimensional distances were generalizations of component-wise convergence, which they easily
extended to include more components. Before extending into such spaces, the students formally
wrote up each of their 2-dimensional distances, producing the distances in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: The formulas for their 2-dimensional distances
Each of the distances d, L, and b represent the

2, 1

and

metrics on the 2-dimensional

plane, respectively. Wanting to see how they would extend their work, and wanting to explore
their reasoning about these constructs in n-dimensional space, I prompted the students to
conjecture how they might measure distance in more dimensions. This prompted the following
discussion:
Interviewer:So, uh, can you maybe conjecture about ways we might measure distance
given more dimensions?
Jerry:Sure.
Christina:I feel like, given this stuff [their three characterizations of 2-dimensional
distances], we’d just add on to it. So for like d we’d, inside the radical, we’d include a
plus vz wz squared. And um — . . .
Jerry:I think dot, dot, dot
Christina:Yeah. For however many.
Jerry:Does that make sense I guess? Like n.
Christina:We’re in dimension n?
Jerry:Yeah, yeah. And then we can just keep the same thing here [ 1 ].
Christina:Yeah. Just put our absolute values [for

1]

...

Interviewer:And then would those dot, dot dots end? At some n? For L and b?
Jerry:Yeah I was thinking about that. That’s how I was thinking about it. So we have
n-dimensional space so there would be n many little uh. . . .
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Christina:Well, the reason I thought about extending the form is that each of the things
that we kind of added, um, represented components. So the more dimensions you
have, the more components you’re gonna have, so for our d, you know we have our
x-component and our y-component that are being subtracted and squared.
This led to the students’ final result of d =
L = |vx

wx | + |vy

(vx

wy | + . . . and b = max{|vx

wx )2 + (vy
wx | , |vy

wy )2 + . . .,

wy | , . . .}. Based on Jerry’s

comments and their future work in sequence spaces, I infer that their notation involving ellipses
represented an arbitrary summation to the dimension of the space.

5.6.5 Accommodation of 2-dimensional distances
I infer that the students’ generalizations were influenced by the emphasis on component
operations and adherence to the intuition of component-wise convergence. Using the R-F-E
framework, I interpret that by continuing the activity of utilizing the component-structure of real
space, the students naturally generalized the characterizations of distance into n-dimensional
space. Moreover, these generalizations constituted minor accommodations of their 2-dimensional
distances, as the structures of the distances were preserved when extending to a related space.
Further, there is evidence that the students were considering performing these sorts of operations
on n-dimensions before formally prompted to. The students would make remarks while working
in 2-dimensional space that their constructs could be applied more generally. For instance, when
first exploring the Euclidean distance as a means of facilitating vector convergence, Jerry said the
following:
Jerry:Because the idea is we wanna boil this down to one sequence of numbers that
we can check the convergence of. Because right now we have two, or like n, many,
which is the issue right?
His statement conveys that while the students were working in 2-dimensional space, there was
an understanding that component-wise convergence might entail n-possible real number
sequences to check when verifying vector convergence. As each real number sequence
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represented entries in a single vector component, I infer that Jerry was imagining component-wise
convergence applying to n-dimensional space. Thus, I claim that Jerry had recursively embedded
real-number convergence into n-dimensional space when developing component-wise
convergence.
Their previous general statements suggest that adapting 2-dimensional distances into
n-dimensional space was quite natural, as there was evidence that they had already projected the
operations of component-wise convergence into n-dimensions. In particular, the students
considered each individual component difference in the distances as a measurement of
“closeness.” Thus for n-dimensional vectors, there are n components to consider in each distance.
I interpret that the students made minor accommodations, which resulted in the characterizations
of distance given in Figure 5.19. Note that the subscript n in this case represents the dimension of
the space, whereas elsewhere in the experiment n represents the index of a sequence.

Figure 5.19: Extensions of their distances to n dimensions
If indeed there was some construct of n-dimensional component-wise convergence present in
the students’ understandings of vector convergence, then this illuminates the nature of the
distance generalizations to n dimensions. In particular, I have provided evidence that these
extensions to n dimensions can be the result of instantiating already present abstract concepts. In
particular, rather than enacting perhaps less sophisticated generalizing based on symbolic
representation, the students were engaging with the structure of the objects they were working
with. Thus, these generalizations were the result of thematization of constructs already projected
to an arbitrary level. I interpret that this activity served as a reflection on the operations abstracted
into 2-dimensions (and arguably already into n-dimension), thus constituting a reflected
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abstraction, as the thematization occurred on operations made from a reflecting abstraction.

5.7

Sequence spaces

In this final section of the students’ generalizations in real space, I explore Jerry and Christina’s
constructions in sequence spaces. The students were able to extend the

1, 2,

and

distances

into sequence spaces while accommodating the nuances of working with vectors of infinite
components. Sequence spaces provided a natural extension of their work in finite-dimensional
vector spaces that added complexity onto the mathematical objects of distance measurement.
From this section we see the students’ generalizing activity in a space with infinite
dimensions. While finite-dimensional space provided familiar structure on which they could
draw, the students had to account for added nuances when dealing with an infinite-dimensional
space. The students accounted for these nuances by attending to their mapping activity as a means
of identifying some necessary structure in the

p

spaces. Further, the students leveraged their

component-wise reasoning to continue their understandings of distance while also drawing from
their extant knowledge of sequences and series. Their adaptations to an infinite-dimensional
setting provide further account of their mapping and component-wise reasoning, and also
highlight more nuance to their generalizing activity.
This venture into sequence spaces was the first opportunity for students to encounter metric
spaces that were not topologically equivalent (as discussed in Section 3.3). Further, there are very
few restrictions on finite-dimensional real normed spaces. In particular, the vectors in real space
can be any finite collection of real numbers. As a contrast, sequence spaces place increasing
restrictions on the vectors that are a part of the space. These restrictions provided the students
with exposure to qualitatively different metric spaces that place more emphasis on the structures
of the metrics that measure distance than previous spaces.
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5.7.1

R and infinite summations

First, to explore the vectors from which the students would build the

p

sequence spaces, I

introduced to them the set of all infinite-dimensional vectors with real components, calling this set
R . The motivation for starting with this basic set was to build off of the students’ experience in
finite dimensions so that they would have the opportunity to leverage and abstract the structures
they had developed in the previous tasks. In particular, Rn is the set of all n-tuples with real
components. Thus, the generalization of this is the set of all real sequences.
I verbally defined the set R

as “The set of all real vectors with infinite components.” Once

given this set, I prompted the students to define different measurements of distance on R . While
noting that their previous distances were developed in finite dimensions, the students were willing
to explore extensions of their previous distances to infinite-dimensions. The following discussion
explores the students’ initial generalization of the Euclidean distance into sequence spaces.
Jerry:So if we could do this as like a series maybe. So let, uh, so what we had before
was this would be, let’s do this. So if we’ve got two vectors, v and w then this
distance could be equal to, um [produced Figure 5.20 on the board] right? . . . Which
is just weird because this whole thing is infinite right? . . .This is based off of our um
little like Pythagorean distance from before where we had like [produced Figure
5.21].
Interviewer:Yeah, and does this seem like a reasonable generalization of that distance?
...
Jerry:Well I mean if we’re adding things infinitely, it seems like you’d have to have
a pretty strong condition on these vectors in order for this to go to something that
we could like write down.
So here we see Jerry extend their characterization of the Euclidean distance into an infinite
dimensional setting. The students built off of their previous generalization into n-dimensions,
wherein they included a new calculation for each component of n-dimensional space. In this case,
the application of a series constitutes a major accommodation of the arbitrary sum present in the
finite dimensional case.
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Figure 5.20: The students’ initial generalization of

Figure 5.21: Motivation for

2

2

from the Euclidean distance

Jerry’s comment of “adding more and more” suggests that reflected abstraction occurred on
their previously abstracted Euclidean distance construct. Specifically, recall that the students
viewed the distances d, L, and b as operations on component-differences. Their generalizations
into finite-dimensional space occurred primarily through adding in a number of
component-differences equal to the increase in dimension from previous dimensions. This
activity of summing across components in this novel context was then projected to sum across
infinite components, which prompted the use of series notation. I claim that the students then
used series notation to thematize the projected operation.
Further, the use of series notation also suggests that the students’ constructs for series were
incorporated into their generalization of distance into this novel context. From this, I infer that the
students engaged in transfer (in the sense of R-F-E), as their understandings of series clearly had
influenced their current operating. Jerry’s comments suggest that he drew from his understanding
of series in his distance characterization. This was especially evidenced by his comments on the
“strong” conditions on vectors to have a finite distance.
This provides further evidence that Jerry’s abstracted distance measurement entailed mapping,
and that Jerry was conscious of the need for a well-defined distance between infinite vectors.
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Thus, this aspect of his generalizing activity can be characterized as continuing, as indeed he
carried out the same mapping strategy he first adopted in R2 .

5.7.2

1

After this discussion, the students wrote the generalization of their L-distance on the board,
shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: Generalizations of d and L into R
Building off of the students’ attention to the need for conditions that result a finite mapping, I
asked the students to explore what conditions they could place on vectors to ensure that a pair of
vectors would result in a finite distance measurement. To this end, the students began with the
condition on the vectors that the set of a vector’s components forms a bounded set. Jerry
explained that the boundedness was so that “we can’t have it, you know, just exploding.”
To facilitate reflection on their proposed condition, I asked the students to explore the distance
(under d) between the vectors v = {2/k 1/2 } and w = {1/k 1/2 }. This provided the students with
1
vectors having bounded components that result in the divergent series
.
k
Responding to this perturbation, the students next considered the requirement that the
n

difference between two vectors (as in the differences of partial sums

(vk

wk )2 ) forms a

Cauchy sequence of real numbers and thus converges. For the purposes of the activity explored in
this section, I note that they knew the definition of Cauchy sequences presented in Section 3.3. In
this case, the students used the Cauchy property of sequences as an equivalent condition to
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convergence. Thus, their condition on the Cauchy property of partial sums was intended to imply
that the partial sums converged, meaning the series (and thus the distance d) was finite.
I then refined the prompt for the students, asking them to define conditions on individual
vectors such that any pair of vectors under such conditions had a defined distance. This direction
intended to allow them to reflect on the composition of each

p

space, namely the differentiations

between the spaces. This prompt facilitated the following discussion between the students:
Christina:Would we wanna consider the sum of the absolute value in each individual
vector? . . . then we could see if each individual vector, being summed, has you
know a limit to it itself. Because if each of them do, then they might — like being
subtracted from each other they might also have a bound to them? And therefore
the entire thing would be bounded. . . .
Jerry:I get what you’re saying . . . So if we have L, which is equal to in this case
[rewrites their L on the board]. Then we could say - here is my thought right? Okay if
we forget about like for a second forget about these guys [refers to and erases the
absolute value around the component-differences in L], then we can say this
[

vk

wk ] is equivalent to [separates

vk

wk into

vk and

wk ].

Christina:That’s where I started with my idea, I was thinking about if they didn’t have
the absolute values.
Jerry:So then we have these. And I suppose we have a triangle inequality thing right
[draws Figure 5.23]? Does that make sense to think about it that way?

Figure 5.23: Attempting the reverse triangle inequality
I find this particular episode to be especially interesting, as Christina demonstrated early
attention to the bounding of the difference imposed by the bounding of the individual vectors.
This attention was coupled with a desire to use the triangle inequality to bound the difference of
two quantities rather than the sum. This activity with the triangle inequality persisted until
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perturbation later in the experiment. Their resulting condition on the vectors was that they formed
convergent series.
Not wanting to explicitly draw attention to the use of the triangle inequality as a key
relationship in this case (which would effectively tell them the direction to go), I prompted the
students to continue this line of thinking. Recalling the relationship between Cauchy sequences
n

and convergent sequences, the students then wrote that

vk being Cauchy implies that

n

lim

n

vk converges. Further elaborating their thinking, Jerry said “Well we’re making a series

out of two convergent series, so it seems like that should converge. That would be the intuitive
thing I guess.”
The students both considered that individually convergent series might together form a single
convergent series when subtracted. The students then attempted to leverage the formal definition
of convergence to show L(v, w) was finite. This resulted in activity in which the students
attempted again to utilize the structure of real number convergence and finite approximations
(using the error bound ) to gain information about the convergence of the series in question.
This activity ultimately led the students to investigate the Cauchy property of series, and
whether two Cauchy sequences would result in a Cauchy difference. The students thus considered
the n-th and m-th partial sums of L, and whether or not they could bound the quantity of their
difference meaningfully. Working with Cauchy sequences allowed the students to continue their
approximation activity and produce meaningful estimates that ultimately revealed the desired
structure. As a result of this work, the students produced Figure 5.24 as an equivalent condition to
their requiring the series to converge.
Then evaluating their new characterizations, the students wrote down the desired estimate that
would yield the L calculation being Cauchy.
Christina described the difference, creating a “telescoping” sum and that “their terms will start
canceling out,” leaving “the difference between n and m” as the only terms in the sum left. This
n

resulted in Figure 5.25, and the students attempting to bound the term
m

|vk

wk | . Wanting to

use the estimates on the individual partial sums, Christina made the following observations:
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Figure 5.24: Characterizing the Cauchy property of the partial sum sequences.

Figure 5.25: The students exploring bounds on the sequential differences
Jerry:Well, um, somehow we need to get these things [the estimates on the individual
partial sums of v and w]
n

Christina:Well so we know that within each of them, we’re going to have this [
n

in here [

m

vk

n

vk ] and we’re gonna have a wk [draws

vk ]
m

wk and an arrow
m

pointing to the estimate on w]. So we have the absolute value of each of these [draws
n

absolute value around

n

vk and
m

wk ] essentially is less than our two epsilons.
m

And if we were to add them together . . . Well here we could use the — what’s it
called? — triangle inequality to combine these two things. So this would be greater
n

than . . . [draws Figure 5.26]. So it’s close to that [
m

|vk

wk |] but not quite.

n

The students then struggled to attain an estimate on
m

|vk

wk | similar to that which

Christina produced in the previous quote. This current estimate by Christina was useful, however,
as it illuminated the need for stronger assumptions on the vectors v and w. That is, estimates on
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Figure 5.26: Use of the triangle inequality to bound vk and wk together
n

vk

wk do not yield productive estimates on L(v, w), as estimates are needed on

m
n

m

|vk

wk |.

Wanting to facilitate reflection on the conditions placed on the vectors, I intervened and asked
n

Christina what a similar estimate on
m

|vk

wk | would look like. Christina was at first

perturbed that the triangle inequality could apply to a difference, wanting again to preserve the
subtraction as the students had in their prior work. I had brought up this intervention specifically
to elicit this perturbation.
After some more exploration, I informed the students that the triangle inequality could apply
to real number differences as well as summations. This prompted Figure 5.27, and a refined
condition that vectors need to yield absolutely convergent series to produce a finite L calculation.
I view this work as establishing a way of operating in the case of sequence spaces, as the
students enacted this same strategy when working with future distances of requiring convergent
series under whatever operation the distance applied to the vectors. When asked to relate this
activity to their previous distance in Rn , Jerry said:
Well, I mean, I suppose if you’re like in Rn , then you actually just formed the sum of
all the components then that would be a finite number, so we’re just forcing that on
this infinite space.
This further reinforces that the students had been continuing their activity from
finite-dimensional space into infinite-dimensional space. Indeed, the activity of imposing
conditions on vectors was so that their L mapping yielded a finite real number. Because of this, I
consider their final condition to be the result of transforming, as the students actually changed the
space the distance was defined on to result extension of the distance measurement. Further, as
previously pointed out, this transformation was the result of a reflecting abstraction, specifically
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Figure 5.27: Triangle inequality for partial sums
of the operations of mapping vectors to real numbers through component-summation from a finite
sum to now an infinite sum. The imposing of conditions on vectors in

1

can be considered

reflection of the projected operations.

5.7.3

2

and

The students’ generalization of

1

into sequence spaces provided a way of operating for the

students to continue into the other sequence spaces. In particular, we will see the students adapt
their distances (d and b) to account for infinite components and then discuss which vectors would
enact measurable distances.
For

2

I prompted the students to characterize restrictions on the vectors that would yield a

finite d-distance, as they had already produced the representation of the distance in
infinite-dimensions. The students, continued their way of operating by again requiring that the
vectors form an absolutely convergent series. This is mathematically correct, as the square
sequences of convergent series also form convergent series. All terms an <1 satisfy a2n <an , and
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thus the tails of the series a2n can be bounded by the tails of an .
To facilitate further reflection on which vectors would facilitate a finite

2

distance, I had the

students explore the distance between the vectors v = 2/n and w = 1/n. This resulted in d(v, w)
producing

1/n2 , which is a convergent p-series. From this, the students learned that some

vectors not in

1

could be in

2.

This perturbation prompted the students to enact a minor accommodation on the requirements
placed on the vectors in

2.

In particular, the students altered the form of the convergence for

vectors to adapt to the form of the

2

norm.

Jerry:Well maybe, okay so maybe it’s not that they have to absolutely converge
because that’s what it was last time, but maybe it’s that um —
Christina:What if their, uh —
Jerry:The series of just, uh, vk2 has to converge.
Christina:Yeah that’s what I was gonna go for.
Interviewer:Yeah so you both were kind of thinking that now the requirement is that
their square —
Christina:Well if we also look at, our original for d, if you’re looking at squares — but
our L we’re looking at absolute values. So it kind of makes sense that the absolute
value for L would need to — each component would need to converge, whereas in d
we’re looking at the squares would need to converge.
Thus, this episode demonstrates that the students paid attention to the form of the distance,
imposing the convergence requirements on the vectors in sequence spaces. While this result is
somewhat natural, it might not be an immediately obvious means of operating, as in finite
dimensions the students could consider all finite operations on vectors without restriction. Also,
their generalizing involves a minor accommodation of the initial L-distance generalization.
Indeed, to include new square-summable vectors that are not absolutely convergent, the students
needed slightly to alter the conditions from the form of the L-distance to the form of the
d-distance. They were still enacting the way of operating established with the L-distance and
minor accommodations attending to the distance structure as described by Christina. This
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accommodation attended to the structure of a distance calculation to determine those vectors that
allowed for a measurable distance. Again, continuing their established way of operating into

,

the students appealed to the maximum structure.
Christina:Going along with this pattern that we’re seeing, I’d say that each vector
components — you have to look at the max, and the max would — actually I don’t
know how that would work.
While continuing their attention to the form of distance measurement, the students were
careful in this case to be precise in their application of the maximum function on an infinite set.
The students noted that the maximum function would not necessarily be well defined on an
infinite set, and thus they searched for a meaningful adaptation of their b distance. After searching
for a means of attaining this adaptation, Jerry recalled the construct of a supremum, saying “ . . .
then if this [the sequence of components] is infinite, but it’s like bounded then we could define a
number for this which would be nice.” After constructing an argument that the sequence of
differences {|vk

wk |} would be bounded if the individual sequences were bounded, the students

resolved that suprema on {|vk |} and {|wk |} would be sufficient conditions for the distance b to
make sense. Summing up their work with sequences, the students made the following comments:
Jerry:So d, L, and b both, or all three place different restrictions on the vectors of
R for us to be able to like —
Christina:Measure distance.
Jerry:- measure distance, right. Or to be able have it be, like, well defined. . . . And so
we saw that for L you had to have that the series of components had to absolutely
converge, whereas for d we had that the series of square components had to converge.
And now for b we have essentially, what’s the requirement here? That we can define
essentially a supremum for the sets of components of vectors.
Their work in infinite-dimensional space demonstrated the kinds of accommodations the
students made to their initial abstraction from finite to infinite-dimensional space. Indeed, the
initial abstraction of “adding more and more” was complemented by reorganization so that their
maps would still produce a meaningful quantity in infinite-dimensional space. Thus sequence
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spaces provided a nice culmination of their work in real space, as they were able to continue their
original generalization strategies of mapping and leveraging component-operations while needing
some added nuances to ensure that the measurements were well-defined.

5.8

Chapter summary

To summarize this chapter, I organized the results in this chapter into three main parts: 1)
generalizations of convergence from R to R2 and the emergence of component-wise reasoning
and mapping, 2) the transition from focusing on convergence to focusing on measuring distances
between vectors, and 3) the persistence of their distance constructions and the continued use of
mapping and component-wise reasoning into Rn and sequence spaces.
Overall, a major theme was that students’ generalizations of convergence and distance into
vector spaces were abstractions of real-number convergence and vector distance measurement.
Initially, the students constructed a system of convergence from R to R2 by leveraging the
component structure of vectors. This was an instance of generalizing through recursive
embedding, a generalizing activity only thus far encountered in combinatorics.
The students then generalized vector convergence to

2

convergence through using the

Euclidean distance as a map. This mapping activity constitutes a newly identified form of
generalizing, specifically through the use of mappings as transformations of mathematical objects
that preserve some structure. This provides an example of generalizing activity more likely to
occur in advanced mathematics, thus highlighting the importance of investigating generalization
in advanced mathematics.
Then, transitioning to a more distance-centered exploration, the students continued their use
of component-wise reasoning and generalizing through mapping to construct two new mappings
(the

1

and

norm calculations). Thus, through mapping and connecting back to their

component-wise activity, the students constructed the

1

and

measures of distance as

accommodations of their component-wise structure. Further, through relating the use of distance
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measurement in sequential convergence, the students also understood these operations as novel
measures of distance.
Then, Jerry and Christina continued to generalize their distances into sequence spaces through
component-wise reasoning and mapping. This first manifested as generalizations to
n-dimensional space, instantiating already abstracted constructs of calculations performed on the
components of n vectors. Their generalizing activity in this instance was seemingly simple, as
they thematized already projected operations.
Finally, extending their generalizations into infinite-dimensional space, the students
constructed distances on real-number sequences while engaging in transfer (in the sense of
R-F-E) and bringing their understanding of real-number series into their constructions. This
activity provided a productive time in which they could reflect on the actual structure of their
distance measurements and accommodate the transition to infinite dimensions. Further, this
reinforced their continued use of mapping in developing measures of distance, as they needed to
accommodate the structure of the space in which they were operating to ensure a well defined
result of their maps.
In this chapter we saw the emergence of new constructs relevant to student reasoning within
real analysis and generalizing in formal mathematics, as well as detailed accounts of students’
generalizing activities in increasingly abstract mathematics. Component-wise reasoning and
mapping are two important characterizations of student activity that will have further implications
in their generalizing moving forward (in Chapters 6 and 7), and also more generally for the
teaching and learning of real analysis.
In this chapter I also demonstrated ways that students generalize formal mathematics, and the
ways in which the R-F-E framework and Piaget’s abstraction allow for detailed analyses of
student generalizing, and which operations they draw from when abstracting their formal
understandings. These examples will contribute to a greater narrative of student generalization
throughout the experiment. Finally, this chapter saw Jerry and Christina’s construction of various
metrics in real space, and a greater sense of distance measurement within vector spaces. The
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students built from these distances to explore function spaces in Chapter 6 and eventually to
produce the general form of a metric in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Results Part 2: Jerry and Christina’s
Distances in Function Spaces

Figure 6.1: Overview of covered topics in this Chapter
In this chapter, I detail the students’ generalizations of distance and sequential convergence into
spaces of functions. Function spaces are among the more important metric and normed spaces in
upper-level real analysis, and they can thus also present challenges for students. Thus far the
students had only generalized their understandings of convergence and distance into real space, a
setting they would have had some experience working in from vector calculus and linear algebra.
A major distinction between function spaces and real space is that in function spaces there is a
lack of lack of apparent geometric structure from which the students could visually draw. That is,
function spaces give an opportunity to observe students generalizing into spaces that may not
have a natural visual or geometric connection.
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In terms of their generalizing, these function spaces would become an important step in
abstraction for Jerry and Christina, as they were forced to rely on their abstractions of operations
related to distance measurement rather than geometric intuitions. In this way, we see from what
structure students can generalize when adapting to abstract settings. The students enacted many
sophisticated generalizations in this setting, which contribute to their generalizations towards a
metric and provide insight into the ways that the R-F-E framework can be applied at a more
general level.
From this chapter, we will gain insight about the ways in which Jerry and Christina
productively generalized into this novel and more nuanced setting. Their work in this setting
again contribute to a broader narrative of the students’ generalizing activity across various metric
spaces, which will be synthesized and discussed in Chapter 9. Not only does their work in this
chapter further contribute to the construction of the general metric function, but it also
demonstrates the ways that students can reason about functions in productive ways and connect
them to previous constructs such as vectors and sequences.
An intentional design of the experiment was to leverage certain understandings from
advanced calculus to convey structure that is present in metric spaces. While in Chapter 5 I
discussed the students’ generalizations from real-number convergence, in this chapter I explore
the students’ generalizations rooted in their understanding of point-wise and uniform convergence
of functions. Using this new source material, the students produced the L1 , L2 , and L

metrics,

which they eventually understood as continuous analogues of the discrete distances they had
developed so far. In this chapter, I will demonstrate the students’ leveraging of the structural
similarity between uniform convergence and real-number convergence to motivate convergence of
continuous function sequences in integration and supremum spaces. The utility of motivating
uniform convergence (and function spaces in general) through leveraging uniform and point-wise
convergence is another major contribution of this chapter.
Further, in this chapter we will see the students connect their previous component-wise
reasoning (which we explored in the Chapter 5) to apply in a continuous setting. Through
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creating a continuous analog of vector components, the students could understand functions (and
operations on functions) as having a similar structure to their previous geometric objects. This
form of reasoning also relates component-wise convergence of vectors to point-wise convergence
of functions, thus allowing for further pedagogical considerations that are discussed in Chapter 9.
In this way, we gain insight into the ways that component-wise reasoning can have implications
for the teaching and learning of more abstract settings.
Aside from the insight we gain from their generalizing activity in this more abstract setting
(including an example of generalization within proof), the main contributions of this chapter are
the relationship between component-wise reasoning and what I call point-wise reasoning, as well
as the utility of motivating function spaces using convergence of functions.

6.1

Prelude to function spaces

While the generalizations in Chapter 5 so far had been rooted in Jerry and Christina’s abstractions
of real number convergence, function spaces provide an opportunity for the students to draw from
other relevant understandings in advanced calculus, such as function convergence. In particular,
advanced calculus students study the behavior of collections of functions through point-wise and
uniform convergence. Operations involved in these modes of convergence are especially relevant
to metric spaces of continuous functions. Specifically, the L

norm generates a complete metric

on continuous functions (as discussed in Section 3.3), which is equivalent to uniform convergence
of continuous functions. Thus, the uniform convergence structure can be leveraged to consider a
metric structure on the space of continuous functions. A primary goal of this section is to explore
what was leveraged from uniform and point-wise convergence in motivating Jerry and Christina’s
understandings of function spaces.
Further, another component of the task design was to facilitate discussions of completeness in
these function spaces. While exploring function spaces, the students utilized the properties of
Cauchy sequences when generalizing, and they also discussed the completeness of certain spaces.
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Beyond its uses in a function space setting, however, the students’ construction of the
completeness concept was ultimately tangential to the students’ generalizing activity. I will thus
give a brief overview of the students’ activity that resulted in their defining of Cauchy sequences
and the concept of completeness, but I will omit many of the details of their initial exploration of
completeness.
I will first summarize their construction of Cauchy sequences, and then I will describe their
understandings of point-wise and uniform convergence. This will then allow for relevant analysis
of their understandings leading to function spaces. Following these discussions, I will present
their generalizing activity in L1 , L2 and finally L . This will separate the chapter into three
distinct parts: 1) prelude to function spaces, 2) generalizing to L1 , and 3) extending their
generalizations to L2 and L .

6.1.1 Completeness in real space
The students’ construction of Cauchy sequences was largely the result of their activity with the
polynomial root approximation task described in Chapter 4. In particular, for the purpose of
approximating and eventually finding the root of the polynomial f (x) = x3

x

1 on the

interval [1, 2], the students iteratively implemented the Intermediate Value Theorem (IVT) 1 to
create a sequence of approximations sn to the root s of the function. Specifically, starting with
x1 = 1 and x2 = 1.5 the students realized that at certain x values the function was positive and at
others negative. Thus, by the IVT, the continuous function would be 0 somewhere between values
of the opposite sign. Leveraging this information, the students constructed a sequence of upper
and lower bounds (sn ) of the root s.
They accomplished this by implicitly creating a sequence of lower bounds, mk , and a
sequence of upper bounds, Mr , in the following manner: Starting with m1 = 1 and M1 = 1.5, the
students averaged m1 and M1 . If the average of the two was the same sign as m1 , then it became
1

The IVT states: Let I = [a, b] be an interval and f a continuous function on I. Then, if u is a number between
f (a) and f (b), then there is a c (a, b) such that f (c) = u.
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m2 and similarly if the average was the same sign as M1 then it became M2 . The students then
averaged the values m1 and M2 (without loss of generality) and repeated the process ad infinitum.
In this way, the students created a sequence sn such that s1 = m1 and s2 = M1 , and then s3 would
then become m2 or M2 (whichever they generated first) and so on. Note that the students only
initially constructed the sequence sn , and then later realized they had created subsequences of
upper and lower bounds.
Prompted to describe how they might construct the roots s of the function, the students then
wanted to describe s as the limit of the sequence sn . This led to a perturbation, as they did not
know what s was. Examining the sequence sn , the students noticed that the terms differed at most
by 1/2n (as by averaging they were either adding or subtracting 1/2n from the previous sequence
value). This led them to conjecture that if the sequence of term-differences (i.e., |sn

sn+1 |)

converged to 0, then the sequence would converge. Then, by using the harmonic series (i.e., the
partial sums of the harmonic series yield a sequence of term-differences converging to 0 and yet
the series diverges), I was able to prompt the students to refine that condition to become the
Cauchy property of sequences. Their final statement of the Cauchy property aligned with the
definition given in Section 3.3, which they then subsequently generalized from the real line to real
space in a similar manner to their generalizations of sequential convergence in Chapter 5. This
brief summary provides an account of the way in which the students came to understand the
Cauchy property in the context of the experiment, which they then built upon when examining
function spaces.

6.1.2 Unpacking uniform and point-wise convergence of functions
In this section, I explore the students’ understandings of uniform and point-wise convergence.
The students generalized these understandings when constructing function spaces in much the
same way they generalized their understandings of real number convergence in Chapter 5.
First, to discover how the students were understanding convergence of function sequences, I
prompted them to produce the definitions of point-wise and uniform convergence for continuous
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functions. Jerry then produced the formal definition of point-wise convergence, although as he
wrote it he seemed unsure of which definition he had produced (i.e., point-wise versus uniform).
This first definition is shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Definition of point-wise convergence
Unpacking this definition as a means of discovering its type of convergence, Jerry said the
following:
Jerry:So we have our sequence of functions fn s and our limit function f , and we’re
saying that for any point in [a, b], for any positive number there exists an index such
that this distance is arbitrarily small. Which one is this? I’m trying to remember. Like
I can sort of visualize the difference right? Where, for example, point-wise
convergence depended on which x you chose. I feel like the — do I write that this
depends on x here? ’Cause I feel like the flip flopped one we had the for every >0,
exists N such that for all x was the uniform one.
Interviewer:Yeah so maybe write that kind of below.
Jerry:[Writes Figure 6.3 below]
Interviewer:Cool, yeah so which one do you think is point-wise and which one do you
think is uniform?
Jerry:I feel like this is uniform [Figure 6.3] and this is point-wise [Figure 6.2] because
[Figure 6.2] you choose an x and then you have the, um, the convergence part, right?
Whereas for the other one [Figure 6.3] it’s true that this index applies for any choice of
x. So like this one [point-wise] is like if I have like . . . [draws Figure 6.4, where the
top line is the limit function f ] . . . what I’m saying up here is that if you choose an x,
then for any epsilon you can find an index that does depend on this x right? That is
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this way [motions vertically along the functions], but for this one [uniform], like the
epsilon band that you make is true for every x value.

Figure 6.3: Definition of uniform convergence

Figure 6.4: Jerry’s initial visual example of point-wise vs uniform convergence
After Jerry expressed the desire for a better visualization, I suggested that he consider the
sequence fn (x) = xn for x

[0, 1] to ground his activity. Indeed, his initial visualization is

reminiscent of this sequence of functions, and so this familiar sequence of functions would
continue his line of reasoning with specific functions with which he could interact. The students
then produced Figure 6.5 and continued their exploration. They conjectured that this sequence
had a point-wise limit, and they verified this claim by distinguishing limits at the various x values.
After working through this example, Jerry summarized his activity and began discussing why
this sequence did not have a uniform limit:
Jerry:Yeah, so we’ve got our functions that are xn , and if you fix an x in this interval
[0, 1], then we can show that the sequence of xn goes, converges to 0 because every x
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Figure 6.5: Verification that xn converges point-wise
is less than 1. That’s like 1/2 squared is 1/4 and then cubed is 1/8 and so on and so
forth it gets smaller and smaller, and so no matter what we choose. The only problem
is that where we choose changes how quickly it converges right? So like if we choose
something that is close to 0 that will go way faster than something that’s close to 1 I
think.
Thus for Jerry, the action of fixing an x value and then examining the limit at that x was an
integral component of point-wise convergence of functions. Indeed, later Jerry described that
“once you fix an x then you have a sequence of real numbers and you’re just checking if that
sequence converges.” His explanation of point-wise convergence closely resembles the operations
discussed in Chapter 5 for real-number convergence. In particular, Jerry described verifying the
same approximation found in real number convergence once an x was fixed, only the form of that
approximation in this case was the error bound |fn (x)

f (x)|, where fn (x) and f (x) in this case

represented specific real numbers. This makes sense, given his statement that fixing an x value
yielded a real number sequence.
Moreover, it seems that there was some consideration of convergence speed that accounted for
the uniformity of the sequences in question. Indeed, Jerry later described that “you’re essentially
checking the sequences formed by all the points and whether or not those converge at the same
time.”
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Before further unpacking his understanding of this speed of convergence, Jerry recalled that
the uniform limit of continuous functions is also the convergent limit. Since the limit function of
xn is discontinuous at x = 1, this sequence could uniformly converge. Before moving on to
discuss uniform convergence in more detail, Christina described how she was understanding these
phenomena:
Christina:So for point-wise convergence, we’re looking at any, for all of our x’s our
statement [|fn (x) f (x)| < ] will be true, and then for uniform we’re looking at for a
given epsilon, so for a given interval, this [|fn (x) f (x)| < ] will be true for all x, so
that’s the major difference is the order in which the interval and the x’s occur.
Interviewer:Sure, totally, the interval of like the Christina:- the epsilon.
Interviewer:-the epsilon? Okay got it.
Christina:The interval of epsilon. Um, and then for like proving/disproving, I think
I’m still a little rusty on that one but for point-wise convergence we want to show that
the, for this particular x, this is true [|fn (x) f (x)| < ] for all of our intervals that we
could create and then for uniform, for disproving because that’s probably easier. If you
create an interval you could find an x that’s no longer going to work for that interval.
Thus, Christina’s understanding of uniform convergence involved first creating an “interval”
generated by and then verifying that each value of x eventually satisfied the approximation of
the function within that interval. Her use of the term “interval” most likely refers to the visual
band generated around the limit function f (x) when visualizing uniform convergence; however,
the use of “interval” could also be her terminology for an error bound generated by . This
suggests a slight distinction between Jerry and Christina’s understandings, in that Jerry was
considering taking all of the evaluations of fn (x)

f (x) at once and verifying if they converged

together, whereas Christina imagined first generating an error bound of a fixed and then
verifying that all x values satisfy the approximation.
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6.1.3 Formal operations
Thus, the formal structure of the definitions for convergence was indeed meaningful for Christina.
This might especially have been true because she professed not to be as familiar with these forms
of convergence. As she did not recall much about this phenomenon, she had to make sense of the
formal structures presented to her. Moreover, Jerry also later expressed more attention to the
logical structure of the definitions as a meaningful way to distinguish the two.
Note again, as with real number convergence, clear operations emerged as activities that
underlied the students’ understandings. Christina more explicitly referenced the proving activity,
but Jerry’s description of the distinction also entailed language describing activities to be carried
out. Here again in this context we can reference proof-based operations as underlying mental
constructions that the students later abstracted. Moreover, we again see Jerry referring to the
uniformity as a distinction between the collection of x values that form sequences. Indeed, the
expressions of uniformity given by the students discuss the convergence of limits at all possible
x-values. This, of course, makes sense as the formal definition explicitly conveys approximation
across an x-values, however what is unclear is the nature of these limits at all x-values. The
students later leveraged this desire to account for all x-values by constructing upper bounds to
control all x-values, which then motivated the supremum norm on continuous functions.

6.1.4 Uniform convergence
Before more fully exploring uniform convergence, I asked the students if either form of
convergence looked like forms they had seen before, and Jerry compared the characterizations to
real-number convergence:
Jerry:Um, I mean it looks pretty much — okay so aside from the x bit it seems like the
convergence we were doing for the sequences of real numbers.
Interviewer:Okay. What x bit? You mean like in both?
Jerry:Yeah, so, in both cases if we just got rid of the x business then we would have
something that looks really similar . . . yeah it looks very similar to the original
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sequence of real numbers convergence than we had before.
This prompted connecting back, which the students would later leverage not only to facilitate
the production of the supremum norm on continuous functions, but then also to produce the
general metric function. The relationship in this case is most likely due to formal written
structure, however it is indeed the formal structure that is persistent across metric spaces.
In addition, to see the students engage formally with the definition of uniform convergence, I
asked the students to prove that the sequence of functions fn (x) = xn converged uniformly on the
interval [0, ] for a positive <1. The goal of this task was to keep the context of their activity
similar, while building off of Jerry and Christina’s earlier comments of uniform convergence
involving converging at similar speeds, and having limits converge “for every x value.” Indeed,
this sequence uniformly converges on [0, ] because each xn

n

x

[0, ], and

n

0 as <1.

When constructing the proof for themselves, the students more or less enacted this same line
of argumentation I just described above, which then gave them grounding activity from which to
generalize and motivate the construction of the supremum metric on continuous functions.
Wanting to provide the students with familiar activity, I first asked the students to prove that
the sequence converged point-wise, and then from there to explore its uniform convergence. The
students’ point-wise activity produced Figure 6.6. While this is technically an informal proof, this
proof revealed important aspects of their understanding. Specifically, the students fixed an x and
then examined its limiting behavior across the sequence.
Following Jerry’s comments above with how she might extend this to uniform convergence,
Christina said the words below:
Christina:And then when we want to prove our uniform convergence, we’re
essentially trying to say this for every single x between 0 and delta, I believe, and then
because all of them are going to 0, we can say that they are converging uniformly to 0
as well, I believe.
Christina’s comments again reflect that she was accounting for the uniformity by attending to
desired limits happening at all x-values. To facilitate reflection on this structure, I prompted the
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Figure 6.6: Proof of the point-wise convergence of xn
students to prove formally the uniform convergence of the sequence. Jerry immediately suggested
searching for an “upper bound” so that the “squeeze lemma” 2 could be invoked:
Jerry:So somehow we need to bound this thing right? That would be nice.
Christina:Well it’s bounded by 1. It has to be less than 1. R: Right but we want
something else that goes to 0, cause then we could do squeeze lemma? So if we could
say 0 is less than [produces 6.7], like if we could do this we could do squeeze lemma
it. Because the idea is it should work, despite whatever choice of x we have.

Figure 6.7: Squeeze lemma for uniform convergence
This then prompted a search for a useful upper bound. As they were exploring, Jerry
commented that “it would be nice if we could do something that just had ns.” He later reiterated
this comment, wanting the bound to “go to 0.” Creating such an upper bound would negate the
2

The Squeeze Lemma states: Let I be an interval having the limit point a. Let f, g and g be functions defined on I
except possible at a itself. Suppose that for every x in I not equal to a, we have g(x) f (x) h(x) and also suppose
that lim g(x) = lim h(x) = L. Then lim f (x) = L
x

a

x

a

x

a
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need to account for variation across x values, which he communicated as his intention.
Attempting to bring attention to the alteration made to the sequence that now facilitated uniform
convergence, I asked the students what changed to now allow for uniform convergence. Jerry then
said the following, reflecting on their picture in Figure 6.7:
Jerry:Well we don’t have, I mean just looking at the picture right? The only issue is
that in the limit we expect everything to get flat except for at this point [x = 1], but
now we’re not including this point so we expect it to just be the 0 function. And so I
think for uniform convergence we don’t want to just fix an x like we did before
because we want to show that for all x we can find. . . [trails off]
I infer that there is an understanding that uniform convergence involves more than accounting
for the convergence of single values of x. Creating an upper bound that is known to converge to
the desired limit provides meaningful activity that strategically accounts for the variation in x.
Seeing them struggle to find such an upper bound, I intervened by noting that the values of x no
longer went to 1, and I inquired what the largest x-value was. Jerry then built off of this to
produce the

n

upper bound:

Jerry:Ah, here we go. Thank you. Um, is less than or equal to n right? Alright, and
so we know, and . . . that’s we said this [0, ] and not just that [[0, 1)] right? This makes
sense because we know is less than 1, so for all n. So we can say that . . . [produces
6.8] . . .
Christina:So this shows that it’s going to be uniformly converging to 0 because we’re
showing that it works for all x — are going to converge to 0 because we’re able to
bound whatever our chosen x is — which are all of them — by because they’re all
going to be less than or equal to .
And then we know is going to be less than 1, so that means that its limit — n — its
limit is going to be 0 because it’s a fraction raised to a power. So as that power goes to
infinity it’s going to be 0. So that means that the limit of xn as n goes to infinity is
bounded between being greater than or equal to 0 and equaling 0. So that means that it
itself has to be 0 as well. So that means that for all of our x’s in this interval, the limit
is going to be 0, so all of them will converge to the 0 function. And that’s different than
this one [point-wise], because for here we showed it for a single — there’s one x that’s
going to do this, and for this one it works for all of our x’s in our interval of [0, ].
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Jerry:Yeah so for the point-wise convergence, what matters is that we fixed an x and
showed that no matter what, as long as we fixed the x that sequence of real numbers
converges. But now, what we’ve shown is that regardless of the x we choose, so long
that it’s in this interval, because it’s bounded by , no matter what it’s going to
converge. Like regardless of your choice of x. So I think that’s the difference in the
definition right? Where up here we have that for every greater than 0 for every x in
D there exists an Nepsilon,x , whereas here the index doesn’t depend on our choice of x.
Interviewer:Sure so point-wise the critical index that forces the convergence also
depends on what x you chose.
Jerry:Yeah and you can see that here too. Because over here [x-values closer to 1], for
example, this is going to go towards 0 a lot slower than over here [x-values closer to
0]. And so that index in which you can arbitrarily make things small is going to be
different depending on where you choose the x. But in the uniform case, we’re
essentially saying that “hey we’ve got this like epsilon band” essentially, I’d have to
draw it around here, but eventually all these functions fit within this band arbitrarily
for any epsilon. . . . I guess the band would be like here [draws the band in Figure 6.9].
There’s + [the top line of the band] and there’s
[the bottom line of the band].
An analysis of this discussion will be given in the following section, and unpacks their
understandings of uniform convergence.

6.1.5 Understanding uniformity
This section gives a brief account of the way that the students understood uniformity. Their
understandings, and the activity of proving that the above sequence converges, later influenced
their construction of the L

metric on continuous functions. The students attempted to account

for the uniformity of the convergence in multiple ways. For instance, Christina attended to the
uniformity of control over the x values in the convergence. She accounted for the uniformity by
demonstrating that the limiting argument works “for all x’s in our interval.” Thus, no single x was
isolated before the limiting process began and so the limit is taken in a uniform sense. Jerry also
demonstrated a similar understanding of uniformity, in that convergence was inevitable for each x
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Figure 6.8: Proof that xn converges uniformly on [0, ]

Figure 6.9: Jerry’s epsilon band
value in [0, ] rather than for one single x value at a time. Jerry added to this consideration by
noting that the critical index of convergence did not depend on the x value chosen, thus requiring
that a single critical index could work for all x values.
This then complemented his frequent comments about an band. Indeed, Jerry had made
reference to an epsilon band around a limiting function multiple times. In this case, the epsilon
band was a simple band around the 0 function, requiring that “all these functions fit within this
band arbitrarily for any epsilon.” Indeed, this idea of an epsilon band provides a complimentary
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visualization of the requirements of uniform convergence. The approximation requirement
|fn (x)

f (x)| < is equivalent to f (x)

<fn (x)<f (x) + . Thus, for a given function, f (x) ±

creates an band around f , and uniform convergence requires that eventually, the functions of the
sequence eventually fit entirely within the epsilon band across the domain of convergence D.
While Jerry’s comments above are somewhat ambiguous as to whether he was exactly
considering this formulation of uniform convergence presented above, it is clear that he was
drawing from the visualization of the convergence that was likely presented to him in a classroom
setting. Thus, we see that the students accounted for the uniformity of the convergence primarily
by wanting to control the behavior of the function sequence across the entire domain. Specifically,
Jerry’s strategy of constructing an upper bound was so that he could place control of convergence
entirely in the sequential index and not in variation across the domain of the functions. Indeed, he
expressed this when searching for an upper bound that depended only on “the ns.”
By attaining this control, the students could then claim that convergence to the limit function
was attained at all values at once, without having to isolate particular x values as in point-wise
convergence. Further, we can infer that this attention to the index was a result of Jerry’s
consideration that formally, the critical index of convergence does not depend on the domain
values x in uniform convergence. Indeed, we see that the students relied heavily on the formal
distinctions between point-wise and uniform convergence. Further, we see that the students
enacted a bounding scheme to assert the desired control over the sequence. This usage of upper
bounds provided influential activity in subsequent sessions when the students produced the L
metric on continuous functions.

6.2

Integration spaces and completeness

This next part of the chapter explores the students’ generalizations of distance measurement and
sequential convergence into L1 , which was the foundation of their constructions of metric spaces
of functions. To leverage the construct of uniform convergence as the foundation of functional
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convergence in metric spaces, I then asked the students to produce a measurement of distance
between continuous functions that would “preserve uniform convergence.” This meant that
convergence of a sequence under a constructed distance would imply uniform convergence of that
same sequence. While my eventual goal of this task was the production of the supremum metric
on continuous functions, the students also produced integration metrics on the space of
continuous functions. This allowed for productive exploration of incomplete spaces, which
culminated in the students’ generalization of the

metrics on vectors to produce the L

metric

on continuous functions. We will see that each integration space was a generalization of their
previous work in vector and sequence spaces.
Jerry:So here’s my thought. Okay, if we’ve got two functions, here’s what I’m
thinking right? [Draws Figure 6.10] Maybe a good way to measure how close they are
to each other. And we can probably start . . . yeah so maybe our distance could be the
integral from a to b of f g dx? Where as the functions are really close to each other,
then this difference [f g] would be really small and so we’ll have a, hopefully we
a

can show that this thing [

(f

g)dx] goes to 0 if they are the same kind of thing.

b

Does that seem reasonable?
. . . I like the integral because it gives us just a number, so we don’t have to think about
— well is there a function that represents the distance between these two things? So
that’s nice. And I guess, yeah everything is continuous right? So it’s hard to separate
things into chunks like we did in the sequences? So this seems like a natural
progression sort of.

Figure 6.10: Jerry’s initial distance between functions
This generalization was indeed a continuation of their generalizing activity in finite and
infinite dimensional real space. In particular, we see the use of the integral to map functions to
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real numbers. Indeed, Jerry mentioned that producing a number was easier to handle than using
some function as a representation of distance. Also, after working with this distance more, he
reflected that he thought of the integral because “it will take a function and just give me a
number.” While the difference function f

g represented the point-wise difference between the

functions, the integral represented the aggregate difference between the two. Moreover, Jerry
alluded to the relationship between this distance measurement and the measurements of distance
on sequences, as the “chunks” Jerry mentioned are the components of the sequences. In this way,
we see an example of their generalization, drawing upon and continuing their prior
component-wise reasoning in a new and more abstract setting.

6.2.1

L1 convergence of functions

The students then refined their initial construction to become the L1 metric through a task
described in Chapter 7. Recall that the initial prompt was to construct a distance on the set of
continuous functions that would preserve uniform convergence of functions. As the students were
working, there was a statement of real number convergence on the board from a previous
discussion in which Jerry had compared the uniform convergence of functions and real-number
convergence. After the students refined their L1 distance I asked them to characterize function
convergence using this distance. In response, the students produced Figure 6.11, thus
characterizing L1 convergence of continuous functions.
Note that this characterization of convergence reflects the standard formulation of L1
convergence present in metric spaces (as described in Section 3.3). I infer that this new
construction was likely influenced by the presence of a statement of real number convergence as
present cognitive material from which to generalize.
Moreover, Christina commented that this new characterization of convergence of functions
“look[ed] really similar to our original idea of convergence,” meaning real-number convergence.
Thus, this new form of convergence using integration constituted a minor accommodation of their
previous convergence structures.
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Figure 6.11: The students’ characterization of L1 convergence.

6.2.2 Minor accommodation and component-generalization
With their previous characterizations of convergence, the students leveraged the structure of the
real numbers into the more abstract real vector spaces by either embedding real number
convergence into the components of the vectors or using mappings to operate on the real-valued
components of the vectors (Chapter 5). In this case the students instead treated functions as a
collection of objects whose distance measurement (through integration) allowed for
characterization of the convergence phenomenon. Indeed, in this new characterization, functions
took the place of real numbers, and the L1 norm took the place of the absolute value norm
(though they likely did not understand this phenomenon in the technical sense).
This characterization conveys the metric structure for convergence. Convergence in a metric
space entails the use of a measurement of distance on a sequence of mathematical objects. By
imposing the same structure on continuous functions under integration as on real numbers under
the absolute value, the students isolated the utility of distance measurement on mathematical
objects. Jerry explicitly referenced the utility of the integral was that it generated a number. This
suggests that the students again engaged in mapping rather than symbolic replacement of the
absolute value with the integral, leveraging their prior reasoning in a new context.
The students also viewed this distance and convergence characterization as a generalization of
their previous work. After working with this distance, Jerry reflected that
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Jerry:I guess like if we had sums on sequences then it would seem like integrals on
functions is sort of the next step.
Interviewer:Sure so kind of tying back to what we were doing before?
Jerry:Yeah so, like as far as things that we can do to these groups of numbers.
Jerry later made a more explicit reference to the progression of their distance measurements
from finite summations to infinite discrete summations and finally to continuous summations. I
thus infer that Jerry engaged in relating the use of summation as a measurement of distance
between discrete and continuous vectors. This confirms that integrating continuous function
differences was indeed an abstraction of summing discrete vector differences, and this new
generalization was therefore an abstraction of their previous distance characterizations. As I
discuss below, in producing this generalization the students projected component difference
summation to a continuous setting and then reorganized this operation to occur through
integration, which constituted a reflective abstraction.

6.2.3

L1 convergence of xn

Recall that the overall prompt was to characterize a mode of convergence that preserved uniform
convergence. While the students’ construction of L1 was a productive and sophisticated
generalization of distance, the eventual goal was to motivate L

on continuous functions. This

section and the following sections demonstrate their activity building to the incompleteness of L1
and that L1 convergence does not preserve uniform convergence.
Wanting the students to make use of this new convergence characterization in an example, I
asked the students to explore the convergence of xn on the interval [0, 1]. This example allowed
them to work with a familiar sequence of functions, while also prompting reflection on the
nuances of using the integral as a measurement of distance. In particular, this sequence explored
the relationship between point-wise convergence and L1 convergence, as the integral ignores
finite discontinuities such as the discontinuity of the convergent function at x = 1. The nuances
explored here build towards a discussion of the completeness of L1 restricted to continuous
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functions.
Jerry:Are we presupposing that this converges to 0?
Interviewer:Yeah, I mean, why would it be reasonable for it to converge to 0?
Jerry:[Writes f = 0] Well, we already showed that the point-wise limit on here is —
well I guess so okay so our options are it’s 0 or it’s [writes the step function from
before]. These are our options, I suppose, one of these two things. Probably the
point-wise, let’s go with the point-wise limit for now. That seems wise because we’re
doing it on the whole interval [as opposed to a smaller interval [0, ]]. We’ve got this
so now we need to do . . . oh this is nice the integral of a point doesn’t matter.
Interviewer:Yeah, so what did you just observe?
Jerry:Sorry I was just thinking about — hey if these were actually two different
intervals we could just break up the interval, or the integral and this would be kind of
nice. I was just realizing that — or I could just integrate all the points less than 1, and
then the integral from just 1 to 1 would be 0 so I don’t have to worry about it. That
would just be nice because then we could just do — sorry so we could say dn would
be equal to [produces Figure 6.12] like that essentially. And then we just have to look
at this thing. This is just our little uh yeah this seems fine. So this would just be Christina:So it’s xn+1 divided by n + 1 [as Jerry draws Figure 6.13]
Jerry:Which would be - 0 would go away. This would be equal to [begins writing
Figure 6.14] 1/n + 1? Yeah because 0 would be 0 right? Cool this is nice because you
can show that this converges to 0 right? [finishes Figure 6.14]
Thus, the students concluded that the sequence of functions converged to the 0 function, as the
discontinuity at x = 1 did not influence the integral. Further, notice that the students implemented
their previous notation of dn to represent the sequence of distances. Indeed, rather than simply
1

reflecting that

xn dx converged to 0, they took the extra step to notate the sequence of real
0

numbers dn . Implementation of this notation further suggests that the students again considered
b

the integral
a

|f (x)| dx as a mapping from C([a, b]) to the R. Moreover, their application of a

limit after calculation of the integral suggests that the limit being taken was of a real number
sequence, specifically dn = 1/n + 1.
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Figure 6.12: Constructing the sequence of distances dn

Figure 6.13: Result of integration

Figure 6.14: Conclude the distances go to 0

6.2.4 Completeness and L1 (C([a, b]))
Tying their characterization of convergence to the original goal of this task, I inquired whether or
not the students saw their d distance as preserving uniform convergence. Recalling that the
uniform limit of continuous functions is also a continuous function, the students explored whether
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or not this was a property of their integral distance. Reflecting on the previous example, the
students considered that integrating at the point x = 1 did not alter the integral, and thus they
could also claim that the sequence of functions could converge to the 0 function. This then led
them to consider whether or not their d-distance would restrict convergence to only continuous
functions.
To prompt further reflection on their thinking, I brought up completeness and whether or not
they thought L1 would be complete. This related to their current task through generation of an
example. In particular, producing a counter-example to the completeness of L1 would also serve
as a sequence of continuous functions that converged to a discontinuous one. Facilitating this
prompt, I asked the students to explore the convergence of a new sequence of functions.
Specifically, the continuous functions fn that are piece-wise defined to be fn (x) = 0 on
[0, 1/2

1/n], fn (x) = nx/2 + (1/2

n/4) on (1/2

1/n, 1/2 + 1/n) and fn (x) = 1 on

[1/2 + 1/n, 1]. Thus, the sequence of functions are 0 until x = 1/2
connect to 1 along (1/2

1/n, then they linearly

1/n, 1/2 + 1/n), and then they are 1 until x = 1. As the interval on

which the functions are linear shrinks to the point x = 1/2, the functions converge to the
discontinuous step function f (x) = 0 on [0, 1/2] and f (x) = 1 on (1/2, 0]. I drew the first
iteration of this sequence and describing its behavior (Figure 6.15), I then prompted the students
to explore its convergence under their d-distance.

Figure 6.15: First iteration of the piece-wise linear sequence.
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Jerry:Ah, yeah, this looks like it’s gonna go to like a step function kind of thing.
Christina:Mm-hmm.
Jerry:I’m just thinking as n goes to infinity, this [1/2 1/n] is going to become less
and less and less, and this [1/2 + 1/n] is going to become less and less and less. So
we’ll have — yeah these [the endpoints of the intervals around 1/2] will end up
becoming 1/2. So I’m guessing that what’s gonna happen is we’ll have [draws Figure
6.16]. I’m not sure what I should say where the value is at here [at the point x = 1/2]
Interviewer:Um, does it matter?
Jerry:Probably not. Not for the integral. Okay so just [makes the function 0 at
x = 1/2].

Figure 6.16: Jerry’s conjecture of the limit function
This activity then set up a discussion about how the integrals would behave, and whether or
not the sequence would converge to the point-wise limit under the integral.
Interviewer:So maybe, yeah, talk about what you think might happen with the integral
for this sequence of functions, too.
Jerry:What we think will happen with the integral?
Interviewer:Yeah, so do we think it would converge to that function in our notion of
distance as well?
Jerry:Uh, I think —
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Christina:I mean so if we were to take the integral of this original one we’d have to
break it up.
Jerry:I think so, yeah, we’ll definitely have to break it up into chunks. But I’m
thinking that when we integrate, we’ll get areas right? This area [the area of the limit
function’s graph] is going to be bigger than any one of these [the areas of the sequence
functions’ graphs].
Christina:Mm-hmm
Jerry:And as n goes to infinity this [the x value at which the functions become 1] will
move over essentially, right? And that area will approach this [the area under the
step-wise function]? So it seems like as we take n to infinity that the difference
between those two areas will be 0.
Jerry then added to Figure 6.16 to produce Figure 6.17 by adding in linear segments around
x = 1/2 to signify the differences between the functions to be integrated.

Figure 6.17: The graphs of the function sequences.
Formally, convergence of the sequence is measured by taking the integral of the difference
functions fn (x)

f (x) as depicted below in Figure 6.18. While their description of one area

approaching another does not quite align with this formal characterization, it does convey an
understanding of the underlying area behavior. I did not prompt them to pursue this distinction
formally, however, as the students were reasoning graphically above, and the primary
consideration was that this sequence reasonably converged to a discontinuous function via
integration.
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The discussion then turned to the implications of this sequence for the completeness of the
function space under their L distance. In particular, I asked the students to explore whether or not
this integration space was complete (meaning that Cauchy sequences formed in the space also
converge in the space). This guided discussion would result in an argument showing that L1 is not
complete when restricted to continuous functions, which then had implications for its preserving
of uniform convergence. The discovery of this result would the prompt exploration of a different
mode of function convergence, eventually leading to the construction of the L

metric through

generalization of their previous distances in real space.
For the purpose of examining the completeness of L1 , the students generalized a Cauchy
criterion for their d-distance, given in Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.18: Students’ Cauchy Criteria for functions
Given their earlier generalization of convergence into this space, this criterion is a minor
accommodation of the Cauchy criteria for real number sequences. From their previous work with
completeness, it was clear that the students understood the role of distance measurement in the
Cauchy criteria. They thus adapted integration as a measure of distance into this new context.
Specifically, the students accommodated the measurement of distance between the sequence and
the limit to the distance between two members of the sequence past some index, as they had
before in real space. I consider this to be a minor accommodation, as the students had already
made such an accommodation with sequential convergence and this reorganization was of the
same nature as they had previously enacted. I interpret that this also constituted a reflecting
abstraction, as the operations involved in understanding the Cauchy criterion were projected to
occur on functions and reorganized to occur through their integration measure of distance.
Given this Cauchy criteria, we then explored the completeness of L1 restricted to continuous
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functions, starting with the piecewise linear function they had just examined. After some brief
discussion, the students understood that they needed to examine the overlapping areas around
x = 1/2 created by the linear segments, but without an explicit function were unsure of how to
proceed. I suggested using some work they had already done when discussing the converging area
of the graphs to 1/2. While exploring how they might characterize the area comparison, Jerry had
an epiphany.
Jerry:I guess what we have is that, um maybe we just do something like this. . . aha!
Can we do, so if we say, here’s what I’m thinking, so . . . [writes Figure 6.19]. Though
I guess this is supposing that this [the sequence {fn }] is already converging to f right?
b

. . . So then this [
a

b

|fn

f | dx +

a

|fm

f | dx] would be less than 2 ?

Essentially right? Is that what we need? . . . so I suppose is what we’d say is that um,
b

yeah so this [
a

b

|fn

f | dx] would be less than epsilon and this [

should be less than epsilon . . .

a

|fm

f | dx]

Figure 6.19: Proof that a convergent function sequence is Cauchy
Jerry went on to describe that for a given , there is some index past which fn and fm differ
from f by no more than /2, which would complete the proof. Thus, the students concluded that
the sequence fn converges to the step-wise function f under their d-distance.
Jerry’s use of the triangle inequality in this episode was likely influenced by activity they had
engaged in when working in real space. Before exploring function spaces, the students had
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previously engaged in proving activity that facilitated the use of the triangle inequality. A more
detailed examination of their activity will be given in Chapter 7, but I infer that Jerry was drawing
from such activity in this new case. While integrating the absolute value differences results real
numbers, Jerry’s application of the triangle inequality was to the integrands which entailed
functions rather than numbers. While it is true that when evaluated at a particular x value the
integrands yield a real number, there is no evidence of the ways in which the students were
interpreting the integrands.
As Christina later mentioned, this activity had been enacted before and likely influenced their
activity in this proof. Specifically, they had previously used the triangle inequality of absolute
values during a proof that the open ball was an open set in

1

and

. This proof had direct

implications for their construction of the general metric function, and so I will discuss it in
Chapter 7, but, I mention it here as they drew from their past proofs to now influence a proof
pertaining to continuous functions. The extent to which Jerry thought his application of the
triangle inequality would hold was unclear. However ,because of his repetition of activity and
Christina’s comments above, I infer that transfer (in the sense of the R-F-E framework) occurred
in this new setting.
Moreover, Jerry’s proof applied not only to the specific piece-wise linear function sequence he
was considering, but also to any convergent sequence of functions under integration. In fact, when
considering the scope of his proof, Jerry said:
Jerry:Uh so I guess, so this is saying suppose we have a sequence of functions that
converges to some f , then it’s true that sequence is Cauchy. . . . So I guess in this case
then the f doesn’t matter because that’s the limit of our sequence.
Jerry’s comments suggest an explicit generalization. Specifically, Jerry realized that the
specific operations he enacted in his proof could be carried out on any function that converged in
L1 , as his approximations depended only on there being a function f to which the sequence
converged. In this way, Jerry extended his proof scheme from the specific sequence of functions
to a general convergent sequence through removing particulars. Moreover, his present written
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proof constituted material from which he could easily thematize the projected operations, as his
proof above was written in general notation. Thus, this extension occurred through reflected
abstraction. This generalizing activity in proof is an example of a more general phenomenon,
which I will further discuss in Chapter 9.

6.2.5

L1 is not complete

Cauchy sequences and complete spaces are important concepts in the study of metric spaces. A
benefit of the task design is that the students had the opportunity to explore such concepts in
tandem with the construction of the L

metric. In particular, discussions of the completeness of

the space L1 (C([a, b])) also demonstrated to the students that L1 convergence did not preserve
uniform convergence. In this subsection, I demonstrate the final proof from which they learned
that L1 (C[a, b]) was not complete and did not preserve uniform convergence.
In particular, the students had just demonstrated that the sequence of piecewise-linear
functions gave a Cauchy sequence in L1 . To then investigate whether or not the space was
incomplete, I asked the students to verify whether or not the function sequence could converge to
some other continuous function. Restating the goal, Jerry said the following:
Jerry:Um, okay, so can the sequence — this one [the piece-wise linear sequence] . . .
converge to something that is continuous? Okay, so we have — well, if we know that
the sequence is Cauchy that tells us it probably converges, so that doesn’t really help
us. We have that it converges to f , so we want to check and see essentially is if we can
prove f is unique then the answer would be no, right?
Thus the students set out to prove that the limit function f was unique. Adopting a standard
uniqueness argument, the students set out to construct a proof by contradiction.
Jerry:Let’s assume there is something else and then try to find a contradiction? So
maybe, okay, we’ve got — what do I want to call this sequence [the piece-wise linear
functions] just fn ? So we know fn goes to f . Now suppose that there exists a g, which
is going to be continuous right? Such that, so now we need [writes Figure 6.20] So
you’ve got this, now how can we play with this? Um, hmm, okay so we know it
converges to f , and we’ve got another g here which is continuous.
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Interviewer:How might we compare f and g?
Jerry:Um oh! We could — let’s do this. Maybe we could look at this guys
b

[

b

|f

a

g|) maybe what does this? Because if this thing [
a

|f

g|] is 0 then we’ve

decided it’s the same function right? Okay after writing this I don’t really know where
to go. So we know what f looks like . . .

Figure 6.20: Assumption that fn

f and fn

g where g is continuous

Responding to this, Christina suggested that they somehow could use the triangle inequality.
Noting that the students were close, I asked Christina how the triangle inequality might apply to
b
a

g| dx. She then wrote out Figure 6.21.

|f

b

Figure 6.21: Inserting fn into
a

|f

g| dx

Christina:If we did kind of what Jerry did before where we added and subtracted fn
and combine them properly, we could use triangle inequality I think, right?
Interviewer:Yeah, so what would that look like?
The students then produced Figure 6.22.
b

Christina:So this [
a

b

[
a

|fn

|fn

f | dx] is gonna be less than epsilon, this

g| dx] is less than epsilon for some index large enough. So that means that

this entire thing is less than 2 epsilon?
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Figure 6.22: Application of the triangle inequality.
This conversation led to an interesting moment of perturbation for the students involving
b

approximating
a

|f

g| by an arbitrary epsilon. I infer that the students were used to

interpreting the arbitrarily small approximation of steps in a sequence, but in this case the lack of
a sequence gave them pause. After resolving that the integral would be 0, the students enacted
their understanding of L1 as a distance measurement and said “the distance between them is 0,
which is saying that they are the same function.” This then completed the contradiction, as g was
assumed to be continuous and yet f was not continuous so they could not be the same function.
Thus, the students concluded that the particular sequence of piece-wise linear functions was
Cauchy and yet converged to a discontinuous function, meaning that their d-distance did not
result in a complete space. This example also served to confirm that their L distance did not
preserve uniform convergence. In particular, after recalling that the uniform limit of continuous
functions is a continuous function, the students conjectured that the step-wise function could not
be the uniform limit of a continuous function sequence. This then led the students to explore other
function distances that might yield uniform convergence. I see their exploration of L1 as
demonstrating some of the productive analytical conversations the students had, and also
highlighting ways in which students generalize through proof. I will discuss more implications of
their generalizing activity will be discussed in Chapter 9.
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6.2.6 Relating function spaces to real space
After their discovery that L1 did not preserve uniform convergence, the students were not sure
how to generate a new distance on function spaces. I prompted 3 them to refer to prior work for
inspiration. Jerry and Christina thus examined their distances in real space. Through this
discussion, the students discovered structural connections between their distances in real space, as
well as the objects within the spaces between which distance was being measured. This
connection yielded relating, which joined the construct of component-wise reasoning to a new
point-wise reasoning, as is the case in point-wise convergence.
Christina first recalled their previous distances, shown in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23: Restatement of their previous distances in finite-dimensional space
Then, observing that the students were unsure of where to go, I referenced an earlier comment
from Jerry to prompt further discussion.
Interviewer:So, Jerry, you had said something earlier about how taking the integral,
like, related to something we had done before.
Jerry:Uh, oh, I was just thinking how if you had a set or a sequence you could do you
could look at sums, but because there are finite elements [the current distances on the
board]. The issue of the function is x is continuous so, how could we . . .
Interviewer:[After a moment] Yeah, so does taking an integral relate to any of those
3

Note that even though the connecting back to their previous distances was prompted, I claim their subsequent
generalizations were still spontaneous. In particular, part of the task design was to facilitate generalization, which this
prompt achieves. Thus, their connecting back was not spontaneous generalizing, but their resulting extensions were
attributable to generalization on part of the students.
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that we’ve actually done before? Or were you thinking of any specific one when you
said that?
Jerry:Um, oh, what were we, well the other day we had . . .
Interviewer:So the other day we had these still [d, L, and b], but it was like infinite
series were created.
Jerry:Yes, yeah, yeah, that’s right. So we had sums of those inside. Okay, right.
Christina:And the closest one to what we are doing with integrals is L because it’s the
absolute value. And we’re taking the absolute value of the difference.
Jerry:Yeah, so, right. So we’re saying now maybe something like, yeah so this relates
to [writes the series in Figure 6.24] and so we’re saying that just becomes [writes the
integral in Figure 6.24] this whole thing to the 1/2 . . .

Figure 6.24: Progression of the Euclidean distance
Jerry’s comments of the relationship between discrete summation suggest relating of
operations being carried out across contexts. Indeed, Jerry seemed to imagine that integrating was
a continuous analog of discrete summation. So in this case, summing “over the components” of a
function amounted to integrating the function across its domain. I will give a more detailed
analysis of this generalization below in Section 6.2.8, and for now I refer to this transition as a
discrete/continuous relationship.

6.2.7 Symbolic structure and pattern matching
There were two interesting moments of generalization in this exchange. First, note Christina’s
comment about the relationship between L and their current function distance they were working
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with at the time. I infer that her connecting back to their L-distance was tied to the similarity of
the symbolic representations. Indeed, Christina’s attention to the presence of the absolute value
led to a description of similar activity carried out on the objects as the unifying relationship.
Below, in Section 6.2.9, we will see more attention to symbolic representation as she abstracted
the supremum metric onto continuous functions.
Similarly, Jerry’s L2 generalization relied on attention to operations prescribed by the
representation of the discrete context. I consider this generalization an accommodation, as it
involved enacting the operations of the Euclidean distance into a continuous context. Rooted in
the continuous/discrete relationship created between the operations of summation and integration,
Jerry’s generalization was primarily carried out by a simple adaptation of the Euclidean operations
to a continuous context. I call this a “simple” adaptation to reflect the fact that Jerry’s actual
constructing of the L2 metric involved little more than the copying of symbols. This was carried
b

out by squaring the difference fn

f and then taking the square root of the summation

.
a

Specifically, Jerry carried out this symbolic construction as a response to Christina’s attention to
the presence of the absolute value in L1 , all the while visually referencing their

2

series notation.

Jerry’s generalizing is an example of a newly discovered form of extending called pattern
matching, which I will relate to the R-F-E framework in Chapter 9. Pattern matching, a construct
that I will examine more thoroughly in Chapter 8, involves introducing mathematical structure, in
the form of symbols, to a novel context for the sake of continuing what was previously present. I
infer that it was the symbols of the operations that Jerry was attending to in this case. This does
not mean that Jerry did not fundamentally understand the operational meanings of the symbols,
nor the meaning of the generalization he was enacting. Rather, Jerry’s robust understanding of the
integral as a measurement through continuous summation allowed him to momentarily suspend
his attending to any greater structure than copying the operations from one context to another.
Further, note that projection of the summation operation to the continuous context was already
enacted from

1

to L1 , as was that of the discrete component structure to a continuous structure by

way of point-wise evaluation across a domain. So in this case, the production of the L2 metric
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involved simple reorganization of Euclidean operations to be carried out on objects of continuous
components, with the operations being transferred from one context to the next primarily by
reliance on their symbolic form. The already reflected operations of summation and
exponentiation provided new content from which Jerry could naturally abstract.

6.2.8 Extending component-wise operations
Following the description of the L2 metric, Jerry then reiterated the discrete/continuous analogy
as the foundation of his generalizing in that moment.
Interviewer:So what makes that seem like a reasonable analogue to what we’ve done
before?
Jerry:Um we’re just summing everything. So the idea is, like, okay, originally we had
just a finite number of these, and then we went to an infinite — a vector with infinitely
many components and we extended that to be an infinite sum. So no we’re saying that
the components are continuous. So as opposed to, you know, doing, adding finitely
many things, we want to integrate? That seems like a natural progression I guess. . . .
Yeah this makes sense because then before we had this went to [draws Figure 6.25]
right, and if we just do what we had before [meaning their L distance generating the
L1 distnace]. Oh, and this became the supremum, right? [draws Figure 6.26].

Figure 6.25: Representations of L
This exchange again illustrates the students’ understandings of the relationships between the
different distances they had constructed so far, and also the structure of the objects on which they
were measuring distance. Specifically, while the L1 distance was not initially constructed as a
direct extension of the

1

distance, the students quickly established a relationship between the

operations involved in the distance measurements. In particular, each distance was seen by the
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Figure 6.26: Progression of b
students as a continuous extension of the discrete sums that occurred in their previous distances.
As Jerry did not create the L1 distance through extension, he related the summation operation
across the discrete and continuous contexts.
This operative relationship then allowed for extension of the Euclidean distance to construct
the L2 metric on continuous functions. Indeed, integration was natural when considering
functions as “vectors” with continuous components. Note that continuous functions are
considered vectors in the sense that the set of continuous functions satisfies the axioms of a vector
space, but this is not the sense in which the students were considering functions to be vectors in
this case. For the sake of their generalizing activity, functions were vectors in the sense that the
evaluations of the function f (x) across the domain were considered the “components” of the
function. The analogy, then, is that the domain of a vector is the index set. Indeed, vectors can be
considered functions with discrete domains. For instance, consider the vector
v = <1, 1/2, 1/3, . . . , 1/k, . . . > can be represented by the function f (k) = 1/k with the domain
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . For finite dimensions, the domain only takes on a finite n values, whereas in a
sequence space k would vary across N, and then the function f (x) = 1/x with domain (0, 1]
would represent a real vector with a continuum of components. Given this representation of
vectors, a natural extension of the

2

metric is indeed the L2 metric, as continuous summation

across the components is achieved through integration.
This perspective suggests that the students were thinking of L2 and L1 (implicitly) as
extensions of their component-wise operations in vector settings. Recall that the students
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considered their distances d, L, and b to be operations on the components of the finite (and then
infinite) dimensional vectors in real space that would produce a real number. Thus, integration
was an operation on “continuous” vectors that produced real numbers. Jerry commented earlier
that he chose integration because it yielded a real number, thus again engaging in mapping. Thus,
at the time he was not considering this continuous/discrete relationship, but he constructed the
relationship after engaging in mapping.
To differentiate between students’ reasoning in discrete spaces versus continuous spaces, I
call such reasoning about functions point-wise reasoning instead of component-wise reasoning, as
the reasoning favors singular evaluations of the functions rather than considering some uniform
behavior in the function. Point-wise reasoning relates to point-wise convergence of functions, as
the latter involves isolating singular values of x to determine the behavior of the function. In this
way, convergence through component-wise reasoning is the discrete version of point-wise
convergence of functions, as each involves the convergence of one isolated real sequence at a time
through evaluation across a domain or across a dimensional index. I will further discuss
implications of this connection in Chapter 9.
Moreover, I infer that the extending of component-wise reasoning to point-wise reasoning
constitutes a reflective abstraction of the summation operation on different mathematical objects.
Indeed, implementing integration as a sum on continuous components is a projection of the
component-summation operation to the more complex mathematical system of the continuum of
real numbers. The reorganization of these operations involves adopting integration as a
continuous analog to the discrete summation. Given his explicit attention to the operation of
summing, I consider this activity a reflected abstraction as his continuous summing was
thematized through integration, an already formed scheme which Jerry then implemented in this
new context.
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6.2.9 Producing L
Leading to the main generalization of this task sequence, the students produced L

as a

generalization of their b distance. Continuing their reflecting on prior distances, Christina
suggested considering their b distance as a means of preserving uniform convergence. In
particular, Christina noted that their proof that xn uniformly converged on [0, ] utilized an upper
bound to verify the uniformity of the convergence. This proving activity then became relevant to
her current operating as they were attempting to characterize convergence such that continuous
functions uniformly converge.
Leading to the main generalization of this task sequence, the students produced L

as a

generalization of their b distance. Continuing their reflecting on prior distances, Christina
suggested considering their b distance as a means of preserving uniform convergence. In
particular, Christina noted that their proof that xn uniformly converged on [0, ] utilized an upper
bound to verify the uniformity of the convergence. This proving activity then became relevant to
her current operating as they were attempting to characterize convergence such that continuous
functions uniformly converge.
Christina:Well I was thinking we wanna use b because of the boundedness. Um, and
before, when we were proving uniform convergence we were using — we were
bounding things to help us try and prove the — well so when we were doing xn , we
bounded by 1. And then we used the fact that was less than 1 to be able to prove
that that was uniformly convergent on [0, ]. So because b, um, — we’re looking at the
supremum which would put a bound on it. I don’t know how exactly we would use it.
There’s a bound that we can have that can help us prove that the function would be —
we can bound the thing on some again to show that for the interval it’s uniformly
continuous — converges uniformly, sorry.
Christina was connecting back as she realized that upper bounds could be leveraged to verify
uniform convergence, and so a distance that generates an upper bound might be useful in
preserving uniform convergence. Thus, the activity of generating an upper bound was useful to
her in the context of uniform convergence. This led to the students’ production of the L

norm
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on continuous functions defined on an interval. Further reinforcing Christina’s explicit connecting
back to their previous activity proving uniform convergence, Christina said the following after
production of the L

norm:

Christina: Our natural progression was the supremum when we were looking at our
infinitely many components. And supremum is like the lowest upper bound or
something like that. Which means that we have an upper bound which is similar to
when we were working with our x, n or — n, yeah x raised to the n earlier we had our
which was our upper bound. So this would give us essentially a to bound things by
within our interval — to say along here it’s uniformly convergent.
This demonstrates that for Christina, the task of generating an upper bound to verify uniform
convergence was a formative way of operating that was established when they proved the uniform
convergence of xn . Christina connected back when mentioning that the supremum would
generate a “ ” that would serve the same function as their previous upper bound. In particular,
Christina imagined that the existence of a supremum value of the functions across the interval
would allow her to make an argument similar to their previous uniform convergence argument.
Thus, her generalizing was motivated by the imagining of enacting a future proof scheme similar
to a previous one.
To produce the generalization of the metric, the students then wrote on the board a
generalization of the

distance as it would be manifest for continuous functions. This led to

their creation of the supremum metric first written in Figure 6.27.
Christina:The supremum would be defined over all —
Jerry:I guess it would be over all x in the interval of convergence or something.
Interviewer:Yeah does that seem reasonable?
Christina:Yeah it does. . . . Something along those lines? The supremum over all x
existing in [a, b] of the absolute value of the difference of the functions?
Interviewer:Yeah like what does |f g| look like? Are you taking absolute value of
the functions? Or what are you taking the absolute value of?
Jerry:We have to take the function evaluated at f . It’s like f (x)

g(x) maybe?
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Figure 6.27: The L

metric

Continuing the relationship that the domain values of the functions serve as continuous
versions of the vector components, the students then considered the supremum function to vary
over the domain values within the interval of convergence, thus producing the representation
given in Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28: Refining the notation

6.2.10

Function domain and vector components

Christina and Jerry together constructed the operations for the L

metric, again continuing their

activity of leveraging the discrete/continuous relationship. In this case, rather than taking the
supremum along the components of a vector, the students opted to take the supremum value of the
difference function |f (x)

g(x)| across all of its evaluations along the interval. This

generalization of their b distance involved formalizing the generalization of the component index
to a continuous set. Rather than using an integral as a continuous analogue to summation, the
students needed to thematize the generalized relationship between the components of a vector and
the evaluations of a function across a domain. Note that their generalization never quite reached
the level of using function notation to describe a vector (as I did above). In particular, they
replaced the index set k = 1, 2, . . . by the interval [a, b], and the evaluations of the functions
across the interval replaced the values of the sequence (vector). In this way, I interpret that the
supremum metric served as a thematization of their abstraction.
Prompting evaluation of their new distance, I asked the students if this was a reasonable
analog to their b distance, to which Jerry said the following:
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Jerry:Sure, so originally we had a finite number of components, and then we had
countably infinite many components. And now it’s a continuous variable. So we’re
just looking at the difference between these two functions for all value on the interval.
And whatever the supremum of that set is, that’s our distance.
Christina:And then when we try to apply uniform convergence, we take that
supremum to bound the entire thing and be like, “Well look at what happens between
a and our upper bound?”
Thus, the students established the L

distance both as an extension of the

distance into a

continuous context and as a means of generating a bound to be leveraged for uniform
convergence. This constitutes a minor accommodation of their

metric, much as the previous

generalizations were minor accommodations rooted in the establishing of a continuous/discrete
relationship.

6.2.11

Convergence in L

For the purpose of evaluating whether or L

would be an adequate distance to also allow for

uniform convergence of functions, the students then characterized L

convergence. The first step

in this process was characterizing sequential convergence using their generalization of the b
distance. Continuing their established way of operating, the students then constructed the
characterization of sequential convergence shown in Figure 6.29.

Figure 6.29: Characterization of L

convergence

Note that again, the formal structure of sequential convergence was repeated now with the
supremum function as the measurement of distance between the function to fit within the error
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bound. As before with the L1 distance, the students’ statement reflected the structure real number
convergence, with the distance measurement becoming their new L

metric. Indeed, Jerry even

later commented that this statement reflected real number convergence.
Interviewer:Why do you write it in this particular way?
Jerry:Um, I guess like, uh, sort of the same structure of the sequence of the xn s
converges. So it was sort of the same thing. Except now instead of just doing the
absolute value of xn x less than , we’re just replacing it with our new notion of
distance.
As a generalization within itself, the new statement of convergence was a minor
accommodation of real number convergence through continuing their generalizing activity in L1 .
The structure being generalized was the formal approximative scheme of sequential convergence,
the accommodation being the specific distance operation applied as the approximation. Moreover,
note that Jerry’s above statement conveys that an abstraction has occurred. Namely, this
demonstrates that the students had projected the operations of sequential convergence to a more
general level than before. The operations of sequential convergence identified in Chapter 5 had
been projected to now apply to more general mathematical objects. I will explore the students’
thematization of sequential convergence in a general setting will be explored in the next chapter.

6.2.12

Verifying uniform convergence

Here I conclude by demonstrating the students’ verification that L

indeed preserves uniform

convergence. After characterizing convergence in L , the students revisited their previous
example of xn converging on [0, ] for <1 as a means of exploring the nuances of convergence
under this distance. Indeed, while Christina understood that this supremum would generate a
bound that would control the behavior of the function across the domain of interest, Jerry was still
unsure, saying that this notion of convergence still “felt point-wise” (in the sense of point-wise
convergence). Exploring their previous example resulted the proof given in the figures below.
Jerry:Okay, so we’ve got essentially that — yeah okay cool this makes sense. Because
we’re trying to look at the limit of these guys [sup{|fn (x) f (x)| : x [a, b]}] right?
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Essentially, and so then we can say that, well the supremum of this guy [referencing
Figure 6.28] is going to — same thing. Is going to be less than or equal to n .
Interviewer:And I think it actually equals

n

.

Jerry:Oh it does. Yeah.
Christina:‘Cause that’s the greatest one.
Jerry:Equals

n

.

Christina:Which we know when we take the limit equals 0.
Jerry:Exactly. Now we have that, so 0 [writes Figure 6.31]
Jerry:Oh it does. Yeah.
Christina:‘Cause that’s the greatest one.
Jerry:Equals

n

.

Christina:Which we know when we take the limit equals 0.
Jerry:Exactly. Now we have that, so 0 [writes Figure 6.31]

Figure 6.30: Supremum evaluation of xn

Figure 6.31: Squeeze Lemma on xn
Note that while the limits were written informally, I was confident that the students could
easily represent the limits formally given their above definition of functional convergence under
the supremum.Thus I did not push them to formalize an argument. To then conclude the initial
prompt of constructing a notion of convergence that preserved uniform convergence, I tasked the
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students with verifying one direction of the equivalence between uniform convergence and
convergence in the L

norm for continuous functions defined on a closed interval. Specifically, I

asked the students to prove that if a sequence converged using their supremum distance, then that
sequence uniformly converged. To do this, the students first stated the assumption and eventual
conclusion of this proof, shown in Figure 6.32.

Figure 6.32: Statement of what they need to show
The students then recognized the utility of finding the supremum difference, as Jerry stated:
Jerry:I mean, it seems like it makes sense right? If we can make the supremum of the
entire set arbitrarily small then we should be able to make each of these individual
ones [|fn (x) f (x)| < ] arbitrarily small. That seems like it makes a lot of intuitive
sense.
This was a nice statement that described the utility of using the supremum norm when
verifying uniform convergence, and indeed this was a restatement of Christina’s earlier comments
and reasoning behind implementing the supremum as a distance measurement. This then led to a
written statement of the main estimate implemented in the proof, namely that the values of the
function across the domain are bounded by the maximum value of the function, and so the error
approximation in uniform convergence is controlled by the assumed supremum estimate.
Jerry:[after setting up the
less than this [sup{|fn (x)
Christina: itself —

N quantifiers] So it’s true that this [|fn (x) f (x)|] is
f (x)| : x [a, b]}] which has to be less than —
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Figure 6.33: The estimate for the proof
Jerry: . So isn’t that pretty much done then? ‘Cause isn’t that pretty much all we
need? Right, that because this thing bounds fn (x) f (x).
Christina:Then it should also be bounded by , yeah.
Jerry:I think that’s sort of on the right track, right?
Christina:Yeah.
Jerry:Yeah so we’ve got, yeah, so choose any greater than 0, then we know that there
exists an N such that the supremum is less than . But because that’s always bigger
than this difference [|fn (x) f (x)|], then it’s true that [writes the bottom line estimate
in Figure 6.33]
Christina:Which means that it converges uniformly.
Their statements convey the main parts of the proof, which is relatively simple given the
powerful assumptions of the supremum distance. This then completed the task, as the students
originally set out to construct a distance measurement on functions such that convergence under
that distance would preserved uniform convergence. This provided the students’ last constructed
measurements of distance in specific spaces.

6.3

Chapter summary

In this chapter, I explored the students’ generalizations into function spaces, a more abstract and
unfamiliar setting than the spaces they encountered in Chapter 5. By first engaging again in
mapping, the students were able to draw on integration as a means of measuring the distance
between functions. This led to the identification of an implicit relationship between distance
measurement in discrete and continuous spaces. This relationship considered functions to be
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vectors by considering the evaluations of the functions across the domain as the
component-values of vectors. This relationship made explicit a connection between the students’
previous component-wise reasoning and the point-wise reasoning present in point-wise
convergence. I will further discuss implications of this relationship in Chapter 9.
Within their generalizing activity, we also saw an instance of generalizing within a proof
construction. In particular, the students constructed a proof argument for a specific function
sequence, realizing that the same argument could be applied to a broader class of functions. This
activity gives an example of broader generalizing phenomena that can occur when students
engage in proof. Further theoretical implications will be discussed in Chapter 9.
Finally, we saw the utility of leveraging the students’ understanding of point-wise and
uniform convergence to motivate the structure of function convergence in a metric setting. In
particular, the students were able to explore the nuances of function spaces through the particular
goal-oriented activity of preserving uniform convergence. Engaging with uniform convergence
allowed for discussion of the completeness of certain spaces, an important distinction in real
analysis. The students were able to examine the completeness of L1 (C[a, b]) while also exploring
whether or not the space preserved uniform convergence. L1 (C[a, b]) provided a nice example of
an incomplete space for the students, as they previously had considered the Cauchy property of
sequences to be synonymous with convergence. Further, the students were able to leverage
specific proof activity in the context of uniform convergence to motivate the utility of a supremum
metric on functions. In this way, the students drew from their proof activity to facilitate
generalization of productive structure.
In addition to a continued contribution to the ways that students can generalize in formal
mathematical settings, this chapter contributed an extension of component-wise reasoning to
point-wise reasoning. This extension has implications for the teaching and learning of sequence
and function spaces, and also the ways in which we can characterize students’ understandings of
abstract structure within real analysis. Further, from this chapter we see ways that students
productively reason about the structure of function spaces. In fact, we saw an example of a way
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that students generalize in the context of carrying out a proof. Further, from this chapter we see
the potential for productively motivating function spaces using students’ extant knowledge of
point-wise and uniform convergence of functions. In the next chapter, I explore the culmination
of Jerry and Christina’s teaching experiment, wherein they produced the definition of a metric
function by examining their constructed distances seen in this chapter and Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7
Results Part 3: Jerry and Christina’s
Metric Function
In this chapter, I focus on Jerry and Christina’s abstractions and generalizations that specifically
contributed to their production of the metric function. Recall from Section 3.3that a function

on

a set X is a metric if the following conditions are satisfied:
1.

:X

X

[0,

).

2. (x, y) = (y, x) x, y

X

3. (x, y) = 0 iff x = y x, y
4. (x, y)

X

(x, z) + (z, y) x, y, z

X

In this chapter, I will explore the relevant episodes of Jerry and Christina’s generalizing
activity that led to their construction of each metric property. In each section I will isolate
different components of the metric definition and highlight the ways in which the students came
to understand them. Each part of the metric definition was an abstraction of prior activity in
which the students had engaged when producing specific metric spaces. Thus, by exploring those
abstractions we can identify what types of understandings contributed to how Jerry and Christina
constructed a metric function.
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Recall that the discussions of convergence were meant as a strategic means of leveraging a
familiar mathematical phenomenon that relied on distance measurement to motivate the creation
of measures of distance. Chapter 5 explored the students’ initial generalizations of convergence
from the real line into real space, and their final generalization leveraged the Euclidean distance
as a primary mechanism of generalizing convergence. In this chapter, I will demonstrate that as
the students generalized, the properties of the general metric emerged in their constructions of
distances in specific spaces. Thus, we will see that their construction of the general metric
function was a result of reflection on activity in concrete and novel contexts.
Their construction of a general metric occurred through examination of the persistent qualities
in their constructed distances across spaces and through reflection on previous activity that
revealed the properties of distance. Prior to this chapter, we have not yet examined the students’
engagement with the concept of openness in metric spaces and its relation to the triangle
inequality. In this chapter we will see Jerry and Christina’s generalization of a specific proof
structure that required the use of the triangle inequality and highlighted its utility as a means of
comparing distance measurements.

7.1

Motivating a general metric

In this section I will describe the students’ first use of a general metric notation, and then I will
share the prompt I used during the final session of the teaching experiment that facilitated the
students’ construction of the formal metric function. The structure of the metric emerged
primarily from Jerry and Christina thematizing operations related to distance measurement that
they had previously abstracted at various levels. In this section I will also highlight the students’
reflections on distance measurement, demonstrating that measurement was a fundamental aspect
of their generalizing activity. I will provide evidence that the operations the students abstracted to
produce the definition of the general metric were rooted in conceiving of measuring distance
between mathematical objects.
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7.1.1 Some early thematization
The first instance of explicit attention to a more general distance measurement construct occurred
when I introduced Jerry and Christina to the concept of completeness on the real line and then
asked them to generalize the property to vector spaces. In their exploration of the Cauchy property
of sequences, the students had realized that distance measurement was an integral component of
the Cauchy phenomenon. Thus, first generalizing the property to vector spaces, the students
identified that they could characterize Cauchy sequences in terms of their three distances (d, L,
and b). Recall that their d distance was the

2

Euclidean metric, L was the

1

metric, and b was the

metric. Even more than attention to specific distance measurements, they realized that they
could characterize the Cauchy property in terms of any measure of distance. Their stating of this
generality is given in Figure 7.1. For clarity, I also recreate their notation here: {Sn } s.t. Sn
A{d =

(v1

w1 )2+ . . ., L = |v w1 | + |v2

w2 | + . . . , b = max{|v1

w1 | , |v2

Rn ,

w2 | , . . .}}.

Figure 7.1: The first use of a general distance A
This characterization of the distances marked a very important moment for their eventual
production of a metric function. In particular, their use of A in this case gave evidence of
thematization of the distance measurement activity. Indeed, I infer that they used the letter A here
to represent any of the distances they had constructed on n dimensional vectors. This notation
represents their acknowledgement that each of their formulas represented different instantiations
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of distance measurement in space. Because of their use of general notation to represent a
commonly occurring phenomenon, I infer that the students engaged in removing particulars.
Further, their construction of the A distance involved projection of the operations involved in
distance measurement to a level of activity that included measurement on general mathematical
structures, thus acknowledging that various specific formulas represent a general process of
distance measurement. Moreover, conscious acknowledgement of distance measurement both
verbally and through use of a notation representing all specific distances suggests thematization
of distance measurement had occurred. From this I infer that their generalizing activity was
supported by reflected abstraction of the distance measurement activity. The réflexion, in this
case, involved reorganization of distance measurement to a general function. When asked why
they used the general notation, Jerry responded that their L, b, and d distances were all “a class of
operations” that maintained some sort of structure.
It is unclear the level to which distance measurement was abstracted in this instance, as they
only referenced measuring distance between real vectors. Thus, it is possible that at this point the
students had not yet abstracted distance measurement to the generality of measurement on more
general objects. Further projection likely occurred later on as the students measured distance
between more general mathematical objects. Jerry’s reference of a general distance measurement
supports that he was considering there to be some general construct of distance measurement (at
least on vectors) to which their d, L, and b constructs adhered.

7.1.2 The final prompt
During the final session of the main study, the students formalized the significant properties of a
metric function by engaging in reflected abstraction. Specifically, I presented the students with an
exhaustive list of their previous distances, shown in Figure 7.2. I then asked the students to
identify what structure persisted amongst their different constructions, and through this activity
they also reflected on previous structure they had intentionally imposed on certain distances.
Engaging in this relating activity (i.e., specifically reflecting on previous activity) facilitated
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thematization of operations related to distance measurement that they had previously projected,
which could then be consciously reorganized at the general level. The projection of these
operations had occurred previously at various stages of the experiment, and I will explore these in
the following sections, detailing the specific properties of the metric function. This relating task
thus prompted réflexion of these operations at the general level. Further, as we will see, the
students formally expressed these operations, creating symbolic representations of these
properties that signify the thematization of the operations.

Figure 7.2: List of past metrics
I reminded the students of their past use of they symbol A (from Section 7.1.1) and also that
there were times when they changed initial distance constructions intentionally to better represent
some sort of distance. This prompted a discussion of how they understood the general distance A
and how the different distances related to each other:
Jerry:Well I think when we were trying to use A we were trying to be as general as
possible. So for example, I’m thinking about when we were talking about defining the
unit ball and stuff like that, maybe these things all look differently depending on
which one you choose. But for each of these the process is the same, so let’s call this
thing a general distance A and then write everything in terms of that.
...
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Christina:The biggest difference between all of these is like on what we would use
them. So like our original d is distances between vectors. Then d is like the distance
between I think sequences, and then df is distances between functions. So that is the
biggest difference between our different groups.
Thus the students had some sense of a general distance operation that could be applied in
various contexts. This is evident by both Jerry’s comment that the “process is the same” as well as
Christina’s comment on the biggest difference being on what the distances are applied. From
these comments and their previous activity, I infer that they had some scheme for distance
measurement from which they projected certain operations over time to this general level. In
particular, there were various instances in which the students had imposed certain structural
properties on their specific distance operations so that they adhered more to a notion of distance. I
will examine such phenomena below.
Wanting to facilitate reflection on their past projected operations, I asked the students to recall
and reflect on instances where they altered some initial construction to have it more closely match
distance measurement. Reflecting on their previous activity, as well as observing structures
between the present distances, the students began to list properties of a general distance. I will
discuss their responses to this prompt in the sections below, as each pertain to specific properties
of the metric function.

7.2

:X

X

[0,

)

This section explores the students’ abstractions that led to the first property of a metric function
(i.e., that

:X

X

[0,

)). The first property of a metric primarily emerged through the

students’ mapping activity and their understanding of their different metrics as mathematical
measurements. We will see that for Jerry and Christina, it was very clear that conceiving of
distance as a measurement influenced the operations they were abstracting throughout.
Understanding distance as measurement not only helped them convey the first property of a
metric function, but it further provided a motivation for the kinds of activities they were
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abstracting that influenced each metric property they produced moving forward.

7.2.1 Measurements and functionals
I will first give an example from their generalizing from R to R2 , where the language of
measurement emerged, and then I will describe their production of the first metric property in the
final session through abstracting their mapping activity.
While first constructing their d, L, and b distances in R2 , Jerry and Christina demonstrated
that they were understanding their distances as measurements. One such episode where this
language emerged occurred when they were constructing

1

convergence in 2-dimensional space.

As a means of facilitating further mapping activity, I asked the students to reflect on the structure
of their component-wise convergence.
In their explanations, they wrote the sequence of difference vectors as
vn = [vn,x

vx , vn,y

vy ], and they said that these vectors were in some way “less than” an error

vector (i.e., a vector < , >). Noting that “less than” would not make sense for vectors (since
vectors are not well-ordered), Christina conjectured that the “less than” qualification meant that
given a type of “measurement,” (the measure of the difference vectors) would be less than the
measure of the vector. This resulted in the students describing component-wise convergence and
the Euclidean distance as two different “measurements” on the sequence of vectors.
Christina:: What that’s saying is that these things right here [|vn,x vx | from
component-wise convergence] have some form of measurement to them, which is
what is described. Here [component-wise convergence] is that we’re taking a
measurement of this component [the x component], a measurement of this component
[the y component] and saying it’s less than these particular numbers, which are all
comprised in here [|vn,x vx | < x and |vn,y vy | < y ]. But, um, the different
representations denote the actual measurement like if you narrow the value. . . .
Jerry:: This reminded me, from linear algebra — they’re called functionals? Is that
right? — where you have your space like V and you want a function that maps V to
just R1 ? So I think we need something like that, where before our functional was just
this d business [the Euclidean distance], right? And now we need a new one that is
different . . . that will spit out a sequence of real numbers.
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These and other comments suggest that their generalizations of sequential convergence into
n-dimensional space derived from various measurements on the sequence of vectors in terms of
some error. More precisely, given a sequence of real vectors and a vector they supposedly
converge to, {[vn,x

vx , vn,y

vy ]} forms a sequence of vectors. The students characterized

convergence by various measurements made on the sequence of vectors compared to some error
bound. Christina pointed out that the measurement in component-wise convergence was isolating
the component differences, while Jerry mentioned that functionals presented another
measurement method. A functional is a continuous mapping from a vector space V to the real
line. In this instance Jerry engaged in inter-contextual relating, transferring the idea of
functionals to also apply to their previous work with the Euclidean distance. Moreover, this was
due to Jerry’s reflection (not in the sense of reorganization) on their previous operations of
mapping from a vector space to the real line. While the language of functionals did not emerge
again, Jerry’s identification of their measurements as similar to functionals illuminates some
structure that Jerry associated with their mapping activity.

7.2.2 Mapping and distance measurement
During the final session, the students first referenced their mapping activity by describing
operations that produced real numbers, which they could then leverage. While initially comparing
their list of specific distances (as seen in Figure 7.2), one of Jerry’s first comments pertained to
the production of a real number in each distance:
Jerry:Yeah, fortunately all of these things [each distance] spits out a number. So
we can know, like, A should be some operation that gives us a number out. . . .
Christina:So one of the biggest properties across all of them is that we wrote them in
such a way to get a positive number because we’re looking at distances. Um, so
that was important in the way that we wrote them was that we wanted to make sure we
get a positive number so that it would make sense that it would be distance.
Interviewer:And are you talking strictly positive number? Or —
Christina:Strictly nonnegative.
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Interviewer:Yeah. So can either of you talk about why you wanted the distance to be
nonnegative?
Jerry:Um, because, I mean, in real life we don’t really have a concept for negative
distance. This is supposed to give us like an intuitive way to measure, like, how
far apart things are. And if we can reduce this down to just a number, right? Then
we should really only need positive numbers.
Interviewer:Yeah, great. So then, yeah, so you kind of brought something else up that
is . . . you want whatever you kind of are using to calculate your distance, you guys
have persisted that you want like a number as kind of the result to kind of give you that
measurement, so what kind of makes you guys kind of want just a number as the
output, and what might that tell you that’s useful?
Jerry:Well, um, it’s nice that we just want a number because that reduces all of
the problems down to just one problem of sequences of real numbers which we
have experience with. So that’s I guess a strategic choice. Um, and I suppose as far
as measurements go, it just makes sense to have like a value and not some weird
mathematical object be the result of this operation. So yeah, and I think having it
be nonnegative and just a real number sort of confines it enough so we can have a
good intuition about it . . .

Figure 7.3: Metric property 1
As these quotes demonstrate, the first property of a metric emerged naturally for the students
through their generalizing activity. Indeed, the students mapping activity aligned with their
abstracted understanding that real numbers provide meaningful results of measurements.
While their initial use of real numbers in distance calculations emerged through mapping,
some abstracted sense of distance as a measurement emerged as well. Jerry even referenced “real
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life” as a motivation for the nonnegativity of distance measurement. Thus, whether wholly in
alignment with the physical manifestation of Euclidean distance measurement or not, the students
had projected operations relevant to the carrying out of distance measurements to a general level.
The students’ attention to the utility of yielding a number (as highlighted in their exchange
above) suggests that the students understood distance quantitatively (Thompson, 1982), meaning
distance is a measurable quality between mathematical objects. While their notation here did not
explicitly convey distance as a measurement of a shared quality between two objects (i.e.,
A(x, y)), they had previously demonstrated understanding that they understood the function A to
be acting on two separate objects. I will argue that their comments described below suggest their
understanding of distance as a measurement between objects. Highlighting the operation of
distance on two objects is important, as it is a key difference between understanding a metric and
understanding a norm.
Nonnegativity was the first formal property of a metric function that emerged through the
students’ abstracting. Their stating of the nonnegativity of distances both verbally and
representationally (shown above in Figure 7.3) gives evidence of thematization of the structure. I
thus infer that this property of the metric function emerged through reflected abstraction of the
operations derived from a quantitative understanding.
These quotes also demonstrate the students engaging in relating situations and connecting
back as they drew structure from the different mathematical contexts that they previously
constructed. We will see them engage in these generalizing activities below as well, as they often
referred back to previous activity or examined different structures to see what persisted.
Moreover, their stated properties of a metric function occurred through removing particulars.
Indeed, this nonnegativity condition, as well as the other properties we will see them conjecture in
the next section, were extensions of commonly occurring structural properties across the
distances. Stating the properties with a general distance function that represented each of their
examples was clearly an extending of relationships that persisted throughout specific spaces.
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7.2.3 The influence of measurement
Further investigating this understanding of distance as a measurement, I asked the students to
reflect on the influence of measurement in their activity of constructing distances. To this, the
students said the following:
Jerry:Yeah, well, I mean, I suppose we could see that, from our specific examples
where like the actual details of what the rule is for these distances determines what
sort of object we get out. So I suppose the goal, I think, of the original one, like the
good ole’ Pythagorean square root of junk, that that one is like intuitive “What is
the distance between you and me?” [motioning between himself and the
interviewer] kind of distance, and so um we found out that there are other
quantities [other distance formulas] that satisfies the rules that we need [i.e., rules
of distance measurement] but that may not necessarily look the same. . . .
Christina:Yeah, I think like I’m on the same thought path of Jerry as, like, like the
square root Pythagorean theorem is like how we traditionally think of distance
between two objects. Essentially, like, in our real dimension that we work in
normally [motioning around her], um, and then the other ones kind of just go into
things that we don’t normally think about.
Interviewer:Yeah.
Jerry:I suppose we also need some way of measuring like a property so that we can
like start to think about things like convergence and limits and that sort of business so
we can perform any test we need some sort of way or like something talk about it I
guess. Otherwise, yeah, how do we compare things to each other?
While not focusing on actual measurement operations specifically, the students did convey
that their understanding of the Pythagorean distance provided some sort of a template from which
they could abstract operations to produce the distances in other contexts. Indeed, Jerry explicitly
mentioned that the other distances “[satisfy] the rules we need.” I interpret that by “rules” Jerry
meant the operations of physical distance measurement separate from the explicit Euclidean
distance calculation, as repetition of the same calculations would be redundant. Rather, physically
measuring distance entailed certain operations that serve as a guideline for the structure of other
measurements of distances outside of the Euclidean geometry. This gives more evidence to the
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influence of a quantitative understanding of distance in their operating. The students’ comments
further suggest that they were considering distance as a measurement between two objects, an
important nuance of quantitatively understanding a metric.
Moreover, I interpret that their comments suggest reflective abstraction, as they seemed to
borrow operations from physical distance measurement to a higher operative level, and they
reorganized at that level so distance measurement could be applied to novel contexts. Réflexion in
each novel context might have entailed more or less conscious awareness of the relevant
operations being organized, and indeed sometimes operations were brought to the fore of
conscious thought as accommodations of some perturbation. As these operations became
formally represented, awareness became a necessary aspect of their abstraction, and so I claim
that this formal generalization of the first distance property resulted from reflected abstraction.

7.3

(x, y) = (y, x) x, y

X

The next property of a metric the students explored was the symmetric property, (x, y) = (y, x)
x, y

X. Their identifying of this property emerged in tandem with some geometric

considerations the students explored as a result of their drawing from Euclidean distance to
motivate their metric construction. Despite their geometric considerations, they also abstracted
the symmetric property from operations relevant to a quantitative understanding of distance. I will
first give an example of Jerry and Christina abstracting the symmetric property from a quantitative
perspective in 2-dimensions, and then I will explore their formalization of this property.

7.3.1 Symmetry and their initial b distance
When first constructing the

metric in 2-dimensions, the students presented the distance given

in Figure 7.4. Their initial construction was a result of my verbal suggestion to use the maximum
function as a potential map on 2-dimensional vectors. Note that their distance b is presented as the
maximum of the component differences without accounting for the absolute value.
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Figure 7.4: Initial

distance

To facilitate perturbation on the kinds of distances b would produce, I asked them to calculate
the distance between the vectors v = [0, 0] and w = [1, 1], followed by v = [1, 1] and w = [0, 0].
This activity resulted in the following conversation:
Interviewer:: If v is [0, 0] and w is [1, 1].
Jerry:: Okay, minus 1.
Christina:: Yeah with the

1

...
Jerry:: Uh their distance, so we could say this is max of 0
is the max of 1 and 1, which is 1 right?

1 and 0

1 right? Which

Interviewer:: Yup, so then what if v and w switch places?
Christina:: Then we get positive 1,
Jerry:: So we need to absolute value these is what you’re saying?
Interviewer:: Well, why would we want to absolute value it?
Christina:Well that way it doesn’t matter if v and w are switched. . .

7.3.2 Symmetry in
This discussion revealed that Jerry and Christina thought that the order of the vectors in a distance
calculation should not change the distance. The above conversation led them to refine their b
distance to become b = max{|vx

wx | , |vy

wy |} as discussed in Chapter 5. This was not the

first time that the students had mentioned symmetry as a property of a distance calculation. Jerry
had referenced symmetry as a property of the absolute value metric during his selection interview.
While his comments during the selection interview do not alone suggest that he understood
symmetry as an inherent quality of distance, imposing the symmetric structure in this novel
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context does suggest an understanding that a distance measurement should remain fixed under
reordering of the measured objects.

7.3.3 Symmetry and scaling
During the final session, after Jerry and Christina produced the nonnegativity property of metrics,
I asked them to think of other properties of distance they had observed. This prompted the
following discussion:
Jerry:Um, I guess. I mean this is sort of tied into the nonnegative thing, but the
direction independent? If that makes sense? So, um, and when I say that I mean like,
okay, I have two vectors like here and here [draws vectors in quadrant 1 of Figure 7.5],
and I found the distance between them - it should be the same as if I had two vectors
somewhere else [draws vectors in quadrant 3 of Figure 7.5], that kind of a thing. Or
the size of the components in this case shouldn’t matter. What matters is sort of
magnitudes?
Interviewer:Sure, so like no matter where the objects are positioned, like if the distance
between them is like the same kind of relative to where they are, that stays the same?
Jerry:Yeah.
Interviewer:How might you like quantify that? Or like kind of write that down? I like
the idea.
Jerry:Uh, I mean. I guess you could say that, um, that kind of like an associative sort
of thing, I’m thinking. So if I have like A(u, v) = A(v, u) I think [writes
A(u, v) = A(v, u) on board]? Right? This sort of captures what I’m saying. But this
could also say that if we make both of them negative, um, that should be the same
thing as if they were both positive. I think [writes A( u, v) = A(u, v)].
Jerry’s vector representation and scaling property emerged from the students’ awareness that
they were drawing from the 2-dimensional Euclidean distance for intuition about the properties of
a general distance. This drawing on the Euclidean distance for inspiration would later yield a
conjecture that metric functions are invariant under scaling.
While the symmetric property of metrics would eventually distinguish itself from scaling
invariance, in the moment it remained a component of a scheme involving the invariance of vector
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Figure 7.5: Visualizing translation invariance
distances under spatial translation so long as their relative positions remain fixed. Indeed, note
that Figure 7.5 maintained the relative structure of the vectors despite transformation through
space. Jerry and Christina’s following comments then further suggested they were considering the
invariance of distance under certain transformations:
Interviewer:Yeah, so how are you taking that negative sign to mean?
Jerry:I guess I was taking this as meaning like, uh, reversing the direction of the
vectors? Yeah, so I guess if it was a function throw a negative sign on if it was a vector
then you know make it anti-parallel with itself.
Interviewer:Mm-hmm. And if you do that to both —
Jerry:To both. Yeah, if it was just one of them then that’d be a problem, but if you just
flip them both then like that’s sort of what I was thinking in that picture there.
Interviewer:Love it, great. Christina ,uh, what do you think about either or both of
these properties?
Christina:I agree with Jerry, because as long as the magnitude of each vector stays the
same and the angle between them stays the same which is what this is preserved, then
the distance should also be preserved between them? I’d also say that this would work,
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essentially if you flipped across the x axis and the y-axis because once again you’d
have the magnitude of each vector and the angle between them preserved in that type
of transformation.
Through some experimentation with different metrics, this transformational language later
developed into the scaling property of norms (which they eventually wrote as
A( u, v) = | | A(u, v)). These transformational operations are somewhat natural, as the
context of each explored metric space was actually a normed linear space in which distance is
invariant under scaling with the magnitude of the vectors. In particular, if · is a norm on a
vector space V , then the metric A(v, w) = v

w preserves scaling1 .

Note that the students were again drawing from the specific mathematical context that aligns
with physical distance measurement, now considering geometric operations performed on vectors
that preserved distance. Focusing on their statement A(u, v) = A(v, u), I asked the students their
motivation for stating the symmetric property, which prompted the following comments:
Jerry:Yeah, so this is telling me that in whatever distance I choose, it shouldn’t matter
which object appears first. You should be able to flip flop them and get the same
distance. Um as far as like where in this equation they go. And this one was telling me
if I literally flip everything it should have the same distance.
...
Jerry:Oh that [their statement of metric property 2] was me just trying to tell myself
that the way that we make these distances it shouldn’t matter what order the vectors
appear in.
Christina:Yeah, that was like the absolute — like the square and the absolute values
will do, because we’re like subtracting. So having those there it prevents us from
getting a negative. We’ve looked at that. . . .
Jerry:Yeah, so I think the distance from me to the wall should be the same as the
distance from the wall to me [motioning to the wall and himself]. Like you switch
what frame you’re looking in it shouldn’t matter, and, like, it’s sort of frame invariant,
like, yeah. Like a reference point kind of thing.
1

I was not concerned with the students’ conjecture, as I believed that an example of a metric not induced by a norm
would yield a perturbation to remove this as a property of metrics in a teaching situation.
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In this exchange, we see multiple schemes contributing to the symmetric property of distance.
First, through relating, the students identified that carrying out the operations of their specific
distances preserved the distance despite the order of the vectors in the calculation. Specifically, I
interpret that the relating occurred as the students examined the various calculations across their
distances. This involved recognition of schemes that vary the ordering of the vectors and note the
result whether or not those operations were actually mentally performed. This reorganization of
the projected order-switching operation suggests this generalization was the result of reflected
abstraction, and the recurring property was represented symbolically through A(u, v) = A(v, u).
Further, the students were also influenced by physical distance measurement, as Jerry discussed
measuring distance from himself to the wall. This was perhaps the first use of analogy. In this
case, Jerry constructed an entirely new scenario of distance measurement in physical space to
represent the symmetric property of the general distances. Thus, the students were implementing
physical distance measurement schemes in their reflection of distance measurement operations.

7.4

(x, y) = 0 iff x = y x, y

X

The meaning of 0 distance for Jerry and Christina was largely motivated by their explorations of
sequential convergence in the various spaces they examined throughout the TE. In particular,
beginning with their Euclidean characterization of convergence, the students characterized
sequential convergence in various metric spaces through convergence of a distance sequence to 0.
In this section, we will see this activity motivate the students making a 0 distance calculation
meaningful. While their primary motivation was to define sequential convergence coherently,
over time the students also described 0 distance in terms of comparative operations as well. I will
highlight examples of their abstracting this property in both vector and function space settings
before describing their thematization of this property in general.
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7.4.1 Meaning of 0 distance in

1

As discussed in Chapter 5, the students’ first construction of the
teaching experiment was of the form L = |vx

w x + vy

1

metric in Session 1 of the

wy |, and then convergence would

occur by looking at the sequence Ln going to 0 through use of the triangle inequality. While
convergence did occur in the

1

sense through this construction, I wanted to further investigate

how the students were understanding L as a measure of distance.
To facilitate perturbation, I asked the students to measure the L-distance between the vectors
v = [2, 1] and w = [1, 2]. Under its current form, these two vectors would have an L-distance of
0. Discussing this case with the students revealed some intuitions that they held about the nature
of general distance measurement. Specifically, the following discussion demonstrated the
students projecting the meaning of 0 distance measurement into a novel context, which they
would later reflect on as they generated the property of a metric that (x, y) = 0 iff x = y.
The students conveyed that the above vectors v and w should not have a zero distance because
the vectors were not the same, and this would interfere with the results they desired to achieve in
vector convergence. Figure 7.6 presents Jerry’s visualization of the two vectors, about which the
students said the following:
Jerry:It seems weird. I don’t like that.
Interviewer:And why?
Jerry:Because if we drew a picture, right [draws Figure 7.6]? We’ve got a — this is
[1, 2], so here’s this vector and the other one is going [2, 1]. This vector the distance
seems like that should be a number greater than 0, but here we show that it is 0.
Interviewer:And why do you feel like the number should be something greater than 0?
Christina:Because when we’re saying that the — in our lines — this is only looking at
the convergence [their statement of Ln
0]. And we’re characterizing that by
distance of 0. However, if two vectors are converging upon each other, then they’re
becoming the same vector essentially, and those two things [the vectors in Figure 7.6]
aren’t the same vector but their distance is 0.
This exchange demonstrates the students’ understanding of 0-distance, and what a 0-distance
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Figure 7.6: Visualization of nonsimilar vectors
should mean in terms of convergence of sequences. Making 0 distance meaningful reinforces the
power of their strategy to characterize convergence in terms of diminishing distances. Moreover,
this demonstrates that early on, Jerry and Christina had projected operations related to evaluating
0 distance to a more general level. Note that they impose this 0-distance quality as a property of
“distance measurement” rather than a quality of a specific distance formula. The resulting
perturbation on the structure of the students’ L-distance prompted Christina to suggest refining L
to the distance L = |vn,x

vx | + |vn,y

vy |, which is the

1

distance between 2-dimensional

vectors.
Christina:Yeah, ‘cause we’re still — it eliminates — it ensures that what we’re dealing
with in here and here [the differences vx wx and vy wy ] are both going to be
positive numbers. So then we can’t accidentally have something cancel out. Um, when
we have, um inverses of each other, essentially, and we still get to deal with our big
epsilon, essentially [in terms of vector convergence]. . . .
Jerry:: It seems like a good thing for our distance to be able to do, ’cause we want to
use it to differentiate between vectors. If we can’t, then sort of what’s the point, I
guess?
Note here that Jerry’s understanding of distance was tied to its measurement. Specifically, a
distance formula accompanies the activity of actually measuring distance between two objects.
Jerry’s comments support his understanding that the utility of distance was that it allowed for
some kind of comparison, or “differentiation.” These comments were not the first time he
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mentioned comparing vectors through distance, and this notion would later resurface when Jerry
described the utility of general distance measurement.

7.4.2 Meaning of 0 distance in L1
A similar refinement occurred when the students first constructed their L1 distance. Their first
b

iteration of this distance was of the form d =

f

g dx. Wanting again to see if the students

a

would impose certain properties of distance on this integration measurement, I asked them to
measure the distance between the functions f (x) = x and g(x) = x + sin(x) on interval [

, ].

Without performing the calculation, Jerry said the following:
Jerry:Oh, this is going to go to 0. This is an issue.
Interviewer:And why is that an issue?
Jerry:Because we know visually that our functions will look like this [draws the graph
in Figure 7.7], and so those definitely aren’t the same. They’re close, but . . . so d is
going to equal to . . . [writes out the integral calculation in Figure 7.7] . . . which is sine
over an entire period. Right? So that should definitely go to 0. . . .
Interviewer:So a couple times you said that that’s like an issue. Why would that
potentially be an issue for our distance?
Jerry:Well ,I would think that the idea we’re trying to go for is that if we’ve got, you
know our two functions — it would be nice if they have 0 distance if they end up
being on top of each other. Or at least that would be the goal, right? You would want
to show like. Like if I had a sequence of functions that converges to a function, I want
to show that they end up becoming the same thing eventually. So it doesn’t make sense
for these [x and x + sin(x)] to have 0 distance but look different. . . .
Christina:The thing with the integral having 0 distance is that, I might be mixing up
my calculus a little bit, is that it’s the area under the curve that can cancel each other
out. So the fact that we’re using integral should make sense, though, that we could get
a distance of 0.
Once again, we see the emergence of an abstracted distance construct. The students again
imposed the 0 distance on this new measurement of distance. Specifically, the students projected
the uniqueness of a zero distance onto this integration-based distance measurement similar to its
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Figure 7.7: Calculating the 0 distance of x and x + sin(x)
imposition in finite-dimensional distances. Indeed, here Jerry described that the functions should
lie “on top of each other” if they have a zero distance. While this statement also conveys a
point-wise understanding of functions and when they might differ, they were concerning the
integral as a measure of a point-wise difference in the same manner that

1

was a measure of

component-wise difference.
This also imposed meaning on function convergence. Indeed, a non-unique zero distance
measurement allows for a sequence of functions that does not even converge point-wise. As a
diminishing integral would not force the functions in the sequence to become close to each other
in a point-wise sense if it was of the form given above. Moreover, the sentiment of the functions
“being on top of each other” reflects their original activity with vector spaces, in which the
students described the vectors eventually lying on top of each other in sequential convergence.
Wanting to facilitate alterations of their current distance in a similar manner to their
refinement of

1,

I prompted the students to explore how they might change their distance

characterization to account for this issue. This prompted the students to make a similar refinement
as they had in

1,

specifically changing their L1 distance to be

b
a

|f (x)

g(x)| dx. When

suggesting this change, Christina said her motivation was that the absolute value had worked in
the past and would “give us a positive distance.” In this way, Christina connected back to their
past activity to motivate their refinement of L1 . The students then calculated that
[

, ]

|sin(x)|]

would produce a non-zero number as the negative values of sin(x) would instead be counted as
positive, thus motivating the minor accommodation of their initial distance construct.
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7.4.3 Meaning of 0 distance
Moving on to their activity in general space, I reminded Jerry and Christina that they had
previously altered their distance measurement because of 0 measurements (i.e., their activity in
the above examples). Specifically, I had them revisit the example of their activity in L1 . After
they worked through the example again, we had the following discussion:
Interviewer:And yeah, talk about why that prompted you to incorporate the absolute
value on the inside?
Jerry:Um maybe — oh two dissimilar functions shouldn’t give a distance of 0. That
seems right.
Interviewer:Yeah, so why does that seem like a natural property of what you — or, I
guess why does it seem natural that you don’t want the distance between two
dissimilar objects to be 0?
Christina:So to say that a distance is 0 means — that like two dissimilar things has
distance 0 means that they’re on each other essentially, but that means that they are the
same thing.
Interviewer:Yeah love it.
Jerry:Which is kind of nice because we want to be able to tell — like suppose in the
end [at the end of the convergence process] we want to be able to tell what this thing
[the sequence of vectors] . . . turned into, right? So that’s a good indication if we have
something that’s completely different, and it’s telling us that it’s on top of each other
— that’s not good.
This demonstrates that the primary motivation for the meaning of 0 distance was so that
sequential convergence would result in a meaningful quantity. The students again also persisted
with this description of 0 distance as objects “lying on top of each other.” Indeed, Jerry and
Christina conveyed sameness through a point-wise comparison of the objects, specifically that
there be no separation between two objects that have 0 distance. This understanding is consistent
with the understanding of distance as a measure of by how much two mathematical objects differ
as discussed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 7.8: Statement of the meaning of 0 distance
Further, this generalization entailed projection of comparative operations as they relate to
distance measurement, and indeed their thematization through representation suggests this
property again emerged through reflected abstraction. Specifically, the students projected the
comparison of objects that had a 0 distance measurement to a general setting. Should the objects
have some nontrivial difference (i.e., not lie on top of each other) then the distance measurement
should be nonzero. The thematization specifically occurred as they symbolically represented the
general operations in Figure 7.8. Moreover, once again the students engaged in removing
particulars, as their statements extended a structure by using general notation to suggest that the
structure persisted across various specific contexts.

7.5

(x, y)

(x, z) + (z, y) x, y, z

X

7.5.1 Distance measurement and metric properties 1

3

The previous sections explored how Jerry and Christina constructed the first three properties of a
metric through abstracting operations relevant to a quantitative perspective on distance
measurement. In particular, the students’ abstractions resulted from their evaluating the ways in
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which the measurement of distance between two mathematical objects should adhere to the
structure of physical distance measurement. As discussed in the mathematical discussion 3.3, the
triangle inequality does not rely on singular measurements of distance, but rather on a comparison
between multiple distance measurements. This warrants abstraction of different operations that
exist in singular measurements of distance as previously examined. In particular, the triangle
inequality involves a mathematical comparison of three different measurements of distance,
(x, y), (x, z) and (y, z).
Thus, it is not the measurement process that is at the heart of the triangle inequality structure,
but rather the ways in which we can compare the possible distance measurements given three
mathematical objects. As discussed in Chapter 4, investigating the openness of the open ball
provided a natural context for students to explore the ways in which different distance
measurements relate to each other, and how one might strategically relate distance measurements
to each other. As I will describe in the following sections, the students first explored the triangle
inequality in a finite-dimensional context and then again at the general level.

7.5.2 Open sets and the triangle inequality in finite dimensional space
In the following section, I describe the students’ first exposure to the triangle inequality through
the concept of openness (defined in Section 3.3) in finite-dimensional space. As discussed in
Chapter 4, the triangle inequality is less easily motivated by operations involving singular
distance measurements rather than comparisons between distance. Thus, I chose to motivate the
triangle inequality through its necessity in proof. The proof that the open ball is an open set is a
classic result in metric spaces that specifically leverages multiple distance measurements. This
gave the students activity from which they could abstract.
First exploring open neighborhoods on the real line, the students generalized to open balls on
Rn and proved that the open ball constituted an open set in their b, d, and L distances. This
activity introduced the fourth property of metric functions, the triangle inequality, as the triangle
inequality is an integral component of the proof that an open ball around the origin is open.
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7.5.2.1

Open intervals on the real line

As the students first explored the concepts of distance and convergence on the real line, I first
prompted the students to explore open neighborhoods and the concept of an open interval, which
are phenomena on the real line. Seeing their productive constructs of distance and convergence
into n dimensions from concepts on the real line, I wanted first to situate their activity with
openness and open balls on the real line. I conjectured that after developing an initial proof that
the open interval is an open set, the students would then be equipped to generalize the result to
open balls in Rn .
During an initial discussion about openness and intervals, the students revealed that they had
no assimilated constructs of a topological openness property for sets. Thus, the students
understood the open interval (a, b) as an interval on the real line that did not contain its endpoints,
and a closed interval [a, b] contained its endpoints.
As they did not seem to have working understandings of openness in analytic settings, I
provided the definition of an open set on the real line. Their definition based on my description is
given in Figure 7.9. Note that as stated, the definition does not characterize the interval as a
neighborhood, as that terminology would have been unfamiliar to them. Ultimately, they would
refine this definition to reflect the structure of an open ball, as that structure would be generalized
into n dimensions.
Note that for much of their proving activity moving forward, I more explicitly intervened than
in previous tasks. This is because the nature of their activity in these instances was more in line
with that of precise proof productions rather than explicit generalization. Indeed, my research
questions are more focused on the nature of those operations that they generalized rather than
their proficiency in constructing and precisely laying out a proof argument. Thus, in these
episodes I gave more frequent suggestions when the students seemed stuck, and I also ignored
certain imprecise aspects of their arguments.
While the students were proving that the open interval I constitutes an open set, I ensured that
their openness condition utilized an open interval centered at x and was of the form
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(x

a, x + a). I “So think of like x plus some radius, x minus some radius.” This intervention

was to facilitate generalization to an open ball, which is characterized as distance from a center
point, much like the structure of the open neighborhood (x

a, x + a). Their refinement of this

condition is given in Figure 7.10. For clarity, I provide their notation here: wts that x
open interval (x

I,

a, x + a) containing x within I. Given this alteration, the students decided to

consider the distance from the point x to the end points of the interval I. Specifically, they defined
the interval I = (a, b) and selected a point x in I.

Figure 7.9: Initial definition of an open set

Figure 7.10: Refinement of an open interval to (x

a, x + a)

Jerry then suggested that they should construct the smaller interval around x by examining the
distances from x to the end points a and b.

Figure 7.11: Using the minimum to calculate distance to boundary
I interpret their use of the maximum as an implicit measure of distance from x to the
boundary of the interval. Because of the recurrence of this activity later on in R2 , I infer that here
the students established a way of operating, in terms of the R-F-E framework. Specifically, the
students established the operation of measuring the closeness from the desired set element to the
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boundary of the neighborhood. In this case, the boundary of the neighborhood consists only of
the endpoints of the interval I.

Figure 7.12: Visualization of the smaller interval
While considering whether the open interval around x to be (x

a, x + a) would suffice, the

students wanted to be particularly sure that the interval around x remained in the larger interval,
which prompted the division by 2.
7.5.2.2

Generalizations into 2-dimensions

Wanting to facilitate generalization of the structure of an open neighborhood, I prompted the
students to extend the construct of an open interval into n-dimensional space. Note that the
students’ work with this task was mainly in 2-dimensional space, however given their natural
generalization from 2 to n dimensions for their distances, I considered that they could likely
extend this work to n dimensions.
Christina first generalized the idea of an open neighborhood through component-wise
reasoning, constructing two intervals (x

a, x + a) and (y

b, y + b). Not wanting to be

restricted to the axes, Jerry then tried rotating the interval to make a circle before considering the
interval as a collection of points at most some fixed distance from its center. These thoughts
prompted the following discussion:
Jerry:: . . . like here [the real line] we have just one axis, so the real numbers are just in
a line, but now we have a plane. Um, if we want an interval, like it doesn’t make sense
just to think about it, you know, along one sort of line [as in a 1-dimensional line in
2-dimensional space]. And I suppose it seems reasonable that to be as general as
possible we should be able to just take this and rotate it around [i.e., create a circle by
starting with a line and rotating it around its center, considering all the points in space
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the line touches as it rotates]. . . . So in this case we want, we’re saying that the open
interval is the set of all points that are within this constant distance r of x, so
maybe what you’re getting at is that we have to choose how to measure distance
right? So, like —
Christina:: Oh, yeah that’s true.
Jerry:: Just assumed that — oh, the constant radius of 1 is doing the d version, right?
[as in the unit ball in the Euclidean norm]
Christina:: Mm-hmm.
Jerry:: Right? Which was like the square root of . . . [trails off]
The characterization of an open neighborhood in terms of distance from a center was integral
to the students’ generalizing activity moving forward. Before engaging in these proofs, the
students had drawn the open balls using each of their distances (L, b and d). They drew these
objects considering that circles were all points a fixed distance from the center, and then they
generated the set of geometric objects, which I represent in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: The open balls in

1, 2

and

I infer that distance measurement and their graphing of the open balls across the three
geometries became major influences in their operating after they made the connection between
distance measurement and an open interval. This occurred by the students assimilating the open
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interval to a fixed distance measurement scheme, which then allowed for their activity with
graphing the unit balls in each metric to be incorporated into this new neighborhood structure.
Also, Jerry’s reference of the

2

metric involved geometric recognition of a circle. While I

interpret that figurative recognition (in particular their understanding of what a circle looks like)
played a role in their assimilations, the students also recognized deeper connections to the
measurement of distance in open neighborhoods. Indeed, before moving on, Jerry redefined an
interval in terms of distance to be all points y such that |y

x|

r for some real r. This solidified

the connection between open neighborhoods across dimensions. This activity also reinforced the
attention to distance measurement along the real line through the absolute value metric.
To complete the generalization, the students wrote out their characterization of open balls in
2-dimensional space, shown in Figure 7.14.

Figure 7.14: Open balls in their distances
As they had when previously characterizing the distances, the students then extended these
balls to Rn by extending the components of the operations up to n values. Wanting to provide a
new definition of openness that would be applied to all three of their geometries, I told the
students that we would call their generalizations of open neighborhoods “open balls” (which is a
standard convention). I then provided them with the definition of an open set shown in Figure
7.15. Thus, as the students were already productively considering their unit circles to characterize
generalizations of an open interval, I decided to give them language to refer to their constructions.
While the definition in Figure 7.15 was stated generally, the students were considering the objects
in the definition as existing in finite-dimensional space.
The students having an understanding of the open ball in terms of distance measurement
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Figure 7.15: Definition of an open set in Rn
meant they were ready to explore the nature of the triangle inequality. In particular, recall that the
proof that the open ball Br (v) is an open set first entails construction of a smaller ball Br (w) to
fit within Br (v), but then verification that Br (w) is actually entirely contained in Br (v). It is this
second step of the proof that requires the triangle inequality. This occurs since, given a
sufficiently defined radius r , each point x
through the estimate (x, z)

Br (w) must be contained in Br (v), which is shown

(x, w) + (z, w)<r. Thus, understanding the open balls as

inherently involving distance measurement is crucial to implementing the triangle inequality
when finishing the proof.
Having the definition of open set, I then prompted the students to prove that the open ball in
n-dimensions is an open set. I will first discuss their activity in
of their generalizations using the

2

and

1,

and then I will give an overview

distances. After an initial period of negotiating

exactly what was to be proved given the definition of an open set, the students continued their
proving activity from the real line by attending to the distance from the arbitrary w in the ball to
the ball’s boundary. Because of this, I claim that their activity on the real line established a way of
operating, specifically of considering distances to a boundary. The students used the notation Bv
to denote an open ball around the vector v, not specifying the radius of the ball.
After an initial attempt to capture the minimum distance from an arbitrary w to the edge of the
ball around v, the students professed that they were stuck. I then suggested considering the vector
v to be at the origin, simplifying the problem to a ball of radius around 0 which could then be
generalized.
Continuing his attending to the distance from a vector w to the boundary of the ball, Jerry
leveraged the scaling of vectors (centered at the origin) to generate the radius of the ball around
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w. Figure 7.16 demonstrates his strategy to start with w, which he called w1 , and scale it so that it
extends to the boundary. He called this new scaled vector w2 . Jerry then used the difference
vector w3 to find the length of the necessary radius to construct a ball around w = w1 that would
be contained in the open ball around v (the origin).

Figure 7.16: Scaling to the boundary of the open ball

Jerry:: My thought was, right so we’ve got our ball, which is centered around v, which
is all of these vectors w which satisfy the length being less than . So then I’m going
to fix one of the vectors that’s in this set — or one of these ws [w1 ] — then I know that
there must exist some real number [ from Figure 7.17] such that I can make a new
vector [w2 ] that has a length that goes — that’s as long as this distance. All the way to
the edge? At least that’s my idea. That’s the that we want. And so now I can take this
new vector [w3 ] to be the difference between those two such that we have this length
here [the length between the head of w and the edge of the ball in Figure 7.16]? And
so now I can construct a ball using that. Or I can define an r to be that divided by 2,
and so now we’ve got a ball which is the set of all vectors u in S such that the length
between um the original w and this should be, 1 I guess? Consistent. And this vector
is less than r as I’ve defined it. So I, that seems kind of in the spirit of what we were
trying to do over here [the proof from an open interval on the real line] but I don’t
know.
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Figure 7.17: Defining the small radius r

Figure 7.18: Defining the ball of radius r around w
Figure 7.18 gives Jerry’s written construction of the radius r such that the ball of radius r
around w would be contained in the open ball around v. Jerry’s construction is fully visualized in
Figure 7.19. Using the fact that all vectors in the ball around the origin (Bv ) can scale to the edge
of the ball, Jerry found an explicit pair of vectors with which he could determine the distance
from w to the edge of the ball. By doing this, he was then able to determine a radius that would
safely contain a ball around w (Bw ) within the original ball (Bv ). I interpret that this activity was
a direct extending of their strategy for an open interval on R1 , using w3 as a means of assessing
the distance from w1 to the boundary of the ball as outlined in Figure 7.17. Note that he again
divided the radius by 2, taking extra caution to contain the ball Bw within the ball Bv .

Figure 7.19: Jerry’s construction of Bw inside of Bv
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7.5.3 Minor accommodation and distance notation
In terms of his generalizing activity, Jerry enacted a minor accommodation of his established way
of operating on the real line. Specifically, Jerry again adopted the strategy to calculate the
distance from the arbitrarily selected vector w to the nearest boundary point of the open ball. On
the real line, the students took the minimum of the distance from x to the endpoints (a and b) so
that they found the distance from x to the nearest endpoint. In this vector setting, by scaling the
original vector w, Jerry continued the strategy of minimizing the distance from the desired point
to the boundary.
I also point out Jerry’s use of notation in Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18. Rather than
maintaining the specific

1

distance calculation, Jerry chose to write the distance between two

vectors as L(v, w) and then proceeded to operate on that distance calculation when forming the
radius r. This was the first time in which the notation of the distances actually conveyed that
distance was a function of two variables that could be interpreted meaningfully outside of the
particulars of its specific formula. This subtle shift in notation provided evidence that their
quantitative understanding of distance as a measurement on a shared quality between two objects,
and it contributed to their characterization of the triangle inequality.

7.5.4 Set containment and the triangle inequality
To then complete the proof, the students needed to prove that the ball Bw was indeed entirely
contained in the original ball Bv . As discussed above, to prove this result the students needed to
construct an estimate that would make use of the triangle inequality. The resulting implementation
of the triangle inequality provided initial activity from which the students could later abstract.
Considering how to prove that Bw was entirely contained in Bv , the students did not recall the
definition of set containment, and so I provided them with the definition verbally, and the students
wrote the definition of set containment given in Figure 7.20.
The students then identified that vectors in Bv satisfy the distance estimate L(u, v)< , thus
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Figure 7.20: Definition of set containment
their goal became to verify that all u’s in Bw satisfied the same estimate, as stated in Figure 7.21.

Figure 7.21: Stating the proof’s goal
The students then struggled for some time to produce the desired estimate. Because they
seemed to be struggling with isolating the important estimates to verify, I suggested that they start
with the calculation L(v, u) and try to produce an estimate that would lead to the radius
leveraging some already established distance relationship.
Because of my overall goals, I felt that intervening with general proving strategies (such as
suggesting how to start a particular argument) would more efficiently guide their activity so that
their focus could be on the use of distance. The students then attempted to use the absolute value
triangle inequality on the sub-calculations of L(v, w), which again resulted in them being stuck. I
then refined my intervention and suggested starting with the calculation they were trying to show
(i.e., that L(u, v)< ). This re-oriented their activity around L(v, u) instead of L(v, w). The
students voiced that they wanted to use the triangle inequality and perhaps apply the “trick” of
adding and subtracting a quantity, but they again became stuck after some time of brainstorming.
After more time, the students introduced the vector w1 into the calculation of distance L(u, v).
This allowed them to produce the calculation in Figure 7.22.

Figure 7.22: Leveraging the triangle inequality of absolute values
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Once the triangle estimate was produced, the students rearranged the terms to reintroduce the
distance notation as in Figure 7.23, allowing them to then adopt the final estimates on L(v, w1 )
and L(u, w1 ) in terms of already known quantities r and .

Figure 7.23: The final necessary estimate
The proof was then complete as they realized that the distances were less than , the original
goal of the estimates. The full final proof is given in Figure 7.24.
The students’ application of the triangle inequality was on the absolute value functions and
not on the distance function L(·, ·). This suggests that the students understood the triangle
inequality as a property of the absolute value function alone, but not yet as a property of the
distance or any other distances. Indeed, any reference to the triangle inequality they made
pertained to individual absolute value functions. In this case, the students implemented the
triangle inequality twice, once on each absolute value function in their L notation.

Figure 7.24: Verifying the triangle inequality and final estimates in

1

1
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7.5.4.1

Generalizations into

2

and

Moving forward, I then proceeded to have the students engage in the same proof construction in
the contexts of

2

and

. When creating the proofs in these contexts, Jerry and Christina

engaged in connecting back and sought to enact the same proof structure as they had in

1.

They

would often ask questions such as “how did we do it before?” and refer to their prior activity
while proving. Part of this generalizing activity was due to an observation Jerry made after
creating his proof in

1,

|w3,1

w2 |]? So maybe it didn’t need to be L?” Indeed, Jerry noticed that their

v1 | + |w3,2

namely that “. . . I didn’t really explicitly use that [the explicit

1

formula

initial constructions of the open balls only depended on distance measurements, and so the only
differences between their proofs other than notation was their justifications for the triangle
inequality of metrics. A major goal of mine was to introduce the regularity of the triangle
inequality structure amongst their three distances by repeating their previous activity in these
spaces .
In the case of

2,

the students spent much time attempting an algebraic verification of the

inequality
(vx

ux )2 + (vy

uy ) 2

(vx

wx )2 + (vy

wy )2 +

(ux

wx )2 + (uy

wy )2 . After

seeing them struggle algebraically, I asked them to give a statement of their goal with the
Euclidean distance. Jerry said the following about their activity:
Jerry:: We want to be able to find a way to manipulate this left side
[ (vx ux )2 + (vy uy )2 ] so we can insert some of our relationships with the
other vectors, namely w1 . And then the idea is after that we’ll be able to recognize a
bunch of other distance that we can replace with things we know, like little r and big
R.
At this moment, I inferred that Jerry was unsure of whether their desired estimate (the
Euclidean triangle inequality) would hold true, and Jerry conveyed the general strategy of using
information about the radii of the balls in their construction to gain information about the desired
estimate d(u, v)<R. Not making progress with verifying the triangle inequality, the students then
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wrote out d(v, w1 ) + d(u, w1 ), as if the triangle inequality was verified, for motivation. After
returning to the picture to again remind themselves of the steps taken in the previous proof, the
students wrote out the full triangle inequality shown in Figure 7.25.

Figure 7.25: Euclidean triangle inequality
After some time, I saw that the students were cyclically engaging in the same arguments
attempting to verify the triangle inequality. I thus intervened and prompted them to continue as if
this was a true property of the Euclidean distance. I also asked them if this property seemed
familiar, and they said only in the sense that they had verified the same property for their
L-distance, thus again connecting back. The students made no mention of the triangle inequality
or drawing from work in any particular class.
Thus, the students constructed this inequality (of metrics) purely from generalizing their prior
activity in the previous proof (the

1

case). Indeed, the students conveyed that this was related to

their prior use of the inequality L(v, u)

L(v, w1 ) + L(u, w1 ) (the triangle inequality). With the

inequality in hand, then students then completed the rest of the proof as they had before in
Seeing that they had achieved the same bound as in the

1

1.

case, the students expressed that they

had just constructed the same proof as before.
When continuing on to the

case, the students entirely skipped the first construction of the

two balls and proceeded to examine the triangle inequality for the maximum function. By
operating this way, I infer that they assumed the construction of the smaller radius r would obey a
similar constructive process as they had enacted in the

2

and

1

cases.

After being prompted to discuss what steps would change if they implemented their b-distance
(the

distance), Jerry said “It would be nice if we could somehow bound b(u, v) like we did

before [the triangle inequality of metrics] and then arrive at sort of the same conclusion.” This
further reaffirms the claim that the students were considering the metric triangle inequality
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verification as the primary difference between their two previous proofs and the construction of
this new proof using the b-distance. The students then explored the verification of the triangle
inequality with this maximum function.
After debating the rules of implementing the absolute value triangle inequality within the
maximum function, Christina wrote Figure 7.26 and began to form a justification of the inequality
relationships in terms of relative maxima via set comparisons.

Figure 7.26: Conjecturing the triangle inequality of
Jerry was unsure, being careful to account for variation in the terms b(u, w1 ) and b(v, w1 ). In
particular, Jerry was concerned that the terms in b(u, w1 ) and b(v, w1 ) involved different vector
comparisons than b(v, u), and that might result in making comparisons of entirely different
vectors that were not comparable via the inequality relationships.
After reasoning for a few minutes, Christina made the following justification for why the
triangle inequality holds for the maximum function:
Christina:: So, say these two things [b(u, w1 ) + b(v, w1 )] — whichever component is
more than the maximum — is different, so here we have x and z [Jerry’s |ux w1,x |
and |uz w1,z |]. So, we just took the two largest numbers out of these two
[b(u, w1 ) + b(v, w1 )] and added them together, but this
[max{|ux w1,x | + |vx w1,x | , . . .}] is going to have only one largest number, and
it’s most likely not going to be v, um it can’t be as large — or at least I don’t think it
can be as large as we’ve got by adding these two [b(u, w1 ) + b(v, w1 )] together.
Jerry:: Say that again.
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Christina:: So, say this [|ux w1,x |] was like 7, and this [|uz
this total thing [b(u, w1 ) + b(v, w1 )] would be 17.

w1,z |] was 10, so then

Jerry:: Sure
Christina:: Right? What I’m saying is if we looked at, like this is [|ux w1,x |] the x
that we’re looking at. That means that from here
[max{|ux w1,x | + |vx w1,x | , . . .}], the maximum of this [|ux w1,x |] would be 7
and this [referring to the z component of max{|ux w1,x | + |vx w1,x | , . . .}] would
be some number which is less than 10.
Jerry:: Okay, which will definitely be less than if we just added them
Christina:: Which means that this can be bounded by this. [Draws Figure 7.27]

Figure 7.27: Triangle inequality of
While she did not explicitly formalize these ideas, her analysis of this particular case conveys
the kind of reasoning present in a case-based argument. Through this activity, the students had the
opportunity to explore the structure of a metric function that is more nuanced than the geometric
and algebraic calculations of the

1

and

same proof arguments they had made in

2
1

norms. Completing the task, the students recreated the
and

2.

Throughout constructing this proof, the students extended (in the R-F-E sense) by continuing
their prior work and made statements such as “Let’s try and do what we were doing before. . .”
and “Cause the way we did it before, right?” Indeed, the students referenced the
construction to articulate specific details of their

2

proof

proof, such as the format of the final

estimates. Wanting the students to reflect on their generalizing activity, I asked the students what
they were thinking about their three proofs, and that prompted the following conversation:
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Jerry:This is [the proof-based construction of the r and Br (w1 )] super general. The
only like definite algebra part is where we go from here to there [triangle inequality of
metrics for each distance], and then you got to look about this too.
Christina:And those are the areas that they differ the most is like the algebra of it. But
we always end up with this type of statement [points to the estimates on b(u, w1 ) and
b(v, w1 )], which if we actually drew out the pictures that they would go with would
make probably a little more sense. But now they’re all different. . . .
Interviewer:It seems like, yeah, so how do you guys feel about — the setup is like the
same every time it’s just the algebra differs like in the small part?
Jerry:It’s good. Like I said that like, or I guess, reinforces the fact that these are all
good distances.
Interviewer:Yeah
Jerry:Like, if this process wasn’t the same, then maybe they wouldn’t all be measuring
the same thing. So, I guess that’s nice.
This conversation illuminates the nature of the students’ continuing activity and reflects that
the students’ proof structure was dependent more on abstract distance relationships rather than
from any specific geometric construction. When constructing the radii and the estimates in each
proof, the students were leveraging the characterization of open balls in terms of fixed distances
from the origin. Thus, they formulated their proving activity through measuring distances relevant
to the containment requirement on the open ball around w1 . This phenomenon reinforces that the
students were leveraging their three metrics as measurements of distance in constructing this
proof, and they would only call upon the specific calculations of the distances when engaging in
“algebra” to verify the triangle inequality.
Moreover, the explicit relating of their different proofs above suggests thematization of the
operations relevant for the construction of the radius and the carrying out of each proof. This is
similar to Piaget’s work, where he would prompt comparison of multiple cases of previous
activity to facilitate reflected abstraction, as such comparisons required reflection on already
abstracted operations (Piaget, 2001). Jerry’s suggestion above in the

case that their

construction of the radius r was “super general” conveys that those same operations could in
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theory be carried out on general mathematical objects, given a “good distance.” The reflected
abstraction of this activity would later manifest again as an actual general proof construction
during the students’ final episode. Jerry’s comments about the proofs, imply that those distances
were “good” distances, conveys that the regularity of the openness result somehow served as a
test of whether or not their L, b, and d calculations indeed measured distance.

7.5.5 Generalizing and the triangle inequality
In terms of the R-F-E framework, in proving that an open ball is an open set, the students
reconstructed the same proof that they had enacted in

1

in each new case, making minor

accommodations to the mathematical objects in the proof. Thus, their generalizing activity can be
characterized as continuing the specific operations they performed in the
this, we can claim that their proof in
the Euclidean and

1

1

context. Because of

established a way of operating for the students to enact in

cases. Their explicit connecting back throughout gives evidence to the

continuing of their previous generalizing activity.
Importantly, the students acknowledged the utility of the triangle inequality (they did not refer
to the estimate as the triangle inequality) as a necessary component of the proofs. Moreover, their
activity implies that the triangle inequality was not an inherent quality of their abstracted
operations for distance measurement, as verification was necessary in each case. This supports
the conjecture that understanding the triangle inequality involves abstracting operations
inherently separate from the singular activity of distance measurement. Specifically, in each case
of the proof activity in which they just engaged, they had to verify whether or not the triangle
inequality held. This suggests that it was not an assumed property of their abstracted distance
measurement operations. In light of this, the students’ proving activity provided some regularity
in the triangle inequality structure from which they would later abstract to the general level.
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7.5.6 Formalizing the general triangle inequality
After formalizing the meaning of 0 distance, the students conveyed that they were confident that
their listed properties (i.e., the first three properties of a metric as well as the scaling property)
accurately characterized a general distance. I then prompted the students to use that definition to
prove the openness of the open ball (a result they would find believable because of prior activity),
thus testing the validity of their distance definition. This gave the students specific activity from
which they evaluate the adequacy of their distance definition, and in doing so motivate the need
for more structure in the form of the triangle inequality.
Before constructing the proof, the students first defined a general open ball in a set S with a
distance A defined on it, as well as the definition of openness in a general setting. First defining
an open ball, the students wrote Figure 7.28.

Figure 7.28: General open ball
This indeed was a generalization of their earlier definition of open balls in Rn under their
distances d, L, and b. Moreover, this constitutes removing particulars, as the open ball in each of
the previous spaces utilized specific distance calculations in Rn . This new generalization was a
minor accommodation of their earlier generalizations as they simply now implemented notation
to represent general distances, thus formalizing their already abstracted operations. Before
moving on to prove the result, I reminded the students of the definition of an open set using their
notation. They generated the following definition of an open set given in Figure 7.29.
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Figure 7.29: General open set
In beginning the proof, Jerry reconstructed the picture that he had used before, as well as their
previous constructions setting up the proof of this result in Rn , shown in Figure 7.30. Note that as
before, Jerry’s picture is actually of a ball around the origin, and thus his proof construction using
w2 = w1 would not hold for balls centered around general quantities. As drawing out the
triangle inequality was my primary focus, I omitted this nuance in the experiment, later discussing
this with the students. I wanted the students to leverage and abstract previous activity in this new
setting rather than construct a new argument. Ultimately, their previous proof of the openness of
the unit ball served a greater purpose of motivating the triangle inequality in general metrics.

Figure 7.30: Initial construction in the general proof

Jerry:So now we need to show that all of these [Br (w)] are contained in the big ball,
right?
Jerry:And so then this is where it sort of started going off, depending on which
method we were using, right? We need to pick one to do this, or should we just try to
do it with A?
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Interviewer:So in this case, I think the goal — right? — is to use our current like set of
properties of A to show that this kind of property of a distance persists.
Jerry:And maybe if we don’t have one it will pop out from us trying to do this? . . .
we’ll have to add some more.

Figure 7.31: Goal of set containment
Thus, Jerry already anticipated the need for more structure in the metric definition depending
on their activity in this proof, noting that in the past, with specific distances, they were able to add
and subtract w and then apply an estimate to get a meaningful result. Continuing this strategy in
their A distance, the students first wrote A(v + w

w, u) = in an attempt to recreate their

previous estimates. Their first step in this recreation was to write the final desired estimate, and
then if needed justify how to achieve this estimate, producing Figure 7.32.

Figure 7.32: Exploring the triangle inequality
Jerry:I guess somehow we want to go — we want to say — yeah we want to somehow
bound these two [A(v, u) and A(w1 , u) + A(w1 , v)], right? And then we’d be good?
So we need to argue that — yeah it’s the whole add and subtract thing I’m kind of
stuck on. How do we break this up?
The students recognized that this was the crucial step, moving forward to complete the
required estimates should they achieve some bound involving the sum.
Jerry:That’s where we want to go, right?
Christina:Mm-hmm.
Jerry:Now we need to work backwards. . . . This is tough. Because, before, we’d just
crank it for the individual case, but now we have to find out what they all have in
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Figure 7.33: The desired estimates
common for this to just work. . . . I feel kind of stuck here. I know where we want to
go, and the question is, how do we take it one more step forward?
Jerry’s statements convey connecting back, as he expressed their enacted activities in the past
that allowed this result. This also suggests that their generalizing involved considering structural
reasons for the properties of distance rather than simply tracking regularity of particular results.
Indeed, the students were interested in proving that the estimate holds. This then led the students
to consider adding a new property to the list of distances as they realize that none of their current
properties give them structure to work with.
Jerry:Well, I think we probably need something extra I think.
Interviewer:Yeah, what makes you think that?
Jerry:Well, because this [points to A(u, v) = 0 if u = v and A(u, v)>0 if u = v] is
just telling us that it’s positive, right? That’s not really going to help us because
presumably the distance is going to be greater than 0, but we want to find an upper
bound for this thing. And then these [A(u, v) = A(v, u) and A( u, v) = A(u, v)]
aren’t really helping us at the moment either.
Interviewer:So, you think you might need to add a property?
Jerry:Something, I’m just not sure what. . . . The reason we added and subtracted [w1 ]
was because that kept them the same. And then we just triangle inequalitied
everything [in the sense of the absolute value triangle inequality]. Is there some kind
of triangle inequality that we can look for? . . . it seems like that’s the step that we
ended up using, where we — that’s how we were able to bound things. We added and
subtracted a convenient quantity and used the triangle inequality [on the real line] to
separate those components. . . . is that a property that we need? Something to do with
the triangle inequality?
Christina:Probably.
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Again connecting back, Jerry isolated the relevant step in their previous proofs. Specifically,
Jerry identified that the triangle inequality provided the main mechanism for their estimates in the
various proofs. Note that Jerry described using the absolute value triangle inequality rather than
the term “triangle inequality” as it is generally referred to with metrics.
Interviewer:What would that look like and why would that be useful to add?
Jerry:If we had some way to automatically bound these quantities, that would be
useful because then, we could just assert that here. At least that’s what I was thinking.
It would be convenient to have that as a property.

Figure 7.34: The triangle inequality within the proof
Adding this property to the definition of a general metric, Jerry wrote
A(u, v)

A(u, w) + A(w, v) on the board.
Jerry:Thinking about triangles, right? If we’ve got three [sides], then we know that the
one side should always be, um —
Christina:Less than the long one. Er —
Jerry:So, c is always like less than [writes c<a + b]. . . . Right? This is like, the
triangle rule that the third side has to be less than the sum of the two.
Interviewer:Yeah, so what’s your motivation for going to triangles to kind of —
Jerry:I was trying to visualize them. Sort of vectors because I can think of the lengths
of these things and distances that way.

After drawing out a diagram of vectors v, w and u shown in Figure 7.36, the students wrote
A(u, v)

A(u, w) + A(v, w).
Interviewer:Yeah, so what about what you just drew prompted you to write it that way?
Jerry:Yeah, so the way I was thinking about this is, we’ve got this distance [draws a
line between v and u], and we’re trying to bound it, and I’m thinking that this distance
[A(u, v)] is definitely going to be less than or equal to these two distances [draws lines
between v and w as well as between u and w] added to each other. At least that seems
reasonable.
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Figure 7.35: Visualizing the triangle inequality

Figure 7.36: Triangle inequality with vectors
After verifying that their L and b distances satisfied this new triangle inequality, I mentioned a
theme that I had noticed, that the students had been using real space to both generate and verify
structural properties of their metrics as opposed to their other spaces such as function spaces. This
prompted comments from the students conveying that they liked drawing intuition from the
geometric structure of Rn , and that it was reasonable for this structure to extend to function
spaces as well. Indeed, Christina referenced their earlier generalized relationship (discussed in
Chapter 6) that functions could be thought of as vectors with continuous components. In this way,
she proposed that the triangle inequality was reasonable, as it held with real (valued) vectors,
which, to her, were the building blocks of other quantities such as functions. Jerry also mentioned
that functions [continuous functions in this case] satisfy the traditional conditions of a vector
space. Thus, while he was using real space to motivate the structure of these results, he also
considered that the imposed structure could extend to general vectors as well.
The students then reasoned that they could easily finish the proof now that the key estimate
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was assumed to be true. Noting that the triangle inequality emerged through a specific proof, I
asked the students how the triangle inequality related to distance measurement more generally,
and I asked them how it might be useful. Jerry responded that the triangle inequality was useful as
“a way that distances sort of relate to each other,” thus noting that the triangle inequality provides
a means of comparing distances. Indeed, this distance comparison operation was the reason the
triangle inequality was so useful in their proof. Specifically, the triangle inequality provided a
means for the students to relate distances to each other and produce the desired estimate
A(u, v)<r.
In this way, the triangle inequality emerged as a property of distance through engagement
with proof, and through identifying that the inequality held across the different cases.
Specifically, their comments of “and then we just triangle inequalitied everything” and “ We
added and subtracted a convenient quantity and used the triangle inequality” suggest that attention
to the regularity of their activity motivated the construction of their final estimate. Note that while
this tracking of regularity occurred first through connecting back, the regularity was observed and
extended through continuing.
Further, Jerry noted, “ it would be convenient to have [the triangle inequality] as a property,”
suggesting that the general estimate was established through its regularity in the proof, and an
awareness of the utility of comparing distance measurements.

7.6

Chapter summary

In this chapter, I explored the activities throughout the experiment that directly contributed to
Jerry and Christina’s defining of the general metric function (and implicitly the general metric
space). In particular, each property of the metric function emerged through retroactive
thematization of specific operations pertaining to distance measurement that the students had
already projected to various levels of thought. The first three properties of a metric
( :X

X

[0,

), (x, x) = 0 iff x = y, and (x, y) = (y, x)) emerged through reflection
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on the activity of distance measurement, and the triangle inequality of metrics emerged through
attending to regularity of specific proving activity.
The nonnegativity of the metric function emerged largely as a result of the students’ activity
of mapping that they first demonstrated in Chapter 5. In particular, with each production of a new
metric function, the students specifically sought out mappings that transformed mathematical
objects into real numbers so that they could leverage the real number structure.
Moreover, the students adopting an understanding of each map as some measure of distance
provided the students with specific operations from which the first three properties of metric
emerged. Specifically, focusing on aspects of the measurement process allowed for reflection on
operations such as those involved in assessing the meaning of 0 distance, or the invariance of
distance measurements under certain frames of reference. Such operations suggest that Jerry and
Christina had adopted a quantitative understanding of distance, as opposed to other
understandings such as a geometric one discussed in the next chapter. Further, Jerry and Christina
were able to abstract their operations pertaining to distance measurement in specific instances
throughout the experiment, and then thematize such operations at a general level through explicit
reflection on prior activity. In this way, relating facilitated reflected abstraction of the students’
understandings.
Finally, the students generated the triangle inequality of metrics through engagement with
proof. Through proving that the open ball (around the origin) was an open set in various contexts,
the students were exposed to the regularity of the estimate (x, y)

(x, z) + (y, z) via its

necessity in a proof. In this way, the activity of proving provided the students with cognitive
material from which they could abstract. Moreover, engaging in proof illuminated structure
present in metric spaces that might have otherwise gone unnoticed.
The students’ final properties of the metric function were as follows:
• A

0 and

R

• A(u, v) = A(v, u)
• A(u, v) = 0 if u = v
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• A(u, v) = 0 if u = v
• A(u, v)

A(u, w) + A(w, v)

• A( u, v) = | | A(u, v)
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Chapter 8
Results Part 4: Laura’s Teaching
Experiment
In this chapter, I discuss key moments from the teaching experiment with Laura. As a reminder,
Laura was an undergraduate student who had just completed the introductory real analysis
sequence. Laura engaged meaningfully with the same tasks as Jerry and Christina, but she
developed a substantially different metric construction. Her decisions throughout the experiment
and final product provide an important counter-narrative and contrast to Jerry and Christina’s
work, as they demonstrate that meaningful engagement in the tasks alone is not enough to
generate a productive understanding of general distance measurement. From the ways in which
her activity diverged from Jerry and Christina’s, we see alternate understandings that can develop
through completion of the tasks in the teaching experiment.
Laura’s work highlights the importance of a quantitative understanding of distance
measurement in abstract spaces. During the teaching experiment, Laura intentionally separated
her understanding of distance measurement in physical space from the other distance
measurements explored inside and outside of real space 1 . While measurement in physical space
is not exactly equivalent to a quantitative understanding of distance, her separating distance
1

Recall real space is the space of real vectors with varying dimensions, while in this case I refer to Euclidean space
as physical space, as the Euclidean operation is the primary means of measuring distance physically.
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measurement in general from measurement in physical space affected her ability to abstract
intuitive operations that would accompany a quantitative understanding of distance. Laura’s
generalizations of distance were rooted in operations more reminiscent of the normed linear
perspective discussed in section 3.3. We thus see a qualitatively distinct characterization of a
metric than that of Jerry and Christina.
More than just mathematical engagement with the activities, we will also see Laura engage in
different generalizing actions than Christina and Jerry. Indeed, while the two student groups
(Jerry and Christina and then Laura) engaged in much of the same tasks, Laura’s activity differed
from Jerry and Christina’s in significant ways. Moreover, Laura’s generalizing in key moments
was complemented by different abstraction than Jerry and Christina. We will see Laura engage in
what she called “pattern matching,” or generalizing by attending to the structure of the
mathematical symbols present in what was being generalized rather than operationalizing the
mathematical process.
The differences highlighted between Laura’s work and Jerry and Christina’s in this chapter are
not meant to serve as individual indicators of Laura operating “incorrectly” or engaging in
“lesser” forms of generalizing. Rather, pointing out these differences contributes a narrative of
qualitatively different activities that, as a whole, culminated in Laura’s particular construction of a
metric function.
This chapter contributes new theoretical constructs that highlight Laura’s qualitatively
different ways of operating than those seen from Jerry and Christina’s work. While much of
Laura’s generalizing and mathematical activity was in line with that of Jerry and Christina, her
work differed from theirs in meaningful ways. First, in regard to her construction of a general
metric function, we will see Laura intentionally separate the concept of physical distance
measurement from the metric spaces she constructed other than the Euclidean metric. We will see
this result in her not adopting a quantitative perspective on distance, and the ways that her specific
understanding of the metrics contributed to her definition of the general metric function.
Moreover, Laura’s understanding of distance measurement, removed from a quantitative
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perspective, demonstrated attention to a normed perspective on distance. This attention to the
vector structure of the spaces yielded an extending of the component-wise reasoning in vectors
spaces to the general level, demonstrating a novel way that students generalize the concept of a
vector space and specifically the structure of vector components. Finally, from Laura’s
engagement in pattern matching, we see numerous examples of this new construct and the ways
that this new generalizing activity influenced her progress towards a metric function, as well as
her generalizations of proofs.
I mention here that, while Jerry and Christina’s generalizing was examined over the course of
three chapters, I have condensed Laura’s generalizing activity down to one chapter. Because of
this, much of the episodes from Laura’s work that I present in this chapter highlight ways that
Laura’s activity differed from Jerry and Christina’s for the sake of exploring relevant constructs
that emerged specifically from Laura’s work. I note that Laura did also engage in similar
generalizing as Jerry and Christina, however I am not examining many of those episodes. Further,
more of Laura’s work is summarized, with the presented examples highlighting episodes of her
generalizing that are more relevant to the specific findings of this chapter.
Much like in Chapter 7, I will first present Laura’s final metric definition and then provide
episodes of her activity that contributed to each part of the definition. Each section will also
contribute narratives of the different aspects of her generalizing activity. Specifically, we will see
Laura’s divergence from a quantitative perspective and the results of her generalizing through
pattern matching.

8.1

Laura’s metric definition

I will first give the final result of Laura’s activity to frame her work throughout the experiment as
contributing to the final product. Laura had engaged in the same tasks as Jerry and Christina
leading up to the construction of the general metric function. At the time of her constructing the
general metric function, Laura had produced the

1, 2,

and

metrics on vector and sequence
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spaces, as well as the L1 and L

metrics on continuous function spaces. These metrics were all

of the forms given in the mathematical discussion Section 3.3. I then started the task of see if she
could construct the general metric by asking her to conjecture what properties a function D would
have so that each of her previous operations would satisfy those properties, and that would also
allow for other functions to behave similarly.
Note that I did not state this prompt in terms of distance measurement. This is because, as I
will demonstrate, Laura did not accept all of her constructed metrics as distances, and thus my
prompt was intended to be more relevant to her activity. The prompt led to reflection on her prior
activity, from which she eventually produced the following four properties of a “metric” function
D on a set S = {s1 , s2 , . . .}:
1. “Operation”
(a) Operation on difference |si

sj | or si

sj >0

(b) Compare over “components” [quotes in original text] |si

sj |

2. If D = 0, then si = sj
3. D(|si,n

sj |)<

>0 N

N such that n>N

4. “Triangle Inequality”
(a) For a, b, d, e
D(|a
(b) a, b

b| + |d

S and c, f

R, D(|a

b|)<c and D(|d

e|)<f , then

e|)<c + f

S, then |a + b| < |a| + |b|

I will next present relevant episodes of her activity that contributed to each part of her
definition in three sections: a) Laura’s understanding of distance that led to the construction of
property 1, b) Laura’s generalizing of sequential convergence among the different spaces, which
contributed to her properties 2 and 3, and c) Laura’s generalizing of the proof that the open ball is
an open set, which contributed to her 4.
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8.2

Physical distance measurement, magnitudes, and geometry

This section demonstrates Laura’s understanding of distance measurement, first in real space and
then in more abstract settings. Laura’s understanding of distance measurement was tied to
physical contexts in which she could readily access geometric objects constructed from operations
on vector components. This understanding resulted in Laura not adopting a quantitative
understanding of distance as measurement of a shared quality of two objects. Instead she favored
understanding distance through operating on a difference vector (as discussed in Section 3.3).
In this section, I highlight Laura’s initial construction of the Euclidean distance, which served
as the operational foundation of her metric property 1, even though she rejected later metrics as
distances. I will then summarize her component-wise construction of the other distances in real
space and present episodes that demonstrate understanding of such distances. Her description of
distances in real space gives a clear picture of her understanding that led to metric property 1.
Following this, I will examine her construction of the metrics on functions and her assertion that
distance only resides in physical space. I will conclude with her stating of metric property 1 and
some final thoughts she gave related to distances.

8.2.1 The euclidean distance
While Laura drew from her understanding of distance measurement on R when reasoning
component-wise and constructing the

and

1

distances in real space, Laura’s ultimate

construction of a metric relied on her understanding of the Euclidean distance. Similar to Jerry
and Christina, her understanding of distance on R drew from what she would have learned in
class and used the absolute value function. We will see her discuss this distance measurement
later on, and i will now focus on her understanding of the Euclidean distance.
When first constructing the Euclidean distance between two vectors v1 and v2 , Laura
leveraged the Euclidean norm (“magnitude” as she called it) as a measurement of size on the
difference vector v1

v2 .
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Interviewer:Given two vectors in R2 , how might you measure the distance between
those two vectors? [Laura draws the two vectors Figure 8.1]
Laura:Like, this distance? [Draws the line between the vectors in Figure 8.1] . . .
Laura:This is the same that if like, this [v1 ] is like, x1 , y1 [draws v1 = <x1 , y1 >] and
this [v2 ], is uh x2 , y2 [draws v2 = <x2 , y2 >]. Then, this distance is kind of similar to
uh, putting v2 here [draws the dotted v2 in Figure 8.2]. This is simply the sum of the
two vectors, so it would be x1 + x2 and y1 + y2 [draws Figure 8.2]. Is what I think the
distance is.
Interviewer:Yeah, great. So in this case the distance you got is a vector?
Laura:Oh! Extra step on this.
Interviewer:Yeah, sure.
Laura:And so you have the vector, you then have to take the distance. It’s sort of
saying, instead of there are two vectors, and you are looking at the distance between
them, you’ve now made one vector, and then the magnitude of the vector is the
distance.
Interviewer:Great. Awesome. [Laura then draws Figure 8.3].

Figure 8.1: Laura’s “distance”
Laura then reiterated that the “sum of the squares” is the distance on R2 and that you cannot
simply take the distance between two vectors, but instead have to take the magnitude of “the sum
of the two vectors.” I then attempted to facilitate some perturbation by asking if her drawn
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Figure 8.2: Vector components

Figure 8.3: Initial vector distance calculation
distance vector was represented by the sum <x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 >. This then facilitated
accommodation to generate the standard Euclidean distance. In particular, Laura realized that the
difference vector was represented by (x1

x 2 , y1

y2 ) rather than (x1 + x2 , y1 + y2 ), which

facilitated her writing of the Euclidean distance.
This episode demonstrates the way in which Laura constructed the measurement of distance
between vectors, specifically as a two-step process involving first constructing the difference
vector (which she later called a “distance vector”) between two vectors and then taking its
magnitude as the measure of distance. This two-step process conveys the natural characterization
of distance on R2 , namely that of distance measurement through the use of a norm, or measure of
“magnitude” as discussed in Section 3.3. Further, in this episode and others, Laura
interchangeably used distance to describe both the difference vector and the measure of its size
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through the Euclidean calculation. Thus, I interpret that Laura held that the “distance” between
two vectors was both the difference vector and the operation on it.
Note that while this original construction is natural, it is rooted in geometric operations rather
than a measurement activity between two objects. Indeed, a primary distinction between a
quantitative understanding of distance and a quantitative understanding of a norm is that distance
is a measure of a shared quality that two objects have, whereas a norm is a measure of a property
of a single object. Laura implemented this same two-step process throughout the teaching
experiment and indeed emerged as part of her final construction of a general distance.

8.2.2 Other distances in real space
Laura’s construction of the

and

1

metrics were largely a result of her generalizations of

convergence into real space. Much of her generalizing activity pertaining to sequences will be
discussed in the next section, but I will give a brief summary of her activity here to motivate her
understanding of distance as an operation on the components.
Engaging in much of the same generalizing activity as Jerry and Christina, Laura first
characterized convergence of a vector sequence using component-wise reasoning. This led to her
understanding that a vector sequence vn = <xn , yn > converged if the individual sequences xn
and yn converged. Laura then leveraged this form of convergence and the Euclidean distance
similarly to how Christina had, noticing that the calculations in the Euclidean distance preserve
the approximation structure of her component-wise convergence. This then led to the task of
coming up with another operation that would attain sequential convergence with one calculation
(rather than having to calculate n component calculations). From this activity, Laura produced
convergence under the maximum function as a means of identifying the “hardest” component to
approximate.
Noting her Euclidean construction of distance as a size measurement on a “distance vector,” I
attempted to facilitate the same understanding of the maximum function. I asked Laura to think
about how the maximum function might be a measure of size on a vector and also a measure of
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distance between two vectors. Responding to my conjecture, Laura made the following comment:
Laura:But, wouldn’t you only be looking at one component distance though, if you’re
looking at the max between these two?
This quote demonstrates that her understanding of the

distance attended to its output being

the real number distance in a single component. This accounts for Laura’s confusion, as she saw
the maximum function as only expressing the distance of one component rather than both
components together. In this way, her understanding was more geometric than attending to
measurement resulting from application of the maximum function.
In an attempt to help Laura use her geometric intuition to motivate the maximum as a measure
of distance, I directed Laura toward the construction of the unit circle in

. I prompted Laura to

define the Euclidean unit circle, yielding the characterization of all points “<x, y> must be such
that magnitude of <x, y> is 1.”
Responding to this, I wrote on the board the set C1 = {<x, y> :

x2 + y 2 = 1} and asked

Laura to consider what collection of points would be given by the set (circle)
C2 = {<x, y> : max{|x| , |y|} = 1}. To this prompt, she responded “then C2 is going to be a
square.” While she was able to characterize the geometric shape of the set and used the phrase
“distance 1” from the origin, her later comments revealed that her understanding of

as a

distance was only as an operation on the set of a vector’s components.
Laura similarly constructed the unit ball in

1,

calling it a diamond, but, again, during the

initial construction she gave no description of the way in which
would associate the

1

and

1

measured distance. While she

operations with the geometric shapes they produced, she later

conveyed that she did not understand either operations as representing distance, or the shapes as
being “circles” in the different distances. In the next section, I explore comments later made by
Laura that further give evidence of these understandings.
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8.2.3 Measuring the difference vector: A component-wise understanding of
distance
This section highlights an account that Laura later gave describing how she understood

1, 2,

and

as “distances” in real space. These accounts demonstrate that Laura primarily associated
distance with the Euclidean distance, which she would refer to as “physical distance,”
“straight-line” distance, and the “shortest distance between two points.” She would then relate this
distance to

and

1

by describing them as operations on “component-distances.”

The context of Laura’s comments is the session where she constructed the L1 and L
distances. This discussion established a distinction between the “distance vector” u
“distance between” u and v, instead calling u

v and the

v the difference vector and an operation on u

v

the distance. We will see this distinction influence Laura’s construction of distances on functions.
In her discussion, Laura first established the construction of the difference vector u

v as

shown in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Distance vector
Through discussing this construction Laura established her understanding of the difference
vector u

v was a “distance,” in fact a physical straight-line distance. With the introduction of

each new distance, she would first state that “physical distance” was the true and only distance.
I then transitioned our conversation to the real line. In describing the distinction between
difference and distance in this context, Laura said the following:
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Laura:Yeah. To take the distance, for a real number line it’s different, because
difference and distance means the same thing in this context. Where, if you’re looking
at the difference between these two numbers, we can write b a. But, b a, actually
in this case, also represents the distance in this case, or the absolute value of b a. It’s
like the same concept because there is only one line, rather than if you’re looking at an
Rn or anything that’s not just a line. You also think of the multiple components that
you have to think of this distance for. . . .
Interviewer:Yeah. Great. So, how is b

a similar to u

v?

Laura:b a is similar to u v because you’re looking at — I would say for me,
you’re looking at some “physical distance” [makes air quotes], like, some length you
must go to reach the other number or vector tip that you’re looking for.
Her comments here convey that her understanding of distance on the line had an equivalent
geometric and physical connotation as that of

2.

Then, bringing up magnitude and distance,

Laura said the following:
Laura:Then, if you throw actual values on them, then you get the distance. Here, it’s a
similar concept where you’re just applying the absolute value of B minus A concept to
each individual component, and then that’s how you make your vectors. So, yeah, it
just makes sense to call it [u v] a difference vector . . . The distance would then be
— So, if we’re calling this difference vector [u v], then the distance between u and v
is the magnitude of the difference vector.
This officially established distinct language for the difference vector u

v and the distance as

its magnitude. Utilizing this distinction in language, I asked her how this distinction would apply
to

1

and

(which she called d2 and d3 respectively). After noting that d2 and d3 are the same on

R, Laura said the following about d2 :
Laura:But, if we’re looking at it in two dimensions, then d2 would be the absolute
value of the difference in x components. Which are like trying to draw. I guess I’ll
draw them through a real number line [draws the line in Figure 8.5]. Then, here’s this
chunk that’s xu minus xv [draws xu and xv on the number line], like that value, and
then, you have to add a second chunk that’s yu minus yv [draws yu and yv ].
Then, in terms of what this means for difference, then we’re looking at the subtotal of
the difference in components. . . . we’re just looking at the overall distance in each
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component. . . . The difference vector is really - It’s like if you were to just purely
think about this component-wise, then the distance vector is like the same as the d1
[Euclidean] definition of difference vector, because you’re looking at the difference in
x components, and the difference in y components. And, if you throw them into
component form for this difference vector, then it’s going to turn out the same.

Figure 8.5: Summing distances on the real line
From this, I infer that Laura understood the d2 distance as an operation on a difference vector
that separately looks at “the overall distance in each component” and combines them in the form
of summing “chunks” on a number line. Laura’s connection to distance was that each
component-distance was accounted for, but her understanding of the

1

calculation primarily was

as a specific operation that combined the two “subtotal” component differences. Moreover, her
attention that the “difference vector” is the same for both d1 and d2 further demonstrates her
two-part construction of distance, first a difference vector and then an operation on it. This
contributes to her eventual defining of a “mathematical distance” as separate from “physical
distance.”
Laura then described how she was more comfortable thinking about the d2 distance as the sum
of the component differences rather than attempting to describe it in terms of a vector. This
demonstrates that Laura primarily understood
Indeed, while at times Laura associated the

1

1

as an operation on the components of a vector.

metric with the diamond shape it generated through

the “unit circle,” this association was second to its construction as an operation to apply to
component-differences. Then moving on to

(d3 ), she again conveyed her understanding that

the operation only examined one particular component, and thus did not make sense as a measure
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of distance but rather an operation on component-differences that yields a single component.
Describing d3 , Laura used the diagram in Figure 8.6 as an example, isolating the larger y
component and saying the following:
Laura:So, again, it doesn’t make sense — and, especially because we’re only looking
at one component — it doesn’t make sense to look, or represent it on, like, Rn . It
makes more sense if you just draw it on a line, where this is the absolute value of
yu yv .

Figure 8.6: x and y distances
Laura then stated that her main understanding of d3 was in reference to sequential
convergence, as identifying the largest component to approximate.
Her above comments suggest not only that Laura was unsure of the ways in which d2 and d3
measured distance, but also that much of the meaning she generated for the operations resulted
from their actions on the components. Indeed, Laura later considered d1 , d2 and d3 as acting on a
“difference vector” |u

v2 | , . . . , |un

vn |). I thus interpret that she

considered d3 as an operation on the class of components |u

v| that generated the largest

difference |ui

v| = (|u1

v1 | , |u2

vi |, versus d1 which generated the actual length of the vector, and thus the

shortest distance between u and v. This episode suggests Laura primarily viewed and used these
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distances as a means of relating vectors through component operations, the eventual foundation of
her property 1 of a metric.

8.2.4

Distances in function and general spaces

Laura’s generalizations of distance to n-dimensional space and infinite-dimensional space
ultimately made no substantial contributions to her understanding of distance, and were
constructed primarily through Laura pattern matching, a generalizing activity that she engaged in
throughout the experiment. I will provide a more detailed description of pattern matching in
Subsection 8.4.3, but will here give a brief overview. Pattern matching is a generalizing activity in
which students include a set of symbols into a novel context because of its presence in a past
context which they perceive as similar. A primary motivation for students’ use of pattern
matching is the recurrence of symbols that they associate with mathematical contexts associated
with the symbols. This activity occurs through the cognitive mechanism of a generalizing
assimilation (Piaget, 1972).
Function spaces, however, provided a new challenge for Laura. In particular, while Laura
primarily associated distance with “straight lines” in Euclidean space, she could in some way
relate the operations of d2 and d3 to physical distance through the use of component-wise
reasoning. Functions, however, were entirely different mathematical objects with no obvious
means for geometrical analysis.
While Laura eventually developed the L1 and L

measures of “distance” between functions,

she insisted on labeling them “comparisons” rather than distance, as she professed to be unable of
characterizing the operations as distance. I will examine the episode of this terminology shift to
further demonstrate her intentionality to remove her understanding of physical distance from
these abstract metric spaces, thus adopting a non-quantitative perspective on metric functions.
I introduced Laura to the concept of function distance in the same way that I had introduced it
to Jerry and Christina, by first examining function convergence and questions of completeness.
While Laura eventually developed characterizations of convergent function sequences through
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integration and the maximum function, discussions of convergence were ultimately tangential to
Laura’s production of metrics on functions.
The discussion of distance measurement with Laura began after exploring uniform
convergence, in much the same way that occurred with Jerry and Christina. Specifically, after
unpacking the nuances of uniform and point-wise convergence with Laura, I asked her to
construct a distance measurement between functions such that convergence under that distance
preserved uniform convergence. In response to this, Laura wrote Figure 8.7 and began discussing
a point-wise measure of distance between functions.

Figure 8.7: Laura’s point-wise distance between functions
Laura:I feel like ideally you would want it to be that — this, like g(x) and f (x)
[referring to the functions in Figure 8.8], like the absolute value of those go to 0, so
that would mean it like lays on top of it.
Interviewer:You mean in terms of convergence?
Laura:Yeah.
Thinking ahead to when the sequences of functions might converge, Laura considered the
distance to be the difference |f (x)

g(x)|, but then at every value x. For Laura, if the function

difference became 0, eventually then the sequence would converge to a function, resulting in a 0
point-wise difference.
This initial generalization constitutes a major accommodation of her initial vector difference
|u

v|, as she accommodated the component-measure of distance from discrete vector contexts
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Figure 8.8: Difference between f and g
to a continuous setting. Further, this is a reflecting abstraction of the component-wise operations,
as Laura projected the evaluation of component-wise differences into a point-wise context and
reorganized the operations to occur across values of x. In particular, this is another example of the
point-wise/component-wise relationship explored in Chapter 6, in this case Laura generalized her
construct of a distance “vector” in component-wise terms to now be a distance in terms of the
point-wise differences. Moreover, while Laura did mention the “laying on top of each other” in
both contexts, I infer that Laura was unaware of the operations that she abstracted between
contexts. In particular, she made no explicit reference to the vector differences in this instance,
and she made no connection made between the discrete/continuous settings. This justifies my
classification of reflecting instead of reflected abstraction, as Laura’s awareness was not clear.
While exploring this distance measurement with specific functions, Laura remembered using
the integral to measure area difference in calculus class. She thus proposed

f

g as a measure

of distance, but because that was the only time she had ever seen the function difference f

g.

She then immediately dismissed the idea saying “that’s not what you want,” and discussed how
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she considered

f

g to have no “physical meaning.”

Seeing that she did not consider this to be a distance measurement, I returned to the prompt of
measuring distance so that functions uniformly converged by drawing her attention to the function
sequence xn on the interval [0, ] (the same activity in which Jerry and Christina had engaged). In
much the same way that Jerry and Christina identified that convergence of the maximum value on
a domain would result in uniform convergence from this example, Laura eventually wrote the L
norm in Figure 8.9 on the board. She professed that although it implied convergence, she could
not conceive of it as a distance.

Figure 8.9: The maximum as a measure of distance

Laura:This [L ] does not make sense at all. I didn’t really think this is a real thing.
I interpret from this quote, as well as future quotes by Laura, that while she could indeed
understand the use of the maximum function as a means of describing the convergence of a
sequence of functions, she did not understand the way that the maximum function could be
thought of as a measurement of distance. Laura professed in multiple instances that while she
used the term “distance” in many instances, she struggled separating distance measurement from
the “hypotenuse” (Euclidean) form of distance.
Indeed, both her initial understandings of the integral and the maximum functions were rooted
in her experience with particular activity (sequence convergence or area difference) rather than in
some sort of measurement process. Without tangible mathematical structure for her to attach the
measurements, she did not seem to understand these operations as distance measurements.
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Then, after establishing the language that the distance was a magnitude measurement on the
difference vector (through the conversation in Section 8.2.3), I later returned the conversation to
function distances to see if the discussion would give Laura a new perspective on function
distance measurement.
Interviewer:So, can you maybe restate what you mean by the absolute value of f
as being the difference function, and then how the integral kind of plays into that.

g

Laura:Yeah, so just like with the example from d1 , we saw that u minus v. We called
that the difference vector. And, that was xu xv [writes |xu xv |, she likely meant
|ux vx |], and then yu yv [writes |yu yv |]. So, that was our difference vector.
Then our distance, I felt like, was an application of [operation on] this. Our d1 was the
square root of xu xv squared, plus yu yv squared [writes the d1 formula]. So, in
much the same way, u and v has now become the functions f (x) g(x). That’s our
difference function, because u v we saw you could draw it as a vector.
Then, for the distance of our difference vector, was like an application of the
information we learned taking the absolute value of the difference. So here [

f

g],

I feel like the integral can be a form of application, not necessarily distance, but it’s
because we’ve taken f (x) g(x). We’ve taken our difference function and applied an
operation to it.

Figure 8.10: Comparing |u

v| to |f (x)

g(x)|

From this exchange, I interpret that Laura understood the integral as an operation on the
function difference f

g, or in her notation, |f (x)

g(x)|. Her comparison further conveys that
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the difference |f (x)

g(x)| was a generalization of her component-wise reasoning applied to

vectors. Her understanding of the integral as an “application” (operation) on a difference vector is
also a major accommodation of her previous activity, specifically of operating on a class of
components. Indeed, her description of the integral as an operation on a difference vector is an
abstraction of operations she constructed when working with d2 and d3 .
Throughout this conversation, I noted Laura’s continual unease about calling the integral a
distance measurement. I then suggested instead calling this integral operation a “comparison,”
Laura then said the following, describing why she was more comfortable using such
“comparison” language rather than “distance” language:
Laura:For d1 , 2, and 3 — those distances make sense to me, because I assign a
practical purpose to them, like the straightest distance between two points, or it makes
a diamond, or it makes a square. That makes sense on a graph. Vectors — It makes
sense to find distances between vectors because that’s useful. It doesn’t make sense to
find distances between functions because I’ve never heard of that concept before. . . .
Then, I guess, with already going along with there’s like the difference function, or the
difference vector, and then this concept of distance. I’ve never applied this difference
function in any other operation form, except by the expression of integrals. . . .
Laura:I think because we’ve changed it from distance to comparison, I got over that
hurdle of the distance between two functions. . . . I think when you said — yesterday,
when you said distance between two functions, I was like looking at what could I
compare? What’s comparable to components in the function space? . . . It was really
hard for me to think of a specific definition for distance in that way.
Interviewer:Yeah. Totally.
Laura:But, I think starting out looking at, and changing it from a distance to
comparison, and changing the distance functions to the difference function made
everything less scary.
Laura’s comments here further suggest that she had been attending to distance as a geometric
construction in physical space. Indeed, her describing of d2 and d3 as distances was primarily
attached to their geometric existence in Rn in this case. Functions, as (seemingly) non-geometric
objects from her understanding, were not mathematical quantities between which she could
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measure distance. Thus, adopting the language of “comparison” was a much more natural
description of the operations she was enacting. She later labeled her L1 metric as C1 (not to be
confused with the earlier notation of C1 to be the unit circle in R2 ).
Formally writing what this new comparison would be, Laura wrote the integral expression in
Figure 8.11, describing her now use of the absolute value as a “trend.”

Figure 8.11: Laura’s integral comparison

Laura:I like matching trends. So, for the difference vector, I use absolute values, or I
just happened to use absolute values. . . . you use the absolute value because the
physical interpretation of distance, you only think of like positive. It doesn’t make
sense to be like, “I have to go a distance of negative 10 feet.” Like, that doesn’t make
sense.. . .
Laura:So, kind of along those lines to think of a difference function, especially if
we’re kind of under the guise of this difference vector I’d use the absolute value. And
then, when we were looking at this comparison, you want to preserve the absolute
value, otherwise it’s like you’re not — what you’re comparing might not be the true
thing that you wanted to get to. . . .
And, again, if we’re thinking about the physical representation of this comparison, it
doesn’t make sense to be like, “I have negative 10 feet squared.” That doesn’t make
sense. So, you want to have absolute values on there to make sure that your
comparison makes physical sense.
Laura’s comments suggest that she had engaged in a construct I call pattern matching, and
they also demonstrate some momentary attention to interpretations of physical distance
measurement. Pattern matching involves introducing mathematical structure, in the form of
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symbols, to a novel context for the sake of continuing what was previously present. In this case,
Laura first adopted the absolute value into the integral notation because her previous construct of
a difference vector |u

v| involved the absolute value function. She was then able to tie the use

of absolute value to the nonnegativity of physical distance, but her initial generalization was a
product of her continuing the “trend” of the absolute value. Later, in Section 8.4.3, I will analyze
the construct of pattern matching in greater detail. I mention now that her pattern matching was
the result of a generalizing assimilation (Piaget, 1970). We will later see Laura self-identify as
having engaged in pattern matching, and her use of the word “trend” often accompanied the
activity of pattern matching. Her identification of the absolute value as a “trend” suggests that its
implementation in this L1 case was both an example of pattern matching, but also a generalization
in the form of an operation on |f (x)

g(x)| as a difference function.

Indeed, her general construction of this comparison was of an operation applied to a
difference vector, with her notation of difference vectors thus far being |f (x)

g(x)|. Laura

demonstrated an understanding that distance should be nonnegative in her description of d2 and
d3 , appealing to a “physical interpretation.” This suggests that she indeed could reflect on such
operations to develop a quantitative understanding of distance measurement, but in the moment
she intentionally separated these operations from a general setting. Laura then adopted a similar
convention when describing her understanding of L . Calling the comparison C2 , she wrote the
operation as max{|f (x)

g(x)| x

D}. Moreover, she similarly described C2 as a different

operation on the difference function |f (x)

g(x)|.

In the next section, I will discuss the culmination of Laura’s distance characterizations as her
first property of a metric. The above activity in function spaces demonstrates a pattern of
constructing some object of difference, be it a vector u

v or a function difference f

g, and

then applying some operation to it (i.e., integration or summation or magnitude). In the next
section below, I examine her thematization of these operations.
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8.2.5

Metric property 1

I prompted Laura to explore the properties of a function that would behave like her constructions.
In response, she wrote down a general set S = {s1 , s2 , . . .} and proceeded to define how each of
her three initial operations d1 , d2 , and d3 would be manifest on the set S (shown in Figure 8.12).

Figure 8.12: Laura’s initial comparisons on a general set S
She described the mathematical objects as si and described her three operations as acting on
the components of the difference si
the kth component of the difference si

sj . Thus, she incorporated the notation si,k

sj,k to mean

sj , and the n in the sum to represent how many “parts

that we can break s down into” (she would also sometimes refer to the difference si

sj as s,

distinct from the set S).
She described that for vectors, the n represented the dimension, and then for integrals the sum
would be an infinite sum (she likely meant in the sense of adding up pieces along a continuum),
and that n was a placeholder for the components of s.
Laura:We’re able to quantify how we break down every individual s for d1 [she likely
meant measure the magnitude by “quantify”]. And then, the sum over every individual
part of s for d2 , and then, the max between every individual part in s.
I interpret that Laura intended the symbols of d1 , d2 , and d3 to carry out the specific operations
of the formulas on whatever components the elements of S were made of. I then asked Laura if
she could explore what properties a general operation D would have if it were to represent her di
and potentially other operations. This was an attempt to draw out the properties of a metric
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function (i.e.,

:X

X

[0,

), (x, y) = (y, x), (x, y) = 0if f x = y and the triangle

inequality).
Laura’s first property followed from her understanding of the difference measurements
throughout her distances, namely as operations on difference vectors.
Laura:So, I was gonna need it to be an operation on the difference of the absolute —
of the difference s - which is the absolute value of si sj .
Interviewer:And, are you thinking of an actual absolute value here?
Laura:Or like . . . it’s weird because I wanna say yes, because of like the two examples
we’ve done [vectors and functions] with the absolute values kind of give a physical
meaning to it. Where it like, it means it’s positive because we often just describe
physical things like distance or area as positive numbers. And so here, I feel like if you
apply the absolute value to our set S, then maybe that would work? But now that I
think about it maybe there are some sets where there isn’t this notion of absolute
value. . . . My point about the absolute value comes from like having our generic D
property like have a positive number at the end so we can use this comparison between
— we can like write out a comparison between two objects in S and have it make
physical sense because it would be a positive number. [Then writes “or si sj >0”].

Figure 8.13: Nature of the operations D
Recall that Laura’s previous understanding of a difference vector was the vector
(|v1

w1 | , |v2

w2 | , . . .), a collection of the absolute value differences. Thus, this first property

of Laura’s D communicates both a) the forming of a difference vector that is somehow made of
positive quantities, and then b) performing some operation on the difference object. Note that
when describing why the absolute value made sense, she appealed to physical interpretations of
the operations to justify why a positive difference would make sense. I infer that this was not
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necessarily an attempt to generate a quantity through measurement, but rather an appeal to known
quantities that she had operated with throughout the experiment. Further, she acknowledged that
the absolute value might not exactly make sense in each setting, and so I consider it to be a
placeholder for the positive difference values that would compose whatever difference vector was
generated.
She then later contributed a new property of D, namely that it acts on the components of the
elements of S. First considering summing over the components, she then switched to the
language of comparing over components after looking at d3 .
Laura:[writes “compare over |si sj |] So, like not only is it an operation [i.e.,
property 1], but then you also have to like compare . . . compare meaning either like
sum — I guess that’s like a comparison — or like this max [d3 ] — but then I feel like
it’s an operation. [writes “components” before |si sj |]
So, in general, it has to be an operation on this difference [|si sj |]. But then more
specifically, it has to compare over these things I’m going to call “components”
[motions with quotes]. The things that are like from 1 to n of si,k sj,k . . . . So, I
wrote the word “compare” to be a specific operation over the components, as a more
specific operation on the difference s.

Figure 8.14: Component comparison
This again was a generalization of her means of operating throughout this experiment.
Specifically, with each distance measurement Laura described the calculations of the distances as
operations on the component-differences of the vectors. Thus, this notion of “comparing over the
components” was a generalization of her activity of operating specifically on the components of
the vectors across contexts. Note that this was a formal statement of her constructions at the
beginning of this task, specifically her constructions si,k

sj,k .
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8.2.6

Laura’s final thoughts on distance

To conclude this section, I present an account of Laura’s final thoughts on distance and
measurement, discussed during the last session of the TE:
Laura:It’s hard for me to say what exactly like distance is. Obviously, this [D] means
distance in the way that we’ve characterized like the property of distance, but not
necessarily in the way that we, like people think about physical distances. Like, travel
time in a car type distance. Like, this is more like “mathematical distance” in a space.
. . . Yeah, so with mathematical distance I’m like just now remember that in the
previous sessions I was also hung up on this so we had to call it like not distance. . . .
we called it a comparison because when I’m working through problems it was hard for
me to work through the problem on its own because I was trying to conceptualize
physical distances as like the hypotenuse which is what most people characterize
distance as.
Thus, I infer that Laura’s understanding of distance was heavily influenced by an
understanding of physical distance as isolated from “mathematical distance.” With no quantitative
understanding to draw from, Laura constructed distance measurement in exactly the ways that she
experienced them, as operations that act on a difference vector through its class of components.

8.3

Convergence and properties 2 and 3

Most of Laura’s distance constructions were motivated by her generalizations of convergence into
more and more abstract spaces. Further, Laura viewed her metric functions and sequential
convergence as intertwined, which contributed to her defining of the metric properties 2 and 3. In
this section I detail Laura’s generalizations of sequential convergence. In examining her
generalization, I will identify operations existing within her understanding of convergence on the
real line that later became abstracted, and then I will highlight relevant instances of her
generalizing. Her generalizing of convergence will further illuminate her pattern matching
activity, as she generalized convergence primarily through the copying of symbolic structure. Her
work in this section will also continue to offer some contrast with the work of Jerry and Christina.
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8.3.1

Generalizing from R

In this section I will first give an account of how Laura understood sequential convergence and
again identify operations relevant to her understanding which she would abstract later. In the
sections that follow I will then demonstrate her generalizations of sequential convergence that
contributed to her metric definition, and also her pattern matching.
Laura initially engaged in much of the same reasoning as Jerry and Christina, generating a
meaningful component-wise characterization of vector convergence and then operating on it with
the Euclidean distance. Specifically, Laura first leveraged the absolute value function as a means
of measuring distance between real numbers, which then also served as her method of
approximation in sequential convergence. After first discussing the use of this absolute value in
measuring distance between real numbers, I asked her “How do we characterize convergent
sequences of real numbers?” As it had with Jerry and Christina, this question prompted her to
recall and explain how she understood real number convergence. I first present her activity and
then describe her cognitive operations. After first describing the accumulation of real numbers
along a number line generally, I asked her if she knew a rigorous definition of convergence, which
prompted the following discussion:
Laura:So, convergence . . . so, convergent sequences are such that for epsilon greater
than 0, the absolute value of ak A is always less than epsilon for some k large. . . .
Laura:[After drawing a number line] Epsilon represents, like say if this is where my
“k” was [draws a mark on the number line, gestured air quotes], like my ak in this case,
and this is my big A [draws A on the number line], epsilon would be like the max or
the error bound on that [draws a visual gap between ak and A depicted in Figure 8.15].
...
And so, therefore as you — if you can shrink epsilon, then that forces the distance
between your sequence, and the number it’s converging to, to also shrink.
Interviewer:So, you mentioned that epsilon is forcing the distance between your
sequence values and the convergent point to like get closer and closer . . .
Laura:So, for some k that is like greater to or equal to some like, typically they write
some like big N , and then the classical next problem would be like “What N is like
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necessary?” And then you have to like solve this [|an
relates like epsilon and N .

A| < ] to get a value that

Figure 8.15: The error bound between ak and A
Writing what she had explained formally, Laura produced Figure 8.16:

Figure 8.16: Formalizing the indexing of convergence
Wanting further to see in what operations Laura engaged when actually carrying out a proof
given her characterization, I asked her to prove that the sequence 1/n converges to 0. This then
prompted her to carry out the following activity and produce Figure 8.17:

Figure 8.17: The beginning of the proof that 1/n

0

Laura:So . . . you replace an with like, you say 1/n 0 less than epsilon [writes
1/n 0< ]. And then, you would want to like use big N to establish the difference
[replaces n with N ]. 1/N less than epsilon, so then 1 less than N [writes 1/N < and
1< N ]. So, hmm [pauses] oh, okay, [writes 1/ <N ]. Yeah, so N has to be greater
than or equal to 1/ .
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8.3.2

Laura’s relevant cognitive operations

I infer from Laura’s comments and activity that her understanding of the definition of
convergence accompanied certain operations to be carried out, likely in a proof context. Indeed,
when formalizing her qualification of “for some k” to “for n

N ” Laura mentioned that “the

classical next problem” involved the finding of some necessary N . I thus interpret that a
significant component of her understanding the critical index N was the task associated with
finding N that she anticipated being asked to carry out. Further, Laura associated the
approximation |an

A| < with the procedure of manipulating the approximation to “get a value

that relates like epsilon and N .” Indeed, as she engaged in proving that 1/n

0, she paused as if

the task was completed when she established the relationship 1/ <N , as if her task of
establishing the necessary relationship was completed.
I infer from her comments that Laura understood the behavior of the sequence as being
controlled both by N and . This dual control was likely due to her attending to the finding of the
relationship between N and as the primary component of the proof of a sequence’s convergence.
This is reasonable as both N and were equally relevant to her sequential convergence activity, in
that she had to find a relationship between the two to satisfy her assimilated action scheme. Thus,
both variables were important to the convergence process.
I view these symbols N and as representing the primary operations that Laura associated as
relevant to verifying the convergence of a particular sequence. This identification of operations
was integral to her understanding of convergence, and her work highlights the kinds of operations
to be abstracted later as Laura engaged in generalization. Indeed, Laura later referenced the , N
relationship when working with sequences in

.
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8.3.3

Component-wise convergence in characterizing convergence of a sequence
of vectors

In this episode, we will see that Laura’s initial construction of vector convergence in her selection
interview was largely similar to Jerry and Christina’s work. Indeed, Laura also engaged in
component-wise reasoning as an initial attempt at characterizing the convergence of a vector
sequence. Again, I will first present Laura’s activity and then give analysis of her generalizing.
Laura:Like, if you have like vn [writes vn on the board] is some like representative,
like vn , and like, your vector changes every time? [writes Figure 8.18 I’m assuming
this is what your vector would look like. And then you want to know what this vector
converges to?
Laura:. . . okay, so if we want to say if this converges, then that means this number
[xn ] has to converge and uh — you’re x component has to converge, and your y
component has to converge [points to yn ]. Which is realistically just seeing if two
separate — hopefully there’s no dependence on either one of the [i.e., one sequence is
not a function of the other] . . . seeing if two independent sequences converges. . . . It’s
basically, like doing the convergence thing twice, but you have to fit it for both x and y.
Then xn — big X is less than or equal to epsilon for n greater than or equal to some
big N that we solve for using, like, the same method that we’ve always seen. And y
needs to converge. Because, like even if xn converges but yn like trails off to infinity,
you’re not going to have a vector that converges. [writes Figure 8.19]. I’m using the
same concept here, but we just got to do it twice. Twice as much work.

Figure 8.18: Vector representation
Further explaining her understanding, Laura then produced a visualization of a vector in R2
and described the sequences along both axes contributing to the position of the vector sequence
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Figure 8.19: Both x and y convergence
eventually stabilizing to produce a single vector.
Thus we see that, much like Jerry and Christina, Laura exhibited a component-wise
understanding of a convergent vector sequence. Her generalizing can be characterized through
recursive embedding, as she again embedded her understanding of sequential convergence along a
number line into each component of the real plane. As with Jerry and Christina, this embedding
first occurred through recognition that a vector sequence results in two independent real number
sequences, to which she could apply familiar operations from her understanding of formal
sequential convergence. Further, her generalization was underpinned by reflecting abstraction.
Specifically, Laura projected her operations associated with formal real number convergence to be
carried out twice on two separate independent vector sequences. This abstraction included the
operation of determining an , N relationship (and then , M ), as signified by her referencing the
finding of the index N “using like the same method that we’ve always seen.” As noted by her
initial query of what a sequence of vectors looked like, the concept was entirely novel to her, and
thus her generalizing was supported by abstraction of operations relevant to a formal proof-based
structure.

8.3.4

2

convergence

After she developed a component-wise characterization of convergence, I prompted Laura to
attempt a characterization of convergence that entailed one calculation rather than multiple
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approximations2 . To do this, Laura utilized the Euclidean distance in much the same way that
Christina did. Specifically, Laura utilized the Euclidean distance to characterize convergence of a
vector sequence such that multiple calculations need not be made. This activity occurred during
the first session of her teaching experiment.
At the beginning of the first teaching experiment session, I asked Laura again to characterize
convergence, this time performing one calculation rather than the two she was doing before.
Laura then examined the Euclidean distance calculation d2 = (vx,n

vx )2 + (vy,n

vy ) 2 ,

producing the estimate given below.

Figure 8.20: Combining estimates in component-wise reasoning
Laura then accommodated that the approximation would actually be
(vx,n

vx )2 + (vy,n

vy ) 2 <

2
1

+

2
2

and recognized that the arbitrariness of allowed for some

flexibility with arithmetic combinations of quantities such as

1

and

2.

She thus produced one

, N statement in Figure 8.22.
Laura:. . . because, epsilon, whether it’s epsilon 1 or epsilon 2, as long as it’s greater
than zero, you can force that to be as small as you want, so I’m actually going to
change it, because you can always force it to be small. . . . so, I think this is my final
statement. For epsilon-hat greater than zero, there exists just an N-hat for the natural
numbers such that this above statement [ˆ>(vn,x vx )2 + (vn,y vy )2 ] is true.
2

This was the same prompt that I had given to Jerry and Christina after their construction of component-wise
convergence.
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Figure 8.21: Changing

1

+

2

to ˆ

Interviewer:And for just some epsilon-hat, or —? I guess the question is, for what
epsilon-hat greater than zero?
Laura:Oh, yeah, that would be for all. I wanna say match the thing [points to the given
statement of real number convergence with the quantifier].
Interviewer:And, why would it be for all?
Laura:It would be for all because, once — let’s say you fix epsilon-hat, then, you’re
always challenged to find an N-hat that makes this statement
[ˆ>(vn,x vx )2 + (vn,y vy )2 ] true, and so, if you start out big, like 100, then yeah, it
would be really easy, but, as you sequentially go to 1/100th, you’ll still be able to find
an N-hat such that this will be really close to zero, and this will be really close to zero.

Figure 8.22: Finding an N̂
Note that whereas she did not include a

quantifier in her previous sequential

characterization, I wrote it as part of the definition of real number convergence, being curious
how she would react to its presence. She indeed recognized it and adapted it, even though it was
not a meaningful part of her initial construction.
Thus, using the calculations available in the Euclidean distance measurement formula, Laura
was able to construct a single approximation argument from the estimates in component-wise
convergence. When asked about her motivation for using the Euclidean distance, Laura described
that the distance would represent the size of “fake distances” (she drew difference vectors) that
would eventually result in the vector sequence lying “on top of” the convergent vector v.
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Laura’s generalizing activity can be characterized through transforming her component-wise
reasoning. Indeed, Laura first used the approximations present in component-wise convergence to
create an estimate on the square Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance thus provided her
with a single calculation that still preserved the approximation of the individual components. This
was indeed a transformation for Laura, as over the course of her activity she resolved that she
could capture the

N relationship in both components through flexibly applying the

arbitrariness of . She thus altered the structure of her original component-wise reasoning
(namely the transition from two separate calculations to produce the

N relationship to one

calculation) to resolve her given task.
This is another more subtle example of Laura’s engagement in pattern matching. When
describing the formal structure of her Euclidean approximation, Laura added in the

symbol to

her definition in an effort to “match” the formal statement of real number convergence. While in
this case just a nuance, it would later be a major activity of her generalizing the activity of proof.
Laura’s description of Euclidean convergence continued her previous description of
sequential convergence, namely that given >0, there should be an index N such that the
approximation relationship (in this case ˆ>(vx,n

vx )2 + (vy,n

vy )2 ) holds for and N . I infer

that was the intervention of “for which” epsilon that alerted her to the

structure present in the

previous convergent definition, which she then adopted in this new case “to match” the structure
of real number convergence.
While

was a meaningful symbol and indeed conveyed operations to be carried out, Laura’s

primary motivation for adopting it to the Euclidean characterization was to make the structure of
the statements match. This further highlights her engagement in pattern matching. I want to
mention that pattern matching does not necessitate a lack of understanding of the structure being
transferred, as Laura clearly held an understanding of the

, N pairing within the formal

definition. Rather, pattern matching suggests that her generalizing of the particular structure was
for no other reason than its existence in previous contexts. This activity emerged for her in future
instances of generalization, and indeed she later commented that part of her strategy for
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generalizing included this exact activity.

8.3.5

Further generalizations in real space

Her further generalizations of convergence occurred after she characterized convergence through
the Euclidean distance. Similar to my prompt with Jerry and Christina, I asked Laura to come up
with another operation that would capture the convergence of vectors through a single calculation.
It was the following activity that led to her construction of the

metric described in previous

sections.
The discussion began by considering whether we could capture the convergence of two
sequences (xn and yn ) by attending only to the larger of the components of the two component
differences at each n. After a period of my noticing that Laura was wary of which component
would become larger as n varied, I asked her to examine the sequence (1/n cos(n), 1/n sin(n)).
This sequence of vectors converges to 0 but infinitely oscillates between which of the two is
greater. It was during this exploration that Laura began using the maximum notation. Laura then
had a moment of insight during this process.
Laura:Oh, wait. I think I know, because if we draw this graph — I don’t know why it
took me so long to get here. . . .
So, if we’re able to find a single — for the max distance away that this is [pointing to a
written statement max{|vx,n vx | , |vy,n vy |}], whether it’s one relating to vx,n or
vy , and whether it happens to be one or the other for any particular big N that we’re
looking at, or for whatever fixed epsilon we have. Then, if we’re just looking at the
one with the maximum distance, and that’s what we’re gonna call our epsilon, then the
other one is not the maximum, which is the minimum, which means it’s even closer to
its destined convergent number.
And then therefore, if we consider N 1 and N 2 [in the statement of component-wise
convergence] to be the same big N , then, for the component such that it’s the
maximum value, that one was kind of hard, in a sense, because that’s the one that fixed
our epsilon [i.e., her sought out , N relationship is with the greater value in the max].
. . . by choosing the maximum, we’re focused on the bigger problem for all little n
greater than this big N for a single epsilon.
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Figure 8.23: A visual representation of vector convergence in
Laura productively reasoned that the maximum function would, at each n, demonstrate which
component difference would be “harder” to approximate. When determining her necessary , N
relationship for convergence she would only need to work with one N and one . In this way,
Laura engaged in transforming, as she again characterized the convergence of vectors in a novel
way through altering the structure of component-wise convergence to reflect attention to the
“harder” component. The maximum approximation used in her characterization is given in Figure
8.24, with her above comments describing the fixing of an and finding an accompanying critical
index N such that the approximation holds.

Figure 8.24: The maximum approximation for vector convergence
Her work with the

1

distance followed a similar path as that of the

distance. Describing
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convergence in

1,

Laura said the following:

Laura:This one [the 1 calculation] makes more sense than this one [the
calculation], because this is essentially very similar to d1 [the Euclidean calculation],
because you’re saying if this |vx wx | goes to zero, plus this |vy wy | goes to zero,
equaling zero, then they’re on top of each other [the sequence vectors vn and the
vector v].
Thus, again Laura generalized her component-wise reasoning to occur through this new
summation calculation. In particular, summation preserves the progression of the
component-differences to 0.

8.3.6 The Cauchy property in L1
We now explore Laura’s discussion of sequential convergence and the Cauchy property using her
function comparisons C1 and C2 . While the completeness discussion was not ultimately relevant
to her generalizing, her formalization of the Cauchy structure demonstrates pattern matching in
this new context. She also engaged in such pattern matching when producing her final
characterization of a general “distance” measurement.
To begin the discussion of completeness, I asked Laura if she could characterize a Cauchy
sequence of functions using C1 and C2 . She then immediately produced Figure 8.25 and said the
following:
Laura:I pattern matched with how we would describe convergence for vectors. . . . so
now, I just know that if you’re looking at convergence, you have to use this more
rigorous epsilon statement . . .
Interviewer:. . . is there any, kind of, underlying structure behind this epsilon N
statement, or is there anything behind the pattern matching other than just, “We did
this before. We’ll do it again,” kind of thing?
Laura:Well, I guess the underlying structure is that you need your statement that
you’re looking for — that I want to converge to 0, and instead of saying, “The limit
goes to 0. You need to show that it’s less than epsilon.” Then, you write the for all
epsilon — the N statement.
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Figure 8.25: Cauchy statements for C1 and C2
By treating C1 and C2 in the same way she treated the vector distances, Laura was able to
pattern match the , N structure that she had previously assimilated (likely to a scheme at this
point). From her ability to pattern match the Cauchy structure into this new context, I infer that
the convergence structure would similarly be easily integrated.

8.3.7 Convergence and D
In the final episode, convergence influenced the second and third properties of a metric function.
The second property emerged from a query about the first. When first characterizing the
difference vector |si

sj |, Laura stated that the difference vector had to be greater than 0.

Knowing that she had in the past produced 0 distances, I asked her if the difference needed to be
strictly greater than 0. Her response to this question was framed in terms of sequential
convergence.
Interviewer:Could our operation [D] ever be 0? . . .
Laura:That would mean that, in certain situations, that it implies convergence.
Whether, either this notion of point-wise or just convergent on a little part, or like
uniformly convergent and that sort of thing.
Interviewer:Yeah so then if our si

sj and D were 0, what would that mean?

Laura:The difference si sj and the comparison between the two, they are the same.
[She then wrote Figure 8.26]
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We would want that to keep happening because — especially if we want D to also
imply convergence down the road — then we’ve seen that — especially in like the
d1 , d2 , d3 case for vectors — that if v = w, then the distance in all three cases equals 0
and we know that they lie on top of each other.

Figure 8.26: The meaning of 0 distance
Thus, much like for Jerry and Christina, there was a necessity of convergence implying that
the objects laid on top of each other, which was manifested through a 0 comparison. For Laura as
well, the meaning of 0 distance emerged through the activity of leveraging distance in the context
of sequential convergence. I infer that she also held this notion of “lying on each other” with
functions, as the manifestation of her difference vector was a point-wise type distance.
I then asked her if she could think of any other properties of this comparison, and she
described that D implies convergence. Calling it another “trend,” she wrote Figure 8.27.

Figure 8.27: Convergence under D

Laura:So, it’d be like this, where like D on our difference s - using a sequence of like
things in S - are less than epsilon for all epsilon greater than 0, and then we have like
our epsilon statement — uh, implies convergence [writes = > convergence to sj ]. . . .
I kind of just took the structure from d3 .
When we were just looking at vectors, we originally wanted our max of vk uk to be
less than epsilon, and then the rest of the epsilon statement [i.e., the statements about
the indices]. I then kind of copied this format. And, instead of writing out a specific
D, I said like, this D operation [i.e., D(|sj,n sj |)< ] on this sequence of potentially
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convergent things in S. . . . Because, as long as you’re able to be able to find
something being less than epsilon then you would be this convergence statement.
This characterization of convergence thus followed from a pattern matching of her previous
characterizations of sequential convergence. Indeed, I infer that her copying of the , N structure
from past characterizations accompanied an abstraction of her operations associated with
establishing the , N relationship.

8.3.8 Summary
This chapter saw Laura engaging in pattern matching while generalizing sequential convergence
to arbitrary metric spaces. Indeed, the specific operations she abstracted when adapting
convergence into these novel contexts involved the establishing of an , N relationship to be
leveraged in a proof. Further, Laura primarily generalized through accommodation of the
convergence , N statement to use her different metric operations. Indeed, she professed that her
primary means of generalizing the convergence structure was through the copying of the logical
symbolic structure first present in a real line context. This attention to symbolism will be further
explored in Chapter 9.

8.4

Triangle inequality

This section explores Laura’s construction and generalization of the proof that the open ball is an
open set. This proof was the primary motivation for Laura’s use of the triangle inequality in her
metric definition. We will first discuss Laura’s initial construction and adaptation to distance
measurement, followed by her later constructions that further demonstrate her activity of pattern
matching. I then conclude with an analysis of her adapting the triangle inequality into the
definition of the metric function.
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8.4.1

The open ball in real space

To motivate an understanding of the triangle inequality, I had Laura engage with the same
openness task in which Jerry and Christina had engaged. Laura’s construction of the proof that
the open ball constitutes an open set took on many forms, with her initial proof in R not
considering distance measurement at all. Rather, she made an argument rooted in the geometric
construction of the open interval, which she then generalized into a component-wise argument
that recreated her proof on the line for each component of R2 . While interesting, Laura’s initial
proof construction in R and component-wise generalization did not pertain to her construction of
the metric function. Thus, due to space I will only include her initial argument on R as a
motivation for her subsequent adaptation to distance measurement later on.
After her component-wise argument, I presented Laura with the definition of the open ball (in
terms of distance from a fixed vector) and asked her to prove that the open ball was an open set.
This eventually prompted her to return to her argument about the open interval on R and
reconstruct the argument in terms of distance. The steps in her second proof on R then constituted
a structural framework to which she adapted distances in R2 . Note that, as with Jerry and
Christina, I provided Laura with the definition of an open set, as her only previous understanding
of openness was in reference to inclusion of an interval’s endpoints.
The ultimate goal of this activity was to facilitate the necessity of the triangle inequality
through proof. With this goal in mind, and following her first component-wise generalization, I
told Laura that the definition of an open ball around a point (x, y)

R2 was “ all points that are

some distance r from the point (x, y).” Responding to this, Laura wrote Figure 8.28.
After having her reason about this definition, I also presented Laura with the definition of an
open set in R2 , and I asked her to prove that the open ball By around the vector y was an open set
in R2 . She then attempted to prove the conjecture, but ultimately she stated that she was stuck. To
facilitate her creating a new argument on R that related to distance measurement, I prompted her
to return to R to examine her activity. Returning to R, Laura recreated her proof from before,
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Figure 8.28: Open ball in

2

resulting in Figure 8.29.

Figure 8.29: Initial proof that the open interval is an open set
In this proof, the interval Laura was trying to show is an open set is S, while the set B is the
smaller interval in S that satisfies the definition of an open set. Thus, r is the radius of the interval
S, while r̃ is the radius of the inner interval B that should be small enough so that B is contained
in S. Facilitating some perturbation, I asked her why such a r̃ would exist to yield the inequalities
in her proof outside of its obvious existence from the picture. This led to examination of the
relationships between v, r, w, and r̃. Discussion of a relationship between these quantities to
allow containment of the interval resulted in her proof in Figure 8.30, which influenced her
eventual proof construction in R2 shown in Figure 8.31.
Note that the goal of her proof was to show that S = (v
constructed the interval B = (w
r̃<r

|v

r, v + r) was an open set. Thus, she

r̃, w + r̃) such that w was an arbitrary point in S and

w|. This final estimate was originally stated as a pair of inequalities that derived from

the positioning of the endpoints of the smaller interval B in relation to the endpoints of S (i.e.,
v

r<r̃

w<r̃

w<v + r).
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Figure 8.30: Proof that the open interval is an open set
I then intervened and prompted her to reflect on these inequalities in terms of distance to find
the necessary radius r̃ to ensure the containment of B within S. This intervention reminded her of
the reason for returning to this proof, specifically to gain intuition about how distances can be
used to verify openness. After constructing the proof shown above in terms of distance, Laura
restated the sequence of operations that entailed the openness proof.
Laura:[After constructing B around an arbitrary w S]. Okay, so we chose our
arbitrary point [u] in B, and then we know we want to show it’s in S. And then, we
decided that being in in S means that the distance, w minus u [she meant v u], is
less than this radius r. And then we started from here — this distance [|u v|] — and
then we tried to get to r. And, so, we took this [|v r|] and we just added w, but we
also subtracted w so it’s the same. You can conveniently pair the two together so v
minus w and v — or, yeah, v minus u. And we already know that v minus w, because
we have shown a relationship between r̃ and r, and the absolute value of v minus w
[points to r̃<r |v w|], that we can say that it’s [|v w|] r minus r̃.
Interviewer:Yup.
Laura:And I was able to get this part [|v w + w u| < |v w| + |w u|] due to
triangle inequality. If this [puts parenthesis around v w] is one part of the inequality
and this [puts parenthesis around w u] is the other.
Interviewer:Yeah, totally.
Laura:And, then we’ve shown this is — we know that w minus u is less than r̃
because that’s the definition of what it means for u to reside within B. And so, after
we got here [r r̃ + r̃], you can just cancel out the two r̃s and you get simply r. And
then, we dump the inequality, because we started with v minus u, went through some
work, and then ended up with less than r.
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Interviewer:Cool. Great. Yeah. And, so, are we done?
Laura:Yes, because we showed that, for any u within v — So, our arbitrary point in
the small ball [i.e., u] also exists in our bigger S space and then that somehow proves
that S is open. We’re done.
The above quote shows Laura describing the key part of the proof after construction of the
smaller interval B around the point w. Then, extending this work into R2 , Laura constructed the
proof that the open ball is an open set. She first constructed this proof around the origin and then
extended it to be around any vector in R2 .

Figure 8.31: Proof that the open ball is an open set
Note that Laura’s construction was in terms of the Euclidean norm, and it continued to be so
when she generalized the proof to any open ball. Further, she justified her use of the triangle
inequality on the Euclidean magnitude by saying that someone from class told her that magnitude
and absolute value were “the same concept.” Moving on, Laura fairly easily adapted her proof
that the open ball around the origin was an open set to show that any open ball around a vector v
constituted an open set.
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8.4.2 Operating
One primary characteristic of Laura’s work was her attention to the specific steps to be carried out
in the proofs she was enacting. Specifically, in each novel context Laura would more or less
retrace her initial activity in R, even to the point of making the same mistakes she had made and
then correcting them. Indeed, when first examining a new context, Laura would begin by writing
out the potential proof and then analyze whether or not it would work. This proof would be an
exact replica of proofs in previous cases but with appropriate objects for the setting of the new
proof. For instance, Laura would specify that first she would fix a random point within the ball in
question, then construct a ball around that, and then pick another random point in the smaller ball
to show it was in the bigger ball. This sequence of activities more or less described the operations
necessary to satisfy the definition of an open ball as well as demonstrating set containment. Her
generalizing involved carrying out that specific sequence of activities rather than to explicitly
examine the definitions that she would be satisfying or any present mathematical structure.
This does not mean that she did not understand the structure that her actions represented, as
indeed she was able to meaningfully interpret her proof once it was fully constructed. Rather, this
provides an example of the nuance of the kinds of activities that she would primarily attend to
while generalizing. Indeed, she engaged in much of the same activity as Jerry and Christina;
however, her primary motive for the activities she carried out was to satisfy a specific proof
scheme, which she attempted to make fit in each novel case.
In each new proof, Laura first tried the same activities in each case hoping they would hold.
Thus, Laura’s generalizing can be characterized through operating, as she would actively carry
out the same proof operations adapted to each novel context. In this way, Laura preserved the
structure of the proof and accommodated the structure to fit in a novel context. Indeed, this was a
manifestation of her pattern matching, which (as we will see) she enacted and described as she
adopted this proof to the

case.
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8.4.3 Transition to

: An instance of pattern matching

The following section gives the clearest example of Laura’s pattern matching activity, and the
cognitive nuances behind her generalizing in this way. Following her construction of the proof
that the open ball centered around a vector v was an open set, I asked Laura to recall her other
forms of “distance” to then enact this same proof in

and

1.

This led her to produce Figure

8.32.

Figure 8.32: Three distances in finite-dimensional space
Prompted to prove the same result using d2 , she wrote Figure 8.33 and said the following:
Laura:Alright, so you’re using the similar setup as d1 . In order for just this big ball
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that we’re trying to construct and see if it’s open, our radius is still this — part of our
biggest max distance thing. It’s still this r, but the way we compare to r now is
different and it’s going to be the max of the two, of either the x component or the y
component. And then . . .
Interviewer:Yeah, so — this is just more asking about your intuition — what prompts
you to use the similar setup as before?
Laura:Generically, we have d1 was less than r [draws d1 <r] with whatever definition
we chose for d1 , which was magnitude in this case. And, so I feel like, if we’re trying
to do this with other distance types, then I can just easily have picked d1 and I just
replaced it with d2 .

Figure 8.33: Accommodating the open balls into
This was consistent with Laura’s activity of carrying out the relevant activity of her previous
constructed proof and retroactively assessing the validity of the resulting structure. Indeed, Laura
said as much after the above discussion.
Laura:Also, it’s like I’m trying to just match patterns — this is what, a lot of time,
math is just — What I’ll do is I’ll just memorize the generic pattern for this and I’ll be
like, ‘Yeah, a lot of this seems similar, just have to change the notation
somewhere.’
Interviewer:Nice. Yeah.
Laura:But, really, the farther along I do this, the lower in conceptual I get. That’s why
I struggled with trying to explain why r̃ to be this way [i.e., establishing the new
relationship with r̃]. I don’t know if you want that but —
Interviewer:No, that’s great. So, you’re saying that, the more that you copy the pattern
of the proof, the less you understand?
Laura:Yeah.
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Interviewer:Do you feel that way now? Do you feel like you don’t necessarily
understand what’s going on here?
Laura:No, it’s fine. It’s just, when I was trying to describe what this was, or maybe I
was just trying to think of it geometrically, I was like ‘this is not making sense’.
Interviewer:Totally.
While constructing the proof, Laura would apply the

calculation as if it constructed some

sort of “weird ball” and then retroactively assessed the type of ball that would be constructed
given this calculation.
This episode is the clearest example of Laura’s cognitive motivation for her pattern matching
activity. In the case of Laura’s adaptations of the proof into novel contexts, she would enact the
new proof constructions by carrying out the same operations she had before, but the operations
were symbolically accommodated to the new context. She would then retroactively assess the
validity of her accommodations within the new context. In this case, Laura applied the new
distance measurement into the definition of an open ball, only later to discover that the open balls
generated by her definition matched her geometric construction of the boxes in R2 .
Moreover, Laura’s comments above give further insight into her cognitive motivation for
engaging in pattern matching. In particular, her comment of “Yeah, a lot of this seems similar,
just have to change the notation” signifies that assimilation has occurred. Specifically, because of
this quote, as well as the ways that Laura engaged in pattern matching by enacting the same
activity and the retroactively assessing the result, I infer that Laura’s pattern matching was due to
her engaging in generalizing assimilation (Piaget, 1970). In particular, recall from the theoretical
perspective Chapter 3 that an assimilation is generalizing if “a primary feature of the re-activation
of a scheme is the abstraction of similarity among the current and prior situations” (Tillema &
Gatza, 2017, p. 260).
Thus, I infer that Laura’s pattern matching activity was triggered by an abstraction of
similarity between her past proofs and the proofs that she at the time constructed, yielding a
generalization as her proof schemes were implemented in novel contexts. In particular, I interpret
that the prompt to engage in the proof of the specific result that the “open ball is an open set” but
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in a different context triggered a generalizing assimilation for Laura. Moreover, Laura’s
comments of her “memorizing” particular proofs and “generic patterns” suggest that she had
previously constructed action schemes of her proving activity, which she then engaged in after an
assimilation of a similar prompt. I use the term action scheme in this case to specifically refer to
Glasersfeld’s (1991) construct of a tripartide cognitive sequence of recognition, action, and
expectation that the result of the action is similar to previous experience (p. 65). Further, her
action schemes specifically involve specific combinations of syntactic statements and symbolic
arrangements. While there is also understanding of the symbols involved the particular actions
she carries out pertain only to the preserving of the logical and syntactic structure. In Chapter 9, I
expound on this relation to syntax to propose a way of reasoning called syntactic reasoning.
Finishing her proof in

, Laura then repeated the same operations she had with the

Euclidean distance, but using the maximum function as the primary means to relate the vectors
and radii in the proof. Laura then completed the task by also adopting the proof argument to

1,

or

her d3 distance. After writing out what the open balls would look like with d3 , Laura expressed
confidence that she could carry out the same operations on the “diamonds” that resulted from her
defining of the open balls.

8.4.4 Accommodation and regularity
This episode further highlights a primary way in which Laura was understanding the distances d2
and d3 . While Laura could imagine the boxes and diamonds that resulted from replacing the
Euclidean measure of distance in the open ball notation, she used the calculations as a means of
relating the relevant objects v, w, u and x with the quantities r and r̃ that she understood as
important for her proving activity. In carrying out the proof in this new context, Laura knew that
she needed to construct the “balls” around v and w, and then establish the necessary relationship
r̃<r

max{|vx

wx | , |vy

wy |} to allow the final estimate max{|vx

xx | , |vy

xy |}<r (and

the similar calculations with d3 ).
Laura’s comments further suggest that she had engaged in identifying an anticipated
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regularity. In particular, by engaging in similar activity across cases (i.e., in R and multiple cases
in R2 ) Laura anticipated that her proof actions would persist because of the presence of operations
to continue the relationships meaningful to her. This regularity was then continued to the new
case of

through minor accommodation of the calculations used to create the relationships

between important elements of the proof.
This provides a contrast between Laura’s work Jerry and Christina’s. In particular, it was the
understanding of the

1,

, and

2

metrics as distances that prompted Jerry and Christina to

re-implement them in their proof based on distance measurement. For Laura, it was the regularity
of her carrying out the same operations over time and the presence of the objects on which she
could carry out the operations (v, w, x, and u) that signified she could continue her activity.
Indeed, this was a result of her pattern matching, as d2 and d3 were also called distances and
carried out operations on the components of the vectors similar to the operations of d1 .

8.4.5 Openness of a general open ball
After she established satisfaction with her first three properties of D, I then asked her to use her
definition of D to prove that for the set S, an open ball constituted an open set. This activity
mirrored that of Jerry and Christina’s in that it brought out the use of the triangle inequality as a
necessary property. Much like with Jerry and Christina, when Laura attempted to prove set
containment, she realized that she needed some form of the triangle inequality. This resulted from
pattern matching again applied to this new context. Laura constructed the balls
Bn (s) = {s0 : D(|s0

s|)<n and Bm (s0 ) = {t : D(|t

s0 |)<m such that m<n

D(|s0

s|).

Differing from Jerry and Christina, however, Laura stated the triangle inequality as a property
of both D and S. Specifically, Laura’s first characterization of the triangle inequality is given in
Figure 8.34.
This first triangle inequality property emerged as a condition on D and was stated in terms of
the full operation D on the vector difference |v
estimate D(|t

s|) = D(|t

s0 | + |s0

s|)<n

u|. I infer that she used this notation so that the
m + m = n could be established as before.
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Figure 8.34: Initial triangle inequality
Later in the conversation, we returned to her use of the absolute value notation, where she then
described the absolute value as a property of the set S. Stating that the triangle inequality was first
a property of R, she described that D uses the triangle inequality in the way she wrote above, but
that the triangle inequality was a property of the space S. While saying this, she wrote the
expression in Figure 8.35.

Figure 8.35: Triangle inequality on S
Note that she later added in the less than or equal to sign rather than strictly less than. This
then prompted a discussion of her use of the absolute value notation, and which objects satisfy the
triangle inequality. I infer from Laura’s comments that while she ultimately could not describe
what she meant by absolute value, she understood the absolute value as tied to the difference
quantity |si

sj |, which involved absolute value operating on the real valued components of her

quantities as per her previous generalizations.
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8.5

Chapter summary

In summary, much like in Chapter 7 with Jerry and Christina, we saw Laura’s definition of a
metric function and her generalizing throughout the teaching experiment that contributed to her
final definition. Laura’s first property of a metric (as an operation on a “difference vector”) was
generalized from her attending to the geometric and normed structure of the spaces she was
exploring throughout the experiment. In particular, when measuring “distance” in each space,
Laura would first construct a difference vector that involved use of the absolute value to signify
the nonnegativity of the objects on which distance is measured. In vector spaces, the difference
vector was of the form |u

v| = (|u1

v1 | , |u2

v2 | , . . .), while in function spaces the

difference vector was the point-wise evaluations |f (x)

g(x)|. Distances (or mathematical

comparisons as she came to call them) were then operations on the difference vectors in each
space.
Laura’s constructions of “mathematical distance” or “comparisons” were intentionally
separate from notions of physical distance measurement. This intentional separation was because
of a belief that Laura held that distance should be physically meaningful. Thus, as she could not
ascribe physical meaning to measurements such as integrating functions or taking the maximum
value of multiple components, she did not ascribe the same meaning of the word distance as she
did the Euclidean measurement. Thus, her final metric definition was a generalization of the
specific formal activity in which she engaged throughout the experiment.
As a result of her understanding as well as the tasks in the experiment, sequential convergence
was an influential mathematical activity from which she abstracted operations to impose structure
on the metric function. In particular, her meaning for the 0 distance of two vectors was that the
vectors “lied on top of each other,” in the same way that eventually vectors and functions “lie on
top of each other” at the end of the convergence process. Similarly, Laura’s third property of
mathematical distances was such that the formal , N syntactic statement applied to the
operational approximation D(|si,n

s|)< .
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Finally, her construction of the triangle inequality revealed the nuances of generalizing
activity in which she had engaged throughout. Specifically, Laura had enacted a generalizing
strategy throughout the experiment that I call pattern matching, where the symbolic logical
structure of her formal statements and proofs were copied into new contexts as a result of her
experiencing generalizing assimilations, specifically of proving and defining activity that she
deemed similar to previous prompted activity. In this way, she pattern matched the same proof
that the open ball was an open set in increasingly abstract situations, in each case relying on the
triangle inequality as a property of the difference vector, not of the metric operation. Thus, she
assigned her abstraction of the triangle inequality as a property of the metric space itself (S)
rather than the metric function.
This chapter provided new constructs than those that emerged from Jerry and Christina.
Specifically, we saw ways of operating and generalizing emerge for Laura that facilitated a more
geometric and non-quantitative understanding of the metric function. This understanding of
distances as being “mathematical” rather than physical ultimately resulted from Laura’s
understanding of meaningful distance as physical (i.e., Euclidean) distance. Thus, when
considering abstract metrics, I infer that Laura did not draw on the operations of distance
measurement that accompany physical distance measurement, and thus she did not have a
quantitative perspective of distance. Moreover, Laura’s pseudo-metric definition relied heavily on
a norm understanding of distance, specifically measuring distance through a two-step process of
constructing a difference vector and then performing an operation on the difference vector.
From Laura’s work, we also saw the emergence of a newly named form of generalizing,
specifically pattern matching. Laura’s work allowed us to consider a form of generalizing I called
pattern matching, which generalizes while attending to the symbolic and syntactic structure of
formal mathematical statements. For instance, Laura’s use of the absolute value throughout did
hold some meaning as a vector of nonnegative component-differences, but her primary motivation
for the use of that notation was its persistence from its original context in R and its meaning for
the component distances in vectors and her generalizations of vectors.
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Chapter 9
Discussion and Conclusion
9.1

Summary of main findings

In this section I synthesize the main findings from each of the result chapters. Some of these
findings will prompt further discussion, but this synthesis is meant to give a representative
account of how each result chapter informed and helped to answer my research questions 1 . In
this chapter (Sections 9.2 and 9.3), I will explore nuances of certain findings presented in this
section, including discussions of some of the emergent constructs, connections to other literature,
and themes present throughout the study. In Section 9.4 I offer commentaries on some limitations
of my study, and also I provide future directions for this research.

9.1.1 Findings from Chapter 5
My primary contributions from this chapter involved descriptions and characterizations of the
constructs of mapping and component-wise reasoning, and I also demonstrated the utility of
identifying cognitive operations associated with the students’ formal understandings from which
they generalized. These constructs can directly inform our knowledge of what student generalize
1

Recall my two-fold research questions were: 1) What do students attend to as they generalize formal mathematical
knowledge? and 2) In what ways do students’ understandings of real analysis on R influence their understandings or
real analysis in more abstract settings?
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from their understanding of mathematical processes on the real line, and they shed light on how
those generalizations persist throughout abstractions of real space (i.e., n-dimensional space and
sequence spaces). Further, we gained insight into how we might examine certain aspects of
student understanding at an advanced level. By attending to the cognitive operations that
accompany students’ formal knowledge, we can make inferences about the nature of their
generalizing through abstraction.
First, component-wise reasoning contributed to our understanding of the ways in which
students can understand concepts in real analysis and also engage in generalization of advanced
mathematical structures. By attending to the natural structure of real space, the students in this
study gained insight into advanced mathematical processes in real space through accommodations
of structure from the real line. These findings demonstrate that it is possible that if students have a
sophisticated understanding of such processes on the real line, component-wise reasoning could
allow them to draw from a rich foundation when first engaging in more complicated mathematics.
Further, component-wise reasoning provided the mathematical structure through which all
three students engaged in recursive embedding. Recursive embedding is a relatively new
construct for characterizing students’ generalizing, and its appearance in my data demonstrates
that constructs within the R-F-E framework apply to various levels of mathematics, including the
advanced formal mathematical context of analysis. The instances of recursive embedding serve as
examples of mathematical structure facilitating sophisticated generalizing, where component-wise
reasoning was the primary mechanism for the students’ understanding of the mathematics.
Mapping was a new form of generalizing that emerged in this study, which built off of the
students’ component-wise reasoning to facilitate an understanding of

2

convergence rooted in

distance measurement. I will more thoroughly examine the theoretical nuances of this new
mapping construct in Subsection 9.3.4, but here I highlight that mapping was the root of Jerry and
Christina’s distance generalizations in real space. Indeed, their

2, 1,

and

distances were all

grounded in the using Euclidean, absolute value, and maximum operations as maps of
2-dimensional vectors to the real line.
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Finally, the students’ extensions of their 2-dimensional distances into n-dimensional space
and then sequence spaces demonstrate the natural progression of the

p

distance structure

throughout real space. The students’ generalizing through these spaces was more or less a
continuation of their initial generalizations into 2-dimensions, with added nuances that
accompanied the increasingly complex structure of the spaces. While the metric calculation
structurally remained the same, the students had to account for additional subtleties of infinite
dimensions upon examining sequence spaces. Further, their extant knowledge of series
convergence gave them structure from which to draw when characterizing the

p

spaces. This

highlights a potential benefit of understanding sequence spaces as generalizations of their
finite-dimensional counterparts. In particular, this may allow students to draw from
finite-dimensional operations when first examining sequence spaces, but then also to draw from
operations related to series convergence. In fact, absolutely convergent series provided the initial
connection between

1

in finite dimensions and

1

as a sequence space.

Some of these constructs (such as component-wise reasoning and series convergence)
appeared to be quite natural ways of operating in which the students in this study engaged. This
study provides evidence that students might indeed engage in these natural forms of reasoning
and highlights ways that such constructs could be leveraged in future research and teaching.

9.1.2 Findings from Chapter 6
In the second results chapter, I explored the utility of leveraging point-wise and uniform
convergence as processes that motivate function spaces. Uniform convergence was not only a
strategic motivation for convergence in function spaces, but it also provided initial activity from
which the students later meaningfully generalized to produce the L

metric on continuous

functions. This is another instance of ways in which students can leverage extant knowledge from
introductory analysis classes to develop a sophisticated understanding of the structure of function
spaces. Being equivalent to convergence in L , the structure of uniform convergence of functions
is similar to the convergence of real numbers, a property that the students identified and then
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incorporated into their characterizations of sequential convergence in L1 , L2 and L . Further,
much like the nuances of sequence spaces in Chapter 5, uniform convergence provided a venue
for the students to discuss structural properties of integration spaces (i.e., the completeness of
such spaces).
In this chapter I also identified instances of student engagement in point-wise reasoning by
identifying the point-wise evaluations of a function as a continuous analog of vector components.
This relationship directly influenced the students’ constructions of L2 and L , as the students
carried the structures of

2

and

to their continuous analogs. As I will further discuss below, the

connection between component-wise and point-wise reasoning may be leveraged strategically in
the teaching of real analysis to facilitate a deeper understanding of the structure of point-wise
convergence and an inherent relationship between function and sequence spaces. In particular,
because of the continuous/discrete connection between functions and vectors established by the
students, Jerry and Christina were able to reason comfortably about functions in the same manner
as they previously had with the simpler setting of a discrete vector space.
Finally, this chapter saw an instance of generalization occurring within proof that
demonstrates a subtle way in which students generalize while engaging in proof. By engaging in
a proof that a specific sequence is Cauchy, Jerry noticed that the argument he had made for that
single sequence would also apply to a broader class of function sequences (specifically
convergent sequences). I will discuss the nuances of such generalization, but here I highlight that
this instance of generalizing, while applicable in various metric spaces, emerged through student
activity specifically in a function setting. This further highlights the students’ ability to reason
naturally about function spaces by drawing from their previous activity.

9.1.3 Findings from Chapter 7
In Chapter 7, I demonstrated the ways in which the students productively adopted a quantitative
understanding of distance measurement, culminating in their eventual production of a general
metric function. My contributions from this chapter include: a) the productivity of attention to
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each metric as distance measurement, b) the learning of a concept (the triangle inequality)
through its necessity in a proof setting, and c) the use of reflected abstraction in characterizing
students’ formalizations of previously abstracted operations through relating and then extending.
A substantial component of my theoretical perspective was identifying the productivity of
attending to distance quantitatively. Jerry and Christina not only demonstrated that they were
understanding distance quantitatively, but also that they were drawing from operations provided
by a quantitative understanding when defining the general metric function. In fact, it was these
operations that they thematized to produce the first three properties of a metric
( :X

X

[0,

), (x, y) = 0 iff x = y, and (x, y) = (y, x)). Each of the three properties

emerged from specific operations related to quantitative distance measurement.
The nonnegativity of the distance map emerged from attention to distance measurement in
“real life” and not having “a concept of negative distance.” Their comments of drawing from “real
life” and other comments of thinking of measurement reinforce their drawing from a quantitative
perspective. The meaning of 0 distance was made meaningful through their attention to
convergent sequences, and also abstraction of operations relevant to measuring the separation of
the objects being measured and evaluating whether the distance reflects actual separation. Finally,
symmetry emerged from attention to the invariance of distance measurement under operations
that maintain the relative “position” of the objects being measured (i.e., “the distance between me
to the wall is the same as the distance from the wall to me”).
The learning of the triangle inequality demonstrated the ways in which proof can
communicate structure by highlighting its necessity. This first occurred for the students in a
finite-dimensional context, where they proved that the open balls (around the origin) in

1, 2,

and

are each open sets. Not only is this a classic result in real analysis, but it also requires the use
of the triangle inequality as a means of comparing multiple distances to achieve a desired
estimate. The students were made aware of the triangle inequality (of metrics) through its
regularity within the proofs of each finite-dimensional case, but they also attended to its necessity
as an assumption not derived from the other properties of a metric. Indeed, when attempting to
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verify the triangle inequality of metrics in the general case, the students examined each of their
previous distance properties (i.e., the first three properties mentioned above) and realized that they
at the time had no way of comparing distances to each other. Moreover, it was clear that the
triangle inequality of metrics was a novel concept for them, as they were explicitly unaware of its
structure in each finite dimensional case and opted to verify it using the specific calculations of
each metric ( 1 ,

2,

and

).

Finally, in this chapter I demonstrated the ways that reflected abstraction facilitated the
formalization of the metric properties for the students. Reflected abstraction specifically occurs
through reflection on cognitive constructs that resulted from previous abstractions. This chapter
demonstrated that each of the metric properties had previously manifested as previous
abstractions (either reflecting or reflected) which then became thematized at the general level,
thus occurring through reflected abstraction. Further, each property of a metric (including the
triangle inequality) emerged through reflection on prior activity, thus drawing out relevant
operations that the students had previously abstracted. Each instance of reflected abstraction was
accompanied by the generalizing activity of removing particulars. I will examine the construct of
removing particulars in advanced mathematics in more detail below, but this was the primary
generalizing activity for the students’ final generalizing towards a metric function.

9.1.4 Findings from Chapter 8
Finally, in Chapter 8 I presented an overview of Laura’s work, a student of similar background to
Jerry and Christina. Laura’s work provides a valuable contrast to Jerry and Christina’s work, in
that her engagement with the same task produced not only a different metric definition, but one
rooted in different understandings and produced from different generalizing activities than those
of Jerry and Christina. The majority of Laura’s generalizing occurred through pattern matching, a
generalizing activity that I will discuss in greater detail later in this chapter. This construct
highlights students’ ways of reasoning about a concept by attending primarily to mathematical
symbols and syntax. Laura’s generalizing through pattern matching resulted from the cognitive
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function of generalizing assimilation (Glasersfeld, 1995), a cognitive mechanism related to
abstraction from a Piagetian perspective.
Laura’s activity also further highlighted the importance of adopting a quantitative perspective
on distance measurement when seeking to understand the structure of metric spaces. Laura’s
understanding of a metric developed from the concept of a “mathematical distance,” which was
distinct in structure from physical distance. Laura’s intentionality to make these two forms of
distance distinct stemmed from her understanding of distance primarily through a Euclidean
geometric structure. Thus, all properties of physical distance measurement (i.e., operations rooted
in a potential quantitative understanding) were separate from any operations that she abstracted to
construct a metric function.
Laura’s metric construction highlights operations that can result from reflection on the norm
setting in which the spaces of the study were situated. In particular, Laura’s “mathematical
distance” resulted from emphasizing the measuring of distance through operating on a difference
vector. This involved a two-step process of first constructing the difference vector and then
enacting an operation on the difference vector. Note that this was different than Jerry and
Christina’s mapping, as Laura had no explicit intention to relate one space to another to leverage
certain structure. This placed as much importance for Laura on the actual construction of the
difference vector as the operation that resulted the actual distance measurement. The resulting
structure was a pseudo-difference vector that consisted of a “vector” with “components” of
absolute value differences. This is not to say that highlighting a norm structure would be
inherently problematic for students, but Laura’s example demonstrates the result of a metric
structure when a norm perspective is conflated with a quantitative perspective on distance
measurement.
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9.2

Findings related to student cognition in real analysis and
advanced mathematics

Recall that my second research question, “In what ways do students’ understandings of real
analysis on R influence their understandings or real analysis in more abstract settings?” involves
the ways that students reason about real analysis. In accordance with my radical constructivist
perspective, these findings comprise of models of individual student thinking.
In this section, I discuss how my study contributes to our knowledge of student reasoning in
both real analysis as well as in formal mathematics. These discussions either directly address my
research question by exploring a facet of my students’ analytical understandings, or indirectly by
addressing the nuances of unpacking formal knowledge (note this last point is not tied to
generalization, and so I discuss it in this section).

9.2.1 Component-wise and point-wise reasoning
Chapters 5 and 8 saw the emergence of component-wise reasoning, a theoretical construct that
describes a way students might reason about n dimensional objects by isolating each component
of the object separately. An example of this reasoning occurred when the students constructed
component-wise convergence of a vector sequence. Component-wise convergence involved
considering the sequence of k-dimensional vectors vn
vn,i

vi by isolating the ith component of the vector vn

v as generating k real number sequences
v. Convergence then occurred if each

of the k vector sequences converged to 0. Thus, convergence was characterized through the
isolation of real number convergence separately in each component. All of the students
demonstrated this reasoning at some point.
Chapter 6 saw Jerry and Christina connect component-wise reasoning to a function setting.
Specifically, the students considered evaluations of functions f across an interval [a, b] as
analogous to the components of vectors. This first occurred implicitly when the students
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considered integrating as a continuous summation across the “components” of a function, and
then later it came up explicitly when they adapted the

norm to a function setting to generate

the L norm. In this setting, I proposed a new construct called point-wise reasoning to reflect that
the students were attending to the behavior of functions through evaluation of the functions across
a domain. Chapter 8 also saw Laura engage in point-wise reasoning, as her initial distance
between functions f and g was the point-wise difference f (x)

g(x).

I see the relationship between component-wise and point-wise reasoning as being a
potentially useful construct for further research into how students understand the nuances of
analytical processes involving vectors, sequences, and functions. In particular, the distinction
between point-wise and uniform convergence of functions has the potential to be ambiguous if the
primary method for distinguishing the two is their formal definitions. Point-wise convergence of a
sequence fn to f occurs if

>0, x

uniform convergence occurs if

D, N such that n

>0, N such that n

N , |fn (x)

N , |fn (x)

f (x)| < , whereas

f (x)| <

x

D. While

Jerry and Christina eventually isolated that point-wise convergence involves evaluating individual
real number sequences, they initially were unsure of how to distinct the two based solely on their
formal definitions. Laura similarly struggled initially to make the formal definitions meaningful.
I suggest that Isolating the component-wise behavior of vectors might provide an intuitive
motivation for the structure of point-wise convergence. For instance, the students’ first
spontaneous generalizations of real number convergence each involved component-wise
reasoning and the isolating of n different real-number sequences. Component-wise phenomena in
real space might provide a natural context for students to gain familiarity with characterizing
mathematical processes by isolating individual real number sequences in a setting where
visualization is readily available before moving on to abstract the same operations in a function
setting, where visualization is potentially less accessible. Future research is needed to reveal more
information about the potential productivity of this form of reasoning.
Another potential use of component-wise reasoning is in the connections between sequence
and function spaces. Formally, as discussed in Chapter 6, sequences can be understood as
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functions with a discrete domain rather than understanding functions as continuous
generalizations of discrete vectors. Previous research (Reed, 2017) demonstrated that a student
productively generalized both the

and L

norms on sequences and functions by leveraging

this formal relationship. Further investigation of this relationship could reveal ways in which
students might productively reason about both sequence and function spaces. Moreover, sequence
spaces are another setting in which component-wise convergence may occur and reveal the
nuanced differences between component/point-wise convergence and more uniform types of
convergence on objects with “infinite components.”

9.2.2 Quantitative distance measurement
In this study I demonstrated the importance of understanding distance quantitatively through the
contrast between Laura’s generalizing and Jerry and Christina’s work in the various metric
spaces. In particular, understanding mathematical distances quantitatively 2 provides a collection
of natural operations from which students can abstract. For instance, the first three properties of a
metric function ( : X

X

[0,

), (x, y) = (y, x) and (x, y) = 0 iff x = y) emerged for

Jerry and Christina as abstractions of operations they described enacting in physical space. When
describing the symmetric property of metrics, Jerry described that the distance from himself to
the wall is the same as the distance from the wall to himself, thus carrying out some operation of
enacting such a measurement in physical space.
Similarly, the meaning of 0 distance emerged not only as a result of sequential convergence,
but an understanding that there should be no separation between objects that have a measure of 0
distance. This entailed the operations of examining the separation between mathematical objects
and comparing perceived separation to the result of the distance measurement. The abstraction of
these operations derive from considering the measurement aspect of distance when reflecting on
the structure of the metric function.
2

Recall that a distance quantity is the measurement of closeness that two objects share. Section 3.3 further explores
the nuances of this understanding.
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Contrastingly, Laura intentionally made separate her understanding of distance in physical
space from the other instances of “mathematical distance” that she had constructed along the way.
Thus, while Laura proficiently abstracted the operations she had engaged in throughout the
experiment, those operations were distinct from operations that involve the measurement of
distance. In particular, Laura’s understanding of metric operations were rooted in performing an
operation on a difference vector, which she could break up into “components” of real numbers
and evaluate according to the structure of the components. These were indeed the exact
mathematical operations she had carried out throughout the teaching experiment, and so her
definition of a metric was indeed the result of her reflectively abstracting prior activity.
The distinction I want to emphasize between these two constructions is which operations the
students had access to when abstracting. Laura abstracted from only her operations that she had
carried out on the formal mathematical objects, whereas Jerry and Christina had access to
operations stemming from a quantitative understanding of distance measurement in addition to
those in which Laura engaged. Moreover, Laura’s operations were abstracted from an
understanding of mathematical distance adhering to a norm structure that highlights the
construction of a difference vector. Thus, instead of attending to the measurement process, Laura
attended to abstractions of the geometric construction of the difference vector and then potential
operations on that construction. This highlights a nuance of the quantitative perspective on
distance measurement, namely because of the measurement on a shared quality of two objects.
Indeed, properties of the objects themselves are less important from a metric structure than the
structure of the actual metric. In some cases, such as in sequence and function spaces, some
added structure is needed to ensure that the distance between objects is well-defined, but the
metric structure is the source of the topological properties of each space.
Note that this comparison between the two student groups is meant as a comparison of the
ways of thinking that developed through the students’ independent mathematical activity. As
described in Subsection 4.2.3, independent mathematical activity can occur individually and
socially (Steffe & Thompson, 2000), however the resulting models of thought (e.g. quantitative
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versus non-quantitative understandings) are comparable on the level of individual student
thinking. In particular, these models of student thinking developed from the observance of
individual scheme modification rather than attention to the social dynamics regulating the
mathematical communication. Thus, while Jerry and Christina acted within “a self-regulating and
possibly self-sustaining social system” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 290) comprised of
cooperative interactions, their individual scheme modification as a result of mathematical activity
was at the fore of their analysis. In this way, their adoption of a quantitative perspective is
considered a construct of individual student thinking comparable to Laura’s non-quantitative
perspective.

9.2.3 Understandings of formal mathematics (like operations in proof)
A primary goal of this study was to explore ways that we might characterize student
understanding and generalization in formal mathematics. The primary means of enacting such
analysis was identifying the students’ mental operations as the foundations of their
understandings, as well as their abstractions. Student activity in less formal mathematics (i.e.,
mathematics that does not involve formal proof in instruction) allows for identification of explicit
operations enacted during mathematical activity (such as in problem-solving). While such studies
involve the understanding and interpretation of formal mathematical statements, student activity
primarily involves the explicit manipulation of mathematical objects. For instance, students
generalizing in an algebraic context may directly manipulate equations and calculate numerical
patterns, and so their abstractions are clear from their explicit operations carried out on
mathematical objects.
Mathematical activity and communication in formal mathematics, however, primarily occurs
through formal symbolism and proof. Proof itself is a nuanced mathematical activity, and
involves operations that can sometimes be separate from operations that yield understanding of
the mathematical objects and processes on which proof is enacted. Further, students’ written
mathematical symbols are the result of (likely numerous) reflected abstractions that occurred
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through previous mathematical activity. Thus, when investigating student understanding of formal
mathematics, it is not enough to explore what students write in formal definitions and proofs, but
further to explore what operations and schemes students assimilate to their formal symbols.
This study demonstrated the utility of identifying such operations, as there were operations
associated with the students’ formal definitions seen to persist throughout the teaching
experiment. For instance, Laura’s understanding of the formal definition of sequential
convergence ( >0, N

N such that n

N , |xn

x| < ) was rooted in the activity of

establishing a relationship between and N through manipulating the calculation |xn

x| < .

Thus, her abstractions of sequential convergence were rooted in the operations of manipulating the
estimate calculation on the sequence values D(|xn

x|)< (to use her eventual general notation).

As another example, Jerry and Christina’s L2 distance was an abstraction of the discrete
b

summation operation

(xk

yk )2 into a continuous context

(f

g)2 . This was evidenced

a

by their comments of “adding more and more” and “we’re just summing everything,” describing
the operations given in the distance calculation. Whereas Laura’s understanding of sequential
convergence (described above) was rooted in implicit operations to be carried out in a
proof-context, Jerry and Christina’s understandings of the

2

distance were rooted in operations

explicitly given in their symbol for the distance calculation. Similarly, though both sets of
students produced the definition of sequential convergence in L1 , ( >0, N
b

n

N,
a

|fn

N such that

f | < ) Laura’s construction was rooted in her former operations of calculating

area difference in calculus class while Jerry and Christina’s construction was rooted in their
understanding of the integral as an operation on functions that produced real numbers. While it
may be unsurprising that students can write the same formal statement and have different
understandings, this study demonstrates the ways that we can unpack the cognitive nuances of
students’ formal statement by identifying operations rooted in formal activities such as proving.
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9.3

Findings related to generalizing in advanced mathematics

In this section I further discuss findings from my data that pertain to student generalization.
Recall my first research question, “What do students attend to as they generalize formal
mathematical knowledge?”, specifically targets student generalization of formal mathematics.
Again, in keeping with a radical constructivist perspective, my findings pertain to the ways that
the students individually engaged in the cognitive activity of generalization.
I address this question by first giving an overview of the students’ generalization and then
discussing further nuances of their generalizing activity. These discussions include an exploration
of the new constructs for generalizing that emerged out of student activity in formal mathematics,
insightful instances of students generalizing in proof, and ways that my findings connect to
literature examined in Chapter 2.

9.3.1 Overview of the students’ generalizing
A major goal of this study was to examine the ways in which undergraduate students generalize
formalized mathematical principles. Indeed, most generalization studies thus far have examined
student generalization in mathematics that is either informal in nature, or concern the transition
from informal to formal knowledge. Accordingly, this study provided examples of what students
attend to as they generalize mathematics that they have already formalized, which informs our
understanding of the progression of formal mathematical knowledge. Throughout the results
chapters, we saw both a) the emergence of new types of generalizing activity that is likely specific
to advanced mathematics and b) adherence of student generalization to the types of activities
already identified in the R-F-E framework. Specifically, I identified the new constructs of
mapping and pattern-matching as generalizing activities that emerged from their activity within
formal mathematics. Also, I identified relevant instances of generalizing according to the R-F-E
framework that significantly contributed to their generalizing throughout the experiment. Below I
will synthesize their generalizing activity, commenting on the utility of the R-F-E constructs and
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then also discussing the new emergent generalizing activities.
The students primarily engaged in forms of relating and extending, for the most part not
explicitly engaging in forming. I see this emphasis on relating and extending to be influenced by
the nature of their mathematical activity. In particular, the nature of regularity in formal
mathematics is in the implicit possibility of certain activity to be carried out across cases. For
instance, carrying out a proof of sequential convergence involves implicit regularity of the proof
argument across all potential cases >0. For instance, a simple argument that 1/n2 converges to 0
(assuming 1/n converges to 0) involves the following steps:
Proof.

1. Let >0

2. By the Archimedean Property, N
3. Since n2 >n for n>1, then for n

N such that 1/N <
N we have 1/n2 <1/n<1/N < .

The implicit mathematical regularity is that the upper bound 1/n2 < can be attained for all
values n

N , and further that this same process can be carried out for all >0. This highlights

implicit generalization that occurs within formal mathematics (further discussed below in Section
9.3.5), but further highlights the possibility of attention to regularity in formal mathematics to be
overshadowed by abstraction of activity, reflection on structure, and relations of similarity across
inter-contextually situated cases.
The most common forms of generalizing across the two sets of student were continuing,
operating and connecting back. While there were various nuances that the students had to adopt
when generalizing their definitions of distance and sequential convergence across the spaces they
examined, resulting in various accommodations, both student groups primarily continued the
initial ways of operating they had established in either real number or Euclidean contexts.
Jerry and Christina, for instance, initially engaged in mapping when first constructing a
distance-based form of convergence. With each new form of distance and convergence explored,
the students would first engage in mapping and to generate the operations that would constitute
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their new measures of distance. Moreover, the structure for their distances in each context were
based on their initial L, d and b distances, which they then would extend into increasingly more
abstract spaces. Similarly, Laura’s “comparisons” of difference vectors across her metric contexts
was a continuing of her initial component-wise operations.
Often, the students continuing would be in the form of making accommodations to their initial
generalizations. For instance, Jerry and Christina’s extensions of d, L and b into sequence spaces
were accommodations of their finite-dimensional distances. This initially occurred with

2

and

1,

when the students accommodated their distance measurement from the summing of finite
components to the summing of infinite components. In this instance, their accommodation was
coupled with transfer (in the sense of R-F-E), however their generalization resulted from a major
accommodation of their summation from finite dimensions. Once this occurred, generalization of
L and b followed via minor accommodation. This highlights the emphasis of an actor-oriented
perspective in the analysis of their activity, as the major/minor distinction necessarily occurs as an
inference of scope from the students perspectives. The transition from finite to infinite
dimensional space involves projection of structure to a far case, however once the initial
projection occurred, subsequent generalizations (in the cases of L and b) were then minor in
scope. Similarly, Laura’s generalizations involved the continuing of activity, coupled with pattern
matching, a different form of operating. I will discuss pattern matching in greater detail below, as
it is a new categorization of student activity within operating.
While the students’ generalizing naturally occurred through extending (as the nature of their
activity was broadening of distance measurement to increasingly abstract settings), their
extending was often supported by relating. This most noticeably occurred as both student groups
generalized their proofs that the open ball was an open set in various settings. In particular, when
writing proofs in each new context, the students would reference their prior proofs (i.e.,
connecting back) either to inspire their current operating or to provide an exact structure from
which to recreate in a new setting. Laura’s pattern matching occurred primarily through explicitly
referencing her prior proofs, whereas Jerry and Christina explicitly drew from their constructions
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of the balls in each context and then drew inspiration from their previous proofs in each new case
when verifying the triangle inequality (of metrics).
This breakdown of their activity highlights the applicability of the R-F-E framework across
mathematical domains, and also across levels of mathematical activity (i.e., from middle school to
advanced undergraduate mathematics). In particular, the activity of generalizing 3 (Ellis, et. al.,
2017) occurs across mathematical domains. This study illustrates that the generalizing activities
outlined in the R-F-E framework also provide detailed insights for student activity at an advanced,
formal level. Further, this study highlights the synergistic relationship between the R-F-E
framework and Piaget’s notion of reflective abstraction. Many generalizing actions accompany
abstraction of mental constructs within the students’ understandings being generalized. In fact,
clarification of abstractions behind certain generalizing activities answers two questions related to
student thought: 1) what activities are students engaging in (generalizing activities) and 2) how
does such generalizing occur (abstraction). Thus, identifying which generalizing activities
students engage in at the formal level is complemented by unpacking those abstracted operations
that are supported by the generalizing and, in turn, support the students’ generalizing.
The discussions below examine further points of discussion for students’ generalizing and
abstraction in advanced mathematics. For instance, will I explore the nuances of Jerry removing
particulars via reflected abstraction of operations involved in specific distance calculations, to
contrast with other potential instances of removing particulars. I will also discuss the cognitive
mechanisms associated with the generalizing activities of both pattern matching and mapping.
Finally, I will explore generalizing that is inherent to the activity of proof.
3

Recall that generalizing is “an activity in which learners in specific sociocultural and instructional contexts engage
in at least one of the following three actions: (a) identifying commonality across cases (Dreyfus, 1991), (b) extending
one’s reasoning beyond the range in which it originated (Radford, 2006), and/or (c) deriving broader results from
particular cases (Kaput, 1999)”
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9.3.2 On thematization and removing particulars
An important moment of generalization occurred when the students first proved that the open ball
is an open set in

1.

Recall from Chapter 7 that when enacting the proof, instead of using the

specific distance calculation |vx

ux | + |vy

uy |, Jerry opted to use the notation L(u, v). Their

notation not only conveys a quantitative understanding of distance as measurement of a shared
quality, but it also demonstrates reflected abstraction of distance measurement occurring in
tandem with removing particulars. I argue that Jerry’s assignment of the notation L(u, v)
suggests that distance measurement had been thematized so that the distance could be understood
without performing specific calculations. Further, the distance quantity L(u, v) was operated on
during construction of the small radius r. The act of operating on the distance suggest that the
distance L(u, v) represented a quantity on which operations could be performed.
Thus, I infer that for Jerry, the specific structure of L (i.e., the calculations
|w3,1

v1 | + |w3,2

v2 |) was secondary to its more general role as a distance measurement. This

constitutes thematization of the L operations to an operable object. Such interiorization is
reminiscent of Sfard’s (1991) reification, wherein “a process solidifies into an object, into a static
structure” (p. 20). The calculations of the L distance were condensed underneath Jerry’s own
notation of distance. This entailed a reflection on the already abstracted constructs of the
L-distance operations. This, along with the condensed symbolic representation of the distance
measurement (L(·, ·)) suggests that thematization of the relevant operations has occurred.
This is an example of the ways that abstraction can complement the generalizing actions of
the R-F-E framework to reveal further nuances in students’ generalizing. Moreover, there is no
1

1 pairing of the generalizing actions with forms of abstraction. For instance, removing

particulars does not necessitate thematization of already abstracted operations. Imagine a student
removing particulars in an algebraic context, where the pattern 21 , 22 , 23 . . . is extend through
removing particulars. While this pattern may be abstracted from attention to the exponentiation
operation resulting from iterative multiplication, it is also possible for a student to notice variation
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in the exponent and assimilate a scheme of changing varying numbers to mathematical variables,
thus enacting either a pseudo-empirical abstraction or perhaps resulting from a generalizing
assimilation. In the same way, removing particulars in a formal context might not always result
from reflected abstraction, and more generally abstractions function to provide further meaning to
students’ generalizing actions.

9.3.3 Pattern matching
Much like mapping, pattern matching was another novel generalizing strategy employed by the
students in Chapters 6 and 8. In particular, we saw Jerry and Laura both engage in pattern
matching at different moments in their generalizing activity. I will discuss the differences in
Jerry’s pattern matching activity from Laura’s, exploring insights we gain from the difference in
their activity.
Pattern matching involves introducing mathematical structure, in the form of symbols, to a
novel context for the sake of continuing a previous symbolic construction. Note that this is a
generalizing activity, and it primarily describes an action students take rather than the cognitive
motivation behind the action. Laura’s generalizations of the proof that the open ball is an open set
best illustrates how she carried out this activity, and also her motivation behind such generalizing.
Once Laura developed a “distance”-based proof that the open interval was an open set on R, she
then extended this proof to

2,

and

1

by first copying the same written-symbolic structure of

her previous proofs (first copying her proof in R) but replacing the previous symbols of distance
measurement with whatever new notation represented her current context. Once the proof was
copied in this new context, she would evaluate whether her new proof was plausible.
Describing her own activity, Laura said:
Laura:Also, it’s like I’m trying to just match patterns — this is what, a lot of time,
math is just — What I’ll do is I’ll just memorize the generic pattern for this and I’ll be
like, ‘Yeah, a lot of this seems similar, just have to change the notation somewhere.
Laura then later described that she carried out this pattern-matching activity at the expense of
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understanding the actual mathematical process with which she was working. This same activity
was also present in her progressive generalizations of sequential convergence, where she would
copy down the “for all

N statement” from previous generalizations, again inserting whatever

new notion of comparison she was working with. As discussed in Chapter 8, pattern-matching for
Laura occurred through generalizing assimilation.
Specifically, Laura’s pattern-matching activity occurred when she assimilated a prompt to a
scheme entailing a specific syntactic sequence. One such scheme for Laura was the sequence of
proof actions (in the context of the open ball proof) such as the constructing of the small radius r̃
followed by the assigning of an arbitrary u in the ball Br̃ and a carrying out of the triangle
inequality using whatever specific distance notation was called for at the time. Another such
scheme was the writing of the “

N statement” when defining convergence (i.e.,

, N such

that . . .). These assimilations are indeed generalizing, because they involve an “abstraction of
similarity” (Tillema & Gatza, 2017). The similarity was clear in these cases for Laura, as the
prompts were exactly the same but in slightly novel contexts. Indeed, Laura engaged in
pattern-matching when proving that an “open ball” was an “open set” in various contexts, as well
as characterizing sequential convergence in various contexts. What makes pattern-matching
unique is that the schemes being assimilated specifically related to the syntactic arrangement of
mathematical symbols and arguments.
Because of this, I posit that pattern-matching accompanies a form of reasoning within
advanced mathematics called syntactic reasoning. This form of reasoning attends primarily to the
arrangement of mathematical symbols as well as logical rules that dictate their interactions. The
“syntactic” descriptor conveys the similarity of this form of reasoning to syntactic proof
productions (Weber & Alcock, 2004), where students produce proofs “written solely by
manipulating correctly stated definitions and other relevant facts in a logically permissible way”
(p. 210). Syntactic reasoning thus extends the actions of students in the contexts of proof to a
broader form of reasoning present in multiple aspects of advanced mathematical thought and
activity.
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As pattern-matching was a major facet of Laura’s generalizing, I infer that Laura’s production
of the metric function, and its related mathematical processes, were a result of syntactic
reasoning. I do want to emphasize that syntactic reasoning and pattern-matching are not
inherently unproductive. Indeed, attention to mathematical precision includes being aware of the
logical arrangement of statements and definitions.
Further, when reinforced with sophisticated structural understanding, pattern matching can
provide an efficient means of generalizing mathematical structure. This was the case with Jerry’s
instance of pattern-matching his continuous function distances in Chapter 6. After establishing
the relationship that the L1 distance was a continuous extension of the
immediate response was to write the

2

1

distance, Jerry’s

L2 progression of distance as

b

(vn

wn

)2

(

(f

g)2 )1/2 (I altered notation slightly to reflect distance between f and

a

n

g rather than between f and fn as originally written). This was also an instance of
pattern-matching, as Jerry essentially “copied” the symbolic structure of the Euclidean operations
into an integration context. This was also a generalizing assimilation, as Jerry assimilated the

2

distance involving a sum, thus allowing the same transition from discrete to continuous as he had
enacted from

1

to L1 . Moreover, Jerry reasoned syntactically in this moment because his activity

primarily attended to the symbolic structure of the operations in the Euclidean calculation.
What makes Jerry’s use of pattern-matching distinct from Laura’s is the understanding
associated with their generalizing assimilations. Jerry assimilated a structural property of the
distance as inherently similar to the

1

2

distance, and that the summation structure allowed for a

continuous analogue as he discovered through previous activity. Thus, Jerry’s abstraction of
similarity involved an implicit operative association (i.e., association of objects in terms of
R-F-E) of the

2

and

1

distance measurements. This is distinct from Laura’s assimilation of

similarity in activity that she was prompted to carry out. Thus, Laura’s pattern-matching first
entailed an association of objects rooted in activity. The particular operative/activity distinction
will not always entail such distinct generalizations, however in this case we can clearly establish
the driving cognitive mechanisms behind Laura and Jerry’s generalizations. Further, at any time
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Jerry would have been able to describe the operations he was syntactically producing, whereas
Laura professed that she understood less and less as she continued to pattern-match. This
distinction highlights that pattern-matching (and by extension syntactic reasoning) can be a useful
cognitive activity that serves as an auxiliary for sophisticated abstraction, but alone may yield less
productive understandings.
Finally, pattern-matching comprises a new subcategory of the Extending category within the
R-F-E framework. In particular, pattern-matching is a new subcategory of the operating activity.
When engaging in operating, students operate “on an identified pattern, regularity, or relationship
in order to extend it to a new case, instance, situation, or scenario beyond the one in which the
generalization was developed” (Ellis, et. al., 2017, p. 680). I claim that pattern matching is a form
of operating, as the particular symbols being introduced to the novel mathematical setting must be
adapted to make sense within the context being extended into. For instance, whenever Laura
pattern-matched her definition of sequential convergence, she always included the formal
quantifiers

>0, N

N such that n

N in her new convergence characterizations, but had to

adapt the ways that she would establish the relationship between and N . This adaptation
constitutes generalizing through operating. Moreover, the current subcategories of minor
accommodation and major accommodation merely identify the scope of the change made to that
which was projected, whereas pattern-matching can occur across various settings. Further, pattern
matching is unique in the sense that it identifies when syntax is the target of the students’
generalizing, which is an important distinction to make in formal mathematical settings.

9.3.4 Mapping: a new R-F-E construct
Chapter 5 saw the emergence of a new form of generalizing in mathematics, that of mapping.
Specifically, when characterizing the convergence of a sequence of vectors in R2 , Jerry and
Christina used the Euclidean distance function as a map from R2 to R. They leveraged this map
as a means of gaining information about a vector sequence vn
number sequence dn =

(vn,x

vx )2 + (vn,y

v through the behavior of the real

vy )2 . This use of distance created a relationship
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between distinct mathematical objects through the use of a map. It is because mapping creates a
relationship is created between mathematical objects that I classify it within the category of
inter-contextual relating. Specifically, mapping involves students creating a map (or relation)
between two or more mathematical contexts or objects as a means establishing a meaningful
relationship to be leveraged in their current operating.
This new generalizing activity is situated within the broader R-F-E category of transfer, as
transfer occurs when “influence of a prior context or task is evident in students’ current
operating.” (Ellis, Lockwood, Tillema & Moore, 2018, manuscript submitted for publication).
The distinction to make with mapping is that rather than a perception of similarity influencing the
use of the prior context, mapping creates a relationship through which the prior context can be
leveraged. For instance, the Euclidean distance preserved structure between the vectors vn

v

and real numbers dn in the form of conveying how far apart vn was from v in terms of a
measurable quantity. Jerry and Christina then leveraged this information by noting that they could
use the structure of a real number sequence to characterize its behavior, and in doing so gain
information about the behavior of the vector sequence.
Inherent to the use of mapping as a generalizing activity is the leveraging of known structure.
Indeed, the power of mapping is that it allows for familiarity of a particular mathematical
structure to be applied to activity in an unfamiliar mathematical setting, as was the case with Jerry
and Christina’s use of real number convergence. As a result, mapping in the context of
generalization will likely occur between a mathematical object familiar to the student and a less
familiar mathematical object. Indeed, the utility of the map is its use in a student’s current
operating. An example of this phenomenon is the use of an isomorphism between algebraic
spaces, where solving a problem in an unfamiliar space can be easily done by solving an
equivalent problem in an isomorphic space. Moreover, this use of mapping was a catalyst for
extending, as the relationship provided by the Euclidean map allowed for characterization of
vector convergence in terms of the formal structure of real number convergence.
Mapping is an example of generalizing activities more likely to occur in advanced
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mathematical contexts, which contributes to our understanding of generalization at all levels. In
particular, mapping involves understanding the way in which a function or relation can preserve
structure in such a way that meaningful information can be gained. While distances are natural
maps to be leveraged, there are plenty of mappings that can be similarly implemented. While
norms and metrics explicitly convey meaning through measurement of size and distance, other
functions such as isomorphisms and homeomorphisms are mappings that similarly preserve
structure in the form of preserving algebraic operations (isomorphisms) or topological properties
such as convergent sequences (homeomorphisms). The preserving of such explicit mathematical
structure is not required for mapping, however, as functions and relations each convey some
mathematical structure unique to the rule of the map.
The emergence of mapping as a new form of generalizing present in advanced mathematics
suggests that more research is needed investigating generalization in formal mathematics. Indeed,
some forms of operating might not be incorporated into schemes from which students can
generalize until they have received a certain level of mathematical instruction. An example of this
is the activity of proof. Students do not encounter the mathematical activity of proof until an
advanced stage in their mathematical career, and thus would not abstract proof-based operations
until they have access to such activity from which to abstract.

9.3.5 Generalizing within formal proofs
Recall in Chapter 6 that Jerry extended an initial proof construction to yield the general result that
a convergent sequence of functions in L1 was also Cauchy in L1 . After verifying that a particular
sequence of piece-wise linear functions fn converged in L1 to the step function f (x) = 0 for
[0, 1/2) and f (x) = 1 for x

x

b

that
b
a

a

|fn

[1/2, 1], Jerry wrote the following proof:

b

|fn

fm | dx =

a

>0, N

b

|fn

f +f

fm | dx

a

|fn

f | + |f

N such

fm | dx =

f | dx< /2 + /2 = . Note that Jerry’s proof did not use the specific functions

involved, but rather used the notation fn and f . Even though at the time fn and f represented
specific functions, their use as notation for general functions likely contributed to his
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generalization of the proof. Indeed, Jerry communicated that “the f doesn’t matter because it’s
the limit of our sequence”, conveying that his proof strategy would more generally apply to
function sequences that converged to some f in L1 . This is indeed a nice result of convergent
sequences that they are also Cauchy, and more generally applies to all metric spaces.
Moreover, this constitutes an example of the plausible generalizing activity involved in the
proof. Jerry noted that the relevant property of the function sequence to allow the proof
operations was that the sequence converged, which is indeed a generalizable assumption of the
proof. Thus, Jerry engaged in this generalizing activity by removing particulars to extend this
result to convergent function sequences. In particular, while the notation of his initial proof
construction referred to the particular pieces-wise function sequence, Jerry realized that the same
argument could be made for general function sequences. Thus, the removing of particulars
involved an explicit statement of changes made to his interpretation of the notation rather than an
explicit written notation alteration.
Further, this invovled projecting the operations of the proof to be applied to general
convergent function sequences instead of just to this one specific function sequence. Indeed, a
general statement such as this involves reflected abstraction of the operations on the specific
piece-wise linear function sequence to be applied to any convergent function sequence, as the
operations themselves are the object of conscious reorganization. The use of the reflected
qualifier in this case is particularly appropriate as Jerry is aware that the operations enacted in his
proof apply to a more general class of objects after he carried them out in a particular instance,
thus constituting a retroactive thematization.
While not necessarily a representative sequence of generalization (from specific to general as
in this case), Jerry’s activity highlights generalizing activity that commonly occurs in formal
mathematics. Specifically, proving general results involves the projection of specific operations to
apply to classes of mathematical objects, such as the class of functions convergent under the L1
norm. Indeed, proving a general result involves carrying out operations in a specific instance, as
signified by the actual written mathematical objects and operations in the context of a proof, and
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then abstraction of the operations themselves to be repeated on a general class of objects
represented by the assumptions of the conjecture being proved.
This contributes a complementary perspective to that of Font and Contreras (2008), who
characterized a possible series of semiotic functions useful in students’ understandings of the
derivative definition in a textbook. Recall that Font and Contreras’ model involved transitioning
fluidly between interpreting mathematical objects as extensive objects (particular cases) and
intensive objects (general classes) (p. 38). In this same way, the activity of proof can involve
generalization, as operations performed on necessarily specific mathematical objects must then be
imagined to be recreated on each mathematical object that satisfies the proof’s assumptions.
Generalization in proof does not necessarily have to occur in the same way that it did for
Jerry. Jerry abstracted the operations of his proof after the proof was completed and he realized
that his only true assumption on the functions in his proof was that the sequence fn converged in
L1 to a function f . Another possible scenario would be a student generalizing their operations
while carrying out the steps of the proof. This is perhaps a more likely scenario for students who
understand their proof as general from the onset. Specifically, with each step in the proof, the
student carries out an operation on a specific mathematical object and then considers the
operation she just carried out to be applied to a more general class of objects.
Consider again the proof that a convergent sequence is Cauchy. The first step in the proof is to
start with the estimate (xn , xm )

(xn , x) + (xm , x). While the notation is general, the

assumptions of the proof are necessarily specific, in that the student must first assume that

is a

metric, xn is a convergent sequence to a value x and xn and xm are specific members of the
sequence. The abstraction then occurs when the student considers whether the triangle inequality
occurs for all objects , xn and xm . Thus, generalization plausibly occurs within the proving
process as operations are abstracted from being performed on specific objects to each other object
in the classes generated by the proof’s assumptions. Note that this kind of generalization more
likely occurs in students whose understanding includes an awareness of the generality of the
proof they are constructing. An example of this not occurring is Hazzan’s (1999) student who
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conflated a proof about groups of even order with the less general group of order 6.
I conclude this section with a discussion of an insight we gain into Hazzan’s reducing
abstraction framework from an episode of Jerry and Christina’s generalizing. Reducing
abstraction Related to the previous section is Jerry and Christina’s intentional use of mapping to
work with real numbers instead of vectors. Multiple times, the students made comments such as “
again we’ve reduced the problem again to a sequence of real numbers. And we know how to talk
about the convergence of those.” This conveys that Jerry and Christina were attending to their
familiarity with formal limiting processes on the real line. They made use of this familiarity by
leveraging the structure of real number convergence to characterize phenomena in more abstract
settings that they had no immediate structure to draw from. Jerry and Christina leveraged the real
numbers in this way a number of times throughout the experiment, each time specifically
leveraging the formal structure of the real line as descried above. Here I demonstrate how their
generalizing is also an instance of Hazzan’s (1999) reducing abstraction framework, and examine
the theoretical implications of characterizing their work as reducing abstraction. In particular, the
students’ generalizing can be characterized as reducing abstraction according to Hazzan’s
framework, but I also highlight their generalizing also occurred in such a way that their cognitive
scheme expanded through abstraction, and discuss the coexistence of these interpretations.
First, I will use Hazzan’s first and third characterizations of abstraction to characterize Jerry
and Christina’s work as reducing abstraction. Recall from Chapter 2 that Hazzan’s first
characterizes abstraction as “the quality of the relationship between the object of thought and the
thinking person” (p. 76). The main consideration here is that students consider less familiar
concepts as naturally being more abstract, as seen by the thinker having a reduced “experiential
connection” (p. 76) with one concept over another. In this way, vector convergence is clearly a
more abstract mathematical process than real number convergence. Indeed, much of Jerry and
Christina’s comments on their activity pertain to reducing a vector sequence to a real number
sequence because they knew how to formally handle a real number sequence as opposed to a
vector sequence. In light of this analysis, Jerry and Christina clearly reduced the abstraction level
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of the mathematical objects they were working with.
Hazzan’s third characterization of abstraction involves the mathematical “complexity of the
concept of thought” (p. 82). The premise of this characterization is that “the more compound an
entity is, the more abstract it is” (p. 82). This is a reflection that mathematical objects can have
increased structure as the mathematics becomes more abstract. Hazzan references that a set of
mathematical objects is a more compound entity than a single object within the set. Similarly, real
space grows in complexity as the dimensions of the spaces increase. In particular, R2 is clearly a
more compound object than R, as R2 entails two copies of R being orthogonally interposed.
Further, a real vector is more compound than a real number, as a real number entails two
components of real numbers. Thus, Jerry and Christina intentionally reduced the abstraction level
of their mathematical activity by reducing their mathematical objects from vectors to numbers.
Finally, I highlight that Jerry and Christina’s mapping strategy also aligns with Hazzan’s goal
of using reducing abstraction to characterize ways that “students find ways to cope with new
concepts they learn. They make these concepts mentally accessible, so that they would be able to
think with them and handle them cognitively.” (p. 75). Jerry and Christina indeed expressed that
their mapping was a way to cope with vector convergence, as they turned vectors into something
they “[knew] how to do.”
While this example can be classified as reducing abstraction, the students’ work differs from
previous instances of reducing abstraction in important ways. The first distinction is that Jerry and
Christina consciously and intentionally reduced the level of abstraction. This is distinct from the
activity of students in Hazzan’s paper, who conflate the group operation of addition mod 3 with
multiplication (p. 77) or enact a proof on a specific case but are “unable” to return to the general
case (p. 83). Indeed, Jerry and Christina specifically leveraged the simpler and more familiar
structure of the real numbers to gain information about a more general case.
Relatedly, Jerry and Christina reduced abstraction while maintaining a means of gaining
structural information about the more abstract spaces. As discussed above, one utility of mapping
is that it creates a meaningful relationship between mathematical objects. Thus, Jerry and
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Christina gained information about the more general structure from which they were reducing
through the use of the map. This contrasts the conflation that occurred in Hazzan’s examples,
where the reductions were presented more as coping mechanisms than intentional means of
gaining information. This example thus presents information about ways that students can
meaningfully and productively reduce abstraction.
Moreover, from the perspective of the R-F-E framework, as well as Piaget’s characterization
of reflective abstraction, Jerry and Christina’s construction of vector convergence (and further
uses of mapping throughout the experiment) resulted from a cognitive expansion rather than a
reduction. The mapping strategy is a construct within the general category of relating, where
meaningful relationships are created between mathematical objects. The creating of such
relationships suggests an enriching of schema relevant to the students’ operating. Further,
mapping facilitated the construction of

2

convergence through a reflecting abstraction of the

operations involved in real number convergence. Thus, while the students coped with a new
concept (convergence of a vector sequence) by working with a familiar structure (real number
convergence), they did so through creating a new mental construct that necessarily existed on a
“higher level of thought” (i.e., the result of reflective abstraction). This offers an example of
students who reduced the level of abstraction on which they were operating while simultaneously
expanding their mental construct of the associated mathematics.

9.4

Limitations, suggestions and future directions

The primary limitation of this study is that the scope of the study does not necessarily constitute a
representative sample from which to draw widespread conclusions about how students reason
about analytical concepts and generalize at an advanced mathematical level. As the sample size of
this study was three total students, one pair and one single student, it is impossible to make any
sort of claims predicting how students might act in a similar learning environment. This is further
compounded by the results that one group successfully produced the general metric function
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while another student constructed a metric function distinct from the normative metric definition
(note that correctness was not the goal of the study nor the emphasis in the results). Thus, I can
make no claims about how this task sequence will facilitate the learning of a metric function in
the future.
The above concern is not an issue for my study, however, as my results are generalizable not
in a statistical sense, but in the ability for application of the resulting theoretical constructs in
future research and teaching. In accordance with teaching experiment methodology, the
usefulness of the theoretical constructs in settings other than those in which they originated
constitutes their generalizability (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). More on this point, Steffe and
Thompson posit that “if we find our way of thinking about students’ mathematics useful in
interpreting the mathematical activity of students other than those in the original teaching
experiment, this provides critical confirmation of our way of thinking” (p. 300). In this way, my
findings generalize by providing useful ways of characterizing both student generalization and
reasoning in real analysis (as well as formal mathematics).
In light of this take on generalizability, I briefly discuss a humble suggestion from my study.
This is not an implication in the sense that statistical data might imply certain courses of action,
but rather a suggestion rooted in analysis of the theoretical constructs based on their explanatory
power as well as inferences about students who might reason according to them.
The primary suggestion of this study pertains to the connections between pattern matching and
syntactic reasoning. In particular, while the logical ordering of formal statements and attention to
syntax is important for mathematical precision and interpretation, this study demonstrates a
potential effect of reasoning purely syntactically. In particular, Laura professed that much of
mathematics to her was memorizing arguments and syntactic structures and then applying them
(more or less blindly) to situations she perceived as similar, stating that this was at the cost of
understanding. The occurrence of this kind of activity is not surprising, nor do I consider it a rare
phenomenon when students transition from informal mathematical courses to formal ones.
My suggestion for instructors is to, when presenting novel concepts in transition courses
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between formal and informal mathematics, be wary of presenting the concepts formally. While
mathematical definitions often provide enough structure from which mathematicians can extract
meaning, the same is not true for mathematics students (see, for instance, Edwards & Ward,
2004). My study contributes that students can still operate syntactically both in proof (as was seen
in Weber & Alcock, 2004) and other formal mathematical activities such as generalizing, defining,
and conjecturing. Thus, if all the students have to draw from is mathematical syntax, they can still
operate mathematically, but can over time understand less and less of what they are engaging in.
Future research will explore these constructs in different settings, to continue the investigation
of how students think and learn in real analysis, and also generalize in advanced mathematics.
One avenue of this research will be to further explore the scope of the new generalizing constructs
of mapping and pattern matching across mathematical domains. It is reasonable that mapping
occurs throughout various formal mathematical contexts, but it is less clear how mapping might
emerge in less formal mathematical contexts such as algebra and calculus. Also, this study saw
the potential of pattern matching to be used in multiple ways, both productive and unproductive.
Further investigation of pattern matching is warranted, specifically exploring how pattern
matching and attention to logical syntax can be leveraged in the teaching and learning of formal
mathematics.
Further, while the findings do not constitute statistically generalizable results pertaining to
how students understand the structure of the various metric spaces explored in this study, the
progression of the tasks as well as the constructs of component-wise and point-wise reasoning
suggest further investigation of productively understanding function and sequence spaces. In
particular, Jerry and Christina were able to proficiently reason about function spaces by
considering functions as continuous versions of vectors, thus allowing them to imbue structure
from vector spaces in this new setting. In this same way, it may be useful to introduce function
spaces to students through a natural progression from vector spaces to sequence spaces and then
to function spaces, so that students can progressively build up the idea of these metric spaces
incrementally and then reason about them using their extant knowledge of sequences, series and
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functions.
In the future, I will also investigate the productivity of leveraging component-wise reasoning
and generalization to facilitate the learning of concepts that rely on the structure of the real line
applied to multiple dimensions. One possible such application is in the learning of the Fubini
property of integration in multi-variable calculus.
Finally, this study leveraged students’ extant knowledge from real analysis to facilitate the
learning of the metric structure. The metric structure allows for natural generalization of the
absolute value distance measurement on the real line, as seen in this study. Future research will
investigate the ways students can produce the definition of less accessible concepts in real
analysis, such as the measure function.
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